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ABSTRACT
Dominant explanations for why urban African American learners
dropout is that these students are “at-risk” ( Levine, 1988; Macchiarola, 1988;
Sartain, 1989; Swanson, 1991). Such explanations blame the victim while
exonerating the role schooling plays in shaping students’ “at-risk” conditions
(Gordon, 1993; Freire, 1970/1997; Shujaa, 1995; Tatum, 1997; Woodson,
1933/1990/1998a). This research contests these explanations for why African
Americans learners drop out by centering 10 African American students’
voices to highlight the role curriculum plays in casting them at-risk.
Consequently, this work shifts reproach from individual students’ home
environments to the larger structural dimensions of curricula (what we know)
and instruction (how we know it) which alienate and marginalize African
American learners.
To accomplish this end, this research uses oral history as a method to
document the experiences of African American students during a one year
oral history project focusing on the history of African American music in South
Baton Rouge, Louisiana and uses Carter G. Woodson’s notion of “real
education,” to reveal how rediscovering the past open windows of educational
opportunities for urban African American learners. Additionally, as a
teacher/researcher of the course “African American Studies,” this research
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blends my self-ethnography with students’/historians' oral histories to recreate
our experience with oral history as real education. The ability to achieve this
synthesis as well as to document the findings of this study happened through
actual classroom teaching, open-ended interviews, classroom observation
field notes, teacher plans, students’ assignments, as well as video and audio
recordings.
Through this research, three findings were discovered. One, traditional
curriculum in our current educational settings distorts meaning of self and
history and attempts to psychologically ‘ lynch'' its pupils. Two, traditional
curricula’s distortion of self and history leads students to seek multiple claims
to truth and resist colonialization. Three, for learning to be meaningful and
education to be worthwhile, students must participate in choosing who and
what they will study.
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Chapter 1
Navigating Knowing /Complicating Truth
Mother, mother
There’s too many of you crying
Brother, brother, brother
There’sfar too many of you dying
You know we’ve got to find a way
To bring some lovin’ here today—Yeah
Father, father, father we don’t need to escalate
You see, war is not the answer
For only love can conquer hate
You know we’ve got to find a way
To bring some lovin’ here today
Picket lines and picket signs
Don’t punish me with brutality
Talk to me, so you can see
Oh, What’s going on
What’s going on
(Cleveland, J., Gaye, M. and Benson, D„ 1971)

Above are the lyrics of vocal artist Marvin Gaye. For me, Gaye’s ballad,
entitled “What's Going On," is a historical metaphor compelling me to
remember the cognitive dissonance that stimulated this research. As a young
urban secondary social studies teacher, often I would find myself trying to
figure out what was going on with my urban African American learners. Most
of my students seemed dismayed, distraught, and outright angry about
learning history. The more bubble gum trade-offs and jeopardy frills I used in
attempts to pacify their dispositions and make them want to learn our school
district’s rigid American studies curriculum, the less they seemed interested in
my lessons. Later in my teaching career, I discovered that their resistance
was not an isolated incident confined to our lower Ninth Ward classroom
located in New Orleans, Louisiana. Rather, their defiance mirrored other
urban African American learners across the nation.
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In Going to School: The African American Experience . Kofi Lomotey
(1990) reported that 50 percent of African American children in urban public
schools dropped out. In The Real Ebonic Debate. Perry and Delpit (1998)
stated that in California’s Oakland Unified School District, 53 percent of its
African American population accounted for 80 percent of the school systems'
suspensions, that 71 percent of these students were classified as having
special needs, and that the district's African American student population’s
overall grade point average was D+. Richard Fossey (1996), in “School
Dropout Rates: Are We Sure They Are Going Down?” observed that, in
Louisiana in 1973, 66.5 percent of a cohort of ninth graders graduated in four
years while only 46.1 percent graduated in four years, two decades later.
Specifically, in New Orleans, Louisiana, Fossey found that the percentage of
ninth graders who graduated with their classmates dropped from 66 percent in
1973 to 46 percent in a twenty-year span.
Dominant explanations for high percentages of dropout rates among
urban African American students is that these learners’ home environments or
their lack of study and social skills facilitate students' “at-risk” labeling (Levine,
1988; Macchiarola, 1988; Sartain, 1989; Swanson, 1991). During the 1980s,
Harry Sartain, under the direction of the National Education Association,
investigated and documented factors which contributed to the making of an
“at-risk” student. According to Sartain (1989), educators view “at-risk” learners
as “children of school age, who, because of one or more factors in a syndrome
of disadvantageous traits, behaviors, and circumstances, are in danger of
being unsuccessful in school and/or in danger of becoming enmeshed in

2
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personally debilitating social, emotional, physical, or economic difficulties
currently or in the near future” (p. 61). Frank Macchiarola (1988) defines “atrisk" students according to their participation in the educational process. After
stating that participation in classroom settings by “at-risk” students is marginal,
if not resistant, Macchiarola concludes that these young people grow up to
become burdens to society. Additionally, Daniel Levine (1966) describes “atrisk” children as those whose academic achievements are unsatisfactory.
Their low academic achievements spiral into a vicious cycle that often leads to
their dropping out of school. Both Sartain (1989) and Swanson (1991)
conclude that students’ home environments are the primary cause for “at-risk”
students’ educational delinquency. Specifically, Swanson states: “many
students come from homes that are lacking in emotional support due to
interpersonal conflict or social estrangement. Still more students have
experienced a breakdown in family structure and finances due to medical
problems, psychological disorders, alcohol or drug dependency, and
violence” (p. 4).
Constantly alluding to African American students who are jaded and
branding them “at-risk," dominant explanations informed me that since I could
not control my students’ home environment, then any attempts I made to teach
urban African American learners were hopeless. Yet, in spite of these more
daunting predications, every now and then I witnessed promise-students
who, in spite of their home environment, had questions and wanted to know.
However, I must confess that the issues that seemed to concern them most
were not topics featured in their American studies textbooks. For them, the

3
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questions that taunted their desire to know were: Why do we have to study
American history? Why are there drugs in my community? Why are some
people rich and others poor? Because they questioned, I knew there was
hope. I believed that if they wanted to know, then they were also willing to
learn. My question then became: How and what do I teach? Due to these
questions, Navigating Knowino/ComplicatinaTruth was conceived.
Posing contradictions to dominant rationale for what frames urban
African American learners as dropouts, Navigating Knowing/Complicating
Truth centers students' voices to highlight mainstream curricula’s function in
casting them as “at-risk." In so doing, this work shifts reproach from individual
students' home environments to the larger structural dimensions of curricula
(what we know) and instruction (how we know it) which alienate and
marginalize African American learners.

“Framing Dropouts”
In Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Paulo Freire (1970/1997) holds that
schools frame dropouts through banking techniques1 which squash learners’
intellect by providing teaching methods and materials that control and dictate
students’ knowledge production away from their lived experiences and toward
the maintenance of the status quo. Moreover, joining Antonio Gramsci (1971)
and Raymond Williams (1976), Beverly Gordon (1993) asserts that banking
methods are used to maintain existing social and economic relationships
generation after generation. Referring to banking methods

1 My use of the phrase “frame dropouts" is taken from Michette Fine’s (1991) work. My
use of Freire in critiquing schools as framed dropouts can also be found in the work of Jerome
Bruner (1996).

4
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perpetual inimicality as ideological hegemony, Gordon asserts that through
ideological hegemony. . .
society reproduces itself partly through the transmission of a system
of values, attitudes, beliefs, social practices and norms which function
at once to convey and legitimate the ideology and social practices
which serve the interests of the dominant class in the established
order. ( p. 263)
For Gordon, as well as Henry Giroux (1981) and Michael Apple (1990), these
norms and social practices are reproduced through a hidden curriculum. In
Too Much Schooling. Too Little Education. Mwalimu Shujaa (1995) terms the
hidden curriculum as schooling practices. He holds, like Castenell and Pinar
(1993), that through textbooks and lesson plans enabling Euro-cultural
transmission to subsequent generations, schooling maintains existing power
relations and institutional structures that support these arrangements.
Particularly in the United States, schooling permits a colonialist, White, Anglo
Saxon, male, middle-class, heterosexual, Protestant worldview to dominate
what is socially valued and to guide patterns of action and learning in public
classrooms and society-at-large (Ogbu, 1992; Shujaa, 1995).
Several scholars hold that the consequence of schooling is that, in the
process of transmitting traditional ways of knowing to subsequent generations,
schooling reconstitutes the ways of knowing and being for those who have
been historically marginalized while reinscribing existing social, political, and
economic arrangements. Schooling frames what it means to know within a
Euro-centric, bourgeois, male perspective (Shujaa,1995; Ogbu and MatuteBianchi, 1986).

5
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Additionally, they argue that the sponsoring Anglo, middle-class, male
culture’s way of interpreting the world often contradicts the knowledge of
historically colonialized subjects situated in U.S. classrooms. Nonetheless,
researchers like Signithia Fordham (1996) and Mwaiimu Shujaa (1995) have
found that students are forced to learn and to accept their oppressors’
knowing as truth in order to pass. This force of will comes with a price. Many
African American students become dismayed and repulsed by schooling
(Billings, 1994 Hale,1994; Lomotey, 1990; Shujaa, 1995). Expounding on this
posture, John Ogbu (1992) contends that African American children enter
United States classrooms with particular beliefs about language, behavior,
and customs (Ogbu, 1992). These values often conflict with cultural
knowledge gleaned from a colonialist, Anglo-centric, bourgeois, male,
perspective (Shujaa, 1994; Ogbu and Matute-Bianchi.1986). Jerome Bruner
(1996) asserts in The Culture of Education that:
[A]n official' educational enterprise presumably cultivates beliefs,
skills, and feelings in order to transmit and explicate its sponsoring
culture’s ways of interpreting the natural and social world.... In carrying
out that function it inevitably courts risk by ‘sponsoring,’ however
implicitly, a certain version of the world. Or it runs the risk of offending
some interests by openly examining views that might be taken as like
the culture's canonically tabooed ones. (p. 15)
Resisting and refusing to be schooled with dominant “culture's ways of
interpreting the natural and social world," many urban African American
learners are “framed dropouts"2 (Fine, 1991; Fordham,1996). Yet, this framing
is not without purpose. I hold that framing dropouts is used to negate
2 This term is derived from Fine’s (1991) quaftative study entitled Framing Dropouts.
Fine’s study not only features the educational demise of urban African American learners but
the way schools frame urban Latino students as dropouts as well.

6
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universal prosperity3 and serves the economic backbone of our capitalistic
society. Designated ‘‘at-risk" or uneducated, as students spiral out of
educational environments, they spiral into low-skilled and minimally paid
positions necessary for sustaining a capitalistic society (Kozol, 1991;
Manning, 1983/2000). Schooling becomes a slippery slope, sliding
historically marginalized learners away from the hopes and possibilities of
what Denise Taliaferro (1998) terms "education for liberation" and toward
economic destitution and poverty.
Infuriated by the "if then”4 inscribed in the schooling situations of many
African American students and other historically marginalized learners, I found
myself reflecting on my own schooling experiences. And, I discovered that
had I not been willing to succumb to the lessons of my teachers/oppressors
then, I too may have been on the slippery slope to economic destitution. I
realized, like my students, that I also deplored history.5

A Defunct Hour of Silence
I hated history. As a southern, working-middle-class, African American
girl, American history class was the defunct hour of silence. Rarely did I hear
anything by or about black folks. Often, I would find myself longing for voices

3 By universal prosperity, I am alluding to the assumption of the American Dream that in
the United States everyone has the opportunity to succeed a nd be economically prosperous.
4 If you do not learn what I tell you to learn, then you wiB be labeled “at-risk” and marked
for faiure.

3 Please note that my use of history here does not only apply to the study of past
events. Here, I use history as a source of knowledge production used as a generative
mechanism to determine schooling experiences in educational discourse.
7
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to enliven America’s truth. By the second semester of my eleventh grade year,
however, things began to change. Having enrolled in an African American
history class,6 1was introduced to Dr. Carter G. Woodson. My teacher
informed me that Dr. Woodson was the “Father of Black history," and the
“originator of Black History Month.” I guess the terms “father” and “originator”
excited me most about Woodson for these were terms I had never heard
applied to black folks in American history. Since I had the opportunity to take
an African American history class and my peers did not, I felt real smart as I
shared these tales with my African American classmates who were not as
familiar with Woodson as I.
Years later, as an aspiring activist7 and attending Fisk University in
Nashville, Tennessee, Woodson, a catalyst once more, influenced my
understanding of self and social change. While reading Woodson’s
(1933/1990/1998a) The Mis-Education of the Neoro. I learned that American
history, as it had been constructed in my classes, was not only sterile and
boring but because of its lessons, I did not know how to be an activist. Modem
education had anesthetized my agency to incite social change. Hence,
according to Woodson, for me to be a mover and shaker, I needed to be re
educated. That is, I needed “real education” (p. 29). Woodson argued that
6 African American history was only offered as an elective for one-half semester.
7 1refer to myself as an aspiring activist because, at the time, I couldnt identify what was
going on with me. I knew that I hated injustice, no matter what the form, and if there was a
protest-and yes we had them at Rsk during the late 80s and early 90s-l was there. I had read
King’s letters From a Birmingham Jail” and, as if it was my second nature, found myself quoting
his statement. Injustice anywhere was a threat to justice everywhere.” To this very day, these
words stil kindte my spirit and are my driving force as an educator, a curriculum theorist a soda!
activist.

8
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real education illuminates African Americans’ hidden history to counteract
modem education’s racist knowing inculcating the thoughts and actions of
African American learners. Further, he held that once African American
students learned of their fore-parents’ accomplishments that these lessons
would serve to inform students who they were, what they have done, and what
they must do; that is, to be black, to be empowered, and construct knowing in
a white supremacist society (Woodson, 1933/1990/1998a;1998b). I began to
revere Woodson and found myself wanting to learn more about the history of
my people. I wanted real education.
Since real education uses African American history to construct the
lessons of African American learners, I began to conceive Woodson’s theory
as a revolutionary and educative approach with urban African American
students. Although his perspective, in my view, essentializes African
American experiences,8 his approach nonetheless seeks to center students’
experiences, identities, and subjectivities in their curriculum content. Hence, I
came to realize Woodson’s notion of real education as an educational
philosophy and pedagogical creed that could be created for African American
learners by African American learners. Woodson argues that an educational
philosophy and pedagogy constructed for African American learners is very
important because teachers who are educated through a mis-educative
system are indoctrinated with contempt for African American learners. He
holds that their mis-education serves to “unconsciously keep the Negro in the
ghetto” (Woodson,1933/1990/1998a, p.28). I believe that this contempt is
8 A discussion of this stance is found in chapter 2 pp.46-50.

9
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neither deliberately conceived nor consciously enacted, but having been
constantly informed that African Americans are intellectually inferior and
culturally deprived, contempt nonetheless is bred (King, 1991; McCarthy,
1990/1993). With this in mind, the ability for those who have been so
educated to create an educational plan on behalf of African American learners
and not to African American learners' deteriment, in my view, is highly
impossible. Educators committed to educating African Americans and other
historically marginalized students must first unlearn racist, sexist, and classbiased notions inculcated through schools and permeating society-at-large.
Then, and only then, will educators be able to enter into learners’ communities
and create pedagogies with students, notfor students.
Yet, I must note that as I sit here now, nearly fifteen years later reflecting
on my initial introduction to Or. Woodson, I find myself thinking about his story
and the role this played in making Carter G. Woodson a fictional hero. More
importantly, I find myself disturbed by how his fiction as “Father of Black
History operates to obscure the “Mothers of Black H isto ry- women like
Nannie Burroughs, Zora Neal Hurston, Mary McCleod Bethune, and Marion
Manoia Thompson Wright9- and other men and women who either supported
Woodson or aided him in historicizing an African American past. Additionally,
I find myself bothered by how his fiction as the “originator of Black History
Month” placed special attention on his work in black history while blurring his
call for economic self-preservation in African American communities
9For a fuH account of Marion Manoia Thompson Wright's contributions to the fields of
history, sociology, and African American education, please see Crocco, Munro, and Weier
(1999).

10
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(Woodson in Greene, 1930). Lastly, I am fascinated with how easily
Woodson moved me simply because he was an African American who
informed me that by omitting my predecessors’ experiences from history,
schooling had dummied10 my agency and robbed me of real education.

A Critique Unfolds
Realizing connections between learners' curriculum and the making of
“at-risk” learners, in Navigating Knowing/Complicating Truth. I highlight
dominant explanations used to illuminate “at-risk” students and problematize
how such rationales are misconceptions in two respects. First, like Woodson
(1933/1990/1998a), Freire (1970/1997), Fordham (1996), and Shujaa (1995),
I argue that dominant explanations ignore the role ‘‘schooling” (Shujaa, 1995)
plays in crafting and maintaining “at-risk” learners. Second, I hold that
dominant discourse not only omits the role of schooling practices in framing
students dropouts, but dominant discourse also silences students’
perspectives when explicating rationales for students’ academic failures.
Consequently, in Navigating Knowing/Complicating Truth. I center urban
African American learners’ epistemologies by featuring urban African
American students’ voices to enable teachers, parents, and others concerned
about the education of historically marginalized learners, to listen to students
so that we can see “what's going on” from students’ perspectives. Specifically,
in this dissertation, I envision and reconstitute schooling as real education by

10 Based on one of Malcolm X’s theoretical positions. See chapter 8 p.191, for
explanation.

11
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talking with urban African American students who have come to bear the
significations of young, gifted, black and “at-risk.'’

Where Do We Go From Here?
Early in my graduate school studies, I engaged research on the plight
of urban African American learners. Yet, few researchers used African
American learners' voices to describe their schooling situations. Michelle
Fine (1991) used African American students’ voices and their experiences to
document the ways in which schools frame them as dropouts. Signithia
Fordham (1996), in Blacked Out: Dilemmas of Race. Identity and Success at
Capital Hioh. likewise used students’ voices to uncover modes of students’
resistance commonly identified by dominant theories as “at-risk” behavior.
Fordham’s work illuminates why African American students choose truancy,
tardiness, bullying, and/or cheating in response to “schooling.” Likewise, the
work of Carol Lee (1995), who conducted a study involving 52 urban African
American high school students, also centers students’ voices. Although other
noteworthy researchers like Gloria Ladson Billings (1994), Michelle Foster
(1997), and Janice Hale (1994) have been sagacious in identifying “at-risk”
schooling conditions, their research most often has centered on teachers’
perspectives and their respective pedagogical approaches to reveal
malfeasance in schools. Additionally, the theoretical works of Lomotey
(1990), Ogbu (1992), and Shujaa (1995), have been brilliant in explicating
rationales for understanding the straits of urban African American learners, but
few of these writings, in my view, speak with students or are directly rendered
from students’ perspectives.

12
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The first two years of my academic training in graduate school had
mostly disregarded urban African American students' voices. Consequently,
more than ever before, I found myself yearning to hear from them. To fill this
void, I took an oral history course offered in conjunction with a summer youth
oral history project. Housed at McKinley High School, in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, this course was particularly fulfilling because it gave me the
opportunity to witness students enthusiastically engage schooling by learning
her/his-story.

Locating Voice
Paul Thompson (1978/1988), James Hoopes (1979) and other oral
historians (see Frish, 1990; Lummis, 1988; Portelli,1991) maintain that one of
the greatest attributes of oral history is that it renders voice to those who have
been historically silenced in most documented accounts of history.
Specifically, in Oral History: An Introduction for Students. James Hoopes
(1979) maintains that oral history is a way of preserving the stories of
historically marginalized subjects that might otherwise be neglected in the
retelling of history due to social, economic, and political oppression~for
example, the stories of African Americans, who may be non-literate or may
have been denied a written history because of political oppression.
Through students’ use of oral history as an experientially-based
pedagogical approach, learners came to understand history through the herand his-stories of their local community. Further, they were excited, it seemed,
about learning history because their curriculum embraced community studies
and consequently, centered their voices and their experiences in their
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learning content. They were excited, it seemed, because they were
experiencing “real education."
When used as a tool for community studies oral history provides a
venue through which urban African American students learn from sagas of
their local community. These narratives are often not expressed in textbooks.
According to James Hoopes (1979), “[o]ral history refers to the collecting of
any individual’s spoken memories of his/[her] life, of people he/[she] has
known, and events he[/she] has witnessed or participated in" (p. 7). As
students document urban African American culture through the voices of
urban African Americans, oral history empowers African American learners to
w/right11 into history narratives of their predecessors and the sagas of their
communities (MacLeod, 1991). When oral history is used as a
pedagogical practice, students start with themselves, their lives and their local
community, to historicize local sites of memory. Students gather and organize
information that they accumulate from personal interviews and library
research. In the process, they analyze and interpret their data and, if they
choose, may put forward their "conclusions” in oral histories that are collected
and reproduced in a magazine (Wigginton, 1985). One of the critical
exercises in oral history is that students/historians cite a trace whose past
significance lingers on in the present. I argue that through this cite

11 My use of this word w/righting is coined from the expression “write/tight” created by
Petra Munro (1998). In her article ‘Engendering Curriculum History” Munro parallels her
intentions of writing feminist history with the act of righting the voices of women who have been
historically marginalized in dominant historical discourse. Here, and throughout this
dissertation, I use w/right or write/right to signify this same parallelism of writing histories whie
righting the voices of those marginalized in dominant discourses on knowing.
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students/historians experience oral history, “spoken memories” (Hoopes,
1979) as “real education."
According to Paul Thompson (1978/1988), “the social purpose of
history demands an understanding of the past which relates directly or
indirectly to the present" (p.5). Hence, in the process of historicizing a
selected memory, students/ historians under teacher/facilitator guidance
document sagas of their local community and are provided with a means to
envision how yesterday’s memories bear significance in today's time. In this
light, oral history as real education illuminates a more fluid understanding of
history, as past, present, and future as now. Realized this way, oral history as
real education, in my view, likens the philosophical expression referred to by
the Akan people of Ghana, West Africa as Sankofa.
W. Bruce Willis (1998), in The Adinkra Dictionary, holds that Sankofa
means “go back to the past in order to build for the future" ( p. 189).
Sankofa12 is a beautiful bird who is looking behind facing yesterday while
dropping an egg in today and walking ahead toward its future. Willis reveals
that the “Akan liken this action [of] looking backwards as a symbol of looking to
one's past or with quest for knowledge, returning to the source” (p. 189). For
me, the image represents a warning or a beckoning, so to speak, to live in the
present mindful of the past and its possible significance in informing one's
present and shaping one's future. At first glance, one would think that the
12 The image of Sankofa is represented in many ways. A few years ago while walking
through a market in Nashville, T N I happened upon a wood carving of the image of Sankofa. The
gentleman seKng the piece was from Ghana. The Sankofa image was of a bird looking
backwards whie dropping an egg. To this day, the image of this beautiful bird resonates with
me and it is this image that I am speaking of when I refer to the term Sankofa.
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image and the discourse are reactive, predetermined by yesterday, but in
actuality they are proactive, for the bird is walking forward heeding the
warning of the past and is better informed about its destiny. Hence, for me,
Sankofa is a pictorial representation of Malcolm X's (1990) warning that a
people who do not know their history are doomed to repeat it. Here, Malcolm
argues that a people who do not know the her-and his-stories of their
predecessors are doomed to repeat those which are constructed by others13.
In oral history as real education, students/historians choose who and what
they want to study, imagine what evidence is needed, seek out information,
capture multiple truths, and publish their findings. Students become
constructors of knowledge (Thompson, 1978/1988; Hoopes, 1979). And, a
community is given the confidence and license to w/right its own her/his-story
(MacLeod, 1991).
After witnessing the enthusiasm of the participants of the 1997
McKinley High School oral history project, I started imagining educational
possibilities of oral history as a pedagogical praxis to stimulate real education
with urban African American learners. However, having not experienced oral
history in an urban high school classroom context, I found myself now
wondering: How would oral history incite real education with urban African
American learners in a classroom setting? In desperate need of answers and
wanting to know “what was going on“ from students’ perspectives, I decided to
implement an oral history project, during an academic year. For nine months,

13For those who may find this difficult to understand, further explanation is forthcoming
in chapter 2.
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I used oraJ history as a pedagogical approach to instruct ten urban African
Americans learners in a course entitled “African American Studies" at
McKinley High School in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. In addition to teaching
African American studies oral history style, the purpose of my instruction/
project was to investigate in what ways did oral history inspire real education.
Specifically, I was interested in discerning how students could use oral history
to navigate knowing and complicate truth. Hence, looking back to yesterday,
while standing in the present, and envisioning real education for urban African
American learners tomorrow, Naviaatino Knowing/ Complicating Truth:
African American Learners Experiencing Oral History as Real Education is a
case study of ten urban African American learners' experiences with oral
history as real education.

General Overview of the Study
Using oral history, in a class entitled “African American Studies,” I
historicize the experiences of ten urban African American learners during the
1998/1999 academic year at McKinley Senior High School in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, to cite in what ways oral history inspires “real education”
(Woodson, 1933/1990/1988a, p. 29). Additionally, as a teacher/researcher of
this course, I blend my self-ethnography with students'/historians’ oral
histories to recreate our experience with doing African American studies using
oral history as real education. My ability to achieve this synthesis happened
through actual classroom teaching as well as documentation of open-ended
interviews, classroom observation field notes, teacher plans, students'
assignments, and video and audio recordings.
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Significance of the Study
There are many teachers and projects across the country who use oral
history as a form of experientially-based pedagogy to connect students’ lives
to an alienated and alienating curriculum ( MacLeod, 1991; Scott’s Branch,
1995; Wigginton, 1985). However, none has investigated nor documented the
use of oral history as a source of Teal education’’ (Woodson, 1933/1990/
1998a) with urban African American high school learners. This study seeks to
add urban African American learners’ perspectives to an existing body of
literature focusing on experientially-based pedagogy. Additionally, this study
is a significant contribution to current research focusing on curriculum studies,
post colonial discourse, urban education, and critical race theory. Moreover,
because too often popular assertions seek to blame African American
students for a schooling system which oftentimes neglects to educate them,
this study seeks to challenge these contentions. By documenting urban
African American students actively engaged in oral history as real education,
in Naviaatino Knowina/Complicatino Truth. I problematize prevailing
assumptions of what creates an “at-risk” student and what may be done
differently to encourage all students’ academic and social success. Though
this dissertation focuses on African American learners, I contend that most
students in America's schools are faced with “mis-education.” By this I mean,
curriculum and instruction which silence history, voice, and varied
experiences while determining what students should know. Hence, though I
forefront African American learners, I w/right this dissertation on behalf of all
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historically marginalized learners who are in need of knowing and real
education.

Dissertation Overview
Carter G. Woodson's notion of real education is often overlooked in
dominant educational discourse. Hence, this dissertation opens with
historicizing Dr. Carter G. Woodson. Woodson was chosen to introduce this
research because he is, in my view, one of the founding philosophers of
emancipatory pedagogy. Specifically, his theory of "real education"
(1933/1990/1998a, p. 29) uses yesterday s stories to empower learning today.
In so doing, Woodson’s notion of real education is a reflection of Sankofa and,
when used in conjunction with oral history, enables learners to navigate
knowing and complicate truth. Therefore, chapter two, entitled “Carter
Goodwin WoodsorC features Woodson and his theory of real education to
explicate its connection to Sankofa and oral history in order to re-imagine real
education for contemporary urban African American learners. I forefront this
historicization of Woodson in my dissertation to situate the theoretical frame of
my study.
Chapter three, which is entitled “It's Oral History," is devoted to
explaining my use of oral history as methodology. Here, I discuss oral history
as pedagogy as well as how I employed oral history as a methodological
approach to understand my research question: In what ways does oral history
inspire real education with urban African American students in a traditional
classroom context? Since a major responsibility for oral historians is naming,
defining, and claiming informants as subjects and not as objects, chapter four,
19
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entitled ‘ Naming You, I Claim Myself,’ follows chapter three and is written to
embody students/historians and to inform readers who they be.
After discussing the identity of students/historians in chapter four,
chapters five, six, and seven follow as an analysis of the data collected for this
study. Though students'/historians’ oral history topic was the history of African
American music in South Baton Rouge, the issue that rose out of the analysis
of their data was not their topic but rather student’s ability to go back and
compare and contrast what they had learned through oral history with what
they had and had not learned in their traditional history courses. Through
juxtaposing yesterday’s history lessons with what they had learned in oral
history, students/historians articulated to me how they experienced oral history
as real education. Because they relied on their past understandings of history
to enable them to better understand their present experience with oral history
as real education, their actions, in my view, reflected the philosophical
expression of Sankofa. Consequently, in chapters five, six, and seven,
students/historians voices are illuminated to feature the dynamic and cyclical
relationship of past, present, and future as now while explicating for readers
how students/historians experienced oral history as real education.
Specifically, in chapter five, entitled: ‘ Slavery This and Slavery That," I
highlight how students/historians fetched yesterday’s memories today to
define oral history as a site of political resistance. Chapter six, entitled
‘ Unveiling the Mystery" is devoted to lessons learned by students/historians
today through spoken memories of yesterday. Particularly, highlighting
students’/historians’ use of self-ethnography, I forefront what they
20
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understocked in oral history by featuring various students’/historians’
perspectives of their oral history research on African American music in South
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. In chapter seven, entitled “Out the Book to Create a
Book," I analyze students'/historians’ classroom experiences as w/righters of
history unveiling truths today to inform lessons of tomorrow. Although the titles
of chapters five, six, and seven signify a particular moment in time, within their
text, each chapter colludes and collides with rigid expressions of time to
practicalize for readers the fluidity of past, present, and future as now.
Chapter eight, entitled “Do You Remember Me," is written as a
summary. Though not this dissertation s final thoughts, this chapter notes my
research findings to show readers in what ways oral history inspires real
education. In brief, the chapter highlights how oral history as real education
enabled students to navigate knowing and complicate truth professed in
dominant educational discourse. The chapter concludes with contributions of
this research to the field of social studies education and with questions in
hopes of keeping this conversation regarding “real education” on behalf of
historically marginalized learners going.
My final thoughts are expressed as an epilogue. Entitled “W/Righting
Oral Histories,” here, I frame the ethical dilemmas I faced while engaging this
research. Specifically, this concluding part critiques qualitative research and
its paradoxical claims of representing voice.
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Chapter 2
Carter Goodwin Woodaon (1875-1950)
Carter G. Woodson was a scholar and an organic intellectual.14 He
lived during a period described by historian Rayford Logan as the Nadir or the
lowest point in African American history (Scally,1985). Nadir (1865-1965)
marks the one hundred year span that followed the emancipation of enslaved
African Americans. It commemorates the simultaneous celebration of African
Americans’ freedom from chattel enslavement and the desecration of their
hopes and dreams for full citizenship, economic and social mobility, and
educational opportunities (Riggs, 1987). During Nadir, decades of apartheid
deliberately subordinated African Americans’ rights as United States citizens.
Subordination was made possible through Jim Crow laws, grandfather
clauses, literacy tests, lynching, and institutionalized segregation (Tindall and
Shi, 1984/1996). According to John Hope Franklin and Alfred Moss (1994),
Nadir was a time period in American history smeared with blatant racial
bigotry as well as economic, social, and political disenfranchisement for
African American people, due to an abiding belief in Anglo American
superiority.
Within Nadir’s social context, Carter Goodwin Woodson was a prodigy
theorizing black love, self-preservation, and self-determination for African
American people. A coal miner, an educator, and the first African American of
The American Evasion of Phitosoohv. Cornel West uses this term to reter to
DuBois, whom he caNs the Jamesian organic hteNectual. An organic intellectual is a grassroots
intellectual/pragmatist I hold that Woodson is also an organic intellectual.
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enslaved parentage to receive a Ph.D. in history from Harvard University,
Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) believed that through studying African American
history, which contained alternative perspectives to dominant notions of truth,
“real education” would serve as a site of political resistance to eradicate white
and black racialized polarities. For Woodson “real education” was
emancipatory education. By informing students who they are, what they have
done, and what they must do, Woodson held that “real education means to
inspire people to live more abundantly, to learn to begin with life as they find it
and make it better” (p. 29). Woodson argued that through real education a
cultural revolution would be incited, shattering the dispositions that made
Nadir possible.
In this chapter, I situate Carter G. Woodson’s notion of real education as
the theoretical backdrop for this dissertation while simultaneously reimaging
his theory to suit the needs of contemporary urban African American learners.
Divided into three sections, section one entitled, ‘ From Prodigy to Educator”
gives a brief biographical account of Woodson’s life. Particularly, I document
various episodes in Woodson’s life that I believe aided him in developing his
theory of real education. Section two, entitled 'Woodson’s Real Education,”
contextualizes the construction of raced bodies in an effort to highlight and
promote Woodson’s call necessitating alternative claims to a truth. In section
three, “Real Education Resurrected and Re-imagined,” I problematize
Woodson’s use of African American history to name real education.
Additionally, this section re-imagines Woodson’s philosophy through oral
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history as a site tor political resistance to embrace real education with
contemporary urban African American learners.

From Prodigy to Educator
Carter G. Woodson was bom on December 19,1875, in New Canton,
Virginia, to Anne Eliza and James Henry Woodson. His mother was a literate
woman and Woodson's first teacher (Goggin,1993/1997). Among many
valued lessons, she provided her son with what Booker Peeks (1990) refers to
as “skills education” (p. 14). In Going to School: the African American
Experience. Peek held that skills education teaches reading, writing, and
arithmetic. Since African Americans were often denied literacy, skills
education, consisting of communicable codes of the United States’ dominant
linguistic discourse, enabled formerly enslaved non-literate Africans and
African Americans to decode meanings.
Although his mother, Anne Eliza, was Woodson's first teacher, she was
not his only instructor. His father, James Henry Woodson, was also very
influential in shaping their son’s early life lessons. Teaching Woodson that “to
accept insult, to compromise on principle, to mislead your fellow man, or to
betray your people, you have lost your soul" (Woodson, 1944, p. 35), James
Henry's tutelage supplied Woodson with functional education. Explaining
functional education, William Watkins (1993), in “Black Curriculum
Orientations: A Preliminary Inquiry,” holds:
[Preparation of life is at the center of the functionalist curriculum.
Consistent with colonial education, functionalism is typically
basic, largely oral, and frequently includes folklore as part of
its curriculum. Learning occurrs through imitation, recitation,
24
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memorization, and demonstration. A functionalist curriculum
shuns abstractions. It is tied to the practical, the useful, and the
demonstrable, (p. 325)
Indoctrinated with his parents' lessons, in 1892, Woodson left home to
work in West Virginia’s coal mines. While working in the mines, he met an
African American miner named Oliver Jones, whose home contained a library
of Negro literature and was a gathering place for African American
intellectuals living in West Virginia’s coal mine community (Woodson, 1944).
Often in this atmosphere, Woodson engaged in discussions on the history of
the race with local ministers. Sister Scally (1985) contends that Woodson was
fascinated by these exchanges and wanted to know more about the history of
his people.
Without formal education,15 John Clarke (1985) observs that Woodson
“mastered all the fundamentals of common subjects by the time he was
seventeen” (p. 166). At age twenty, Woodson moved to Huntington, West
Virginia, with his parents and enrolled in Frederick Douglas High School.
Two years later, he completed his studies at Douglas and received his
diploma in 1897. In the fall of 1897, he enrolled in Berea College, an
interracial institution, in Berea, Kentucky. In 1898, Woodson left Berea to
teach in Winona, West Virginia, where black miners had established a school
for their children. In 1900, he returned home once more to his alma mater,
Frederick Douglas High School, teaching and later serving there as principle.

15Here, I refer to education gained through the institution of schools.
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Each Sunday morning, while living in Huntington West Virginia,
Woodson carried his father s breakfast to the roadway shop where his father
worked. At the roadway shop, Woodson listened to conversations between
his father and other black and white workers, all of whom were Civil War
veterans. Through their exchanges, Woodson (1944) claimed, he became
privy to information omitted from traditional history books, such as the
relationship among black and white soldiers and the battle strategies used by
infantry. Additionally, in this space, Woodson developed a passion for oral
history. Jacqueline Goggin (1993/1997), holds that these narratives later
influenced tenets of Woodson s philosophy of history, which held that an
“accurate understanding of the past would enlighten the present generation”
(p. 121).16
After returning to Berea in 1902, and graduating one year later with a
bachelor’s degree in literature, Woodson traveled to the Philippines to teach
Filipino students17in the fall of that same year (Goggin, 1993/1997, p. 16).
Sister Scally (1985) reveals that, while voyaging to the Philippines, Woodson
met a missionary who warned him against Americanizing Filipino learners.
Filipino students were required to use the Baldwin Primer, which featured red
1^Although the use of the term “accurate” may seem misleading, what I believe
Woodson was positing is that multiple perspectives of an event enables one to better
understand an event.
17|n 1898. the Treaty of Paris ended the Spanish-American War. As a consequence of
the Treaty of Paris, the Philippine Islands were brought under United States jurisdiction. In
addition to United States military rule occupying the island, a superintendent of schools was
appointed to recruit American teachers, who were supposed to train the Filipinos to govern
themselves.
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apples, polar bears, and blizzards, all unknown in the Philippines. Bothered
by the irrelevance and disconnectedness of this material, and forewarned
against Americanization, Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) declared that in order
for a real educator to teach intelligently, she/he must first study the history,
language, manners, and customs of the people being taught. He argued a
real educator did not teach children to sing “Come Shake the Apple Tree,”
when they had never seen an apple, but rather sing “Come Shake the
Lomboy Tree,” something they had actually often done. Further, he held that
real educators spoke with students of their own native heroes, such as Jose
Rizal, instead of Washington and Lincoln ( p. 153). After serving as supervisor
of schools and being in charge of teacher-training, Woodson became ill in
1907 and resigned his position in the Philippines. He returned home to
recover.
Once well, Woodson ventured on a six- month journey to Africa, Asia,
and Europe. While traveling, he studied educational methods, visited libraries,
and met with scholars, who later assisted him in research on African American
history, inspired by his journey, in the fall of 1907, Woodson enrolled at the
University of Chicago to obtain a second bachelor’s degree in history and a
Master of Arts in history, Romance languages, and literature. Completing his
studies in 1908, Woodson was encouraged by his professors to pursue a
doctoral degree in history at Harvard University. To support himself while
attending Harvard, Woodson taught American history, French, Spanish, and
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English at M Street, later named Dunbar High School, in Washington, D.C.16
Potter and Claytor (1997), in African Americans Who Were First, maintain that
while teaching in D.C., Woodson found “that his students knew very little about
the contributions made by African Americans to the history and culture of their
country" (p. 41).
His students’ mis-education at M Street mirrored Woodson's
experience at Harvard. With professors excluding the contributions of African
Americans, Woodson found Harvard troubling and bothersome. Woodson’s
take on American history, which included the presence, influence, and
participation of African Americans in America s history, was often contrary to
the more racist sagas professed by his history professor and dissertation
chairperson, Edward Channing. Woodson challenged Channing’s views on
history, and Channing, asserting that the Negro had no history, challenged
Woodson to go and find out otherwise. After much strife, having had his initial
dissertation draft denied, and changing doctoral committee chairs from
Channing to Albert B. Hart and back to Channing, Woodson received his Ph.D
from Harvard in 1912. His dissertation, entitled The Disruption of Virginia.
argued that class conflicts among whites and enslavement were the economic
causes of the struggle between the eastern aristocracy and the western
frontiersmen (1912). Goggin (1993/1997) and Scally (1985)

18Anna Julia Cooper, another renowned African American educator, also was an
instructor at Dunbar and later served as principal.
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contend that Woodson's trials and tribulations with racism at Harvard haunted
him. In addition, Clarke (1985) asserts:
After serving many years as a teacher in public schools, Woodson
became convinced that the role of his people in American history
and in the history of other cultures was being either ignored or
misrepresented (p. 167)
Due to these events, Woodson became obsessed with real education.

Woodson’s Rssl Education
In The wretched of the Earth. Frantz Fanon (1963) held that in order for
coloniaiized subjects to be convinced of their subordination they had to
believe in their inferiority. Carter G. Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) argued that
modern education made this inferiority complex possible. He states:
The same educational process which inspires and stimulates
the oppressor with the thought that he is everything and has
accomplished everything worthwhile, depresses and crushes
at the same time the spark of genius in the Negro by making
him feel that his race does not amount to much and never
will measure up to standards of other peoples, (p. xiii)
Specifically, speaking on behalf of African American s education, Woodson
claimed that inferiority was indoctrinated by omitting black history from
students' education. Through modem education rooted in racist claims to
truth,19 Woodson asserted that African American students, specifically, were
convinced of their inferiority. Further, Woodson (1922/1928b; 1928a/1958)
maintained that concealing Negro history was necessary for those who had
been subjugated to believe in their inferiority and those who were subjugators

19Here, i are referring to tales that claimed the mental incapacities of African and African
American people.
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to believe in their superiority. Hence, he argued, knowledge of the history of
the Negro, as inventors of civilizations, discoverers of iron, domesticators of
goat, sheep, and cattle, and founders of great universities like those found in
Timbuktu and Songhay, would refute racist claims of Negroes’ intellectual
inferiority and de-legitimate racist notions used to school all students, both
black and white. Referring here to African American history as history of the
people, Woodson (1922/1928b) writes in the preface of The Story of the
Nearo Retold:
In proportion as Americans and Europeans become removed
from such nonsense as the Nordic myth and race superiority,
they will increase their interest in the history of other peoples
who have accomplished just as much good as they have. So
long handicapped by this heresy, however, they still lack the
sense of humor to see the joke in thinking that one race has
been divinely selected to do all of the great things on this earth
and to enjoy most of its blessings.
Thus, for Woodson, Negro history was the medium for erasing racism. Negro
history was the venue for real education.

Metaphysics and Consciousness: Real Education
After their emancipation, poverty engulfed millions of African
Americans. Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) held that African Americans’
predicament was a consequence of African Americans being convinced of
their inferiority. He argued that modem education taught African Americans
that “[their] black face was a curse and that [their] struggle to change [their]
condition [was] hopeless” (p. 3). Woodson claimed that, schooled with these
lessons through modem education African American people became
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convinced of their subordination and of their inability to change their
situations. Specifically, in the Mis-Education of the Negro. Woodson wrote:
[T]he philosophy and ethics resulting from our educational sys
tem have justified slavery, peonage, segregation, and lynching.
The oppressor has the right to exploit, to handicap, and to kill
the oppressed. Negroes daily educated in the tenets of such a
religion of the strong have accepted the status of the weak as
divinely ordained, and during the last three generations of their
nominal freedom have done practically nothing to change it.
(p. xii)
Through schooling governed by colonialist supervision, like most historically
marginalized subjects, African Americans were cursed with invisibility and
erased from knowing. Wiped from history, modem education informed African
Americans that they were not entitled to social, political, or economic
privileges because they did not exist. Vail and White (1991) express that, in
1904, anthropologist Dudley Kidd argued that Negroes were nonexistent
because they had no history, and thus lacked the mental capacity to
remember. Specifically, Kidd insisted:
Africans were not fit subjects for historical research because,
being stunted and uncreative by nature, they neither posses
sed a history nor had any sense of change taking place with
the passage of time.
(P- 7)
Consequently, in institutions in the Northern and Western Hemispheres, “the
Negro was unworthy of consideration'' (Woodson, 1933/1990/1998a, p. 3).
However, Woodson believed that a means to subvert racist knowledge was
through studying the Negro. Specifically, he asserted:
[l]n our system from the elementary school throughout the
university, you would never hear Africa mentioned except in
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the negative. You would never thereby learn that Africans first
domesticated the sheep, goat, and cow, developed the idea of
trial by jury, produced the first stringed instruments, and gave the
world its greatest boon in the discovery of iron. You would never
know that prior to the Mohammedan invasion about 1000 A.D.,
these natives in the heart of Africa had developed powerful king
doms which were later organized as the Songhay Empire on
the order of that of the Romans and boasting of sim ilar grandeur.
(p. 22)
Hence, w/righting African American history, for Woodson, served to decolonialize minds. Franz Fanon (1963) maintained that decolonialization is
“the replacing of a certain species of men with another species of men” (p. 35).
For Woodson, decolonialization was the praxis of real education. As
pedagogy, real education used epics of an honorable African American past
to “foster social reconstruction by helping students [and others] become
creative, critical thinkers and active social participants ... capable of redefining
the nature of their own lives in the society in which they live[d]” (Gordon, 1993,
p. 264). Thus, by subverting traditional historical discourses with the
knowledge of African and African American history, Woodson professed that
real education “would dramatize the life of the race and thus inspire it to
develop from within a radicalism of its own” (1998b, p. 54). In other words, by
schooling African American learners with their history, real education enables
them to recognize the lies inherent in colonialist claims to truth, to become
self-determined, and to instigate social change. Franz Fanon (1963) in The
wretched of the Earth declares that self-determination is fundamental in
overcoming strongholds of colonialization. He writes:
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[When] the native discovers that his life, his breath, his beating
heart are the same as those of the settler, he finds out that the
settler’s skin is not of any more value than a native's skin; and
it must be said that this discovery shakes the world in a very
necessary manner. All the new revolutionary assurance of the
native stems from it. For, if in fact, my life is worth as much as the
settler’s, his glance no longer shrivels me up nor freezes me,
and his voice no longer turns me into stone. I am no longer on
tenter hooks in his presence; in fact, I don’t give a damn for him.
(P- 45)
Woodson held that self-determination was the most critical component of real
education because it encouraged “African-American people to truly think for
themselves and act in their community’s own true interest" (Gordon, 1993, p.
274). Moreover, Woodson (1933/1990/1998) believed that “the education of
any people should begin with the people themselves” (p. 32). And,
consequently, he asserted that “real education means to inspire people to live
more abundantly, to learn to begin life as they find and make it better"
(Woodson, 1933/1990/1998a, p. 29). Hence, Carter G. Woodson
(1933/1990/1998a) stressed the importance of couching lessons learned in
the experience of the knower. This educational tenet concerning the role of
experience in education was also made by John Dewey. In the next section, I
give attention to both Woodson’s and Dewey’s philosophy on the role of
experience in education.

Woodson and Dowsy: On Experience
Both Carter G. Woodson (1933/1998) and John Dewey theorized the
role of experience in education. However, because their understandings of
experience and experiencing were cloaked by their unique subjectivities, in
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my view, Woodson’s and Dewey’s theories were not at all sim ilar. Woodson
held that the role of experience in education should serve to counter truth
claims professed by racist hegemonic discourses. Dewey (1916/1966),
though arguing that experience in education should be seen as
communicable and in constant mutation embracing a group’s social aims,20
also held that
Men live in a community in virtue of things which they have
in common; and communication is the way in which they
come to possess things in common. What they must have
in common in order to form a community of society are aims,
beliefs, aspirations, knowledge--a common understanding-ulike-mindednessn as the sociologists say. (p. 4)
For Dewey, shared interest was a major tenet in his notion of democracy. He
states, “Since democratic society repudiates the principle of external authority,
it must find a substitute in voluntary disposition and interest; these can be
created only by education” (p. 87). Dewey believed that constituents had to
possess mutual or common interests in order to participate in democratic
relations (1916/1966). Additionally, although he saw interests changing over
time, and maintained that values were not static,21 he believed there must be
shared values in order to have a democracy. I contend that the threat of
anarchy becomes paramount for Dewey when experience is not governed by
education and results in his focus on a shared common strand among a
20 For specific citation, please reference Dewey (1916/1966) Democracy and
Education pp. 6, 7-8,208, 217, and 232 as wed as Dewey (1938/1963) Experience and
Education.
21 See Dewey (1939), Freedom and Culture.
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democratic citizenry. This common strand is achieved through education
used as a means to “give individuals a personal interest in social relationships
and control, and the habits of mind which secure social change without
introducing disorder” (p. 99). For Dewey, social change meant educating
constituents so that democratic ideals of mutual and common interest as well
as interaction and intercourse could be realized. But, “social change without
introducing disorder” meant educating an American citizenry by molding them
to embrace certain cultural aspects necessary for maintaining Americanism, a
Euro perspective realized in schools through cultural domination.
Dewey wrote:
Beings who are bom not only unaware of but quite indiffer
ent to the aims and habits of the social group have to be
rendered cognizant of them and actively interested. Educat
ion, and education alone, spans the gap. (p. 3)
Dewey believed that the purpose of education was to indoctrinate particular
cultural dispositions into the young of a given society. He argued that
education in its most deliberate form was to make a “conscious effort by some
organized group to shape the conduct and the emotional intellectual
disposition of its young” (as quoted in Childs, 1989, p. 420). Additionally,
Dewey (1916/1966) maintained that education was so important that “unless
pains are taken to see that genuine and thorough transmission takes place,
the most civilized nations will relapse into barbarism and then into savagery”
(pp. 3-4). Dewey’s concern for education, in my view, is realized through
colonial polarities. [ UJnless pains are taken...the most civilized nations will relapse
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into barbarism and then into savagery. His posture posits “civilized" and “savage”

as binary opposites. Hence, in my view, Dewey also positioned experience in
education, in binary opposition, either transmitting the knowledge of the
“civilized" or regressing to the knowledge of the “savage.” Consequently, in
arguing on behalf of civilized knowing, Dewey likewise argues in favor of
transmitting cultural dispositions of a people who oppressed and enslaved
women and people of color around the globe. Further expounding this
posture, Vail and White (1991) state that binary oppositions, that is, either/or’s,
were formed during colonialization to distinguish “they/im perialist” from
“us/subjects.” Vail and White write:
It was in this [imperialist] intellectual climate, with its concern for
constructing boundaries between “civilized” and “primitives" and
with its wide acceptance of Social Darwinism, that the discipline
of anthropology, dedicated to describing and explaining “their”
cultures to “us” began to be professionalized. At one and the
same time, Native Americans, Australian aborigines, Pacific is
landers, Asians, and Africans came to be the subjects of racist
discourse, the victims of imperial expansion, and the objects of
study of anthropology, the very existence of which was based on
the assumption that “they” differed in fundamental ways from “us.”
(P-4)
Crafted by anthropologists through the use of the theory of evolution, these
binaries22 made fixed a relationship between civilized colonialists and their
savage subjects. Moreover, establishing the distance between good and evil,
these binaries worked to justify colonialization, enslavement, and oppression.
Further, these binaries were/are also operating to control colonialized and

22 Please note, however, that throughout Dewey’s text Experience and Education.
which was later written in 1938, Dewey is very poignant in disrupting the necessity of either-ore.
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enslaved subjects’ thinking and placate their actions (Fanon, 1963; Stoler,
1995; Woodson, 1933/1990/1998a). In contrast, Woodson (1933/1998)
concluded;
The so-called modern education, with all its defects, however,
does others so much more good than it does the Negro, be
cause it has been worked out in conformity to the needs of
those who have enslaved and oppressed weaker people.
(p. xii)
Dewey held that in order for social and political transformation to take place,
the masses had to be educated; otherwise, “influence which educates some
into masters, [will] educate others into slaves' (1916/1966, p. 84). In other
words, Dewey claimed that those with education would rule those without
education and a dichotomous relationship between the oppressed and
oppressor would remain deeply entrenched in our democratic society.
Dewey's claim was seen as visionary and progressive for the time.23
However, necessitating that the colonizers’ truths and experiences be
transmitted through education, Dewey disregarded the effects of modem
education on “the souls of black folks.”24 Though I am mindful of Dewey’s
participation as a chartered member of the National Association for the

23 Starting from the late 1800’s, public education was free but not easily accessible to
all. Dewey's position, which advocated the education of the masses, was seen as extremely
progressive.
24 Taken from title of Dubois (1903/1995) The Souls of Black Folks.
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Advancement of Color People25 and I am particularly fascinated by his
address delivered to the National Negro Conference in 1909, in which he
refuted general claims of social heredity used to support racism. Nonetheless,
even in this address, Dewey (as quoted in Boydston, 1977) argued:
that acquired characteristics are not transmitted becomes a very
encouraging doctrine because it means, so far as individuals are
concerned, that they have a full, fair and free social opportunity.
(pp. 156-157)
Earlier in his message, Dewey stated that “acquired characteristics of heredity
[are] capacities which the individual acquired through his life and training.”
By “acquired characteristics," Dewey meant capabilities by individuals; by
“home life training,” he meant previous generations. Thus, for me, in making
the above statem ent, Dewey is suggesting that individuals ignore the
wisdoms of those who came before them.26 From my perspective, Dewey’s
argument before the National Negro Conference contradicted his stance in
Democracy and Education. Specifically, in Democracy and Education. Dewey
(1916/1966) stated that transmission is necessary if a group is to remain in
existence. Specifically, he maintained:
[T]here is the necessity that immature members be not merely
physically preserved in adequate numbers, but that they be in-

25 See West (1991), p. 144; Westbrook (1991), p. 167 and Rockefeller (1991), pp.
270-291.
2 6 1hold that Dewey's stance before the 1909 National Negro Conference also
contradicts his (1916/1966) concerns regarding history in Democracy and Education. In
Democracy and Education, Dewey held “The use of history for cultivating a sotiafized
inteSgence constitutes its moral significance. tt is possible to employ it as a kind of reservoir of
anecdotes to be drawn on to inculcate special moral lessons on this virtue or that vice* (p. 217).
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itiated into the interests, purposes, information, skills and prac
tices of the mature member: otherwise the group will cease its
characteristic life .27 (p.3)
Dewey's address, in my view, like his purpose for experience in education,
elevates one knowing while subordinating another and, likewise, educated
some to be masters and others to be slaves.28
Charlene Seigfried (1996) asserts that Dewey's lack of sensitivity is
consequent of the subjective nature of his own experience. Specifically, she
argues that Dewey “himself is not a member of any group whose experience
has been systematically distorted and therefore has not developed a
sensitivity to some specific lim itations of his own experiential understandings"
(170). Hence, Dewey’s being shaped his vision of experience and education
through the lens of American colonialism. However, Woodson’s being
instigated his call to visualize experience and education as a tool for decolonialization. Woodson theorized from what Boisvert calls “tragic dimension
in human reality” (Haskins and Seiple.1999, p.xiv).29 Tragic dimensions in
27 Please note that I present this citation not to suggest that informing younger
generations of their history is not vitale to the existence of a people or social group. Rather, I
site this citation here to more vividy express a contradiction in Dewey's posture in Democracy
and Education and his address at the National Negro Conference.
28 However, by the early 1920's Steven Rockefeller (1991) notes that “ The war
experience and his travels in Japan and China led Dewey in the early ninteen-twenties to study
the psychological, social, political, and economic causes of racism, which he described as a
'social disease,’ and to explore ways of overcoming it."
29 in Dewey Reconfigured,” Casey Haskins (1999) provides a critical analysis of John
Dewey’s notion of experience presented by Raymond Boisvert In this article, Haskins shares
that Dewey had often been challenged by his critics for “his failure to give due attention to the
tragic dimension in human experience.” Specifically, she states Boisvert argues that Dewey’s
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human experiences are those experiences of Native American, African
American, Asian American, and Latin American people who were mutilated,
silenced, and exploited as a result of Anglo-American colonialization,
conquest, or enslavement. Further, like Woodson (1933/1990/1998a), Fanon
(1963), Freire (1970/1997), hooks (1992) and countless others, I argue that
as a consequence of Anglo-American colonialization, conquest, and
enslavement, the epistemologies of African Americans, Latin Americans,
Asian Americans, and Native Americans are those deemed educable, but not
educative, in United States schooling. In real education, Woodson uses black
history to resurrect the memories of those historically silenced in an effort to
incite social change. However, Woodson was not alone in theorizing a model
of education for African Americans. W. E. B. DuBois and Booker T.
Washington were also widely acclaimed for their efforts.

Contesting Boundaries/Forging Spaces
Woodson’s notion of real education resonated with the theories of
Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. DuBois. These two African American
philosophers precede Woodson in generating theoretical claims on behalf of
African Americans (Gordon, 1993). Both theorists' postures were formed
immediately following the emancipation of form erly enslaved African
Americans. Booker T. Washington, an accomodationalist and renowned
supporter of industrial education, maintained that African Americans needed
basic pragmatic vision of the natural and cultural history of inteligence was shaped by a
“Baconian optimism about the perfectibility of mankind which resisted acknowledging the
primordial tension between mind and necessity-between human powers and reaches of nature
which are residuafly resistant to human w i.’ ( m )
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to be apolitical and be provided with education that enhanced their efficiency
in the fields of agriculture and domestic science.30 On the other hand, W.E. B.
DuBois, a supporter of classical liberal education, argued that African
Americans’ "book learning” needed to be an impetus for racial uplift and
provide “the talented tenth" with faculties for political participation (Anderson,
1988). Hence, according to Dubois, education should bestow onto the
leaders of our race “analytical and critical faculties to help students become
worldly, tolerant, and capable of significant societal participation.... and
planned transformation" (Watkins, 1993, p. 328). In my view, Woodson's
notion of real education borrowed from and reshaped both Washington's and
DuBois’ perspectives. Like Washington, Woodson held that Negroes should
learn to be more efficient in those occupations in which they were granted
employment; that is, agriculture, domestic science, and later industry during
the 1930’s (Woodson, 1928a/1958, p. 287). And, like DuBois, Woodson
believed that an educated class was necessary for promoting novelties of
thought which would advance the African American race (Woodson,
1933/1990/1998a). However, Woodson (1998b) asserted that neither
industrial nor classical education prepared African Americans for "what they
must do” (p. 44) He argued that industrial education for African Americans was
merely the mastering of techniques which had been discarded by industries
and that classical education's disciplines served only to indoctrinate self-hate

30 After Emancipation, these were the primary areas where African Americans were
granted employment.
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in “educated Negroes" as well as contempt for their African American brothers
and sisters. Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) maintained:
Neither [Industrial education] nor the struggling higher institutions
of a classical order established about the same time, however,
connected the Negroes very closely with life as it was. These
institutions were concerned rather with life as they hoped to make
it. When the Negro found himself deprived of influence in politics,
therefore, and at the same time unprepared to participate in the
higher functions in the industrial development which this country
began to undergo, it soon became evident to him that he was los
ing ground in the basic things of life. He was spending his time
studying about the things which had been or might be, but he
was learning little to help him to do better the tasks at hand.
(P -11)
Woodson’s vision for African American education and racial uplift was neither
pessimistic nor optimistic. Rather, in my view, it was simply pragmatic,
“wrought out of the reality and history of the African-American experience in
America" (Gordon, 1993, p. 273). The experience that guided and propelled
Woodson’s philosophy was African Americans’ destitution. Hence, Woodson
declared that real education was not only about history, but a preparation for
African Americans in “economic-self preservation" (quoted in Greene, 1930,
p.346)

Education Worthwhile
Like Marcus Garvey, Woodson felt that “as long as one race is white
and the other black there will always be a race problem. The races must
either amalgamate or separate" (Woodson,1922/1928b; p. 554). He believed
that as long as there was a race problem, then the Negroes, dependent on a
racist system in which whites were taught to despise them, would always be
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economically impoverished. Throughout his work, Woodson
(1933/1990/1998a) challenged African Americans to be self-sufficient. He
admonished African Americans not to be dependent on a system where
racism inhibits their economic mobility, keeps them impoverished, and denies
them the opportunity to make a living. He was convinced that African
Americans should do for themselves, independent of white control. For “ [t]he
Negro will never be able to show all of his originality as long as his efforts are
directed from without by those who socially proscribe him. Such friends’ will
unconsciously keep him in the ghetto" (Woodson, 1933/1990/1998a, p. 28)
Woodson solicited a remedy for African Americans' economic impoverishment
through instructions of cooperative economics, urging black business persons
to hire only black workers and for black people to patronize only black-owned
businesses. He asked African Americans trained in classical education and
those with industrial training to seek occupations that would foster selfpreservation. Moreover, vexed that "the education of the [African American]
masses had not enabled them to advance very far in making a living” (p. 16),
Woodson (1998) informed real educators that:
[T]he only education worthwhile is that which prepares a [per
son] for what he will have to do. [Y]outh, then, should not be
educated away from [their] environment. [They] should be
trained to lay a foundation for the future in [their] present sit
uation, out of which [they] may grow into something above
and beyond [their] beginnings, (p. 290)
Woodson argued that real education should teach African Americans how to
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make a living. In his book chapter, T h e Failure To Learn To Make A Living,”
Woodson (1933/1998) maintained:
What Negroes are now being taught does not bring their minds
into harmony with life as they must face it. When a Negro stud
ent works his way through college by polishing shoes he does
not think of making a special study of the science underlying the
production and distribution of leather and its products so that he
may some day figure in this sphere. The Negro boy sent to col
lege by a mechanic seldom dreams of learning mechanical en
gineering to build upon the foundation his father has laid, that
in years to come he may figure as a contractor or a consulting
engineer. The Negro girl who goes to college hardly wants to
return to her mother if she is a washerwoman, but this girl
should come back with sufficient knowledge of physics and
chemistry and business administration to use her mother's
work as a nucleus for a modem steam laundry (p. 39).
One quintessential element in real education is teaching students how to
make a living. Woodson was concerned with the economic impoverishment
that swallowed most African American communities. He had witnessed and
researched hundreds of African Americans who had been reduced to
vagabondage and peonage because modern education had not sufficiently
trained them for work, and many white-controlled enterprises would not hire
Negroes as laborers (1932). Hence, Woodson fervently believed that any
education worthwhile provided students with an occupation.
Through real education, Woodson (1928/1958) claimed that “[real
educators] must hold up before [students] examples of their own people, who
have done things worthwhile” (p. iii). Hence, in real education, Woodson
advocated re-telling of a Euro-centered tale from a silenced African and
African American perspective and using black voices to reeducate the
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masses. Additionally, bothered that modem, classical, and liberal education
had missed the mark in preparing African Americans for economic mobility,
Woodson maintained that real education informed its learners how to sustain
a living.

Real Education Resurrected and Re-imagined
During the mid-to-late eighteenth century and through the nineteenth
century, fabricated white/black polarities established clear-cut divides for
elevating or degrading white/black subjectivities (Cabral, 1970; Fanon,1963;
Vail and White, 1991; Wynters, 1996). In this space, Dr. Carter G. Woodson's
theory of real education was bom as a catalyst for change. He declared that
knowledge in black history would instigate black self-love and cooperative
economics in African American communities, thus releasing white
supremacy’s power over African Americans' well being. Yet, situated in
today's more complicated junctures- a time when white/ black subjectivities
collude and collide with a plethora of “nonsynchronous”31 identitiesWoodson’s particularly revolutionary posture may not seem so emancipating.
Though Woodson’s endeavor to w/right Black history is significant, it is
nonetheless problematic. The process and outcome of “create[ing]
knowledge" is a very powerful and complex venture (Foucault in Ransom,
1997). Creating knowledge constitutes a complicated dilemma, manifesting
itself through the final decision to determine what will be included and what

31 See Cameron McCarthy (1990/1993). Also a contextual description is provided in
the upcoming sub-section.
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w ill be excluded in the “creation” of her/his-stories (Sawicki, 1991). However,
relying upon a few great tales to determine whose knowledge is worth
knowing and whose experiences count, Woodson's selective historiography
is, in my view, equally as exclusive as the traditional white-controlled and
white-dominanted school curricula he sought to reform.
Woodson’s practice of inclusion/exclusion parallels what James
Loewan (1995) refers to as “heroification.” According to Loewan,
“heroification is a degenerative process that makes people over into heroes.
Through a heroifying technique, our educational media turns flesh-and-blood
individuals into pious, perfect creatures without conflicts, pain, credibility, or
human interest" (9). I hold that a consequence of heroification is that pieces of
an experience are made immortal as they become integrated into a school’s
curricula and passed down to students from generation to generation.
Unfortunately, as Petra Munro (1998a) reveals:
[H]istory retains the illusion of a seamless narrative written by
an omniscient, invisible narrator. In other words, history remains
grounded in an epistemology based on objectivity, and the very
categories of history which have functioned to make [historically
marginalized subjects] invisible remain intact, (p. 266)
Borrowing from Joan Kelly (1984), Munro (1998a) describes “doing history” in
this manner as compensatory. Through a raced compensatory history,
recognizing particular histories is a means of essentializing what it means to
be black. Writing about the effects of compensatory history on the
experiences of women, Munro (1998a) maintains, “[T]he diversity of women’s
experiences is not only ignored, but what becomes obscured is that ’woman’
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itself is a social construction, a product of discourse. Events or selves, in order
to exist, must be encoded as story elements’’ (p. 266). Consequently, in
addition to writing/righting32 African Americans into the curriculum, Woodson
heroizes a way of knowing blackness experienced by a few great members of
the African American race while relegating the epistemologies of many other
African Americans to the margins.
While Woodson s theoretical argument of centering African and African
Americans’ history to disrupt racist claims to truth was legitimate, his practice
was limited with regard to recognizing the complexity of identities’
subjugation and realizing their role in emancipatory pedagogy. Woodson
failed to acknowledge that the United States is not only a white supremacist
society, but it is also a capitalistic patriarchy (hooks, 1989, p. 116). Moreover,
as he perceived that subjugation and identities are social constructions,
Woodson did not discern that, as social constructs, identities and subjugation
are not monolithic. Identities and subjugation are products of discourse and
therefore, are predicated by historyAime (Marx in Ransom, 1998, p. 110).
Hence, Woodson’s premise in today’s context ignores the complexity of race
and how gender, class, and a myriad of other “nonsynchronous'' (McCarthy,
1990/1993) identities obscure essentialized notions of any subjectivity or
identity (e.g., black/whrte, rich/poor, female/male) and complicate visions for
social change (Nicholson and Seidman, 1995). In my view, Woodson’s
conception of history and real education neglects problematizing static
32See Munro (1998a) in Curriculum: Towards New Identities ad. Wttam F. Prar.
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notions of what it means to be black or to appreciate blackness in the
curriculum.

Although Woodson’s purpose for inclusion was to boost the self

esteem of African American youths and others who had been historically
silenced through schooling33 practices, I assert that his act of creating
knowledge also concretized static notions of whose knowledge is worth
knowing and whose experiences count.
In deciding whose knowledge was worth knowing and whose
experiences count, Woodson packaged what he felt students should know.
He propagandized his praxis of real education. In so doing, Woodson
negated students’ agency to name and disrupt knowing for themselves. Freire
(1970/1993) notes:
The revolutionary leaders must realize that their own conviction of
the necessity for struggle... was not given to them by anyone e lseif it is authentic. This conviction cannot be packaged and sold; it is
reached, rather, by means of a totality of reflection and action. Only
the leaders’ own involvement in reality, within a historical situation,
led them to criticize this situation and wish to change it.
Likewise, the oppressed... [m]ust reach this conviction as Subjects,
not as objects. They also must intervene critically in the situation
which surrounds them and whose mark they bear; propaganda
cannot achieve this. (p. 49)
Identity and subjectivity help shape how one views and experiences the
world (Seigfried, 1991). Woodson’s heroifications were constructions of
knowledge articulated through perceptions of his world view. Used to contest
racist knowledge of his lived experiences, his heroifications served to
33shujaa (1994) maintains that schooling is a process Mended to perpetuate and
maintain the society’s existing power relations and the institutional structures that support those
arrangements (15).
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enlighten Woodson, making him a proponent for social change. Yet, in
passing out his knowing, Woodson obstructs students' opportunity to
intervene critically in and through their lived experiences in order to develop a
critical consciousness of their own.
4

Embracing Multiplicity: Oral Hiatory
In Sankofa: Stories of Power. Hope, and Jov. Jawanza Kunjufu (1998)
states that “History is a clock by which a people measure their greatness”
(p. 17). When urban African American students use oral history to document
the tales of their cultural community, through the voices of other urban African
Americans, in my view, oral history empowers them to right/write historical
narratives of their greatness34. Through oral history, historians return to the
source, to the grass roots, to gather information about a topic or an event of
their interest (Thompson, 1978). From the mouths of informants who actually
lived the events, historians historicize sagas that are left out of most recorded
histories. These are sagas referred to by D. Soyini Madison (1998) as theories
of the flesh.35 According to Madison:
Theories of the flesh mean that the cultural, geopolitical, and eco
nomic circumstances of our lives engender particular experiences
and epistemologies that provide philosophies or “theories” about
reality different from those available to other groups, (p. 319)
I contend that Madison's notion of theories of the flesh when cited provides
34 By greatness, I am not referring to some romanticized African American tale. Here, I
once again refer to the narratives of survivaJ-what I refer to as sagas of resistance.
35 a concept borrowed by Gloria Anzakiua and Cherrie Moraga (1963) in This Bridge
Caled Me Back: Writings bv Radfcai Women of Cotar.
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students with sites to politically resist dominant notions of traditional history. I
equate the historicity of theories of the flesh with sagas of contradiction.
African Americans have historically been subjected to political,
economic, and social oppression (Franklin and Moss, 1994). In my view, our
sagas of contradiction often render sites for political resistance to most
traditional assumptions on knowing and history. Hence, by gathering and
documenting sagas of contradiction, African American learners not only see
themselves in the curriculum, but they also study the history of their community
and learn about and through the social realities which may have aided in
creating their ghettoized conditions.36 Learners also grapple with solutions for
making their lived situations better. When used in this way, I hold that oral
history exemplifies “real education" (Woodson, 1933/1990/1998a, p. 29).
Woodson held that “real education means to inspire people to live more
abundantly to begin with life as they find it and make it better” (p. 29). I equate
Woodson’s use of real education to emancipatory pedagogy. Referring to
emancipatory pedagogy as citizenship education, Beverly Gordon (1993)
shares that emancipatory pedagogy
fosters social reconstruction, by helping students (and others)
to become creative, critical thinkers and active social partici
pants, and to become capable of redefining the nature of their
own lives in the society in which they live. (p. 264)
By gathering, reflecting, and documenting these stories, oral history as real
education can be imagined as a site to politically resist dominant notions on
36"Ghettoized” here refers to poverty-stricken, gang- and drug-infested communities common
to many urban centers in the United States today.
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knowing while serving as an instrument for emancipatory pedagogy. In oral
history as real education, students learn through listening and actively
engaging with people who actually lived events of their interests and are a
part of students' communities. Specifically, like oral history as pedagogy,
students/historians “sit at the feet of others who, because they come from a
different social class, or are less educated, or older, know more about
somethingn students/historians seek to understand (Thompson, 1978/1988,
p. 11). Students gather and organize information that they accumulate from
their personal interviews and library research. They analyze and interpret
their data and, if they choose, represent their “conclusions" in oral histories
that are collected and reproduced in a magazine. One critical exercise in oral
history is that students/historians adduce spoken memories of their local
communities (Thompson, 1978/88).37 However, in order for these spoken
memories to be history, students must be able to utilize the significance of
these tales to better understand their current situations (Dixon, 1994; Nora,
1989; Thompson, 1978/1988). For, I argue, through understanding the
significance of spoken memories today, memories are history.

Memory as History
Fabre and O’Meally (1994), in History and Memory in African American
Culture, maintain that “compared with the helter-skelter and dreamy
impressionism of human memory, history is closer to human knowledge,

37|n my view, it is important for students to cite memories of ther local communities in
order to connect curricula to their communities and communal experiences.
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which can fall back on the stability of fact and reasoned truth” (p. 6).
Moreover, they share:
[M]emory is by definition a personal activity, subject to the bias
es, quirks, and rhythms of the individual’s mind. If a remembered
event is expressed verbally, the remembrance is of course slant
ed by the teller s choice of words and by his or her sense of how
to shape a tale. [Memory] is a created version of events snatch
ed from the chaos of the otherwise invisible world gone by. His
tory is closer to a scientific field wherein the practitioners routine
ly insist on proofs and corroborating evidence to support balanc
ed and sober modes of analysis, (pp. 5-6)
In the above, the writers contend that memory is deemed trailed and quirked
with biases while history is based on proof and corroborative evidence. But,
who are the writers of history? What exonerates their human biases and
quirks? And more importantly, what about those of us who have been
historically deemed ahistorical? Where are the documents located to
legitimate our claims to truth and etch our knowing in the w/rightings of
history? For this group and others situated in the margins of “history,” memory
becomes our path for connecting or relaying yesterday s moments today.
Denied written history (Hoopes, 1979), memory fits history when “lieux
de memoir& “ or sites of memory(ies) are retrieved. Melvin Dixon (1994)
contends that when events call us to remember, they become sites of
memory(ies). Borrowing the notion from French historian Pierre Nora, Dixon

38 Dixon coined the phrase "fieux de memoire” from french historian Pierre Nora
(1989). According to N o r a ,lie u x d e m e m o ire exist where memory crystaifize6 and secretes itseif
at a particular historical moment, a turning point where consciousnees of a break with the past is
bound up with the sense that memory has been tom-but tom in such a way as to pose the
problem of the embodiment of memory in certain sites where a sense of historical continuity
persists (p.7)
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declares that memory becomes history when sites of memory(ies) are
retrieved to help us better understand our present situations. He maintains
that our quest to “know" sends us on a search for history and causes us to
trace sites of memory(ies) (p. 18). In other words, Dixon suggests that our
search to understand what is happening today beckons us to retrieve sites of
yesterday’s memory(ies). As we go back and fetch sites of memory(ies) to aid
us in comprehending our current situations, memory is the social purpose of
history.39 Likewise, Nora (1989) maintains that sites of memory(ies) are
investigated in an effort to quench one’s insatiable desire to know yesterday
so that she/he can better understand today. Thus, those memories which are
referenced to breathe clarity in the present moment are history. According to
Nora (1989), retrieving memory for the purpose of history is necessary for a
fuller understanding of one’s corporeal existence in the present. He asserts
that, because of breaches and ruptures that are inherent in everyday life
experiences, histories which explicate the triumph of Western civilization are
no longer adequate in relating the significance of the past to present
generations. Specifically, he argues:
[l]n our rapidly changing contemporary societies, our relation
to the past has been radically altered. The swift forward pull
of modem life instills a feeling of uprootedness and drift. We
modems have to confront the problem of no longer having
overarching ideological narratives...for example, the Triumph
of Western Civilization... defining what is supposed to be me
morable. [Yet] the desire to retrieve the past still endures.
Threatened by a sense of discontinuity and forgetfulness,
39paui Thompson (1978/1988) shares that, through history, ortKnary people seek to
understand the upheavals and changes which they experience in their own lives.
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we seek new moorings and props, new means of reactivating
the process of remembrance as we reach toward a better
sense of who we are and whence we a have come.
(P-7)
For Nora (1989), Dixon (1994) and others40 these “new moorings and props"
are found in sites of memory. Sites of memory(ies) are created through
archives and can be found in organized celebrations, poems, dance, songs,
stories, and any other expressions of the past that inspire us to remember.
Like Woodson's use of history in real education, sites of memory(ies) become
history as we intentionally exercise our will to recollect past events in order to
comprehend their significance in a now experience. As a practice of memory
as history, the Akan people of Ghana, West Africa, have with grave prudence
instructed its members to search memory to help them better understand their
present situations. They refer to this fluid, dynamic, theoretical approach to
history as Sankofa.

Sankofa
Sankofa is an Adinkra symbol41 used by the Akan people of Ghana, West

Africa. Adinkra symbols are stamped on ayitoma, funeral cloth worn by
friends of the deceased, and adorn the bereaved's dress. Through Adinkra
symbols, friends are able to send personal sentiments and literal messages to

40See History and Memory in African A m
O'Meally, R. (1994).

e ric a n

Culture edited bv Fabre, G. and

41 The earfieet recorded Western historical source on Adinkra is in 1817, when a leader
of a British mission to Ghana colected an Adinkra doth in Kumase, West Africa.
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the dead in her/his journey to the spiritual world. Although embellishing
oneself with Adinkra cloth during the mourning of a love one is one use, it is
not the only purpose for Adinkra symbols. These symbols may also be used to
reflect the cultural values, social mores, and philosophical beliefs of the Akan
people (Willis, 1998). One of many Adinkra symbols used by the Akan is
Sankofa. Sankofa42 is a beautiful bird looking behind facing yesterday while

dropping an egg in today and walking ahead towards its future. W illis (1998)
shares that the Akan liken this action of looking backwards as a symbolic
representation of “looking to one’s past or with the quest for knowledge,
‘returning to the source’ (p. 189). For me, the image represents Woodson’s
solicitation for real education and serves as a warning or a beckoning, so to
speak, to live in the present, mindful of one’s past and its possible influence in
shaping one’s future. At first glance, one would think that the image and its
discourse are reactive, predetermined by yesterday, but in actuality they are
proactive, for the bird is walking forward, heeding the warning, and thus is
better informed about its destiny. In my view, when recognized in this way,
Sankofa is a philosophical tutelage that bids one to fetch sites of memory(ies) in

order to better understand their present and prepare one for their future. W.
Bruce W illis (1998) in The Adinkra Dictionary shares that:

42 The image of Sankofa is represented in many ways. A few year ago, while walking
through a market in Nashville, Tennessee, I happened upon a wood carving of the image of
Sankofa. The gentleman seling the piece was from Ghana. The Sankofa image was of a bird
looking backwards while dropping an egg. To this day, the image of this beautiful bird resonates
with me and it is this image that I am speaking of when I refer to the term Sankofa
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Sankofa is the repossession of something that was forgotten

and the initiation of a process to return to the place where the
object was lost in order to letch it' and then move forward’ into
the future (p. 189)
Like memory as history and real education, Sankofa is an intentional act of re
membering43. Sankofa is about re-discovering a past. This ideology is well
illustrated in David Abduli's (1995) poem entitled Sankofa.
How can we know what we don’t know,
if what we don't know, we ought to know,
and what we now know is “his-story”
But what we should know is “our-story."
How can we tell “the-story" of our-story," when “his-story"
is now "our-story?" How can we even begin to tell “our-story,"
when we are ignorant of “our-story," or have forgotten “our-story?"
No, we cannot, and should not, and ought not
accept “his-story" as “our-story."
Then to revisit our past we must.
To reclaim “our-story” we are challenged.
To rewrite “our-story” for posterity is our task.
So “abibiman Sankofa."
“Se wo yirefi nasewo Sankofa, yen kyi”44
It’s not a shame to revisit the past when you have forgotten
Neither is it forbidden to learn from the past.
It’s not a crime to borrow from the past.
Neither is it a taboo to emulate aspects of the past.
So “abibiman Sankofa."
“Se wo yirefi nasew o Sankofa, yen ky\' (49)

43| use the phrase re-membering because I contend that in the act of retrieving a
memory, that memory then becomes a part of our own memory. Hence, the initial memory now
lost, is remembered in our own minds, through the context of our lived experiences.
44 (Meaning as translated by Abdufi) It is not taboo when you forget aspects of your
culture to revisit the past and letch that aspect of who you are.”
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In Black Skin White Masks. Franz Fanon (1967) shares, like Woodson
(1933/1990/1998a), that the most effective mechanism of colonialization was
to divorce colonized subjects from their cultural origination by destroying the
memories of their history. In Sankofa, Abduli also refers to this deliberate
erasure of history. He posits, through his poem, a recognition of colonizers’
tactics used to erase indigenous and enslaved persons. He holds that by
silencing their stories and histories, colonialists likewise obliterated their
beings. Further, he asserts the necessity for colonized subjects to go back
and fetch their story in order to reinscribe their people's her/his-story and have
their memories/histories accessible to future generations. Specifically, in this
piece Abduli 1ii^e^4t^6scn,i% Tfd(iOTiafi're<ii^uiraVio)i,^iidiTb^rre'iTnpdrianc«f
of going back to fetch sites of memory(ies) in order to right45 the tales of
history.
Yet, despite Sankrfa's striking sim ilarities to memory as history and real
education, Sankofa differs from memory as history as philosophical discourse.
In memory as history, one looks at sites of memory(ies) to better understand
one’s current situations. However, Sankofa is not just about retrieving
yesterday’s memoirs to better understand today. Sankofa uses traces of
forgotten memories to aid in guiding the decisions of one’s future. Elleni
Tedla (1996) explicates this understanding, stating that:
450y right I mean to incorporate Ihe histories of historically marginalized and
colonialized subjects. Also see Petra Munro (1998a) in Curriculum Towards New IdentMesed.
WWamF.Pinar.
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Sankofa is an Akan word which roughly translates as; ‘Return to
the source and fetch’. The source is our [African] culture, heritage
and identity. It is the power that is within us. Sankofa means that
as we move forward into the future, we need to reach back into
our past and take with us all that works and is positive, (p.1)

For example, in Tedla’s (1996) book Sankofa: African Thought and Education.
she investigates various forms of traditional and indigenous African education
as sites of memory(ies) to guide her in developing her philosophy on how to
best educate contemporary aboriginal African children.
In Sankofa: Celebrations for the African American Church. Dudley and
Stewart (1997), likewise, share the importance of going back to fetch what has
been lost. They maintain that, due to African Americans dislocation in
America, retrieving various African religious rites is an act of survival. Paying
homage to those who have encouraged African American people to re-claim
Africa46 as a gesture of affirming an African American self, they assert “we are
indebted to scholars and practitioners for urging us to unapologetically
reclaim those ritual practices which are essential to the long-term survival and
sanity of African Americans as a people in America'' (p.x). Hence, Dudley and
Stewart (1997) argue the importance of going back and fetching indigenous
African religious forms and incorporating these rituals in contemporary African
American church ceremonies.

46Here they note Maulana Karenga, and Motefi Asanti. I would add Marcus Garvey. See
Judith Stein (1986) The World of Marcus Garvev Rana and d u s ts in M odem SadG tv.
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Lastly,47 in Sankofa Tumi. Kwabena Ashanti (1999) creates an African
American holiday consisting of a nine-day celebration starting at sundown on
September 11. Sankofa Tumi, means return to the power. During this holiday,
descendants of Africa come together to “honor our enslaved ancestors in
America and return to the wisdom, values, morals, and sacred rituals of our
fore parents-before enslavement” (p. 20).
In each of these episodes, Sankofa invites one to deliberately return to
sites of memory(ies) in order to translate traces of the past to aid in directing
one's future. Dixon (1994) maintains that “by calling themselves to remember
Africa and/or the racial past, black Americans are actually re-membering, as in
re-populating broad continuities within the African diaspora. This movement
is nonlinear, and it disrupts our notions of chronology” (p. 2 1 ).48 In other
words, going back to fetch what you need does not suggest going through
point “c” and point “b”, yet this may be the consequence of one’s attempt to
excavate the significance of a trace. Retrieving sites of memory in the spirit of
Sankofa means reaching through any moment in time to take what you need to

understand the present by translating a metaphor of the past (Morris, 1998).

47 This does not suggest that this is an exhaustive fist of the ways Sankofa has been
used to represent going back to fetch what one needs from the past to guide one’s future.
48| believe it is important for me to note here that as I use Sankofa I am not just talking
about returning to Africa to fetch sites of memory, although I do believe that Africa is a rich
source. I also befieve that fives of native African Americans provide a lucrative nucleus for sites
of memories even when being used to direct one’s future paths.
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Historicizing a Site: Translating a Metaphor
Melvin Dixon (1994) maintains that “[Ilf history as story promotes
narratives, then memory, which is often expressed episodically and through
visceral imagery independent of chronology, very much like a dream, reveals
itself often as a metaphor” (p. 23) What Dixon is saying is that if history as
narrative is the re-telling of an event, then the memory of those who lived an
event equates a re-presentation of its time. Their memories represent history.
Yet, as we look to metaphors to understand our present situation and,
perhaps, even use their stories to guide our future endeavors, we must forever
remain mindful that a metaphor and the experiences it reflects are couched in
a particular moment in time or history. We must be cognizant that a metaphor
is subject to the possibilities and lim itations of its period. Speaking about the
static nature of time as it relates to any possible co-relation to ancestral
memories and descendants’ lived experiences, Ricour (1988) says:
An ancestor’s memory partly intersects with his descendants'
memories, and this intersection is produced in a common
present that itself can present every possible degree, from
the intimacy of a we-relationship to the anonymity of a news
paper clipping. In this way, a bridge is constructed between
the historical past and memory by the ancestral narrative that
serves as a relay station for memory directed to the historical
past, conceived of as the time of people now dead and the time
before my own birth, (p. 114)
Though Ricour is aware that an event or memory rests in a particular time
period, he asserts that the significance of the event may cross the trajectories
of time. He states ”[i]f the significance of the trace itself is inscribed in
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geometrical space, this significance is not exhausted by the relations of
successive time” (p. 124).
In my opinion, Ricour’s use of the term “significance” is very arbitrary.
What I might find to be significant in an event or site of memory(ies) another
might find to be insignificant and vice versa. What another may determine to
be significant, I may determine to be pointless. Consequently, arbitrariness
exists in determining how the significance of a site of memory(ies) lives on in
the present moment. I contend, unlike Woodson’s reliance on noteworthy
African American historical figures to direct the paths of African American
learners, that no one can name significance for you. If they do, then it is not
your understanding, but theirs. Hence, history has not been made for you, but
for them. The act of retrieving the significance of a site, or the very act of
soliciting memory to serve as history, is a very personal and individual
endeavor. I maintain, like Freire (1970/1997), that significance is bom out of
interest. Yet, in spite of the nuances embodied through a language of
significance, what is valuable in Ricour’s postulate as well as in memory as
history is that upon each return to a site, as long as the event speaks to one’s
present situation, then that site is significant. And, that memory is history.
Hence, history is realized as fluid, subjective, and significant. In other words,
history becomes that which one needs to know to better understand oneself,
others, and the world around them.
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Significance of the Trace: Oral History as Real Education
There are countless oral history projects throughout the nation where
students document the memories of their local community members. In Oh
Freedom!, elementary students at St. Anthony's Grade School in Washington,
D.C., conducted an oral history research project on the civil rights movement.
Students interviewed members of their own fam ilies and other lay persons in
their community. Because student interviewees were not Martin Luther King,
Rosa Parks, or Malcolm X, the significance of students’ traces informed them
"that ordinary people working together can change history” (King and
Osborne, 1997, p.1). Realized in this light, oral history as real education is a
way of particularizing one’s identity in the.present while at the same time
admitting the influences of the past and using these narratives to politically
resist dominant assumptions of truth.
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Chapter 3
It’s Oral History
August 24, 1998
Today was myfirs t day to implement the oral history project a t McKinley
Senior High School, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. I was not nearly as nervous as I
usually am at the start of a new schoolyear. A ll of my students are African
Americans. I have nine on my roll. Only eight showed upfo r diefirs t day of doss.
For the most part, all I had intended to do today was simply go over die syllabus and
tell students the meaning of oral history. M y firs t question i f the day was, “W ill it be
difficult to make an A ’ in this doss?” I ’m not sure if I ever answered dieyoung man’s
question. I must confess that his query was annoying and asked against the backdrop of
a three-page yllabus whose content requirements induded interviewing, indexing,
transcribing, and creating a book as well as obtaining a critical understanding cf
African American history. I ’m sure that theyoung man did not know that his question
was so loaded and, fo r me, very difficult to give a direct answer. I did say that each
student had die opportunity to drop if theyfe lt that this was not die coursefo r them,
and I also informed them that there w ill be a lot <f work involved in successfully
computing an erred history project None left. So, hopefully, this is a good sign that
th y are willing to work. I also explained to diem that their pexrticipation in the course
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would be a little more difficult and require them to be a little more responsible, since we
did not or would not have textbooks to depend upon.
As I began reading the syllabus once more, many of them became distracted. I
would have given almost anything to be up in their heads to see what they were
thinking. When I began tofeel that I was totally losing them, I interrupted myself to
ask, “Why didyou sign upfo r African American history?” I t was as if they were
waitingfo r a moment to talk, to speak, to be heard. One student responded, “To learn
about Blade people since they weren't talked about in American history. ” I responded to
this answer with “Really ?” I think my response puzzled them. I also asked about the
difference between the two. “One was about Blade people; the other is about White
people, ” they informed me. Again, I responded with “REALLY???" I then asked,
“W hat is African American history?” A fine young man, whose head had been laying
down most of the dass, raised up andyelledfrom the bade of the room, “African
American history is the history of the Blade man living in a White man’s society. "As
he spoke, I became excited because he was extited, although I couldn't help but think that
he was spitting out some line he had heard in one af the many “bcyz in the hood”flicks.
So to him, I asked, “Doyou really believe that this is a White man’s society?"A ll of
the students’s yes widened as th y asserted, “YEAH!” “How so?” I asked, and th y
became deafquiet. We then went bade to the yllabus to discuss the topic of Black
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classics. I asked them to namefo r me a Black classic. The sameyoung man, from the
rear of the doss,yelled out, “R O O TS!” I couldn’t help but be a little tickled. I
explained to him that Roots would be considered more a contemporary novel rather than
a Black classic. Another student, Bashira, mentioned that Blade History Month was
the only time that they were given the opportunity to leant anything about Black people.
So, when I asked this question, they couldn’t answer because they did not know, and
they did not know because it was never covered during Blade History Month. I then
asked, “Who Initiated Black History Month?” Again, die roomfe ll quiet. I gave them
a due. “That person wrote one ofyour required readings. ” Bashira responded with,
“Carter G. Woodson. ” “You’re correct!” I exclaimed. I assured theyoung man in the
rear that he would probably enjoy reading Woodson’s book, The Mis-Education o f the
Negro, a lil’ more than Roots, but, if he choose, he could read Roots.
The only otherfellow in die dass asked me if I ever watched television and did
The Mis-Education of die Negro have a movie version. Again I was tickled. The
interesting thing about thisyoung man is that according to the prindpal he has a three
point seven grade point average. I guess he’sfigured out this schoolinggame. M y
response to both ofhis questions was no. I informed him that I didn’t watch T. V.
because I didn’t want anyone else describing my realityfo r me. I reminded him and the
other students of the news and asked whosefaces were most often shown doing criminal
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acts and whosefaces were most often shown living Beverly H ill lifestyles. I then shared
with them my personal accounts of beingfollowed in department stores and I asked them
where was die most likely place that the sales person learned to think that I was a thief
Thty a ll replied, “On T. V ." The class bell rang. M y firs t day was over, but I never
told diem what was oral history...

During our first class meeting, I realized that my students were not
willing to be contaminated with "narration sickness” (Freire,1970/1997,
p.52). In Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Paulo Freire posits that narration
sickness occurs as teachers pour curriculum objectives into receptive students
as if they were vacuous vessels waiting to be filled. Moreover, he terms
teaching practices which spill knowledge from outside students’ lived
experiences into students' knowing, as the "banking concept in education”
(Freire,1970/1997, p. 53).
Unlike the students who endured narration sickness, in Freire’s
(1970/1997) Pedagogy of the Oppressed many of my students would not
allow me to pour the meaning of our class or oral history into them. They
resisted. By refusing to open their thinking caps, my students shut me out.
Because they were unable to connect my learning objectives to their lived
experiences, students initially found my course syllabus rhetorical and boring
(Delpit and Perry,1998; Fordham, 1996). Not until I was willing to embrace a
dialogic process and use "problem-posing techniques" (Freire, 1970/1997)
did students become more open and interested in learning my scope and
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sequence for African American Studies. Freire maintains that problem-posing
education responds intentionally to the essence of consciousness while, at
the same time, rejects commands and embodies communication between and
among students and teacher. Problem-posing education is a dialogic process
in w hich. . .
U]he teacher-of-the-students and the students-of-the-teacher
cease to exist and a new term emerges: teacher-student
with students-teachers. The teacher is no longer merely
the-one-who-teaches, but one who is [herself] taught in
dialogue with the students, who in turn while being taught
also teaches. They become jointly responsible for a process
in which all grow. (p. 61)
In problem-posing, teachers do not tell students what to do or what to know.
Rather, knowing is achieved through a communicative process engaged by
both teachers and students. Through our dialogues, a reciprocal relationship
evolved between my students and me; that is, students were simultaneously
my teacher and I was simultaneously their student. In my view, reciprocity is
an inherent quality of oral history and therefore, was the methodological
approach for my qualitative study. Divided into four sections: Teacher as
Learner/Students as Teachers: Oral History and Reciprocity, Spoken Memories: O ral
History, Teacher/Learner. Engaging the Field, and Researcher/Informer Doing D ata
Analysis, this chapter lays out the methodology I employed to understand

students’/historians’ experience with oral history as real education.
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Teacher as Learner/Students as Teachers: Oral History and
Reciprocity
in oral history, those who have been traditionally heralded as knowers
(e.g., teachers, adults, and researchers) also become learners, and those who
have been traditionally deemed learners (e.g., students, children, and
subjects) also become knowers (Grele,1998). Paul Thompson (1978/1988)
states that in oral history, historians come to the interview to learn, “to sit at the
feet of others who [because of their experience] know more about something,1'
that the oral historian seeks to understand (p. 11). Consequently, I decided
early in my research process that oral history was the most appropriate
research design and pedagogical approach for my study. With oral history as
my research praxis, students' voices framed my knowing-because they were
my teachers and I was their learner. Since I wanted to know how oral history
inspires real education with urban African American learners from their
perspective, I needed students' knowing to ground my epistemological
framing.

Spoken Memories: Oral History
In an effort to disrupt more highly politicized grand narratives of hisstory, oral history operates to contextualize history and problematize
traditional notions of a historical truth. Studs Terkel (1998) maintains that
“[o]ral history brings alive a past that the written word fails to capture. Its
narrators are most often the anonymous makers of history whose lives would
be otherwise lost to us* (p. 2). Referring to oral history as spoken memories,
James Hoopes (1979) predates Terkel in revealing the usefulness of oral
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history in documenting the narratives of those whose stories have been
historically marginalized. Hoopes contends that research in oral traditions
may be instrumental in [righting/writing his/her stories of] particular or local
cultures . ..who may not be literate or may have been denied written history
because of political oppression” (p. 6). Moreover, Dean, Daspit, and Munro
(1998) assert that “oral history is a method of collecting and preserving
valuable, often unique, and previously unrecorded information about the past”
(p. 3). Ken Bums (1998) holds that ”[o]ral history is the front line of our battle
for self knowledge and the glue which finally connects each individual’s story
with everyone else's, creating in its aggregate the tapestry we call history”
(p. 2). In addition, Paul Thompson (1978/1988) maintains that oral history, by
contrast to traditional notions of history, makes a more fair representation of
history possible. Specifically, he states:
[W]itness can now also be called from the under-classes, the un
privileged, and the defeated. [Oral history] provides a more real
istic and fair reconstruction of the past, a challenge to the estab
lished account. In so doing, oral history has radical implication
for the social message of history as a whole, (p. 6)
Yet, Thompson (1978/1988) also warns that simply collecting oral narratives
does not necessarily make oral history an instrument for change:
[B]y introducing new evidence from the underside, by shifting the
focus and opening new areas of inquiry, by challenging some of
the assumptions and accepted judgements of historians, by bring
ing recognition to substantial groups of people who had been ig
nored. a cumulative process of transformation is set in motion.
(pp. 7-8)
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I agree with Thompson when he contends that through juxtaposing spoken
narratives with traditional historical testimonies, new insights can be rendered
which may agitate the known, the authority, and the legitimacy of most
documented her/his-stories.
Although seemingly a blessing in disguise to traditional narrations of
history, oral history is not without limitations. Borrowing from JoAnn Pagano,
Petra Munro (1998b) states," [Tlhe discrepancies between what is told and
what is experienced-are themselves theoretical constructs” (p. 267). In other
words, regardless of the method of retrieving yesterday s tales, “ [hjistory is
always fictional" (p. 267). I contend that history’s bridge between fact and
fiction is innate. Because a narrative’s meaning hinges on a temporal
moment and one's selective choice in what and how an experience will be
remembered, I hold that the re-telling of a historical event is a process of
mytholization.49 For as one solicits the will to remember, one can likewise
elicit the desire to forget. Paul Ricour asserts that narratives reshape events in
forms that never existed: "Because events and selves are reconstructions,
original purity of experience can never be achieved” (as quoted in Munro,
1996b, p. 266). However, Alessandro Portelli (1991) argues that the original
purity of the story or "fact(s)” is insignificant because facts do not disclose
meanings made of an event. Rather, he maintains that in the myths that
people choose to tell or those elements of the past which narrators

49By m ytholization, I am referring to the re-construction or remembering of
an event based on one’s needs, interests, and desires.
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deliberately choose to forget, oral historians attain deeper insights into the
meaning of an episode made by an orator. Specifically, Portelli contends that
“errors, inventions, and myths lead [oral historians] through and beyond facts
to their meaning” (p. 2).

Oral History as Pedagogy
During the 1970’s, oral history as pedagogy was first employed by a
high school English teacher named Elliot Wigginton. Today, his approach is
more commonly referred to as the Fcofire Approach. The Foxfire Approach
draws on oral history, community studies, and theories of experientiallybased pedagogy. Wigginton used Foxfire to connect the lives of his alienated
Appalachian students to the learning objectives found in the school district’s
high school English curriculum (Wigginton, 1985). Fenfire was among the first
to employ oral history as a pedagogical approach with secondary students.
Today there are countless projects across the nation.50 In Mooresville,
Indiana, juniors from Mooresville High School documented the trepidations of
community members who endured the Great Depression. Their project,
entitled We Made Do used oral historical accounts voiced by community
members who resided in the Mooresville Senior Citizen Center
(Adams,1998). In Rhode Island, ninth grade students enrolled in the Honors
English Program at South Kingstown High School engaged in an oral history
project focusing on Rhode Island women during World War II. Their project,

50 See The Oral History Review (19981. 25, 1-2.
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entitled What Did You Do In The War Grandma?, gave vivid accounts of the
roles, beliefs, and attitudes of Rhode Island women who were first and second
party participants in World War II (Woods, 1997). In Rocky Gap, Virginia,
students from Rocky Gap High School retrieved oral accounts about
Appalachian culture and maintained and preserved these accounts at The
Bland County History Archives. The purpose of the archive was to secure
stories of the people of Bland County and share them with the public in a
variety of ways. Many of the stories are epics of the last people to have been
bom and raised in a real log cabin while living in a hollow or on top of a
mountain (Students of Rocky Gap High School, 1999). In Holmes County,
Mississippi, eighth and ninth graders enrolled in a summer education program
sponsored by the Rural Organization and Cultural Center (ROCC). In this
program, students participated in an oral history project documenting their
local community’s grass roots involvement in the Civil Rights Movement.
Specifically, this project sought to encourage pride in an impoverished
community and to develop youth leadership among its participants (MacLeod,
1991).
During the summer of 1998,1directed an urban summer youth project.
This project, sponsored by the Job Training Partnership Program, used oral
history and community studies to implement a community uplift plan. The
purpose of the project was to historicize the 1953 Baton Rouge bus boycott
movement that served as the blueprint for the 1956 Montgomery bus boycott
movement. I became amazed as I witnessed local urban African American
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high school students from South Baton Rouge, Louisiana, interview
participants of the 1953 Baton Rouge bus boycott movement, transcribe their
interviews, and transform this data into their own cultural magazine entitled
The Baton Rouge Bus Boycott of 1953 (McKinley High School Oral History
Project, Summer 1998). In addition to the magazine, students also used their
transcriptions to create a reader’s theater presentation entitled Rollin' Through
History: A Tribute to the Memory of the Baton Rouge Bus Boycott. My
experience with this group of young people led to my desire to implement an
oral history project in an urban public high school to see in what ways oral
history might inspire real education.

Teacher/Learner: Engaging the Field
In an effort to more fully understand students’/historians’51 experience
with oral history as real education, I felt the need to teach this approach in an
urban public classroom cultural context.52 According to Goodenough (as cited
in Patton,1980/1990), the idea of culture is critical to qualitative research. The
quintessential assumption in qualitative investigation is that every human
group that is together for a period of time will evolve a culture. Accordingly,
Goodenough defines culture as a “collection of behavior patterns and beliefs
that constitute standards for deciding what is, standards for deciding what can

51 In our classroom environment, because learners, in my view, were more than
students but were also historians, active agents in w/righting history, I wifl henceforth rater to
participants in this study as students/historians.
52 Patton (1980/1990) refers to framing qualitative studies in which the researcher is
also the partic^ant as participant observer.
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be, standards for deciding how one feels about it, standards for deciding what
to do about it, and standards for deciding how to go about doing it " (p. 68).
Because of these very influential factors, I realized that understanding oral
history as real education depended largely on the formation of our
classroom’s culture (Dobberty, 1982). Hence, through learning and teaching
daily with students/historians, I surmised that I would be better able to witness
embedded factors which would evolve in a classroom culture using
experientially based pedagogy.

Entering the Field
At the end of the 1998 spring semester, Dr. Munro, my current major
professor, asked me to direct the McKinley High School summer oral history
project. The project was sponsored by Job Training Partnership of America
(JTPA) and Louisiana State University’s Community University Project (CUP).
Needing to gain entry into a public school for the next academic year, I viewed
my acceptance of the position as that opportunity. Once the summer oral
history project started, I approached Almenia Williams, principal of McKinley
High School, to see if she would be interested in allowing me to develop an
oral history project and document its use with students. Because the summer
oral history project had been housed at McKinley for three summers, Ms.
Williams was very fam iliar with oral history as a pedagogical process and,
thus, very receptive to the idea. Also, as former director of the African
American Cultural Center at Louisiana State University through its community
programming, I knew McKinley needed an African American history instructor.
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With these insights, I negotiated with Ms. Williams. I told her that I would be
willing to teach her African American Studies course at no cost during the
1998-1999 academic year, if she would be willing to cover expenses for the
project. Amazed and excited, Ms. Williams accepted my offer, and I was happy
to know that I had secured a site for my study.
After speaking with Ms. Williams, I decided that students/historians
would be whoever was interested in taking “African American Studies.' In
addition, I thought that by teaching “African American Studies” I would be able
to have a classroom filled with African American learners without requesting a
racially homogenous group in a public school setting. 53 My suspicion was
correct. When I met students/historians at the door on August 24,1998, each
and every person that entered the class was African American.
Our first week together was an ice breaker. During this time, I
discussed the class syllabus (see appendix C) and shared with
students/historians the contract agreement (see appendix A) that bound us
together for an entire year. In our contract, students/historians agreed that
they understood the rules and regulations for our course and gave their
consents to following those rules and regulations. However, students/
historians were not the only ones required to sign a contract. In order for
students/historians to remain in this class, their parents or legal guardians
were also responsible for signing a contract. This was in addition to parents

53 In order for me to have obtained a radaly homogenous group of students, I would
have had to go through a lot of bureaucratic red tape for, in these de facto segregated
moments, a deliberate radaly homogenous group in a public school setting is illegal.
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giving their children permission to participate in the study. The parental
contract was standard informing parents about the requirements of our course
and expectations for students/historians. Additionally, students’/historians’
parents and guardians were asked to sign a ‘ Participation to Consent” form,
giving parental permission to allow each student/ historian to participate in this
study. Since I was not studying students but, rather, performing an educative
process, it was not necessary to have students sign a “Protection of Human
Subjects" form. Instead, I filed a request for an IRB to waive consent with Dr.
Munro.
During this first week, in addition to our contract preliminaries, students
were assigned to read an African American folktale entitled T he Story of the
Eagle.”54 In this fable, a mother eagle is captured by a chicken farmer. The
farmer traps the eagle so that he can place her in a cage and charge a fee to
those who want to see her. However, the mother eagle is accustomed to
freedom. Each time the farmer attempts to remove the eagle from her trap, the
eagle bites and claws him. Finally, the farmer becomes so angry that he
grabs his rifle and kills her. Sadly, the mother eagle leaves behind two eggs.
Noticing the eggs, the farmer places them under a setting hen, hoping that
when the eggs hatch, the eaglets will think they are chickens and not fight for
their freedom. The first eaglet egg to hatch from its shell is Tom. Not knowing
he is an eagle, Tom is very happy thinking that he is a chicken. However, one
day Tom notices his reflection in a stream of water. When Tom sees that he is
5*See Robinson, E. (1989),pp. 92-96/
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not white like the chickens and that his feathers do not lay flat on his head, he
becomes ashamed of his color and his head. He takes some porcellana and
rubs it all over his feathers to lighten them, and he gets some gheri curl to put
on his head feathers to smooth them. Soon Tom feels happy that he is
beginning to look more like the other chickens. By and by, the other eaglet
egg hatches from its shell. The eaglet’s name is Turk. Unlike his brother,
Tom, Turk likes his color and the feathers on his head just as the way they are.
But, because he likes his physical appearance, Turk is ostracized by his
brother and the bam yard chickens. In his loneliness, the only joy this little
eagle has is looking up at the sky. One day Turk spots a speck in the sky that
becomes larger and larger. It is an eagle, the largest bird he has ever seen.
The eagle perches on a branch and asks Turk to fly up. Turk flies high up on
the branch and the eagle tells Turk his history. He tells Turk that he, too, is an
eagle and that his mother and his father ruled the skies as kings and queens
like Turk, and other eagles.
Teasing out the inferences of this tale and ways that it might apply to
African American people today, students/ historians and I discussed this
reading. I had decided to use this particular folk tale because, for me, the
fable was a wonderful illustration of the utility of oral history as real education.
The following week students/historians constructed and completed their
“My Story” collages. In my view, “My Story” collages are a very important
activity. Through these collages, students/historians document their lives with
pictorial representations and literary poetry. In documenting their lives, the
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activity becomes an instructional exercise on making history. Through the “My
Story” activity, I shared with students how easily history is made immortal
through documentation. For me, this activity is rich in breaking down many
preconceived assumptions of what constitutes history and who are, or can be,
historians.
By September 1, 1998, students/historians began to discuss what
would become the foci of their oral history project. A couple of suggestions
were made; among these was interviewing drug dealers in their community.
Although I thought this was an exceptional idea, I also knew that I needed to
get the principal’s approval. Unlike me, Ms. W illiams was not enthused about
having drug traffickers on her campus or her students affiliating with them.
After I shared with students/historians Ms.Williams' disapproval, they then
decided to study African American music. Students/historians followed a very
democratic decision- making process to decide on their topic. They shouted
out various topics and I wrote them on the board. After about eight different
topics were listed, students/ historians voted by a show of hands which topic
they would study. Initially, students/historians only wanted to study rap music.
However, I was able to persuade them to investigate music as a sort of
historical continuum. I shared with students/ historians that music is more than
beats and measures, that in the lyrics of music are messages that could and
would reveal various aspects of African Americans’ experiences in the United
States. Students/ historians, upon my suggestion, began their trace with the
music forms of ancient West Africa, followed by spirituals, blues, jazz, rhythm
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and blues, and rap. I suggested these particular music genres because they
originated in particular periods in African American history.55 After
establishing which genre of music would constitute the focus of their research,
each student/historian selected a partner.
In partnered teams, students/historians chose a particular musical
expression which would concentrate their individual contribution to their
collective project. Each team was responsible for developing one section in
their final magazine publication. Though we started in August with eight
students/historians, by the first week of September, enrollment had increased
to twelve. However, by September 6, two members dropped the class
claiming that there was simply “too much ah work” involved in our class.
Because these students/historians had been responsible for the rhythm and
blues section in their final magazine, this portion was omitted from the final
text. Thus, the McKinley High School oral history project had five teams
responsible for contributing five sections: musical forms of ancient West Africa,
spirituals, blues, jazz, and rap.
Students’/historians’ first activity for their research project, took place on
September 4,1998. For two weeks, students/historians and I went to the
library to research and surfed the Net to find out as much information as
possible about their chosen genre. Students/historians were also asked to
schedule interviews with prospective interviewees. At the start of each new

ss See African American Review. 29,(2), Summer 1995,especially Salaam (1995) ‘It
Didnt Jes Grew: The Social and Aesthetic Significance of African American Music,” pp.351375.
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class period, I asked students/historians to share with me the contact
information of those persons whom they had selected to interview. When
after two weeks no one had made any contacts, I began to panic. I decided to
schedule participant interviews and develop interview questions for
students/historians. I contacted renowned jazz clarinetist Alvin Batiste, blue
guitarist Tabby Thomas, and professor Joyce Jackson of Louisiana State
University, whose primary research interest is African American music. All
consented to have students/historians interview them. Alvin Batiste during his
interview gave students/historians a private jazz session, and Tabby Thomas
performed an entire concert, in addition to sharing his oral history on the blues
with students/historians.
However, Tabby Thomas' concert and students'/historians' reaction to
interviewing Dr. Jackson made me realize that I had made a big mistake.
Though they enjoyed Batiste’s interview/performance immensely, very few
students/ historians showed up for Tabby Thomas's concert. And those who
were assigned to interview Dr. Jackson did not show up at all.
Although I was very upset, I did not reprimand students/historians. Instead, I
saw this episode as an opportunity to reflect and learn yet another lesson from
my teacher/learners. My action of selecting their interviewees and dictating
their questions for them was a message that I disregarded students'/
historians’ agency in choosing knowing for themselves. Students’/historians'
response was their absence. I realized that their absence was students’/
historians’ way of informing me that I had disempowered them to name
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knowing for themselves. In other words, in telling students/historians whom
they should study and what they should know, I also told them whose
knowledge was worth knowing and whose experiences counted as worthy of
consideration in studying African American music. Thus, in response to my
more authoritative stance, students/historians responded with passive
defiance. I say “passive” because students/historians did not rant and rave
about my choosing their interviewees or defining their questions. Instead,
they simply did not show up. Consequently, I apologized to them and gave
them back their project. By this I mean, they became responsible for selecting
their interviewees, creating their interview questions, conducting their
interviews, transcribing this data, and editing their materials. After completing
their library and Internet research, each group shared their findings. Through
this information, students/historians collectively created generic interview
questions (see appendix D). After constructing their questions,
students/historians used these questions to practice interviewing techniques
with one another prior to engaging in further interviews.
My role throughout these activities became that of mentor. I offered
suggestions when students asked for assistance and I served as chief editor
of their editing process. Additionally, because, like many urban school
settings, absenteeism is relatively high, I also required students to assume
collective responsibility for one another. In other words, if someone was not
present, then someone else was responsible for the absent person’s
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assignment.56 Many times I emphasized that no one was finished until the
book was finished. Though several grumbled initially about this class
requirement, all seemed to appreciate this mandate by the end of our class
experience.
Along with their oral history assignment, students/historians were also
required to read, grapple with, and journal daily about their understanding of
Carter G. Woodson’s (1933/1990/1998a) The Mis-Education of the Negro.
They also viewed, problematized, and wrote journal responses for the
following film s: Ladv Sinas the Blues: The Autobiography of Billv Holiday. Ih fi
Cotton Club. Sankofa. and Amistad. Through these assignments, along with
their interview notes, I deliberately attempted to connect the past to the
present. After each activity, I asked students/historians to explain in what
ways, if any, these stories reveal generic themes regarding being black in
America today. The purpose of these additional materials was to generate
consciousness-raising activities through problem-posing techniques.57 Paulo
Freire (1970/1997) maintains that problem-posing education is a process in
which...
people develop their power to perceive critically the way
they exist in the world with which and in which they find
themselves; they come to see the world not as a static
reality, but as a reality in process, in transformation, (p. 64)
56f)y this i mean if someone was not present, then whoever was avartabie was
responsible for picking up where that person left off and continuing with the assignment of
getting the book done.
5?See Beverly Gordon (1993) and Carter G. Woodson (1933/1990/1998).
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Hence, my outlook for this project was twofold. One, I wanted to investigate
the utility of oral history as real education with urban African American
learners. Two, I wanted students to develop a critical consciousness of their
own.58
Because our class period met for only fifty minutes daily and for twenty
minutes every third Wednesday of the month, completing their book took
longer than what I had initially intended (see appendix C). I had hoped, since
I had agreed to work for an entire school year as their classroom teacher, that
students/historians would have been able to complete two projects by the end
of the school year. But, due to time constraints, this was not possible.
Students/historians did not finish their text until mid-February, and they still
were responsible for sharing their findings with the community that made their
study possible, another requirement for participating in the course. In three
weeks, students/historians developed a cover for their magazine and asked a
fellow schoolmate, known for his artistic talents, to reproduce their creation.
Additionally, they prepared their presentation and met with the school’s print
shop teacher to see if his class would be willing to reproduce their magazine
and presentation program.
Once the printshop teacher agreed, students/historians started
preparing for their final presentation. Although I shared with them various

58 My reader may be wondering if oral history could have served as real education with
out my adrfltions. My reply is yes, if oral history is couched in questioning and problem-poeing. I
argue in chapter eight, however, that often oral history is not realized or utilized in this way and
therefore, in my view, relinquishes its possibilities in inciting real education.
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video footage of ways students had previously chosen to engage in their final
presentation, students/historians decided that each group would share
information they had learned through their research. They also invited Kwaku
Agyeman’yeboah, Francis Williams and Frank Williams, Shane Bennett and
Cornell Moore, their interviewees, to perform as a part of their final
presentation. While helping to prepare for their presentation, one
student/historian, Shafiiqa, created invitations at home on her word processor.
After students/historians were satisfied with their presentation format and had
received commitments from their invited performers, they sent invitations to
those they had interviewed as well as members of McKinley’s alumni
association. In the weeks after completing the first draft of their magazine and
prior to their presentation, students/historians made an intercom
announcement to invite teachers and their peers at McKinley to their final
presentation. On March, 30,1999, students/historians hosted their
presentation, in my view, it was a success. The library was filled with people
and students/historians received a huge applause for their hard work and
great efforts.

Collecting Data
After their presentation, in April 1999,1began conducting interviews
with students/ historians to capture on tape their experience with oral history
as real education. Each class session became an interview session. I
interviewed students/historians in the home economics kitchen while other
students/ historians used our class time for study hall. I chose the home
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economics kitchen because it was a nice cozy, informal space, equipped with
stoves, refrigerators, and a little kitchen table where each student/historian sat
with me and discussed his or her experience with oral history as real
education.
From April, 1999, to May, 1999,1interviewed each student/historian at
least twice. My first interview with students/historians consisted of
standardized open-ended questions. Patton (1980/1990) explains that in a
standardized open-ended interview, interview questions are written out in
advance exactly the way they are to be asked during the interview. Patton
argues:
[T]he basic purpose of the standardized open-ended interview
is to minimize interviewer effects by asking the same question
of each respondant. Moreover, the interview is systematic and
the necessity for interviewer judgement during the interview is
reduced. The standardized open ended interview also makes
data analysis easier because it is possible to locate each respondant’s answer to the same question rather quickly and to
organize questions and answers that are similar, (p. 285)
Though I used standardized open-ended questions, I asked follow-up
questions whenever students/historians made a comment about something I
did not understand. Our second interview resembled what Patton
(1980/1990) calls “informal conversational interview” (p. 280). An informal
conversational interview is fashioned based on an initial interview. After
transcribing the initial interview, I read each transcription to formulate
clarifying questions. These questions set the mode of conversation for
subsequent interviews.
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To begin our specific conversation on their experience with oral history
as real education, I asked students/historians to describe for me our class.
Realizing that students/historians seemed to view class as different from our
oral history project, I then rephrased the question and asked how would they
describe our class project. For students/historians, class took place on
Fridays when we read, problematized, and situated Woodson or the other
materials we discussed. On the other hand, students/historians regarded our
class project as the work they engaged in to produce their own text. In
addition to interviewing and transcribing students'/historians’ responses, other
sources of data collected included my research journal as well as various
audio and video footage of our classroom experiences together. Although I
periodically videotaped and audio recorded our in class sessions, daily I
journaled. I engaged in these activities and used them as sources of data to
capture specific moments when students/historians were actively engaged in
oral history as real education.

Researcher/Informer: Doing Data Analyaia
How do I tell their story without silencing their lives? How do I convey
the truths of their experiences shadowed by my “lies”?59 How do I w/right the
legend of ten urban African American learners' experience with oral history as
real education? These were the questions I found myself perplexed with long
after my tape recorder was turned off and my grade and roll book was handed

59 My use of the word fes” refers to biases i believe are inherent in writers of history,
quaftative research, or any discipline that seeks to retel experiences.
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in to McKinley’s administrative office. Answering my query, Kaz (1987)
discusses “Epoche,” which, he holds, is the initial step in data analyis:
Epoche is a process that the researcher engages in to remove,
or at least become aware of prejudices, viewpoints, or assumpt
ions regarding the phenomenon under inverstigation. Epoche
helps enable the researcher to investigate the phenomenon from
a fresh and open view without prejudgement or imposing mean
ing too soon. This suspension in judgement is critical in phen
omenological investigation and requires the setting aside of the
researcher’s personal viewpoint in order to see the experience
for itself, (pp. 36-37)
In Epoche, researchers acknowledge their biases. Consequently, they use
multiple means of analyzing data in an effort to curtail their biases from
skewing their data analysis. For me personally, through Epoche I was able to
recognize and respect what Patricia Hill Collins (2000) terms an “outsiderwithin” (p. 12) subjectivity. In this light, my marginal positionality as a black
woman enabled my academic location to examine and analyze my data
collection from a critical stance. Yet, Epoche did not allow my black woman
academic subjectivites to ultimately conclude my data finding. Rather, through
Epoche I was responsible for constantly questioning my findings as well as
seeking multiple voices to aid me in interpreting my data. Yet analyzing data
raised other issues in my quest to know how oral history inspires real
education.
Initially, when I first began to deal with my data I was very
overwhelmed. I had all this stuff--my interviews of students/historians,
interviews conducted by students/historians, students'/historians' essay
writing assignments, the magazine they published, a grade book, a syllabus,
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my reflective journal, and in-class video and audio footage. I was so
overwhelmed with “stuff” that it took me nearly two years to even gain the
courage to begin looking at my data collection. Later, I found that many
qualitative researchers, like me, are left numb by an overwhelming amount of
data and that procrastination is common. Quoting Jim Hinojosa, Ely, Anzul,
Friedman, Garner, and McCormack (1991) maintain:
Upon leaving the field, I was confronted with the final interpreative aspect of my research pilot study. The challenge was hand
led with skillfully organized avoidance. I had the cleanest apart
ment in New York City, ironed shirts, several lists of “Things that
needed to be done," and even a balanced check book. Why the
avoidance behavior? Why does it seem so difficult to complete
something you have been doing? These are the questions that
entered my mind as I attempted to avoid the task of data inter
pretation. (p. 141)
Through their findings, I learned that many qualitiative researchers are frozen
when faced with having to eat their data elephant.60

Eating the Elephant
Finally, I realized that I could not run away from my mountain of data.
Having successfully completed both my general qualifying exams and my
prospectus, I had to face the data elephant61 and eat away at it just a little bit
at a time. My first bite came two years later after meeting with my major
professor, Petra Munro, during the summer of 2000. As she had done many
60 By “eat” I am referring to engaging in data analysis.
61 The term “data elephant” was created while reflecting on a conversation I once had
with a dear friend named Charley Funk. Before coming to graduate school, Charlie forewarned
me that the secret to succeeding and completing any of my goals was to look at them as if they
were elephants and simply eat away at them one bite at a time.
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times before, Dr. Munro asked if I had begun to “work with it." Stated another
way, Dr. Munro wanted to know if I had started to analyze my data and tackle
the elephant looming in my office file cabinets. I knew that my graduate
school clock was ticking and, despite all the horror stories that I had heard
about analyzing data--the long hours categorizing informants’ experiences,
and the possibly painstaking wrongful attempts of searching for and
organizing them es-l felt that I had to start biting. At the very least, I would try
to understand what students/historians expressed. But, there was one slight
problem: I did not know where to begin. And, once I got started, what should I
do next? As Dr. Munro and I walked to lunch one afternoon to discuss my
dissertation plan, she suggested methods she had found useful in analyzing
data Since I am a hands-on person, I still felt as if I needed more information
on how to interpret data. Later that week, I found myself once more telling Dr.
Munro that I had not started because I did not know what to do, and she gave
me several books to look over to get some ideas. In each, I searched the table
of contents looking for any chapters that discussed analyzing data. Although
Dr. Munro had told me many times that there is no one right way to interpret
research, I felt that if I had someone to cite, at the very least, I had a crutch to
stand on if for some reason my interpretations were viewed as wrong or overly
laden with biases.
After reading several chapters on data analysis, I finally selected
Maykut and Morehouse's (1994) ‘ Using the Constant Comparative Method” in
Beginning Qualitative Research: A Philosophic and Practical Guide. In their
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work, Maykut and Morehouse employed "interpretative descriptive analysis”
(p. 122). In interpretative descriptive analysis, researchers are "concerned
with accurately describing what she or he has understood [by] reconstructing
the data into a recognizable reality for the people who have participated in the
study” (p. 122). The specific element that attracted me most about this
procedure was its requirement for constant comparative method. Through a
constant comparative approach, "skilled researchers. . . become adept at
weaving descriptions, speaker’s words, fieldnotes, quotations, and their own
interpretations into a rich and believable descriptive narrative” (p . 122).
Hence, though theory seemed to undergrid the final outcome of the analysis,
Maykut and Morehouse instructed me to create theory through mutliple
venues, field notes, interviews, and other related artifacts and use these
sources to triangulate my findings. Thus, I checked each hypothesis, rechecked it, and then asked others to check my findings again before themes
emerged to inform my theory.

A Comparative Approach
Because I realized and learned through my study that it is very difficult
for a qualitative researcher to remove herself or himself from their more
authoritative posture while describing/defining a participant’s experience, the
constant comparative method was very important. For me, through a constant
comparative method, I was able to understand and express more astutely how
participants experienced oral history as real education as opposed to how I
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felt they should have experienced the event. To accomplish this end, I used
the constant comparative method.
Using the constant comparative method, my first task was to read
through “a ir my data and then re-read it “a ir again in search of recurring
words, phrases, and topics in the data. On a huge piece of butcher paper, I
began writing down the recurring word, phrases, and topics: McKinley
predominantly black an issue, our story is left out of the history book, school
without walls, enhanced interpersonal relationships, meeting new people, it’s
different, I'd rather talk than read, disconnected materials, need for extra
curricular activities, speaking freely, Ebonics rules, freedom to speak, school
is boring, taking school seriously, a cozy little class, feelings of
accomplishment, the textbook is inadequate, real life history, talking,
understanding their material world, working together, class involvement,
students in control of learning, motivation, controlling a man’s thinking,
persistent racism, caring teachers push students, yesterday in today, studentcentered, pride, inspired to work, cooperative responsibility, lessons
told/lessons learned, not an easy class, learning untold history. I then shared
my findings with Dr. Munro. After looking over these words, phrases and
topics, we were able to collapse them into provisional categories, that is,
generative themes to guide my analysis. The provisional categories were: On
Voice, How Students/Historians Experience McKinley, How
Students/Historians Experience Oral History, On History, Student Motivation,
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How Students/Historians Experience School, Intimate Class Size, Woodson,
Racism, and Teachers Who Care.
My next step was to “unitize" (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994, p. 128) my
data Unitizing data is the process of identifying chunks or pieces of meaning
in the data. Not simple babble, units of meaning are chunks of information
able to stand alone. In Maykut and Morehouse’s words, units of meaning
must be “understandable without additional information except for knowledge
of the researcher’s focus inquiry” (p. 128). After glueing hundreds of units of
meaning on 5x8 index cards, my next step in a constant comparative method
was to compare each unit of meaning to each provisional category by
interpreting my data through what Maykut and Morehouse calls a “look
like/feel like-test” (p. 136). The look-like/feel-like test is simply reading through
each unit of meaning and placing it in an appropriate provisional category
based on the description and meaning of both the unit of meaning and the
provisional category. I began by writing each of my provisional categories
along the top of huge sheets of butcher paper. With the help of my peer
supporter and “sistah"/friend Tayari kwa Salaam, I placed each appropriate
unit of meaning in what looked like and felt like the applicable provisional
category.
Throughout data analysis, B y et al. (1991) maintain that another
important source of triangulation is a support group:
I have been in individual and/or group supervision consistently
throughout my practice. It is here that one triangulates-checks
feelings and perceptions, gets feedback and fresh perspectives.
(P -163)
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Tayari kwa Salaam and Dr. Petra Munro were primary members of my support
group. At this stage, I asked Dr. Munro to meet with me in order to give me
some guidance and input. After reviewing the provisional categories with their
respective units of meaning, Dr. Munro asked me what they meant.
Specifically, she wanted to know: What were reoccurring themes and
concerns? What were the themes that seemed to cross the boundaries of my
provisional categories? How had students/historians informed me-- in what
ways had their oral history project inspired real education? I told Dr. Munro
that what I found students/historians commenting on most was how oral
history allowed them to name and claim history for themselves, how traces of
yesterday's memories enabled them to better understand their current
situations, and how learning in context with curriculum reflective of their
interests was important. Having established these final categories, my next
task was to rearrange my units of meaning to see if I had enough data to
substantiate my findings. Substantial support was revealed. I then had to
write an analysts of my investigation to share with others what I had come to
know. It was here, in this moment, that I found myself perplexed by another
dilemma: naming.
Qualitative researchers who are committed to egalitarianism often find
themselves faced with the complicating and contradicting dilemma of naming.
For each time qualitative researchers name, define, and/or describe the
experiences of another, they simultaneously author another's tale as well as
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their existence. In the next chapter, I specifically share my process of naming
students/historians.
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Chapter 4
Naming You, I Claim Myaalf
A critical aspect in oral history is that it embodies simultaneously both
an egalitarian as well as an authoritarian stance. Alessandro Portelli (1991)
reminds future oral historians that oral history is not an opportunity for those
who are historically marginalized to speak for themselves. Rather, in oral
history, Portelli contends:
the control of historical discourse remains firm ly in the hands of
the historian. It is the historian who selects the people who will
be interviewed; who contributes to the shaping of the testimony
by asking the questions and reacting to the answers; and who
gives the testimony its final published shape and context....
Even accepting that the working class speaks through oral his
tory, it is clear that the class does not speak in abstract, but
speaks to the historian, with the historian and inasmuch as the
material is published, through the historian, (p. 56)
Hence, historians are not mediators re-telling history but, rather, protagonists
naming history. Consequently, in historicizing62 oral accounts, sagas no

62|n traditional history his/her-stories are legitimatized through
documentation. Documentation is a process of comparing claims to a truth with official
sources of the truth; i.e., court records, archives, and newspapers, in an attempt to
objectify subjective claims to a truth. However, interestingly enough, these official
sources are also subjective and are often instruments of institutions to re-present
truth claims (Ricour, 1988p. 117). My use of the term “historicizing" does not
refer to documenting history but, rather, writing/righting a trace. Ricour (1 9 88 )
writes that "If archives can be said to be instituted, and their documents are collected
and conserved, this is on the basis of the presupposition that the past has left a trace,
which has become the monuments and documents that bear witness to the past” (p.
119). Further, he states that a “trace as visible to everyone, even if it can only be
deciphered by a few, projects our preoccupation, as illustrated by our hunt, search, or
inquiry, into public time which makes our private durations commensurate with one
another” (p. 124) What I believe Ricour is suggesting is that it is the trace,
untarnished by the biases of legitimacy, that provides a site for writing/righting
history.
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longer belong exclusively to the narrator. W riting creates a fusion between
the narrator and the historian. Portelli (1991) writes '‘oral history does not
begin with one abstract person observing another reified one, but with two
persons meeting on a ground of equality to bring together their different types
of knowledge and achieve a new synthesis from which both will be changed"
(p. xii). By writing or naming the story, both the narrator and the historian are
altered. The narrator’s tale provides the oral historian with new insights but
the historian now governs the naming of the saga. As the oral historian re-tells
the epic of the narrator, pieces of the historian's story are etched with every
stroke of his or her pen. Hence, Portelli maintains,"Instead of discovering
sources, oral historians partly create them. Far from becoming mere
mouthpieces for the working class, oral historians may be using other
people’s words, but are still responsible for the overall discourse" (p. 56). Yet,
in spite of oral history’s seemingly more authoritative63 end, the oral historian
is still responsible to the informant and her/his story. Responsibility is often
masked by traditional writers of history who, as "omniscient narrators,”64
render accounts in the third person "dominating entirely and from above the
consciousness of the participants themselves" (Portelli, 1991, p. 57).
However, as an oral historian names an epic, she is bound to accountability.
63 Along with Trinh T. Minh-ha (1991), I contend that in a literate culture, the power of
the pen creates this dichotomous relationship between the scribe and her/his subject In such
cultures, the author-researcher becomes the official knower of experience. In my view, this
relationship between the researcher and the subject reflects authoritarianism and domination.
64 “Omniscient narrator” is a phrase borrowed from literary studres by Porteii (1991).
He uses this phrase to describe the presumed opaque personalities of traditional historians.
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Her accountability necessitates that she as an oral historian unmask
historiography as an autonomous act of story telling empowering both the
narrator as knower and the historian as translator influencing the naming of
history. Sharing my naming/birthing process of students/historians, this
chapter is divided into two sections. The first section is entitled “Subject to
Signification.” In this section, I discuss the complicated paradox I experienced
while naming students/historians. In section two, entitled Naming You/
Claiming Me,” I more vividly discuss students’/historians' naming through our
“My Stories.”

Subject to Signification
In 19 6 9 ,1 was bom. This was a period of heightened blade consdousness and
blade pride. M y parents were proud working middle-dass African Americans. They
taught me to love bang blade and placed me in environments with other bladefolk who
likewise loved their blackness. Even to this day, I rely on this lovefo r my blade skin to
sustain me through racist attacks on my body as I attempt to navigate the terrains of a
white supremacist society (hooks,1992; Tatum, 1997). As a preschooler, my parents
sent me to a nursery school called Greater Christ Temple. There I was not taught how
to read or write or to be Christ like-obedient and subservient. Rather, in nursery
school, I learned blade history and to love as well as revere blade people. Before I knew
1 + I = 2 ,1 could tell my parents who was Malcolm X , Barbara Jordan, Marion
Anderson, Booker T. Washington, and a host of other great African Americans. And,
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because each morning we recited “Together we stand; divided wefa ll," I knew at an
early age that there was strength in numbers and abiding security in blade unity.

My awareness of African American achievements along with my love
for my black self are all elements in my life that have produced who I am.
However, as an adult budding intellectual, I have come to realize that the love
for my race and for all who share my raciality are not the only markers that
color my perceptions of the world and influence how I name myself and
others. Therefore, for the purpose of this project, how I birthed
students/historians also have reflected my experiences and how I have come
to know.
In addition to being black, I am also female, college educated, a wife,
and a mother; I consider myself working middle-class, a womanist, a socialist,
a democrat, and a Christian.65 Because I am a m ultiplicity of subjects, like a
muddled medley, my perceptions are skewed by splinters of my subjectivities
and my embodied truth(s). As fractured realities, my multiple voices make
possible naming for/of myself and others. But this naming, a fluid complex
undertaking, is fraught with confusion and conflict. For as my being(s)
signifies, it is met with the signification of another. My others’ naming, likewise
cloaked by their “nonsynchronous identities,"66 coincide and collude with my

65 This complicated hybridrty of subjectivities is what Cameron McCarthy (1990) refers
to as “nonsynchronous identities” (pp. 71-96).
66 Once more, see Cameron McCarthy (1990).
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attempt to name, to define. Only the trickster of the signifier knows when
allegiance or dissension w ill prevail (Gates, 1988).67 Hence, my naming of
students/historians may or may not be how they or others would choose to
name or signify them. At the very least, their names are mere reflections of
who I am.68
Nonetheless, in a long painstaking process, I named the
students/historians of the 1998-1999 McKinley High School oral history
project. Ironically, had I not been two years removed from participants or
known where to locate them, I would have asked them to name themselves.
Yet, as qualitative researcher69 and dissertation writer, as I described what I
67 For example, just as I name a person, place, or thing, so too are people,
places, and things named by others. Because I believe th at a large part of naming is
nestled in one’s experience and thus expressed autobiographically, rooted in a very
subjective existence, who we name, what we name, and how we name it, for both me
and another, may be similar or completely different.
68Naming is discursively, communally, and autobiographically negotiated and
thus, created. In David Sibley's (1995 ) text Geography of Exclusion, he maintains
that naming is inextricably linked to abjection. Through abjection, an emergent
identity begins to take form, growing within, and because of its communal life with its
other. As a discursive practice, naming is given meaning through a relationship
between the signifies and the signified. “Signs define one another neutrally by means
of their difference from one another. [Thus, the signified is named by means of]
dualism or binary opposites” (Saussure in Pinar e t al, 1995:458). Hence, name is
formed by concluding difference and thus prescribing meaning. You are th a t hh ick I am
m x . As communal practice, I assert th at naming is shared performance of experience
and context Names then derive meaning not as a dichotomy but in symmetry You are
because I am. And as autobiography, as I attempt to name through either tor’s or both/ and's, the
way I come to know a name’s meaning is n its relationship to myself.
69 h The Handbook of Qualitative Research. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) explain that
qualitative research Involves the studied use and collection of a variety of empirical
materials...that describe routine and problematic moments and meanings in individuals’ lives"
(P-3)
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had come to know about oral history as a pedagogy as real education, I still
would have found myself defining who they were. Hence, in this research
project, I equate my role as a qualitative researcher with the role of a mother
giving birth to her child. I believe that as I wrote students'/historians’
experiences, I simultaneously gave birth to them. And, like Jamila70 passing
through my birth canal, they too passed through my intellectual birthing
channel, as I wrote our project into existence.
As stated previously, naming students/historians was quite a self
defining process. As I named each student/historian, I likewise identified
myself. Like an unborn child who draws from its mother in order to physically
exist, in naming students/historians so, too, were their constructions drawn
from elements of who I am. So, as you read their naming, you are also
reading various subjects of my own labels: Dhambizoa (The Sins Are Theirs),
Akua (Sweet Messenger), Bashira (Predictor Of Good News), Daraja (Bridge),
Osyimwese (God Made Me All Right), Shafiiqa ( Kind-Hearted), Assata (Warlike),
Nm i (Industrious) Bayyma (Evidence or Proof), and Butu (Weary).

Since the naming of a child first begins the establishment of its identity
(Osuntoki, 1977/1991), this endeavor was undertaken with love, fear, and
excitement. When I began searching for names, I wanted to find expressions
that would most adequately define who students/historians were. At the same

70 At eighteen months, Jamfla Breon Brandon is the most beautiful toddler, as her
name suggests, and my first-bom chid.
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time, since i acknowledge students/ historians as descendants of a people
who were deliberately erased from their history, I also wanted their names to
denote place and define origin.71
Several historians claim that the majority of enslaved Africans were
taken from the coast of West Africa. Along the coast of West Africa lived many
ethnic groups, each possessing its own distinct language and customs of
behavior. These included Fulani, Ebo, Yoruba, and a host of others. Other
scholars contend that Africans were taken from all over the continent of Africa,
so to name one distinct region is a misnomer. With this in mind, I have chosen
two sets of origin to represent the naming of students/historians, Yoruba and
Kiswahili. Yoruba was selected because it is one of the many groups located
in West Africa and because of the wealth of documentation that supports that
thousands of Africans were extracted from this region of Africa. Kiswahili, on
the other hand, located in East Africa, was chosen because, in my view, the
meaning of several of these names well suit various students/ historians.
Among the Kiswahili names chosen are Daraja (Bridge), Bashira (Predictor of

71 in conversation with one of my peer editors, she pointed out to me that slave makers
“attempted” to erase African Americans from our history. She maintained that their
unsuccessful attempt was evident through various Africanism retained in African American
culture, i.e., quilting, jazz, gumbo, etc. Although, I do agree with her that within our culture are
elements of Africanisms, my query, is to whom do they belong? From an essentials! and, in my
view, racist perspective, these retentions belong to all black people. Because Africa is the dark
continent and I am black, then al that is Africa is mine? This way of thinking ignores that Africa is
a continent made up of many countries and composed of millions of people who have various
customs, beliefs, and ife styles. As I am hokfing out in this section, because we were
dotborately stripped from knowing~to whom do we belong- many African Americans are
turning to an essentiaiist view of Africa as a site to name our origin. Yet, in realty, this claim
romanticizes a nation constructed through racism that simply does not exist.
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Good News), Dhambizoa (The Sins Are Theirs), Shafiiqa (Kindhearted) and
Bqyyina (Evidence or Proof). Yoruba names selected are Osyimwese (God

Created Me All Right), Akua (Sweet Messenger), Butu (Weary),
N ini (Industrious), and Assata (Warlike).

Naming You/Claiming Me
August 30,1998
One of the highlights of my teaching responsibilities is decorating my classroom.
I ’ve always enjoyed using my bulletin boards to tease students’ interests. M y hope is
that my bulletin board w ill provoke students to probe and ask questions in order to
satisfy their newly aroused curiosity(ies). Thisyear thefoci of my bulletin board w ill be
M artin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X and the colors cf Pan-Africa (Stein, 1986).
Yep, on red bulletin board paper I ’ve placed King’s and Malcolm’s images.72 Against
this red backdrop, I trimmed theirfaces in blade and green border. Oh, I can’t waitfo r

72 You may notice that I had no women on my bulletin boards. This is a prime example
of what happens when one’s education is inundated primarily with male figures, though not
necessariy white maies-males nonetheless. As a teacher, one often teaches what she or he
knows. Though I knew of powerful black women, except for those learned in nursery school,
they were not often included in my academic training. However, men like Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King, Jr. were part of my schooling. And, between the two, King was more easily
acooasi ilo to me than X. Yet, because they were who I ‘knew,” it was they I intended to teach.
For me, this is an example of how powerful knowledge maintains existing social beiefs. Not
knowing, or rather not remembering, great powerful and pofticai figures as African American
women reifies male dominance in the construction of knowing. Hence, students, particularly
African American girls, come to befieve that there are no great, powerful, and political African
American women. In addffion to this schoofing, various forms of the media project meek, quiet
docile images of African American women. More often than not, African American giris come to
imitate these images. Perhaps, this wfl be the subject of my next book.
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students to ask me about those colors. I can tell them that blade represents the color of
our skins, red represents the blood that was shed during the Maafa, and green
represents the land that was stolenfrom our people through colonialization. Shoot, that
one question done could stimulate ayear’s worth of discussion, especially if I break it
down that the Maafa was the Black Holocaust And, tell them that the Blade
Holocaust represents ourfore-parents’ horrific voyage across the Atlantic Ocean as well
as theirfour hundredyears of enslavement And, that colonidization is a system
through which many European nations went toforeign lands, like Africa, with guns and
forced their authority over indigenous people. And, when they ask me about King or X ,
I can tell them that those two exemplify what it means to be Blade in America today.
Now, I bet that will turn on some light bulbs.
You know, without my decorative/informative bulletin board, my dassroom is
really attractive. It is not quite as provocative but it’s definitely beautiful. M y room is
located on die secondfloor of the C building. It has several beautiful windows that
overlook a magnificently manicured courtyard where students leisurely convene during
lundi and study hall. In this room, I have two metal storage cabinets which w ill be
goodfo r storing tape recorders and important documents. And, I have one large metal
shelf with a doss set cf brightyellow African American studies books trimmed in Kente
doth. M y teacher’s desk looks brand new and it is situated between die two doors of
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our classroom, the two bulletin boards in our doss, and one of two huge chalkboards.
The other chalkboardfaces the students’ desks. Both the chalkboard and the students’
desks, like my own, look brand new. Eight six-feet elongated tables with blade Formica
tops and light cherry wooden legs serve as students’ desks. Although they are absolutely
gorgeous, they are bolted to thefloor. Consequently, these cemented desks are very
problematicfo r me. T h y make the entire roomfeel stiff and rigid. Ife el that in this
space I am supposed to effuse some knowledge, and Freire (1 9 7 0 /1 9 9 7 ) warned me last
year that spewing knowledge epitomizes oppressor/oppressed relationships. So, I ’ve got to
get out of this beautiful room.

September I, 1998
I spoke with an art teacher today . He has agreed to allow us to use his art
room during third hour. This is the time that our doss convenes. His doss is not
nearly as pretty nor as tidy as our previous classroom. The windows overlook the rear of
the courtyard and the custodial parking lot Paint, which may have been once pale
yellow, is now chipped and beige. The teacher’s desk is so raggedy that whenever I open
the drawer it barely hangs on its hinges. The students’ desks, though th y are elongated
tables, do not have blade Formica tops, but some kind of(heap white surface, and die
legs of the tables, like the tops, are etched with “Johnny loves Kay. ” However, die room
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is huge. The desks are mobile. And, the atmospherefo r some reason seems comfortable
and cozy. Yep, this is where we need to be. In here, I can teach African American
studies oral history style.

A raggedy art classroom, located on the margins of McKinley s ethos,
provided the context of our naming/claiming process. With images of their “My
Story” collages decorating our learning space, together we explored oral
history as real education and named who we are. On the front of each ‘ My
Story” collage were magazine clippings indicating who students/historians
were, where they have been, and what they each aspired to become. On the
back of their collages was a statement or poem used to articulate the meaning
of the pictures chosen to represent their images. Here in this environment
students/historians claimed themselves and I, like a mother anxiously waiting
the birth of her child, pondered and contemplated their naming. Slowly but
surely, their beings passed through my cognitive birthing channel and they
were bom. Listen closely as we each share ‘ My Stor(ies).”
Dhambizoa (The Sins Are Theirs)
I am the eldest of four children. I am an eighteen-year-old grad
uating senior expecting the birth of my first child in May 1999.
My mother is my mentor. I look up to her because she is smart,
wise, and a single parent. I consider myself an average student.
You know, not too smart but not dumb either. I get by. I'm smart
in chemistry but not too smart in English. I don’t like writing term
papers and stuff. One thing that I would want a teacher to know
about me is that I try. Sometimes I might act like I don’t want to
work, but I will do my work. And, when I’m struggling, I need you
to help me. I hope to one day attend Southern University and
major in nursing. For the most part, I am a typical teenager. I
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enjoy talking on the phone, watching T.V. and being in the mall,
looking but not buying since I don’t have no money.
Dhambizoa was an extremely intelligent young African American woman.
She was light caramel brown with medium-short auburn colored hair and a
smile that radiates any gloomy day, when she was willing to share it.
Dhambizoa was a quiet, timid, yet thoughtful young woman. Her thoughts
were most often consumed with the racism that permeates United States
culture. Sharing her beliefs about black and white relationships in America,
Dhambizoa talked about the way white people look at black people:
Like the way we look at ants on a piece of bread. That’s how
whites see blacks. You know those are ants; we don't want to
share our bread with the ants. And, we don't want to have to
eat the crust either. Some people don't like the crust. And,
that's like the way society sees us [black people] like the crust
of a slice of bread or ants. They really don't want the blacks.
They just think the white is the whole.
Dhambizoa likens blacks to ants and the crust of bread while she equates
whites as the decision makers for determining if their bread will be shared with
the ants or their crust eaten or thrown away. In doing so, she asserts a
hierarchical power relationship between whites and blacks. She declares
that, in a racist society, whites have the authority to decide the fate of blacks.
For, when you don't want ants on your bread-what do you do? You either
throw them away or kill them. And, when you don't want the crust of slice a of
bread, you remove it and likewise cast it away. Derrick Bell (1992), in Faces
at the Bottom of the Well, vividly discusses the role of throwaway blacks in our
United States culture. He argues that, by covert forms of racism, many white
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Americans are able to legitimate throwing away blacks through social,
economic, and political disenfranchisement and thus, to establish a
permanent underclass. Yet, the sins that make racism possible are not
Dhambizoa’s but theirs, those who encourage, foster, and promote
institutionalized racial oppression.73 Because racism consumed so much of
Dhambizoa's thinking, I found it fitting to name her as a rem inder- the sins are
theirs. Consequently, this peaceful, demure, and intelligent young woman
bore the name Dhambizoa.
Akua (Sweet Messenger)
Hello, I’m seventeen years old. I am the sibling of one brother who
is a junior at Southern University majoring in civil engineering.
My father holds a master’s degree and is an assistant principal
at a local middle school here in Baton Rouge. My mother is a
preschool teacher. Because my mother and I have so much in
common, being girls and all, it is her that I look to most for guid
ance. I hope to one day be a successful interior decorator. I
enjoy playing with colors, matching things up, and making a
home look beautiful. I also enjoy shopping and listening to
music. My favorite subject is English. Things a teacher should
know about me is that I am straightforward, articulate, kind, and
hardworking.
Akua was a plump, chocolate brown young woman with short dark brown hair.
Although debating seemed to excite Akua, her voice never rose above a
whisper. And, when Akua spoke, her words were not frivolous retorts but
profound, sweet messages for self-actualization.

73 For a more definitive account of the instruments that make racism poesirie, please
reference Beverly Tatum (1997) Whv do a l the Black Kids Sit Together in the Cafeteria
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In a conversation on The Mis-Education of the Negro, by Carter G.
Woodson (1933/1990/1998a), Akua shared with her classmates and me that
the most interesting thing she learned from reading the book was:
If you can control a man’s action and the way he thinks, then you
can enslave his mind. You lead him to believe that he has to think
a certain way in order to survive. When really it’s up to him. He’s
in charge of his own destiny. He has the power to determine what
he wants to become. It’s not up to the next man to tell him what he
needs to do.
This call for self-direction, for Akua, was also her measure for success. She
held:
To succeed in life doesn’t mean that you necessarily have the best
education in the world but you have to be able to survive [and]
try to live your life the way you want to and not the way other
people want you to because everybody has their own life and
they have to live it. Other people cant live it for you.
With shrewd insight, Akua articulated the necessity for success to be selfdetermined, if success is to be achieved. For her, looking to someone else to
define who you are is a form of bondage. Throughout the project, Akua’s
words were often laden with instructions and sweet messages. Consequently,
she was bom Akua, Sweet Messenger.

Bashira (Predictor of Good News)
I am a graduating senior and the eldest of two sisters.
In the ninth grade I lettered in volleyball. I also play basketball
and have played for McKinley for three years. In addition to
playing sports I also enjoy reading Terry McMillan novels,
spending time with my mamma, talking on the telephone and
being with my boyfriend. My mother is my mentor, she keeps
things real for me. She lets me know straight up what’s gonna
be there and what’s not gonna be there for me
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when I’m grown and out on my own. After I graduate, I want to
become a Marine, marry, have two kids.
Although I am a procrastinator when it comes to school
work, when I put my mind to something, I get it done. I hope to
one day be a successful person in my community and see my
name and picture on a wall so that my kids can see me and I'll
be like ‘baby that’s your mamma right there'!
Bashira, with skin the color of brown sugar and medium length dark brown
hair, stood five feet and eight inches tall. Her physical stature allowed her to
play her favorite sport, basketball, very skillfully. An optim ist, Bashira flinched
during conversations that seemed to promote negative energy. In a
discussion on racism and people being “more into the 90's," Bashira had this
to say:
I see the 90 s as everybody getting along and putting all those
racial slurs and racist stuff in the past. That’s for the people that
lived during that time. They lived it. We need to just leave that
past behind you and just carry on into the future a world without
all that racist stuff.
Though speaking in 1999, Bashira was talking about two moments in tim e the then-present 20th century and the next millennium, the 21st century.
Bashira saw the next millennium, which she names “the future,” as an
opportunity to abandon racism by “leaving that past behind you.' In keeping
with Bashira’s vision of a racist free society in our next millennium, I decided to
birth her Bashira, Predictor of Good News.

Daraja (Bridge)
My name is Daraja I was bom in December 1981. I am seven
teen years old and a junior at McKinley High School. I'm the
second oldest in my family. I have four brothers and one sister.
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Both of my parents graduated from Grambling University. My
mother is a cocktail waitress at the Country Club of Baton
Rouge and my father is a state trooper. I don't go around look
ing up to other people. I don’t really try to make myself like any
body else. The only person I try to be like is me. I want to some
day own my own business. I’m not sure what kind of business
but I still want to be in Baton Rouge so that I can try to help the
community out. Maybe I will start job programs or a homeless
shelter. I enjoy spending time at the mall and hanging out with
my friends. I’m an average student. I try to do everything to the
best of my abilities. And a teacher should know that when I come
into your classroom, I am going to try to do the best I can. I am
not going to be a problem. And I’ll make sure that the class goes
as smoothly as I can.
Daraja was a very handsome African American young man. Standing five feet
eleven inches tall with a butterscotch complexion and the charisma of Billy
Dee Williams, one would think that Daraja was a “lady’s man.” But instead of
being “tuned in’ to the girls, Daraja seemed more interested in the needs,
thoughts, and feelings of all others, both males and females. In a discussion
on oral history, Daraja had this to say:
Usually, like when you’re in a class, like history class, you just
reading out of a book. It’s not really affecting you like when you
hear somebody speak who’s been there, cause when you read
a book you’re just like okay this what happened. But, when they
tell you a story and they been through it, you get more feeling
from it
What Daraja shared was that when you personally hear a story, the
listener becomes one with the orator. The story is no longer some detached
experience of a storyteller but through dialogue, verbal communication
creates, a community of empathy. When looking for a name, I came across
this Kiswahili term which means “bridge” and thought of Daraja, a congenial
being, whose interest was sparked when he found himself in situations where
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the gap between himself and another was bridged by empathy created
through a community of conversation.
Osyimwese (God Created Me All Right)
My name is Osyimwese. I am the second youngest child
in a fam ily of four. My father, who is now deceased, is my mentor.
He struggled every day so that our fam ily could have a decent liv
ing. Some teachers when they see me they say I look like a thug.
But my appearance ain't got nothing to do with how I act or how I
handle things. I am a honor student with a 3.7 overall grade point
average. I play cymbals in our marching band and I’ve even play
ed basketball for the school until it started interfering with my grad
es. Next year, I plan to attend either Tulane, Southern University,
Michigan State, Howard University, or University of New Orleans
and major in engineering.
I do have a little thug in me but it ain't all th a t It’s just the
way I grew up. I live in a poverty community with drugs and guns.
I’ve seen people get killed. I've been around people who killed
somebody. I've been around drugs. I know a lot of people in our
neighborhood, who use to steal. They’re my friends. I be around
them. I'm not going to leave them because they do the things that
they do. They always going to be my friends, so I gotta stick with
them. And I just pray to God that I don't get caught up. And I hope
that when somebody comes back to get them or whatever that I’m
not around or I just hope that they don't come back.
Osyimwese was a reddish brown skin young man with hazel green eyes.
Daily sporting cornrow-braided hair and sagging baggy blue jeans, my initial
impression of Osyimwese was that he was a “thug." Yet, in his articulation
about his appearance, Osyimwese infomed me: “Some people say I look like
a thug, but, my appearance ain't got nothing to do with how I act or how I
handle things.” Definitively, Osyimwese was right. A graduating senior on the
honors track, Osyimwese was very confident in his abilities as a student, and
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was even more confident in the way he has decided to construct himself by
disrupting the construction of who can be or what it means to be a thug.
Problematizing knowing by complicating reality was what seemed to be
most fascinating to this brilliant young man. Seemingly, in the messiness of it
all was where Osyimwese was able to identify the uniqueness of his self and
of others who share his race signification. Discussing his experience in our
African American studies course, Osyimwese had this to say:
This course differed a lot. In other history classes, they talk about
blacks, but they never give the real true background to every
thing. They always talk about slavery this and slavery that,
but they never talk about how hard black people actually work
ed. And they don't give us enough credit for all the things we
actually did. A lot of stuff I didn’t know that blacks did. Like,
I didn’t know that they had a bus boycott in Louisiana.
Like re-defining his thug image, Osyimwese’s interest was drawn to hisher/stories that re-define African Americans’ image. For him, a shift from the
dominant narrative of "slavery this and slavery that” to "how hard black people
actually worked" and to "all the things we actually did” makes messy most
dominant discourse on African American identity. This messiness served to
historicize, for Osyimwese, a different construction of African Americans’ being
in the Americas, that is from the docile slave to the empowered African
American. Through his use of a proverbial we, Osyimwese was reminded that
God made us all right. Thus, Osyimwese was birthed God Made Me All Right.
Shafiiqa (Kindhearted)
Hello my name is Shafiiqa. I am a graduating senior. I have two
sisters who are both older than me. After graduation I plan to
attend the University of New Orleans. I’m not sure what I want
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to do yet. I keep changing my mind. Some days I want to be a
lawyer. Other days i want to be a psychologist. And, just a cou
ple of months ago, I thought about modeling. The person I look
up to is my mother. She's a teacher and a single parent. She’s
always positive and I know that she will never tell me wrong.
When I finish college, I want to get married, have two kids and
get a good job. But right now I enjoy shopping, being on the
phone, hanging out with my boyfriend, family and friends.
When it comes to school work, I’m kinda lazy. I figure if I can
pass my tests and not study then why study? Now, when it
comes to basketball that’s a different story. I love playing bask
etball. I play for our school and I practice all the time.
Shafiiqa was a beautiful African American woman with long black hair who
stood five feet ten inches tall. In my view, Shafiiqa would make an excellent
model or WNBA player. Always very gentle and concerned about others’
feelings, Shafiiqa had this to say regarding the safe space of our African
American studies class:
What I liked most about our class is that it is all black. To me, it’s
like you can like really express your views around black people,
to me. Like if you have somebody white in the class with you,
you don’t say exactly how you feel, because you don’t want to
offend them in any way. But this class is cool. It’s all black. We
don't fight and we can speak freely without worrying about hurt
ing each others’ feelings or being politically correct.
Having learned that it is "politically incorrect" to talk race or be open about
one's feelings regarding racism in the presence of white people, Shafiiqa
wishes to create safe space. Shafiiqa’s concerns remind me of gatekeeper
ideologies--like political correctness- that, in my view, enable racism to
persist. As long as dialogues are sanctioned-by kindhearted, political
correctness, and good intentions-inter-racial conversations on racism will
rarely happen. Without such talk, I contend, racist views remain fixed and
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racism continues to effuse throughout our society. Nonetheless, because of
her good intentions and kind heart, I decided to name her Shafiiqa,
Kindhearted.
Assata (Warlike)
My name is Assata. I am twenty years old. I am the only and young
est girl of three boys. And, I have two children of my own. A little
boy who will be four very soon and a little girl who is two. Their
father is incarcerated and that’s goody for him. He got caught
with a gun while he was on probation. I consider myself a hard
working independent black woman. I've been living on my own
since I was eighteen. I work. As a matter of fact, I’ve been working
and I ain't never stopped. I just stopped working at McDonald’s to
start working at Kentucky Fried Chicken. The only reason why I
quite McDonald’s is because I make more money at KFC. I've got
two children and I take care of them by myself. I know I miss a lot
of days out of school; it's because I be tired from working and trying
to take care of my children. The one thing I would want a teacher to
know about me is that I am a hard worker. And, though I may not
come every day, I will do my work. When I graduate from high
school I want to become either a rapper or a cosmetologist. I enjoy
rap and I love fixing hair.
Assata’s name was chosen not because she was crazed with anger or
belligerent but because she was a fighter. A dark brown, stout young woman
with a stylish cropped short hair cut and standing five feet four inches tall,
Assata was a diva and a single mother of two children, who fought only when
she deemed it necessary. Assata had this saying about what provoked her to
combat:
I mean, I ain’t going to let nobody mess with me or my children.
When somebody mess with me or them, that’s when I fight. That
is the only time I fight.
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For Assata, fighting has meant more than just physical battles in her
neighborhood. Rghting has meant going to school, working every day, and
raising two small children alone. Assata has faced and weathered
circumstances which would have caused many to give up. Yet, instead of
giving up and quitting school, she remains in school and fights for a better life
for herself and her children. Assata asserts:
I ain’t quitting for nobody. To be somebody in life and to have
a better life for my children I need my high school diploma. With
out it I can’t do nothin’.
At age twenty, Assata remains in school fighting the odds to receive her high
school diploma (Byrne, Myers and King, 1991; Scott-Jones and Turner, 1990).
Assata imagined that a better life would be hers and her children is once she
completes high school.74 Because of her fighting spirit, her will, and her
determination, this diva carried the name Assata, Warlike.
N ini (Industrious)
Hi I'm Nini. I was bom on July 6,1981. I am a graduating senior
at McKinley High School. During my free time I enjoy talking on
the telephone and spending time with my cousin and my boyfriend.
But I expect to work when I'm in school. And I expect for my teachers
to teach. After I graduate from McKinley, I plan to attend Grambling
University and major in business education. I want to one day
become a college professor.
Nini was an extremely intelligent and studious young woman. Standing five
feet five inches with short sandy brown hair and medium brown skin, Nini did

74P1ease see Denise Taliaferro's (1998) dissertation, Education for Liberation as
African American Folk Theory.
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not take many things lightly, especially when it came to her education.
Sharing her more disheartening schooling experiences, Nini said:
You know, I really don’t like classes that don't do anything. I have
a class that I don’t do nothing in and I be looking forward to getting
out every day. Cause, sometimes its okay not to do work, but when
you go to school, you expect to be taught. And if you ain’t taught
nothing, it like a waste of time. You don't need to be there.
Since time was of the essence for this young woman who aspires to be a
college professor, she was always punctual and ready to work once she
realized that African American studies was a retd course:
When I first came in [ African American studies], Dhambizoa lied
and told me: ’’come on in, we don’t do nothin.” And I came in there
and you, the first day, you were like “go over the introduction with
someone." And, I was like what? I thought we didn’t do nothin' in
here.
Once Nini realized that our class was about the business of working and
learning, she earnestly participated to make our project a success. Reflective
of her tenacious attitude, Nini was birthed Industrious.
Bayyina (Evidence or Proof)
On September 15,1982, a star was bom. That star was me, Bayyina.
I am a determined, loving, and hardworking young lady. I am the
big sister to one brother and the loving mother of one daughter.
I’m also an honor student and a junior at McKinley High School.
After I complete college, I want to become an obstetrician. A few
things that a teacher should know about me is that I’m a bottom
girl and I'm smart, punctual, and make good grades.
Bayyina, a chocolate brown young woman with short sandy brown hair, stood
five feet five inches tall. She was an extremely smart and inquisitive young
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lady. Being told what to do or think did not resonate well with Bayyina. She
stated:
Can't nobody just tell me any ole thang and expect me to believe
it. I like to go out and find out stuff for myself.
For Bayyina, knowing was a journey that happens through exploration and a
search for evidence or proof. In sharing her more positive experiences with
oral history as a way of teaching, she asserted:
Oral history is learning history untold by people unless you like
ques tion them or whatever. And it’s not history found in no ole
history book or stuff like that. With oral history we like go and
find out the other side of the truth that’s not talked about in the
books. We search for knowledge.
Preoccupied with knowing a truth, for Bayinna, it was in the search for
evidence or proof that truths unfolds. Hence, Bayyina’s curiosity served as the
means of her naming and she was called Evidence or Proof.
Butu (Weary)
My name is Butu. I am a graduating senior at McKinley High School.
I play football and enjoy aggravating my friends. The people I look
up to most are my coaches. Since I never really stayed with my
father, my coaches have been the only men that I’ve really paid at
tention to. They talk to me every day and make sure that I stay on
top of my grades. Until this year, I really didn't care about school
much. I use to cut classes and stuff cause I really didn’t want to be
here. But, now I’m a senior and about to graduate, so it’s all good.
Butu was a very handsome young man. He was deep chocolate brown and
wore an Afro nicely tapered at his neck. Tired of being schooled with
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irrelevant content materials, when Butu entered our class he had given up
hope. He stated:
Before I started taking this class, I wasn't focusing on no diploma.
I really didn't care. I just wanted to finish school. Okay, twelfth
grade, I’m out. I didn’t think about no diploma or anything else.
Butu’s words and feelings are imitative of so many young people who are
made tired by a schooling process (Bruner, 1996; Fordham, 1996). With
curriculum content seen as irrelevant to his lived experiences, all Butu had
hoped for was getting out. Yet, in our class, Butu’s experiences served as the
impetus for his learning and development. He said:
I started getting focused really. Cause the stuff that I was learning
in this class was helping me really understand my everyday life.
Because Butu's attitude reflected so many tired students throughout this
nation who are forced to digest meaningless curriculum content, as a
representation of both himself and others who are weary from being caught in
a nasty web of schooling75 his name was henceforth Butu.
Through students'/historians’ "My Story” collages and our interactions
together, I learned of their interests, life styles, and aspirations. Facilitating
our learning experiences, I found myself listening to and learning from
students/historians. Moreover, as teacher/student in our educational milieu, I
became cognizant of how yesterday’s memories can sen/e as a site to
politically resist traditional assumptions on knowing. Additionally, our
experience together taught me how the fluidity of history as past, present, and
75|n my use of the word schoofing I am once more referring to Shujaa (1995).Ptease
see his text Too Much Schoolinq. Too little Education.
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future is now, enables oral history to inspire real education. In chapters five,
six, and seven, I more candidly analyze students'/historians' experience with
oral history as real education.
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Chapter 5
“Slavery Thia and Slavery That”
“To tell a story is to take arms against the threat of time, to resist time, or to harness
time. ” (Portelli, 1991, p.59)

My personal experience with oral history had informed me of its
capacity to intimately weave a topic of interest with one’s community insights
while highlighting multiple voices situated in a past or present moment
(Thompson, 1978/1988). Consequently, when I asked students/historians to
describe oral history, I anticipated that, in my conversation with them, they too
would recognize these elements in oral history and share with me their
discoveries of oral history’s ability to illuminate African American music (the
topic of their oral history project) and the knowing(s) of their community,
through silenced grass root voices omitted from United States history (Dean,
Daspit, and Munro, 1998). Although students/historians did articulate this
relationship, they did not present their understanding of these m ulti
dimensional yet connected facets of oral history in a nice, neat, succinct, and
easily comprehensible order. Rather, during our interview sessions, they
informed me of what oral history was by telling me what American history had
not taught. Osyimwese and Shafiiqa began articulating their definitions of
oral history:
In other history classes, they talk about blacks but they nev
er give the real true background to everything. They always talk about slavery this and slavery that. They never talk about how hard
black people actually worked. [Tjhey don’t give us enough credit
for all the things that we actually did. ~ Osyimwese
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American history always talk about the same ole thang,
slavery. I get tired of hearing about that particular part of history
not focusing on what we [African Americans] have done, you
know, that's been like real great achievements instead of “Y'all
were slaves" and “Y’all had to work out in the fields."-- Shafiiqa
Like “shuttle work" (Portelli, 1991, p. 65), going back and forth in time with the
present in mind, students'/historians’ initial responses to my query regarding
oral history as real education were given through contentions of for what and
for whom American history had or had not been taught. Yet, by comparing
and contrasting what they had learned and had not learned in American
history, students/historians informed m e-how oral history inspired real
education.

Spoken Narratives: Disruptions of Tims
Often recognized by novice oral historians as incomprehensible events,
Alessandro Portelli (1991) maintains that seemingly breached narratives are
products of narrators perogative to “place time in text." He argues:
[N]arrators are often quite creative with their handling of time. One
is, in fact, more likely to find narrative devices akin to those of con
temporary, even experimental literature, than to the linear disposit
ion of historical narrative time. What has been said about avantgarde literature may sometimes be true for oral autobiographies
or historical narratives: “traditional art may be said to place text in
time; avant garde, or modem art in general, breaks the tradition
and places time in the text." (p. 64)
Accordingly, as people tell their stories, narrator’s time often disrupts fixed,
rigid notions of chronological time and bridles tim e as a disjointed measure in
a storyteller’s memory. For me, students’/historians’ messy muddling of time
and events enabled oral history to be revealed as a site for political
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resistance. Through their narratives, I learned that oral history either created
tension or disrupted what students/historians had come to know at another
juncture in American history. Bashira asserted:
I mean give us credit. We have blacks who have invented things.
You know what I’m saying? But you never hear history books talk
ing about that. It's always the negative part of being black.
As an act of political resistance, I hold that alternative narratives are
useful in re-imagining history. In my view, alternative accounts provide a
venue for multiple perspectives and new possibilities for knowing.
Additionally, re-telling counter narratives, that is, sagas of contradiction, most
often incite political resistance by complicating static notions of history and
fleshing out history’s more politicized agendas, which are often skewed by
racist, classist, and sexist points of view.
Divided into three sections, this chapter highlights how students/
historians weaved yesterday with today to define oral history as real
education. In section one, entitled “Black People Should Know Where They
Came From," I examine the consequences of how skewed perceptions of
history alter both knowing the past and understanding one’s possibilities in
the present. In part two, entitled “I Get Sick of Slavery Tales,' I grapple with
students’/historians’ knowing of oral history as real education by juxtaposing a
critical analysis of their American history textbook and the lessons they
learned in American history with students’/historians’ arguments against what
the textbook and its lessons aim to teach. In section three, entitled “Silencing
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Voices: Crafting Experiences,” I feature how students/historians came to know
real education when oral history was used as a site for political resistance.

“Black People Should Know Where They Came From”
As many students/historians reflected on lessons learned in oral
history, their minds trickled back to instructions of their American history
classes. Most students/historians informed me that their American history text
had only a few pages which gave attention to African Americans. Further, they
held that the majority of its limited space was devoted to narrating African
American experiences to “slavery” and African Americans as “slaves."
Annoyed by these inferior perpetrations of blackness, student/historian
Bashira, “threw me the hand” and declared with agitation, T o tell you the truth,
I really get sick of hearing about slavery and how blacks were treated before
my time or whatever.” Moreover, she argued that history texts altered her
ability to know history because “the books just tell half the story.”
Consequently, she asserted, “ I don’t think we should use the books. And, if
we do, we need to use more books than what they give out in schools.
Because those school books aren’t telling us everything.” Most often, history
and its texts are used to document the struggles for power from a white,
supremacist, patriarchal, and capitalist perspective (hooks,1992). Historical
accounts are divided by wars and dynasties, reigns and conquests,
interpreted to ensure the continued dominance of the status quo. The voices
of the masses in these sagas are rarely recognized unless the citizenry poses
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a threat to an existing political regime. In The Voice of the Past. Paul
Thompson (1978/1988) notes:
[T]he focus of history was essentially political: a documenta
tion of the struggle for power, in which the lives of ordinary
people, or the workings of the economy or the religion, were
given little attention except in times of crisis such as the Re
formation, the English Civil War, or the French Revolution.
Historical time was divided up by reigns and dynasties. Even
local history was concerned with the administration [over the
masses] rather than the day-to-day life of the community and
the street. This was partly because historians, who themselves
then belonged to the administering and governing classes,
thought that this was what mattered most. They had devel
oped no interest in the point of view of the laborer, unless he
was specifically troublesome, (pp. 2-3)
Historians, who propagate "tales of domination”76 are presented in
traditional historical texts as androgynous. An androgynous speaker is an
orator supposedly erased from signification and representation because
she/he embodies both male and female subjectivities. Madeline Grumet
(1991) maintains that voice is a means to uncover identity camouflaged by the
myth of an androgynous (sexless) speaker. She states: "drawn from the body
and associated with gender, voice splinters the fiction of an androgenous
speaker as we hear rhythms, relations, sounds, stories, and styles that we
identify as male or female” (p. 278). I argue that race and class are also
cloaked by the myth of an androgynous speaker. Thus, every utterance carries
signification (Labov, 1980). Further, I assert, like bell hooks (1992), that the
myth of an androgynous speaker is a facade used to reify the dominance of
76 Narratives that focus on “the struggle for power” and clandestinely center
supremacist, white, Anglo-Saxon, male, middle class, Protestant (S.W.A.M.M.P.) perspectives
are what I cal "tales of domination.*
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white, male, middle-class subjectivity while marginalizing and silencing the
identities of those who do not share these positionalities. Hence, historians’
identities are erased and their voices are silenced77 in an effort to present
accounts which are seemingly unladen with biases. Yet, many writers of
history possess, either physically and/or subconsciously, supremacist, white,
Anglo-Saxon, male, middle-class, and Protestant (S.W.A.M.M.P.) subjectivities
and positionalities. Their views, inherently cloaked by their subjectivity and
the metaphysics of consciousness, greately influence their perspectives and
writings of history (Hoopes, 1979; Thompson,1978/1988; Woodson,
1933/1990/1998a).
Specifically, speaking about the absence of African American
knowledge, in ‘ Dreamt into Existence by Others: Curriculum Theory and
School Reforms,” Bill Pinar (1992b) informs readers that:
The absence of African American knowledge in the curriculum of
many African American schools is not mere oversight. Its absence
represents an academic instance of racism. Just as African Ameri
cans have been denied their civil rights in society in general, they
have been denied access to their history and culture-w e might say
their curricula rights--in schools, (p. 233)
Student/historian Bayyina held that the influence of a one-sided perspective of
history encouraged young African Americans to embrace labels, which
announce their ignorance of self and African Americans’ history. She said:
Some black people have this attitude like they don't care. They be
calling each other nigger or Negro or whatever. It’s because they
77 Paul Thompson (1978/1988) posits that people are erased in traditional history
books. It is this erasure of people and their respective subjectivities and perspective
positionalilies that I am referring to as sienced.
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don't know. They don’t know what's really going on or what has
happened or whatever. They don't know their history.
In keeping with Bayyina's contentions, Pinar (1992b) professes, "We are what
we know, as well as, we are not what we do not know. If what we know about
ourselves--our history, our culture-is distorted by deletions and denial, then
our identity-as individuals, as Am ericans-is also deleted” (p. 232). I contend
that by silencing and erasing the histories of those that were enslaved,
American history texts share notions of enslavement that cross generational
lines and breed inferiority in the many sons and daughters whose ancestors
were enslaved. Carter G. Woodson (1933/1990/19981) held:
[T]he Negro, according to this point of view, was an exception to
the natural plan of things, and he had no such mission as that of
an outstanding contribution of culture. The status of the Negro,
then, was justly fixed as that of an inferior, (p. 22)
However, finding offensive notions which diminished African Americans'
worth, student/historian Shafiiqa claimed:
I get tired of hearing about that particular part of history [en
slavement], and not focusing on what we have done, you know,
that’s been like real great achievements instead of “Y’all were
slaves,” and “V ail had to work out in the fields.”
As students/historians resisted ‘ slavery”78 tales, they likewise resisted tales of
domination. American history textbooks giving primary attention to ‘ slavery”

7 8 1piaoe quotation marks around “slavery" tor two reasons. First, I am referring to an
institution in American history of which most texts, in my view, give tittle attention to
insurrections or rebellions. Through this omission, I hold that those who were enslaved are
pictured as if they wiVuHy complied with ther servitude. Second, I join many others African
American inteiectuals who remember that “slavery" was one of the most, if not the most horrific
human holocaust in history and cal it maafa. Seepage 128, n. 86, for further explanation.
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and their tales of domination both teach and reinscribe social hierarchies.79
Students of American history are covertly taught that, in the history of
American society, it is white people's place to dominant. Hence, given no
counter-narratives while hearing and learning continuously “slavery this and
slavery that," students/historians were informed of not only the hierarchial
power relationship between master and slave in the past, but also of the
hierarchial power relationship between white people and black people80 in
the present. However, contesting traditional history’s attempt to indoctrinate
inferiority, students/historians verbalized two reasons for their agitation with
“slavery” sagas. One, they were bothered by how their textbooks always
reminded them of “slavery."
I really get sick of hearing about slavery and how blacks were
done before my time or whatever.-Assata
American history is just about white people. -N in i
And two, they were upset that history textbooks or historians rarely give
attention to other African American perspectives in America’s history.
I mean give us credit. We have blacks who have invent
ed things. You know what I’m saying? But you never hear
history talking about that. It’s like it’s always the negative part
of being black.-Bashira

79 Many theorists talk about the use of hidden curricuiums used to maintain existing
social orders. See McLaren (1994), Apple (1990), Gramsd (1975), Freire (1970/1997).

80See Paulo Freire (1970/1997) and his theoretical conversation concerning lessons
learned in order to maintain oppressed/oppressor relationships. Also see Amlcar Cabral (1970)
"Return to the Source.”
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There is more out there to ieam about than Americans
in society put out in their history books. -A kua
Regular history books don't tell you [much] about black
people.-Assata
Yet, Dhambizoa seemed to be somewhat tolerant of her history texts’ claim to
knowledge, more so than the other students/historians. She stated:
You going to get it [history] from the way somebody else sees it.
I mean, the textbook may have it one way because it s going to
be written the way that person saw it. But someone else may see
it a different way. It may be similar to that way [told in history books]
but it is not going to be exactly the same.
Dhambizoa argued that one’s perspective is inherent in the re-telling of a
saga. Stating “[y]ou going to get it [history] from the way somebody else sees
it," she expressed a high level of sophistication in her thinking, exhibiting an
understanding for innate conflicts in perspectives which inhibit a truth's ability
to define reality.
Peter Taubman (1993), in an analysis on Lacan, explicates more fully a
rationale for contradictions embedded in knowing “truth.”81 Taubman
contends that as one attempts to know fully an experience, those attempts are
made virtually impossible. All one can truly know will reside in the references
of his or her autobiography. He states:
The narcissistic pleasure gained from its apparent fascination is a
lure which seduces and traps, for as the subject becomes entranc
ed with the fascinated gaze of the Other which carries back the
subject’s ego-identity, the subject wants to be seen more fully, to
be seen in its plenitude. The im possibility of fulfilling this need is
81 My use of the term ‘truth’ here refers to realty or what I cal “a real.” A real, n my view,
is a diverse weaving of autobiography, community, the past, and the future meshed together to
enable one to understand or name a truth in a moment in time.
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profoundly unsatisfying and results in the desire to become that
which the Other is seemingly fascinated with, to become that
which the Other desires. (Taubman in Pinar,1993, p. 289)
Lacan expresses it this way, “[y]ou never look at me from the place from which
I see you" (Taubman in Pinar, 1993, p. 289). Experiencing the impossibility of
a universal truth leads one to accept that a real is a process articulated
through the realities of a knower. Trinh T. Minh-Ha (1991) also discusses the
autobiographical nature of knowing. In When the Moon Waxes Red, she
writes:
The real? Or repeated artificial resurrection of the real, an operat
ion whose overpowering success in substituting the visual and
verbal signs of the real for the real itself ultimately helps to chal
lenge the real, thereby intensifying the uncertainties engendered
by any clear-cut division between the two. (p. 36).
Like Dhambizoa, Minh-Ha and Taubman are explaining that what we see,
hear, feel, and know-are vacillations of shared knowledge. An Other’s
knowing helps shape or frame what we see. Yet, what we see is articulated
through our experiential framing of the past and our desires for the future.
Though speaking specifically about identity formation, I think Pinar’s
(1992b) argument regarding the “politics of identity” is also applicable to
Dhambizoa's claims on truth. Pinar holds that in studying the “politics of
identity, we find that who we are is invariably related to who others are, as well
as who we have been and want to become” (p. 232). In this light, knowing is
an intricate interplay between past and future right now. As such, in
recognizing a truth/ a real/ a history, past influences shape what one may or
may not come to know and, consequently, what one may and may not
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become. Hence, without knowing a past from various insights or by informing
knowing with deletions of various perspectives, one’s present truths and
realities are distorted and inhibited. Accordingly, Carter G. Woodson
(1922/1928b) in the preface of The Nearo in Our History argued, “ those who
have no record of what their forebears have accomplished lose the inspiration
which comes from the teaching of biography and history.’’ However, Malcolm
X (1967/1990) confronted this issue and helped Bayyina and the other
students/historians better understand their history as a moving force in re
shaping their future. Deconstructing the word “Negro," Malcolm X asserted.
One of the main reasons we are called Negro is so we won’t know
who we really are. And when you call yourself that, you don’t know
who you really are. You don’t know where you came from, you
don't know what is yours. As long as you call yourself a Negro,
nothing is yours. No languages-you can’t lay claim to any lang
uage, not even English; you mess it up. You can’t lay claim to
any name, any type of name, that will identify you as something
that you should be. You can’t lay claim to any culture as long as
you use the word Negro to identify yourself. It attaches you to no
thing. It doesn't even identify your color, (p. 26)
Though Malcolm X does not address the term ‘‘nigger,’’82 in his definition of
“Negro," I argue that in defining “Negro” he is likewise defining “nigger.” The
connection between Malcolm X and the desires of students/ historians is that
of knowing. Students/historians wanted to know their history. Being a Negro
or a “nigger” would not outweigh their opportunity to learn perspectives which

82 “Nigger” is a word derived from the Spanish expression “N e g r i" . The term in
Spanish means The black.' Historically this term has been constructed to signify ignorance.
See Wynters, 1996.
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contradicted knowing blackness in America today and change their naming of
themselves. Butu explained:
Like some people when they first came into this class. Well, some
people changed over time. The more we learned about ourselves,
less we appreciated the word [niggah]. Like Osayimwese, he use
to be 'man n [niggah] this and n [niggah] that. I don’t say it [nigger]
now. I hardly ever hear him saying it [nigger] either.
With breaches created through learning alternative perspectives in oral history
as a site for political resistance, I hold that students/historians came to realize
multiple viewpoints of "what it meant to be Black in America today."83
Osyimwese stated:
I learned that it’s [African American history] more deeper than what
I thought. I ain’t just no black bom in America or nothing like that.
All the things that everybody went through before we did get here.
How they made it and how smart they was, they mighta been [non]
literate or whatever but they did have some kind of sense to builds
drums and whatever. They had to be pretty smart to do stuff like that
or even think like that.
In my view, as students/historians collected spoken memories, new
knowledge evolved. This knowledge served to disrupt, redefine, and
politically resist what students/historians had come to know as Blackness84 in
their American history text.

83 You may recal that, in chapter four, students/historians gave their initial
understanding of what it means to be Mack in America today. If necessary, please reference this
chapter for further clarity and to see the connection of this phrase with what we came to know as
African American history.
84 Here, Blackness is used to connote the construction of black and its ability to label
and give meaning to a people. Therefore, here, I have chosen to capitalize black.
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I Get Sick of Slavery Tales
In students'/historians’ United States history text, The American
Tradition. Green, Becker, and Coviello (1984) re-create three periods in
American history: “slavery," the Reconstruction, and the Civil Rights
Movement.85 As students/historians had rightly asserted, of these three
moments, “slavery” was given the most attention.
Initially, I was very uncomfortable with students'/historians’ use of
“slavery” to describe our ancestors' forced bondage. Like the other
students/historians, Shafiiqa expressed ennui and irritation by repeating what
she was taught: “Y’all were slaves and y'all worked in the fields.” Whenever I
heard them say “slavery,” my flesh would crawl and my mind would quickly
translate their use of “slavery” to enslavement. Narrated in most traditional
historical discourses, I hold, “slavery” is a sexless, raceless, class-free legend
used to exempt enslavers from their role in enslaving African American people
as property while simultaneously reinscribing the permanency of racism.86
Enslavement, on the other hand and in my view, is an active saga that names
actors and exemplifies how our enslaved fore-parents were forced into
objectivity by those who profited from their oppression. Consequently,
85 Green, et al. use this latter term very loosely and ignore that there were various civil
rights movements in United States history. The particular period that they focus on is the Civi
Righto Movement of the 1960‘s.
8 6 1hold that by exonerating any facet, this great tragedy of enslavement is ignored for
what It was, and the involvement of people as subjects is concealed. By taking actors out,
accountability is (fisregarded. Hence, racism, a primary justification for the institution of
“slavery,’ is likewise hidden. In my view, as long as any tenets of racism are overlooked in the
past, the present or the future, then racism wW continue to permeate this society.
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enslavement places people back in the story and holds those involved in
sagas of enslavement accountable for their actions. In time, as
students/historians used “slavery to express their indignation, I joined them in
their contempt for ‘ slavery tales.
In their American history text, Green et al. (1984) introduce “slavery as
follows:
The culture and economy of the South depended on cot
ton production for export. Demand for cotton soared as textile
factories in the northern states and Europe found faster, cheaper
ways to make cloth.
Southern planters rushed to meet the demand with the help
of slave labor and the cotton gin. Cotton production went from
200,000 bales a year in 1800 to 2 million bales by the 1830 s and 3
million by the 1850’s. In the 30 years before the Civil War, cotton
accounted for more than one half of the total value of American ex
ports. The increase was due mainly to the spread of the plantation
system into new areas. The plantation was the basis of the southern
society (p. 222).
At first glance, one may think the above story line suggests that enslaved
African people willfully complied with their enslavers’ rush to meet industry’s
need for more cotton.87 However, upon closer examination, one realizes a
significant relationship is crafted through the use of the conjunction “and”
which connects those who were enslaved to the cotton gin. Green et al. state,
“Southern planters rushed to meet the demand [for cotton] with the help of
slave labor and the cotton gin” (p. 222). I hold that the connector “and” serves
to de-humanize those who labored as enslaved subjects. In their opening

87 My use of “enslaved” and "enslaver” is a reminder of how the horror of enslavement
is hidden and denied by the use of such terms as “slaves' and “planters."
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lines, Green et al. remove spirit and being from enslaved Africans by informing
readers that, like the cotton gin, slave labor was a mere commodity. As such,
the cotton gin, a non-human tool, is likened to slave labor, a dehumanized
commodity, and both are seen as functional instruments without desires.88
Consequently, enslaved subjects are constructed as mere machinery used to
enable southern “planters," their enslavers, to quickly and efficiently fulfill
northern states’ and European demands for more cotton. However, usurping
Green et al.’s constructed simile between slaves and the cotton gin,
student/historian Bashira had this to say:
I'm like tired of history. I mean, give us credit. We have blacks who
have invented things. You know what I’m saying? But you never
hear history books talking about that.
Here, Bashira reinserts the human element Green et al. erase. In stating “we
have Blacks who have invented things," she deconstructs the analogy made
between the enslaved and a thing. She holds that slaves were not objects but
living, thinking beings “who have invented things.”
Yet, continuing their four-page discussion on slavery, Green et al.
(1984), remain committed to their efforts to dehumanizing enslaved African
and African American people. They claim:
The lower class was known as "poor white trash." They were
poverty-stricken people who lived on the poorest lands. They made
up less than 10 percent of the white population. Also in the lower
class were White farm workers and tenant farm ers.... Lower than
whites on the southern scale were the free Blacks.... At the very
bottom of southern society were slaves, (pp. 222-223)
88By this I mean the enslaved were tools whose desires were those functions they had
been purchased by enslaver to fuKW.
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Green et al. persist in constructing “slavery” by belittling those who were
enslaved. However, serving dual purposes, Green et al. in this “slavery” tale
situate the socioeconomic position of the enslaved to inform readers that
slaves were at the bottom of the South’s socio-economic strata and that they
were positioned two tiers below poor whites, who were considered trash.
Beneath trash, the “slaves” were not just non-human but sub-human. Since
trash is generally rendered worthless, Green et al. covertly instruct students
that enslaved African and African American people were less than worthless.
What they obscure in this tale is that the enslaved’s socioeconomic position
made the South's class rankings possible. Osyimwese recollected.
In American history classes they always talk about slavery this and
slavery that [but] they never talk about how hard black people act
ually worked. They don't give us enough credit for all the things
that we actually did.
Osayimwese maintained that through skewed story lines, students of history
are misinformed of African and African American worth. Veiled in Green et
al.’s narrative is the perspective that many highly talented and skilled African
and African American people made the South’s socioeconomic levels
possible, and not because they were beneath trash.
Telling a different tale, several historians hold that Africans were stolen
from their lands and forced into enslavement because they were professional
farmers, artisans, and craftsmen (Genovese,1972/1976). Specifically, in
Eugene D. Genovese's (1972/1976) Roil Jordan Roll: This is the World the
Slaves Made, historian Marcus W. Jemegan declares, “It is hard to see how
the eighteenth-century plantations could have survived if the Negro slave had
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not made his important contributions as artisans” (pp. 388-389). Moreover,
Genovese states:
During the colonial periods the plantations of Maryland, Virginia,
and South Carolina hummed with the sounds of the blacksmith
and the carpenter, the cooper and the stone mason, the miller
the shoemaker. The wealthier plantations resembled industrial
villages, (p. 387)
Acknowledging the presence of skilled laborers found in enslaved
communities, Genovese raises a fascinating point. Though many of the
enslaved specialized in their craft, most received no money for their
services.89 Genovese s story, in my view, disrupts the American dream that
hard work and a liV knowledge results in greater economic opportunities.
When illuminated from this perspective, I contend, slavery is seen as the
paradox of the American dream.

Racing a Wrong
Race does not enter Green et al.'s (1984) conversation until they begin
to describe ‘ slavery” as “a peculiar institution” (p. 223). Here, race is used as
a cliche’ to assert that everybody did it (enslaved others), but at least in the
United States everybody was not enslaved. Green et al. maintain:
Slavery was called ‘ peculiar* because it existed in only one part of
the country. Actually, slavery had existed in many different cultures
throughout history. But slavery in America was different from the
slavery of ancient Egypt or Rome, in those societies, almost any
one might become a slave if taken as a captive in war. In America,
slavery was based on race. (p. 223)

89 Please see Randal Robinson (2000) The Debt: What America Owes To Blacte.
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Here. Green et al. (1984) seek to validate America’s slaving practices.
Omitting very pertinent information about the institution of enslavement, they
blend facts with fiction to justify American enslavement. Asserting previously
that a slave’s worth was less than trash. Green et al., I hold, argue the
credibility of enslaving blacks based on their earlier claims, which constructed
those who were enslaved as worthless.90 However, student/historian Nini
challenged their skewed racist perceptions by revealing biases of "American
history." She argued:
American history is just about white people. It’s white people who
did things in America. Just because black people are from Africa,
they brought us over here, it doesn't mean they did not do anything
in America. They don't teach any of that in American history.
Through tactful scorn, Nini dismantled Green et ai.'s straw man postulate to
justify why "slavery” is "a peculiar institution." Maintaining that Africans could
not have been worthless since "they were brought over here," Nini questioned
Green, et al.'s claim of the uselessness of those who were black and
enslaved. Her contention also served to emphasize other holes in Green et
al.'s argument. By insisting, "they brought us over here,” Nini alluded to how
we, descendants of Africans, were brought to the United States. Unlike Egypt,
Rome, and even other parts of Africa, Anglo-American and other European
enslavers enslaved "a captured people rather than a conquered peoplesince they [Africans] were forcibly exported from their homes in Africa" (Mazuri,

90 It is a fact that African Americans were enslaved but that they were worthless is
fiction.
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1995, p.1). Consequently, in other countries slaves were captives of war,
while in America those who were enslaved were taken from their homeland.91
Barbara Christian (1987) in Ethnic Notions holds that knowledge Nini
so candidly expressed-imaging Green et al.’s (1984) “slavery” tale as
problem atic-is a very powerful act. Christian argues that, without this
knowledge, misrepresentations not only are ascribed to African Americans
but...
we (African Americans] become seen that way [with bastardized
imagery], we are even perceived that way even in terms of public
policy and our [African Americans] lives are lived under that
shadow.
Other historians in Marlon Riggs’s (1987) film Ethnic Notions argue that
distortions of blacks like those presented by Green et al. have historically
been intentional. Specifically, they contend that after emancipation the media
constructed African Americans as grotesque, worthless, lazy, and contrite.
These misrepresentations of blacks, according to Ethnic Notions historians^
were used as a source of propaganda to convince white audiences of the
necessity for United States enslaving practices.

Half theTruth
Notwithstanding the effects of their imaging, Green et al. continue their
“slavery” saga by turning their attention to the unspeakable tragedy of the

91 Yes, I am mindful of the slavery tale in which many historians often argue that those
who were enslaved were also the spoils of war acquired from inter-and intra-lribar conflict.
WhNe in some cases this was true, in others it was noL In these latter cases, Europeans went to
Africa and stole human beings for cargo. Since this taie is not often Huminated, I am making a
conscious choice to highlight it here.
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Middle Passage. Reporting that many captives adied from epidemics of small
pox and other diseases... hundreds of thousands survived,” (p. 224) they
minimalize this most horrific voyage across the Atlantic to virtually nothing.
Once more, Green et al. construct the enslavement of African and African
American people as unmarred. Yet, Lerone Bennett (1995) in The Black
Holocaust, gives very different perspectives. He finds:
The slave trade was a ‘ kind” captain forcing his suicide-minded
passenger to eat by breaking his teeth, though, as he said he was
‘ naturally compassionate."
The slave trade was a bishop sitting on an ivory chair on a wharf
in the Congo and extending his fat hand in wholesale baptism
of slaves who were rowed beneath him, going in chains to the
slave ships.
The slave trade was deserted villages, breached bones on slave
trains and people with no last names. It was Caesar Negro,
Anglo Negro, and Negro Mary. (p. 3)
Bennett rendered versions of the Maafa 92 that Green et al. neglect to tellAale.
He featured perspectives that challenge the sanity of enslavers whose evil
dispositions de-humanized them as they sought to erase the humanity of

9?Maafa is a Kiswhahi term which means "great tragedy." By many African American
intellectuals, Maafa is used to denote the Middle Passage "which resulted in the overwhelming
de-population of the African continent and the forced enslavement of African men, women, and
chidren in the Americas and Caribbean over a period of nearly 500 years, from 1442 to 1888"
(New Orleans Maafa Committee, 2000). In Yurugu, Marimba Ani (1994) usee Maafa to express
"the great suffering of our people at the hands of Europeans in the Western hemisphere" (xxi).
Also see Charles Johnson's (1990) The Middle Passage and Nah Dove (1998) Afrikan Mothers:
Bearers of Culture. Makers of Social Change.
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those they enslaved.93 Questioning traditional historians innocence in their
habitual writings of his-story, student/historian Osyimwese insisted:
They [historians] don't give you the full of everything. They give
you what they know. They might not even give you everything
they know. They might not want to put everything in the books.
Here, Osyimwese expressed his doubt in historians ability to w/right
truth. By emphasizing, th e y might not even give you everything they know,"
Osyimwese joined James Loewan (1995) in revealing his mistrust of history
writers. Loewan argues that historians often leave out various views in an
effort to heroify particular subjects in history, a process he refers to as
"heroification." For example, Loewan points out that, although many
contemporary American history textbooks mention the horrors of enslavement,
this narrative is situated "into the old progress as usual story line* (p. 135). In
this tale, "the United States is always intrinsically and increasingly democratic
and slave-holding is merely a temporary aberration, not part of the big picture”
(p. 135). In my view, the influence of this story line is blasphemous. The story
creates "slavery" as a justified evil while simultaneously creating abhorrence
in many children of enslaved African and African American fore-parents.
Through this U.S.-progress-as-usual story line, descendants of enslaved
African and African Americans are not informed of their predecessors'
accomplishments. Hidden in this narrative is the perspective that many highly
talented, noble, and scholarly African and African American people were
93 Paulo Frare (1970/1997) tn Pedagogy of the Oppressed also talks about how, in an
attempt to dehumanize subjects, as oppressors oppressed, they themselves were
dehumanized. For a more candid discussion of this topic, please see Freire (1971/1997).
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deliberately enslaved. And, that the blood, sweat, tears, and death of these
Americans, the students'/historians’ ancestors, made America “the land of
plenty” and "the home of the brave" (Genovese, 1971).

Rationalizing Insanity
By using an androgynous voice to articulate multiple experiences,
Green et al. (1984) continue their bastardized imaging of enslaved black
people. Stating that many slaves rebelled against their masters for a variety of
reasons, such as being made to "live in crudely built, one room cabins with no
furniture" (p. 224), or having to produce gardens to grow vegetables to
accompany their customary diets of hominy, fatback, commeal, and salt pork
diets, or being disciplined for "oversleeping or using a less than humble tone
of voice,” (p. 224) Green et al. once more portray enslaved African people as
worthless and deserving of their lot. I hold that through such narratives
traditional historical discourse becomes a very productive source of
governance over colonialized subjects who look to history as a means for
understanding "the upheavals and changes which they experience in their
own lives” (Thompson, 1978/1988, p. 2). In my view, through these politicized
sagas, people are informed that their struggles are meaningless. For
example, in Green et al.’s text, tales of African Americans' experiences in the
Americas discuss enslavement as if African/African American captives willfully
complied with Maafa, the horrific conditions of their forced servitude.
Occasionally, Nat Turner and John Brown are thrown into a narrative to show
instances of slave revolts that ended in the deaths of the instigators as well as
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their followers. Yet, what they do not discuss are the stories of successful
resistance-slave revolts like that of the Maroons of Jamaica. The Jamaican
Maroons not only staged a successful slave revolt but also established their
own colonies in the hills of Jamaica (Woodson, 1922/1928b). Narratives such
as those about the Maroons present a different truth and pose a danger to
existing power relations by informing subjects marginalized through vestiges
of racism, sexism, classism, imperialism, and colonialization "that there exist
histories that are contradictory to those we know" (Marks, 2000, p. 91). The
Maroon her/his-story shows an event in historical time where marginalized
subjects not only fought back but won. The Maroons narratives contradict the
sagas of unsuccessful insurrections and rebellions and, in doing so, become
a site for political resistance.94 For, in the Maroons tale, the victor is no longer
the powers that be but rather, in this instance, the victor is the oppressed. I
agree with Thompson’s (1978/1988) contention that, as long as narratives like
those of the Maroons are silenced, history reifies “the very power structure

94 When narratives contradict his-stories gleaned from a supremacist, white,Aangk>Saxon, middle-dass, male, Protestant (S.W.A.M.M. P) frame of reference, these epics, in my
view, are sites of political resistance. Particularly in America, a place colonized by
S.W.A.M.M.P.S, I hold that their discourse on history has been written purposefully to inform
present generatkms-based on their subjectivities in relation to these his-story daims-what they
can and cannot do on American soil. Further, I contend that by informing present generations
of their possibilities and limitations hinged on their respective subjectivties, existing sotial
relations remain intact However, likewise believe that when dominant tales of the
S.W.A. M.M.P. are probtomatizsd by dHferent versions of history/truth, in which who gets what,
when, where, and how are not the powers that be, an alternative narrative is rendered and
resistance to a S.W.A.M.M.P. construction of the history/knowledge is made possible. Since
the construction of knowledge is, in my view, a political act then counter-narratives which
construct alternative epistemologies are acts of political resistance. See also Foucault in
Ransom, 1997.
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[which] work[s] as a great recording machine shaping the past [and the
present] in its own image" (3).
Yet, insisting that slaves had no need to resist, since the enslaved were
provided with ample food and livable quarters, Green et al. (1984) omit
narratives like those previously stated and the one that follows of Lavinia Bell,
whose experience in enslavement is narrated in Blassingame’s (1977) Slave
Testimonies: Two Centuries of Letters. Speeches. Interviews, and
Autobiographies.
She [Lavinia] was left fo r a number of days without anything to eat
or drink. She says she tried to tear her eye out to eat them, she
was so hungry. Still later, for some disobedience on her part,
they hoisted her into a tree, locked a chain around her neck, and
handcuffed her wrists, the marks being yet visible. There she was
left for two days and nights, without a morsel to eat, being taunted
with such questions as to whether she was hungry, and would like
something to eat, she never giving the satisfaction of answering a
word. She succeeded at length, by spitting on her hands, and slip
ping off her cuffs, with which she wrenched asunder the locks of
the chains around her neck and fell exhausted on the ground.
(P- 343)
Bell's narrative illuminates demented practices she endured at the hands of
her enslaver. Yet, her voice is not recognized in Green et al.’s (1984)
"slavery" tale. Silencing perspectives like Bell’s, Green, et al., in my view,
validate enslavers’ insanity by once more making "slavery" seem all right.
Additionally, arguing that the enslaved encouraged their ill-gotten fate, they
hold that the establishment of "slave” codes was enacted when "slaves"
resisted, and that "slaves" were punished when they escaped and were
captured. Further, "slave" codes forbade those who were enslaved to leave
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plantations or gather in large groups. In this argument, Green et al. ignore
that, despite established “slave" codes, enslaved African Americans created
new ways to commune and stage acts of resistance. Through slave songs,
more widely known today as Negro Spirituals (Smitherman, 1986), and
quilting, (Tobin and Dobbard, 1999) enslaved African Americans continued
communing while orchestrating flights to freedom.

Silencing Voice: Crafting Experience
In each vignette of their “slavery” sagas, Green et al. (1984) attempt to
exonerate participants involved in enslaving African and African American
people. Their story dehumanizes enslaved subjects and, in my view, creates
a legend steeped in racism. On four pages of text and one pictorial image,
Green et al. share a “slavery” narrative that spans over two hundred years.
From a colonialist view, Green et al. wipe out enslavement’s evil by distorting
history which makes their fiction so unapparent that readers barely flinch. By
situating “slave” stories in a progress-as-usual story line, Green et al.'s.
history, James Loewan (1995) contends, is seen as normal. Yet, as I argued
earlier, through a progress-as-usual story line, like Green et al.’s,
students/historians live and leave American history knowing little about
themselves or their history. Two students/historians asserted:
Regular history books don’t tell you about black people. I
did not know where Ebonics came from. I didn't know that Africans
were the first to domesticate sheep, goats, cows, and were the first
to discover iron. They don’t teach you that in regular history.
-Dham bizoa
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There’s more out there to learn about [African Americans]
than Americans in society put out. Mainly in their books, you know
they don't mention a lot about black people as much as they do
about white people. But there’s a lot out there to know. -A kua
Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) was convinced that by silencing historical
perspectives of African American experiences, not only were learners
misinformed about their past, but misconceptions were also created about the
possibilities of their present genius. He held:
The same educational process which inspires and stimulates the
oppressor with the thought that he is everything and has accom
plished everything worthwhile, depresses and crushes at the same
time the spark of genius in the Negro by making him feel that his
[/her] race does not amount to much and never will measure up to
the standards of other people, (p. xiii)
Further, Woodson (1922/1928b) understood that silencing Negro history was
necessary for those who had been subjugated to believe in their oppression,
and those who were subjugators to believe in their superiority. However
students/historians argued that oral histories as a site of political resistance
enabled them to experience "real education* (Woodson, 1933/1990/1998a,
p. 29) by revisiting and knowing history armed with multiple perspectives of a
truth. Accordingly, student/historian Nini said that what she enjoyed most
about our oral history project was “that it focused on black people doing
positive stuff in our community. By looking at them, they helped me to
understand what I can do.” Student/historian Assata asserted that in oral
history she learned history from "the people themselves who lived through
bad times and good times and know what black life is like and what it entails.*
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Lastly, recalling memories of jazz clarinetist Alvin Batiste’s oral history
interview, Butu revealed:
During Mr. Batiste's interview he had us doing different rhythms.
Like one group of people would do this type of clap. Another
group would do another type of clap, and when we put it all to
gether it not only sounded nice but it had meaning. That’s some
thing that blacks did. Now, when I look at books or T.V. and they
say blacks are the lowest level of people, now I know it’s not so.
Combined, each above comment expresses how students’/historians'
experiences with oral history as a site of political resistance provided them
with alternative perspectives and various grassroots notions situating truths in
their local community and their wider racial community throughout the United
States. First, Nini contended that spoken memories informed her of how to be
an active, constructive participant in her local community. Second, providing
sagas of contradictions, Assata maintained that because of oral histories, she
was now able to better understand the trials and tribulations of blackness,
through the voices of those who have endured this coloring of our raced
bodies. Lastly, Butu expressed how he used utterances of memory to resist
racist notions that sought to harness African Americans’ mental abilities and
capabilities. Referring to African American history as the history of the people,
Woodson likewise professed the transgressive power of knowing her/hisstories. In the preface of The Story of the Nearo Retold, he wrote:
In proportion as Americans and Europeans become removed from
such nonsense as the Nordic myth and race superiority, they will
increase their interest in the history of other people who have
accomplished just as much good as they have. So long handi
capped by this heresy, however, they still lack the sense of humor
to see the joke in thinking that one race has been divinely selected
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to do all of the great things on this earth and to enjoy most of its
blessings.
Woodson believed that by knowing the accomplishments of African Americans
in American history, knowledge would serve as an instrument to amalgamate
black/White racial types and erase racism. Woodson held that through
alternative truths real education could be born. William Pinar (1992b), in my
view, echoes Woodson sentiments. Pinar argues that black/White
dichotomies, socially prescribed in African and Anglo Americans'
experiences, are merely "two sides of the same cultural coin" (p. 233). In other
words, like the id/ego split, both-black and white-prescribed meanings
reassure an understanding of the other in order to recognize the existence of
a self. Consequently, Pinar holds "because 'white' does not exist apart from
black’, the two co-exist, intermingle, and the repression of this knowledge
deforms us all" (p. 233).
In contradiction to historians who misinformed students/ historians of
"who they were, what they had done, and what they must do" (Woodson,
1998, p. 46). students/historians found that oral histories as sites of political
resistance created ruptures in American history’s homogenized tales which
sought to erase or define their identity/ reality/truth. Students/historians
Bayyina and Daraja maintained:
Oral history is untold history. It’s untold by people unless
you question them. And, it’s not in the books and stuff like that.
With oral history, we go out to find out stuff that ain't in the text
book.
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It's learning history through talking with someone. It's
learning history from someone else’s point of view by hearing
what they’ve gone through. I mean, you actually get history from
them. By talking with people who were actually there.
Hence, as students/historians navigated knowing, oscillating back and forth
between oral history and American history, they defined oral history by
discovering that oral history can emancipate silenced her/his-stories and can
be used to situate these sagas as sites for political resistance. In other words,
students/historians informed me that Woodson’s notion of real education is
synonymous with oral history, when oral history narratives are situated as
sites for contesting traditional assumptions on knowing and navigating truth.
In this next chapter, I analyze what students/historians learned through
spoken memories as history, today.
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Chapter 6
“Unveiling the Mystery”
During our interview session, I asked students/ historians to describe
their experiences in our oral history project. Bayyina replied, “In oral history, I
learned untold history by getting a truth in all details." Dhambizoa, likewise,
asserted that in oral history she had learned to be a "completely nosey person
to find out a lot of information that is untold.” Both Dhambizoa's and Bashira’s
reponses to what they had learned in oral history reflect students'/historians’
first interview session with renowned jazz artist and professor of music, Alvin
Batiste. During his interview, which focused on the influences of jazz in
African American culture, Batiste shared with students/historians the
importance of knowing history in order to develop one’s own critical
consciousness. Like Carter G. Woodson, Alvin Batiste explained to
students/historians that true education means unveiling history to reveal a
mystery. He stated:
Historians get the best information that is available at a particular
time. But, libraries are where you uncover the history and reveal
the mystery. Now, let me here you say "mystery,” again. Slower,
myster-ry; again, slower, my-stor-y; again, slower, my-story. Yes,
my story. If you don’t engage in books, if you don’t think about
these book, then you will never gain your own consciousnessmy story. True education involves being exposed to history, then
being able to make it yours, which is the process of unveiling the
mystery. (Batiste in Simpson et al. J95
Batiste professed that by unveiling the mystery, students/historians would also
uncover historians’ more serendipitous claims to truth. He maintained:
95 Please reference students/historians booklet found in appendix E
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The ancient Egyptians originated what is known today as Egyptian
mystery school. They taught in the mystery schools that a sound
had color, a chemical had thought. Ancient Egyptian life was just
like life in the United States. They were the first people to put forth
a monolithic concept of God on high. Many of the great ones were
black. But in history, if you read your history, they’ll never say that.
That is why you have to deal with the mystery. Because with history,
everybody is trying to deal with their own perspectives and prejud
ices. (Batiste in Simpson et al.)96
Like Bayyina and Dhambizoa, other students/historians recollected memories
as they shared with me what they had come to know in our oral history project.
Osyimwese shared:
Po’Kunditions, the group that I interviewed, brought stuff to the table.
Like, other rappers rap about killing and dealing drugs, but they’re
rapping success and making it with the help of God and how they
don’t want to die and go to hell. They want to be knocking on
heaven’s door. That was the spiritual side of rap. They felt that
they had a lot to bring to the table on that one, and they rapped
about like if you going to be a garbage man you gotta be the best
garbage man there is. No matter what you do, you can be anything,
you can be a toilet bowl cleaner man but just be your best at it.
Whatever you do, just be yourbest, and people will respect you for
what you do. -Osyimwese
As I considered what students/historians said, I realized that their stories
reflected what Vicki Ruiz (1998) termed ’’self-ethnographies'' (p. 73).
According to Ruiz in “Situating Stories: The Surprising Consequences of Oral
History," one of oral history’s surprising consequences is reflectivity. For Ruiz,
reflectivity is an active process. She argues that after oral history students
create their text, many interrogate their findings by fusing yesterday’s

96 Please reference students/historians booklet found in appendix E.
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spoken memories with today's insights. The final outcome of this interrogation
is often that students of oral history inscribe themselves as historical actors.
Featuring various perspectives of their oral history research on African
American music in South Baton Rouge, Louisiana,97 in this chapter, I highlight
students'/historians' use of self-ethnography and forefront what they learned
through oral history as real education. The chapter is divided into three
sections. Beginning with section one, entitled Taking Heed of Yesterday," I
briefly examine what it means to take heed of yesterday today from
students'/historians' perspectives. Section two, which is named for
interviewee Alvin Batiste’s childhood memory, is called "When I Was a Kid
Your Ethnicity Made You Stand Out," situates Batiste’s "re’co-iec’ion" by
revealing yesterday’s racist manifestations professed through
students’/historians’ self-ethnographies. Section three is entitled
"Characterizing McKinley.” This section uncovers complicated contradictions
embedded in McKinley’s historic ethnic difference while problematizing its
historical characterization96 as a black school.

97 Please note that throughout this chapter I italicize excerpts taken drectty from
students'/historians' magazine entitled “African American Music Yesterday, Today, and
Tomorrow" (See Appendix E). I have chosen to italicize students' work, not to confuse the
reader, but rather to illuminate examples or sites where students fetched sites of memories to
situate themselves as historical actors. Addtionaly, in Ruiz’s (1998) work the selfethnographies she references are writings of her students. Here, seif-ethnographies are
referred to as reflections verbally shared during my interview sessions with students/historians.
98|sadore Tansil, McKinley High School historian disclosed that when it was first
erected and named McKinley High Colored, its naming characterized fa whom McKinley was
butt, leaving no doubt as to what McKinley w as--a black schooL
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Taking Heed of Yesterday, Today
During his interview, student/historian Daraja maintained:
[Oral history] is basically about learning where you come from and
where we need to be heading. Just gives you a lot of information
on blacks and how certain blacks had to sacrifice they self so they
could make it better for us today. How we need to take heed to that
and add on to it [their accomplishments], instead of looking at our
situations and not do anything about it.
Fusing memory with insight, Daraja contended that through oral history
he teamed where he came from and where he needed to be heading.
Specifically, asserting that his involvement with oral history informed him of
"how we need to take heed to that [shared experiences] and add on to it [their
accomplishments], instead of looking at our situations and not do anything
about it,” Daraja inscribed himself as a social actor capable of instigating
social change. Osyimwese likewise shared oral history’s possibilities in
enabling students/historians to take yesterday’s lessons to shed insight on the
present:
in oral history, what people shared helps you to realize what was
happening then is happening now. The stuff they was going
through then, we going through it now. And, in order to [under
stand] our situation better we looked at what happen back then
to try to learn stuff about today.
Osyimwese’s contention of oral history echoes tenets of Akan’s philosophical
expression of Sankofa which means, "Go back to fetch if (W illis, 1998, p. 189).
Imaged one way as a beautiful bird looking back at its feathers, Sankofa
represents “looking to one’s past or with a quest for knowledge, returning to
the source“(p. 189). in keeping with Sankofa, Osyimwese links understanding
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a past and taking heed of yesterday to comprehending a present. Locating
importance in yesterday s memories today, he evokes what i call “memory as
history.*99 Moreover, articulating the reflective power of oral history in
situating the moment, he engages “self-ethnography” (Ruiz, 1998, p. 73).
Like Daraja and Osyimwese, bridging connections between lessons
learned through their oral history project on African American Music with their
life experiences, several students/historians actively engaged self
ethnography (ies).100 Though most of their discussions showed thoughtful
reflections, in my view, students'/historians' most profound insights were
augmented during conversations on racism. In the next section, I highlight
students'/historians' self-ethnographies which evolved as a consequence of
their interview with jazz artist, Alvin Batiste on ways one's ethnicity makes a
person stand out.

99 See chapter 2 sub-section entitled “Memory as History.”
100 Please be mindful that aK students/historians did not engage, nor wanted to
engage, self-ethnography as a consequence of investigating or writing spoken memories (Ruiz,
1998). Some students/historians participating in this study either did not recognize or refused
to see elements of yesterday’s memories in today.
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When I was a K id . . . Your Ethnicity Made You Stand Out. (Batiste in
Simpson, et al., 1999)101
During his interview with students/historians, Alvin Batiste said, "When I
was a kid . . . your ethnicity made you stand out." Specifically, speaking about
language, Batiste claimed:
You people represent the most mature generation or the most
Americanized generation, in that respect. Having lived for over
sixty years, I'm always impressed with the fact that if you put some
body behind a screen and heard students talking they would be
talking about the same way and many times using the same slang.
When I was a kid it wasn’t like that. Your ethnicity made you stand
out. (Batiste in Simpson et al., appendix E)
Here, Batiste’s posture suggests that today’s African Americans students have
become more assimilative in dominant United States culture. At the very
least, with regard to language, Batiste maintained that ethnicity no longer
makes a person stand out. However, reflecting on Batiste’s comment,
student/historian Butu revealed that, for many young African American people,
their homogenized voice was an act of protecting one’s identity against defiled
representation.
Through his experiences with our oral history project, Butu recalled
that he learned, “You can’t speak out in the open in any kind of way. When
you go places you have to conduct yourself like a civilized person." In
contradiction to Batiste's assumption, Butu explained that an orally

101 Please reference students/historians magazine found in appendix E
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camouflaged voice, for some, is a deliberate and conscious act. For Butu, this
awareness was revealed after interviewing local rappers from his South Baton
Rouge community. Caught in a baffling dilemma of representing voice, Butu
was faced with trying to decide which voice he should use to represent
Po'Kunditions rappers, Shane Bennett and Cornell M oore- Ebonics, his
interviewees’ native language, or standard English, the language signifying a
literate culture. Giving in to the prevailing force of his fellow students/
historians, Butu submitted to standard English's disciplining powers102 and
wrote Bennett’s and Moore’s speech as close as possible to an English
verbiage. Frustrated, Butu felt that he had altered their voice...
‘cause I did not want them to look like outcasts or anything. Even
though I didn't agree with it [changing their words and phrases] it's
something I had to do and deal with it.
What Butu resisted most was that other students/historians felt that he needed
to change Po’Kundition’s voice. Originally, Butu, like me, believed that if this
was the way his interviewees spoke, then this was the way they should be
represented in students’/historians' created historiography. However, other
students/historians convinced Butu that his decision to represent
Po’Kunditions was bigger than our personal affinity for Ebonics. Students/
historians argued that the language Butu chose to present Bennett and Moore
would inform their readers of not only Bennett’s and Moore’s race, but also of
"where students/historians and their interviewees had been and what

102 See Michel Foucault (1977/1995), Discipline and Punishment: The Death of the
Prison.
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students/historians and their interviewees were likely to become."103 Deferring
to the desires of his classmates, Butu presented Po'Kunditions' voice in
standard English.
Situating Butu’s dilemma in a historical light, "Heritage" spiritual
songstress Francise Williams shared with students/historians during her
interview that "as enslaved Negroes adapted to their new surroundings and
developed their language they began to see themselves in horrible
conditions” (Williams in Fisher and Smith, 1999, appendix E). Here, W illiams
informed students/ historians that the origins of African Americans’ harsh
conditions in America started when enslaved Africans began to culturally
adapt to their surroundings and formed a bastardized "slave speak.” This
plantation idiom today is more commonly referred to as Ebonics or Ebony
phonic (Williams, R. 1975). And, according to Butu’s self-ethnography, this
idiom, which is burdened with Standard English’s insidious demarcation,
compels Ebony phonics speakers to use the King's speak [sic], so that their
ethnicity will not stand out.
Other students/historians in their self-ethnographies offered various
contentions about race, particularly how racism still inhibits America's most
"Americanized generation” from being assimilated into mainstream United
States culture.

103 By this students/historians were referring to their educational levels as wed as their
impoverished community and possibilities of their future destinations.
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When you say African you are talking about Americans whose ethnic legacy
goes back to Africa. (Batiste in Simpson et al., 1999)104
Speaking specifically about notions of racism in connection to raced
bodies, through her self-ethnography, student/historian Assata explained,
“Some white people think black people are dirty and don't take baths. That's
why we [are] this color." Taken by surprise, I could not believe that in 1999 a
beautiful young African American woman was not only aware of these
adulterated notions of African American ethnicity, but was also willing to retell
such lies. Assata concluded her statement with the question "You never
heard that before?” Listening to Assata, my mind quickly drifted to my reading
of David Sibley’s (1995) text Geographies of Exclusion. In his book, Sibley
theorizes a relationship between the color black, dirt, and filth with
degeneracy theories posited by some contemporary social scientists. Though
such claims have been proven fraudulent, these scientists illuminate racial
difference by positing African American inferiority.
In their self-ethnographies students/ historians Dhambizoa and Akua
both reflected on how racism controls minds. Yet, what they understood about
racism varied in their perspectives. In Dhambizoa’s self-ethnography, she
held that racist postures professed by contemporary social scientists enabled

104 please reference students/historians magazine found in appendix E.
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the life force of racial hate to be perpetuated generation after generation. She
argued:
It [defiled notions of blackness] explains why white people see
blacks as nobody. It just basically shows the way the world is,
you know. Some people, like Martin Luther King, say that one
day we would be equal, but it shows you that it’s still going to be
that one person out there that’s thinking one way to make him
feel better about himself. And that influences the next generation
and the next. So, there's always going to be some kind of hate
out there.
Akua, like Dhambizoa, also reflected on the permanency of racism in her self
ethnography. She maintained:
Even though it’s the nineties, quote unquote, there still is and will
always be discrimination. You know a lot of people who don’t like
black people. It's always been that way. The world has always
been centered around white people and it still does to d a y....
White people think that black people are good for nothing and
can't achieve anything and that they [white people] can do [every]
thing.
Though Akua used the term discrimination, in my view, she is referring to
racism. Borrowing from David Wellman's (1977) book Portraits of White
Racism. Beverly Daniel Tatum (1997), in Why Are All The Black Kids Sitting
Together in the Cafeteria, defines racism "as a system involving cultural
messages and institutional policies and practices as well as the beliefs and
actions of individuals that operate to the advantage of Whites and to the
disadvantage of people of color” (p. 7).
In Akua’s self-ethnography she held that racism has existed forever.
She defined racism as the world being centered around white people.
Though parts of Akua’s assertion may be seen as accurate, other parts, I
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assert, may be seen as more fallacious. A fallacy in Akua’s argument presents
itself twofold when one is made mindful that racism has not existed forever,
nor was racism created because the world is centered around white people
(Vail and White, 1991; Wynter.1996). Rather, racism, as Dhambizoa alluded
and other scholars contend, is “the belief that some races are biologically
superior to others and therefore have the right to dominate." (Wynter, 1996)105
Racism exists as a result of dominant groups thinking it is necessary to
maintain their power over subordinate groups in order to feel better about
themselves (Outlaw, 1996; Vail and White, 1991; Wynter, 1996). Nonetheless,
couched in a contextual truth of her social reality, Akua’s argument is real, for
even today Your Ethnicity [Makes] You Stand Out.
What I found most fascinating about Akua’s and Dhambizoa's selfethnographies and their lessons learned in our oral history project was that
their narratives revealed a racialized social psychosis that exists between
blacks and whites who live in a racist society (Fanon, 1967). Akua asserted,
"white people think that black people are good for nothing and cant achieve
anything and that they [white people] can do [everything," and Dhambizoa
contended "white people see black people as nobody”. Here both
students/historians claimed that whiteness and its presumed superiority is
created through an inverse construction of who another is (West, 1993). Like
Dhambizoa and Akua, Louis Casteneli and William Pinar (1993) hold that

105This is only one explanation tor racism. Throughout this section, other rationales
are also given.
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“European Americans are what they displace onto others, and their self
representation requires repression of the ‘other.’ [Thus] the very complexion of
one’s skin, the nature of one’s blood, and one’s view of the world are all
experienced racially” (Castenell & Pinar, 1993, p. 13). Toni Morrison (1990)
refers to Castenell and Pinar’s postulate as “American Africanism.” According
to Morrison, American Africanism is made possible...
through the simple expedient of demonizing and reifying the range
of color on a palette. American Africanism makes it possible to say
and not say, to inscribe and erase, to escape and engage, to act
out and act on, to historicize and render timeless. It provides a way
of contemplating chaos and civilization, desire and fear, and a
mechanism for testing the problems and blessings of freedom.
(P- 7)
American Africanism, I contend, creates a knowing that misinforms the social
values of European Americans and African Americans. Carter Q. Woodson
(1933/1990/1998a) argued that misunderstandings of the social worth of both
black and white people are not organic to the infrastructure of society but,
rather, are learned. Alvin Batiste shared with students/historians that
teachings skewed with racist ideologies were so important that “When [he]
was in high school [students] had to fight to learn about African American
culture. ” Woodson held that the omission of African American achievements
from modem education’s disciplines enables misinformation to permeate
knowledge constructs of European American and African American learners.
Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) noted the following criticism s:
From literature the African was excluded altogether. He was not
supposed to have expressed any thought worth knowing. The
philosophy in the African proverb and in the rich folklore of that
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continent was ignored to give preference to that developed on
the distant shores of the Mediterranean.... In history, of course,
the Negro had no place in this curriculum. He was pictured as
a human being of the lower order, unable to subject passion to
reason, and therefore useful only when made the hewer of wood
and the drawer of water for others, (pp. 19-21)
Woodson contended, however, that the failure to include African American
achievements was not deliberately intended to inflict injury. Yet, he argued
that exclusion nonetheless served to maintain and perpetuate existing social
hierarchies between members of the black and white race (p. 17). Stating
“[hjistory does not furnish a case of the elevation of a people by ignoring the
thought and aspiration of the people thus served” (p. 24), Woodson
maintained that breaking down racial social hierarchies could be
accomplished through the study of African American deeds and be used to
inspire ‘ real education” (p. 29). With this knowledge, whites would no longer
be left ignorant by the belief that they are culturally superior simply by virtue of
their race, and blacks would be intellectually fortified through a knowledge
base that refuted claims of their inferiority (Woodson, 1922/1928b).

When someone is trying to tell a story or trying to carry a message across to
somebody, they play music. (Kwaku Agyeman ’yeboah in Stewart and
McGee, 1999)106
Students/historians Daraja, Nini, and Bashira likewise noted
mechanisms used to perpetuate the fixity of racism and curtail real education.

106 Please reference appendix E.
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In Daraja’s self-ethnography, and in keeping with Woodson s contentions, he
narrated:
They [Euro-Americans] don't want to be in the same places as us
[African Americans]. I guess they want things back to the way they
was at first--[white people] controlling everybody. It’s just like, you
don't want to go to the movies and somebody bring all their pets in
there or something. Now, I’m not saying that we [Black people] are
pets. I’m just saying that that’s like how they look at us as slaves,
like we are animals and unfit to go to school with their children.
Daraja’s story used images to convey how one’s ethnicity makes one
stand out as not being fit to go to school with white children. Speaking
specifically about de facto segregation permeating United States society,
Daraja’s self-ethnography grappled with de-segregation107 today to locate
reasons why black children and white children are still not going to school
with one another. Additionally, narrowing her contentions to McKinley's
m ajority racially segregated situation, student/historian Nini recalled, "Some
people say that because it is a black school, the students are dumb because
they black and go to McKinley." Expressing what rapper Shane Bennett calls
the "down side of life," Nini’s self-ethnography revealed - and I agree - that
old tales of Negro intellectual inferiority inhibit white learners from wilfully
attending the same schools with black learners.

107 | hold that de-segregation, deliberately hyphenated here, to separate “de" from
“segregation," reflects re-segregating practices in allegedly desegregated schools. An example
is forthcoming. Please read p. 159.
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Through rap lyrics you can see the other side of the rapper. That's the side
that no one knows about, but everyone can relate to. It is the side that
shows the down side of life. You know, the side that shows the troubles that
life can take you through. (Bennett in Banks and Simpson, 1999)108
Bashira reflected on those down sides of life that African Americans go
through, a life further complicated by a white supremacist society. Likewise
considering McKinley, she responded:
I'd rather [McKinley] be more... What do I want to say?...Interracial,
like more whites than it is. If there were more whites here then
hopefully other whites wouldn’t be scared to have McKinley writ
ten across their chest, you know, being that McKinley is an all black
school or whatever. This would be a sign that McKinley is just like
any other school. It’s no different from any other school. Like if
you were to attend Baton Rouge High or Tara or Woodlawn or
somewhere. McKinley is just like any other school... so people
can hear it coming out of white kids’ mouths instead of black kids’
mouths.
Bashira’s self-ethnography carries tones of mixed blessings. In her response,
Bashira was very proud of McKinley. However, because McKinley is a
predominantly black school, Bashira like her classmates, recognized that it is
burdened with a coloring of blackness; that is, negative connotations
associated with the color black and its people.109 Additionally, I argue, since
Bashira was situated in and influenced by a white supremacist society, she
recognized, it were a natural happenstance, that her recognition of McKinley

108 pieasa reference appendbc E.
109 For further detais, please see Morrison (1990), Riggs (1987), aid West (1993).
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being just like any other school would not deconstruct racist notions of
McKinley or its students' marring as black and thus inferior. According to
Bashira, deconstruction could only be achieved when people start to hear “out
of white kids' mouths" that "McKinley is just like any other school." Keeping
with Paulo Freire’s notion of internalized oppression, I assert that Bashira’s
self-ethnography is burdened with internalized racism. Expressing the need
for people to hear out of white kids’ mouths that McKinley is just like other high
schools in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Bashira resigns her voice to its proper
marginalized space. Without being told, she concedes that her opinion
means nothing. Paulo Freire (1970/1997) in Pedagogy of the Oppressed.
contended that self-depreciation is a characteristic of oppressed people which
derives from their internalization of the opinion the oppressors hold
of them. So often do they hear that they are good for nothing, know
nothing and are incapable of learning anything- that they are sick,
lazy, and unproductive-that in the end they become convinced of
their own unfitness, (p. 45)
Bashira's search for justification, in my view, is also a request for prescription.
She is looking for a cure for McKinley’s connotation as a black, thus, a bad
school. And, for her, the only remedy for McKinley’s illness is for whiteness to
proclaim it well (hooks, 1992; 1994).
Yet, like lessons learned regarding the intricacies of a blues
performance, using more techniques and requiring more technical thinking
about what one is doing (Porche’ and Turner, 1999, in appendix E), Bashira's
self-ethnography is a mesh of complicated instrumentalities. Though her
contentions are apprehensive, they are simultaneously an expression of
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pride. Bashira navigated this seemingly binary posture, because as she
learned through Tabby Thomas’s interview when he discussed the ability of
the blues to be in a state of double consciousness as it simultaneously
expresses a humorous or defiant reaction to life’s troubles (Thomas in Tumer, et
al , 1999),110 Bashira’s self-ethnography likewise illuminated her “twoness,-two warring ideals in one dark body," (Dubois, 1903/1995, p. 45). Identifying
this twoness as double-consciousness, Dubois (1903/1995) theorized in The
Souls of Black Folks:
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of
always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of measur
ing one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused con
tempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness,--an American, a Negro;
two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two waning
ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it
from being tom asunder, (p. 45)
Because of her double-consciousness, Bashira held connotations of
blackness in a white supremacist society. Yet, their meanings did not totally
consume her, for Bashira was not only black, but also a woman, an athlete,
and I would add, a scholar. These subjectivities colluded and collided with
Bashira's understanding of blackness. As they circulated within her one body,
they formed breeches. I argue, like Foucault, that through these breeches
modalities of resistance are created to obstruct the permanency of a grand

110

Please reference appendix E.
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racist epistemology (Foucault as cited in Ransom, 1997).111 Thus, Bashira
was able to articulate concurrently discontent and pride. Bashira's self
ethnography was not alone in resonating with Thomas's blues discourse.
Akua’s self-ethnography likewise embraced seemingly doubled
contradictions. Similar to Bashira’s comments on McKinley’s black school
situation, Akua held:
The fact that it used to be an all black school and they, you know
for the past few years, they recently integrated it with white kids,
or McKinley’s minorities, but you know, it's made it better as a high
school. But you still don’t forget about the fact that it was an all
black school originally. And it’s basically trying to help black chil
dren succeed in life.
Supporting Bashira’s suggested prescription, Akua also believed that the
presence of white students made or would make McKinley better. Yet, in
addition to Bashira’s sentiments, Akua highlighted in her self-ethnography
how school integration was another tenet that has been used “to make your
ethnicity stand out.”
In 1981, in an effort to desegregate the Baton Rouge, Louisiana public
schools, McKinley was sanctioned by its local school board to house a
magnet school program. Consequently, white students, black students, and
even a few Asian students began going to the same school, but many were
not in the same classrooms. Akua noted, “A lot of the kids you see here are
black, and you don’t see a lot of white kids or Oriental [sic], and if they are,

111 Please note that Foucault did not use the phrase "grand racist narrative"; rather, he
used the phrase “the construction of power." For me, at this moment, they are one and the
same.
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they’re basically mainly in the gifted program." In its current de-segregated
setting, students at McKinley find themselves co-mingling in the entrance of
their school's corridors and hallways but segregated in classrooms as soon as
their class bell rings. For example, as Akua noted, in many schools like
McKinley which house both a magnet school program and a traditional
program, the majority of Euro-American students are found in the magnet
program, while the majority of African American students are found in the
traditional program. Under these circumstances, I contend, de-segregation
informs its students that if black children and white children are to go to school
together, then their learning must take place separately. Highlighting and
expounding this posture, Janet Eylers (1982) in Re-Seoreoation: Segregation
Within Desegregated Schools argues:
Re-segregation is a major threat to desegregation in that it reestab
lishes racial isolation presumably eliminated by the reassignment
of students from school to school. Among its other consequences,
re-segregation undermines the possibility for interracial/ethnic con
tact and equal status interactions, potentially limiting minority student
achievement, (p. 1)
Additionally, Roy Brooks (1996) in Integration or Separation?: A Strategy for
Racial Eauitv. maintains that “re-segregation perpetuates racial subordination
and seriously affects the quality of education as well as the self-esteem of
African American students". In my view, this is reflective of student/historian
Butu’s desire to have more white kids attend McKinley. Butu claimed:
It’s [McKinley] a predominantly black school, so it's an okay school.
But I think they should have more like a mix [of] people. Have more
foreign students.
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Here, Butu suggests, like Akua and Bashira, that with a more diverse student
body McKinley elevates from its current ‘‘okay” status to a good school. I was
curious to know what made McKinley so bad or merely okay. Butu replied:
I mean, it’s not us, but it’s like things that have happened before
our time, like in the seventies or something like that, you know, like
with the basketball team. I was once hearing one of the coaches
say that McKinley has had a bad name since they went to go play
somebody, I forgot the basketball team, and they started to fight or
whatever, and that’s been on our backs every since.
What Butu overheard was pieces of a 1969 incident that took place in
downtown Baton Rouge. What he did not hear was the mystery, the my-story.
Butu had not uncovered that the fight was in fact a race riot, and according to
1995 McKinley oral history participants,112 brought about the death of three
African Americans. In a slide presentation by members of the 1995 McKinley
High School Oral History Project, participants noted:
In 1969, McKinley High played basketball against the all boys
white school, Catholic High, for the first time. There was a riot
in downtown Baton Rouge in which three blacks were killed.
Not being told about the deaths of three African Americans or that the
fight/race riot broke out simply because a black team was playing a white
team, Butu had not unveiled the mystery. Perhaps by uncovering this mystery,
his self-ethnography would have enabled him to understand that the impact of

112 Please note that I was unsuccessful in my attempts to substantiate this daim
through other documented sources such as newspaper clippings and even contacting
students who attended McKinley at that time. No one knew of this incident Now, does this
mean that the event dkt not take place? To be perfectly honest, I stHI do not know, but my
search is not over. Nonetheless, for the purpose of this project, I befieve that referencing
McKinley's 1995 oral history project wifl suffice. What I am suggesting here is that if Butu knew
another perspective, then perhaps he would have surmised a very different view as to why
white students seemed to resist coming to McKinley.
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this event was historically situated and influenced by racism. Maybe then
Butu would have been able to see a connection between what happened
then--racist white folks resisting the desegregation of high school sports-w ith
what is happening now - racist white folks resisting sending their children to
predominantly black schools.

“Characterizing” McKinley
[W]hen McKinley was first erected and the school was started, it
characterized who it was [for] so that there would be no doubt
what McKinley was. It said “McKinley High School-Colored'.
And that's what they meant for it. (McKinley Oral History Project,
Summer 1995)
In the above quote, McKinley High School historian, Isadore Tansil,
states that McKinley’s naming “McKinley High School-Colored" announced to
the world who would and who would not attend McKinley. Due to its
segregated space, I argue, McKinley High School-Colored evolved into a
place were African American learners, under the tutelage of teachers and
administrators who cared about their learning and educative experience,
experienced schooling as a site for political resistance. Further, I hold that
despite the presence of various students'/historians' internalized racism, like
yesterday, McKinley today permeates this very salient ethos, compelling
African American learners to experience real education by navigating
bastardized images which connect defiled notions of blackness to their
schooling situations while basking in the realities of McKinley’s greatness.
Below, I give a brief historical synopsis of McKinley from its inception to the
present.
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In 1907, originally named Hickory Street School for Negroes and
containing 49 pupils, McKinley began educating formerly enslaved Africans
and African Americans through public fundings. Six years later, enrollment
increased from 49 to 176, necessitating larger facilities to accommodate the
city’s educable113 African American learners. At the end of spring semester, in
1914, the Hickory Street School for Negroes closed its doors, and in the fall of
1914, Baton Rouge Colored High School began teaching black students in
East Baton Rouge Parish. Two years later, while women across the United
States fought for suffrage, Baton Rouge Colored High School graduated its
first class. The class of 1916 consisted of four members; all were African
American females. By 1926, due to a growing student body, Baton Rouge
Colored High School, like its predecessor, Hickory Street School for Negroes,
outlived its usefulness. A new high school was erected and named in honor of
former President William McKinley, a proponent of industrial education.114 In
1954, the Supreme Court decided through Brown versus the Board of
Education in Topeka, to mandate the end to segregated schools "at all
deliberate speed" (Hudgins, H.C. and Vacca, R., 1979/1991, p. 281). Five
years later, in response to the 1954 Supreme Court’s decision, the Louisiana
state legislature passed a law mandating de jure school segregation. The
ruling stated;

113 See chapter 2, p. 40 for my use of educable.
114 Information was gathered from "The History of McKinley" housed at the T. Harry
WHams Center for Oral History, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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Whereas, We believe that it is to the best interest of the
school children in this parish, both White and colored, that we
continue to segregate our school system; and
Whereas, the NAACP (National Association fo r the Ad
vancement of Colored People) has filed suit seeking to destroy
the excellent school system now available to both races in this
parish of East Baton Rouge;
Whereas, On Friday, October 30,1959, the NAACP filed a
motion for summary judgment asking immediate judgment design
ed to bring about immediate integration of the White and colored
races in the parish school system;
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that this Board does hereby
declare its resolution to maintain its public segregated school
system, the NAACP to the contrary notwithstanding. (Morning
Advocate, November 3,1959)
Twenty-two years later, in 1981, McKinley High School was integrated
through a federal busing mandate. After many white parents began removing
their children from East Baton Rouge public schools, in 1982, McKinley
formed a magnet program to encourage the return of white parents and their
children. In 1994, Redbook, a national woman’s magazine, dubbed McKinley
the best high school in the state of Louisiana. Today, McKinley is nationally
acclaimed for both scholarship and athletics. And, as students/historians
frankly reminded me, “It’s [still] a black School.''

“It’s A Black School’’
After Emancipation, southern African Americans seized the opportunity
to exercise their rights as citizens to secure public education for all
(Anderson,1988; Dubois, 1903/1995; West, 1993). Yet, once federal troops
were removed from the reconstructed South, newly instituted forms of
slavocracy, sharecropping, and tenant farming suspended African Americans'
prerogative for public education. Under these racist regimes the will of
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planters- descendants of former enslavers- became the determining factor
for African American schooling in the South. James Anderson (1988) in The
Education of Blacks in the South asserts that many planters refused to allow
or support education for blacks because planters feared that “learning [would]
spoil the nigger for work” (p. 21). Planters linked the lack of education among
African Americans to the maintenance of “their agrarian order.” Anderson
notes:
[Planters, with few exceptions, viewed Black education as a dis
tinct threat to the racially qualified form of labor exploitation upon
which their agrarian order depended, (p. 23)
Moreover, sanctions restricting African American education were federally
legitimated through judicial precedents, which, siiryjnrteri.either. minimaLnr. no.
education facilities for blacks.
Anderson reveal that in 1899, in Richmond County, Georgia, African
Americans argued that the removal of their only black high school would be in
violation of the separate but equal clause in the 1888 Supreme Court decision
Plessy v. Ferguson. However, Justice John Marshall Harlan feared that
requiring equal educational facilities for both blacks and whites would hinder
educational opportunities for whites. Believing that the southern aristocracy
would rather dismantle all public education than to provide equal education
for blacks, Justice Harlan held in Cumming v. School Board of Richmond
County, Georgia, that “black plaintiffs' demand for substantially equal facilities
would damage white children without assisting blacks” (p. 192). This decision
advertently justified sparse facilities or none at all for African American
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learners. Student/historian Nini still perceivingng herself as educated under
these racially sanctioned conditions, argued in her self-ethnography that
because McKinley is a historically black school, it remains ‘‘raggedly." She
stated:
Mckinley is raggedy. Everything is falling down. It don’t look like
the school board is trying to help keep it up or whatever. They
want it to fall down if you ask me. Cause it’s a black school, and
they really don't care.
Here, Nini's sentiments closely resonated with Anderson’s position. Because
of “Cumming,” black schools in the South "had virtually no hope of sustaining
an equal protection claim, and consequently, both the equal protection clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment and the equal, but separate’ rule of Plessy
were meaningless" (Anderson, 1988, p. 192). Consequently, black schools
often received less monetary funding or any other forms of district support. For
that reason, more often than not, black learners’ facilities and textbook
materials were either obsolete or hand-me-down leftovers from their
neighboring segregated white schools. Supposedly, Brown v. Board of
Education in 1954 was issued to relinquish such visible disparities in the
schooling of United States pupils. However, since the Brown decision, new
mechanisms have been employed to facilitate continued educational
disparities for schools predominantly housed with African American learners
(Shujaa, 1996). Commenting on the physical conditions of her school,
student/ historian Bashira declared:
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You know nobody cares about us back here. When it rains the
breezeway drips with water. And, in the winter it be cold and in
the summer we be hot.
During the 1930s, as a consequence of World War II, more economic
opportunities were made available to African Americans and women in urban
centers. Many African Americans left their rural surroundings and migrated to
urban areas. During this era, Anderson (1988) found that, more than ever
before, African American high schools sprang up all over both northern and
southern regions of the United States to house rather than educate idle
African American youth. However, before the Brown decision was issued,
many African Americans and Euro-Americans lived together in urban centers,
but dwelled in segregated communities. Yet, after the Brown decision many
Euro-Americans began taking their children out of public schools and/or
moving to the suburbs (West, 1993), leaving the city to the ghettoed.115 When
Euro-Americans left urban areas so, too, did the bulk of school districts’
monetary resources. For most school districts, their greatest monetary support
is derived from property taxes (Hudgins, H.C. And Vacca, R., 1979/1991). This
means that those who own land in a respective district, county, or parish pay
taxes to support its public schools. However, when landowners leave the city
to non-landowners, economic disparities gravely affect a school’s ability to
obtain necessary resources to provide adequate facilities and resources to
educate its learners (Kozol, 1991). Hence, in spite of the Brown decision,
115 By ghettoed I mean improvised Hacks. Woodson in Green (1990) found that, in
lieu of economic advancements of African Americans during the 1930’s, African Americans stfl
received lower wages than their European counterparts and were laid off more frequently.
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McKinley, and many urban schools across the nation, remain “raggedly."

When You Listen to Jazz Played by Jazz Musicians, You are Listening to
the Great African American Tradition. (Batiste in Simpson et al.,1999)116
Yet over and above its physical and economic unfortunate incidents,
something strange yet emancipating happens behind predominantly black
schools’ doors. It is something so peculiar yet so profound that, in days of old,
African American students would go to bed just after dusk so that they could
wake early enough to walk to school and arrive there by seven thirty or eight
o'clock in the morning. Avis Baker White, a graduate of McKinley's class of
1943, remembered:
We had to go to bed at night at 7:30 or 8.00 because many of us
had to walk to school. McKinley was the only school; people
came from all over-Denham Springs, across the river, Port Allen,
all kinds of places. McKinley was the only school near or fa r.117
After emancipation, blacks were consumed with the desire for school
(Anderson, 1988; Davis, 1983). Schooling, or "book learning,” was important
because. . .
it was a desire prompted by curiosity bom of compulsory ignor
ance, to know and to test the power of the cabalistic letters of the
white man, the longing to know. Here at last seemed to have
been discovered the mountain path to Canaan; longer than the

116 Please see appendix E.

117 Mrs. Avis Baker While's re’co-teclon was taken from McKinley Oral history Project,
Summer 1995, housed at the Harry T. Wiliams Center for Oral History, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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highway of Emancipation and low, steep, and rugged but straight,
leading to heights high enough to overlook life. (Dubois, 1903/1992,
p. 6)
The attributes of education were not just part of the enslaved and freed
black folks’ conversation. At the same time, former enslavers also proclaimed
that “learning spoiled the best nigger in the world” (Davis, 1983, p. 100).
Consequently, slavery was replaced with sharecroppers and tenant farmers;
the Emancipation Proclamation was replaced with black codes, and
generations of formerly enslaved and freed blacks--as well as their
descendants--were denied an education (Franklin and Moss, 1994).
Likewise, writing about the educational experiences of many southern African
Americans, Linda Perkins (1981) states;
There were scattered opportunities for both free Blacks and slaves
to become literate prior to the 1830’s throughout the nation. How
ever, education for Blacks was viewed as dangerous after the fiery
appeal of David Walker of 1829 and the 1830 slave revolt of Nat
Turner, both literate men. After the 1830’s all the southern states
instituted laws prohibiting the education of Blacks, (p. 16)
Consequently, despite marginal conditions, education for blacks was seen as
a privilege. According to Ed Mae Butler, a graduate of McKinley's class of
1932, the mere chance for African Americans to attend school made their
classrooms sacred. Other McKinley graduates from the classes of 1928 and
1972 had this to say:
[W]e had excellent teachers. Excellent teachers. Loyal,
dedicated, and their main objective was to see that we were good
students. They inspired us. All the teachers. You just always want
ed to be like your teacher. We loved our teachers to the extent
thatjust to touch them was something to us. You just wanted to touch
a teacher.-lsobel Herson
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We had a lot of older teachers here who were from the old
school. There was not a lot of playing with them. They just sort of
knuckleed down and said, ‘Hey, this what we have to do!’ And they
prepared us well. Class was serious. There wasn't tim e for things
that weren’t academic. -E d Pratt^s
Scholars bell hooks (1994) in Teaching to Transgress and Gloria Ladsonailings (1994) in The Dream Keepers, support Butler’s, Herson’s, and Pratt’s
reminiscences about the “good old days” of segregated schooling. For hooks
and Ladson-Billings, during the era of segregation, education was a site for
political resistance. Black schools were locations for crafting counterhegemonic discourses. Lessons were used to disrupt notions of genetic
inferiority and intellectual deficiency. Specifically, hooks (1994) notes:
Almost all our teachers at Booker T. Washington were black wo
men. They were committed to nurturing intellect so that we could
become scholars, thinkers, and cultural workers-black folks who
used our “minds.” We learned early that our devotion to learning,
to a life of the mind, was a counterhegemonic act, a fundamental
way to resist every strategy of white racist colonization, (p. 2)

Be the Best You Can Be and Stay Real to Your Self and You Will Do fust
Fine in This World—Cornell Moore
In their self-ethnographies, students/historians likewise shared their
“rec’-o-lec'ions” of McKinley serving as a site for political resistance. For them,
pockets of disruption happened through teachers who cared and whose
intregal craft had molded McKinley’s great and most outstanding graduates.

118 Recolections from Ms. Ed Mae Butler, Ms. Isobei Hereon, and Mr. Ed Pratt were
gleaned from the McKinley Oral History Project, Summer 1995, housed at the T. Harry Wfiams
Center for Oral History, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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According to students/historians, teachers that cared expected nothing less
than their sheer brilliance. Student/historian Bashira stated:
Well, I have had teachers that haven't taken stuff off me. They
makes sure my work is done. And, if it’s not done to the best of my
ability they'll give it back and make me do it again. Even if they’ve
got to knock me upside the head and tell me, "Girl don't do that."
But, you know I don't mind because that's a teacher that cares.
Reminiscing about her chemistry class, student/historian Dhambizoa reflected:
Like Mr. I_ he’s a teacher that cares. The whole hour he talks, talks,
talks and teach, teach, teach. And, he’s always paying attention to
us. When he notices that we are confused, he'll be like, a[Dee], you
need help?” He’ll call you up to the desk and go through the pro
blem step by step until he knows that you got it.
Osyimwese contended that a teacher who cares was not only concerned with
your classroom activity but was also interested in what you do after class, and
in your home and in your community. Sharing his reflection on a teacher who
cared, he maintained:
Mrs. Z not only look at you for what you do in school. She’s con
cerned with what you do in your community and how you treat
your family. And, if your grades go down, she’s going to talk with
you but if she's not getting through to you, she's going to make
sure you do your work. She will talk to your parents and tell the
principal if she has to, to make sure you do your worklike you sup
pose to.
Because hidden in its secret compartments are teachers who care, I hold that,
though situated in segregated space, a space that aims to inform students of
and indoctrinate students with messages of inferiority, McKinley
students/historians were able to usurp these claims and experience real
education. They asserted:
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It makes me feel good to know that I’ll be graduating from
the first black high school in Louisiana. But like some people say,
it won't hit me til I'm graduated and gone. [Then] it will be like,
hey, I went to that school if they say something ‘bout it years from
now, I'll be like I attended it too. I graduated from [McKinley].
--Dhambizoa.
It’s hard, you know, still for blacks today to try to make it.
Especially in the United States of America. But it’s very uplifting
and encouraging to know that I go to a school like McKinley.
Because I saw my brother graduate in 1996, and he’s going to
become a civil engineer. It’s encouraging to see, you know, a lot
of black kids, trying to graduate from a high school that is, was,
the first black high school in South Baton Rouge and trying to be
something in life. -Akua.
McKinley is an all right school being that so many great and
famous people came from here and it’s still here. And the fact that
my father and I was able to come to this school, and hopefully, I will
be able to finish too from here.-Osyimwese.
Among McKinley's outstanding graduates are State Senator Cleo
Fields; Judge John Michael Guidry, head football coach at Southern
University in Baton Rouge; Pete Richardson; local Channel Nine reporter
Isaiah Carey; local news anchor Sylvia Witherspoon; former organizer of the
Negro Baseball League, Buck Jackson; and internationally known blues
guitarist, Tabby Thomas. In my view, each of these noteworthy McKinleyans is
are important primarily because each serves to disrupt claims that “students
are dumb because they are black and they go to McKinley.”
In addition to these McKinley greats, Osyimwese mentioned another
remarkable McKinley graduate-his father. Although this particular graduate
may not be world renowned, he is equally influential in casting McKinley as a
site to politically resist notions that suggest its inferiority simply because it is a
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black school. Other students/historians joined Osyimwese in recognizing
McKinley as a superb school because it had successfully educated members
of their family. Students/historians shared:
Everybody’s parents went here. I feel good knowing that
I go here. I feel kind of privileged. --Shafiiqa.
My dad went here and my mom went here. That was in
1978 and 1982. Both graduated. My mom graduated with hon
ors, she was the valedictorian. -B utu
McKinley has a lot of heritage behind it. It's a good school
even though the exterior of it don't look too hot A lot of my family
came here, so I came here. McKinley is a good school.-N ini
In lieu of messages students/historians received that because it's a black
school, then the students are dumb, M cKinley-and, most importantly, its
graduates-served as a site to refute such claims. McKinley’s impact as a
source for political resistance is so powerful that, although some
students/historians had internalized tinges of black hatred, their solution was
not to leave McKinley, but to get others to come and know the reality of its
greatness. Through students/historians self-ethnographies, I learned that
though racism engulfed much of their thinking today, its power to shape and
mold students' thinking and actions was debilitated behind many McKinley
classroom doors. Further, I came to understand that what students/historians
had come to learn in our oral history project as real education was inspired
through memory as history. Reflecting on discussions with their interviewees
about African American music, students came to know oral history as real
education by navigating knowing and teasing out the significance of
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yesterday's memories today. In so doing, students/historians disrupted and
problematized racist social hierarchies that attempted to refute their
intellectual greatness and thus, I found, experienced real education.
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Chapter 7
“Out the Book to Create a Book”
Student/historian Nini shared that our oral history project was unlike
any history class she had ever taken, because in our African American
Studies class “we created the book. You see, we was out the book to create a
book." Additionally, she asserted:
In other classes, we have books sitting in front of you this thick [ex
tends hands and arms wide to represent their enormous books]
and you know you not going to get finished with it. Why do they
give us those big ole thick books that nobody reads or like to car
ry around. Instead of trying to make it where you want to learn,
they just give you anything just to say that they taught you some
thing.
Other students/historians echoed Nini's sentiments, regarding the irrelevance
of their textbooks. Specifically, Dhambizoa, Butu, and Osyimwese, held:
Usually, when you in a class, you just reading from the book,
so you don’t really get the feel of it as when you hear somebody
speaking about it. It kinda hits you more.-Dhambizoa
I enjoyed learning through oral history cause it allowed me
to get more knowledge about things, that I probably wouldn't know
if I hadn't taken this class. You know real stuff. Stuff that's not recit
ed in textbooks.--Butu
[Oral history] showed that you could learn things without hav
ing to always be in a book.-Osyimwese
Presented with disconnected facts and irrelevant material, students/historians
claimed that their book learning was often void of meaning. However, in
contradiction to their textbooks' more static ways of knowing, in our oral history
project students/historians were writers of their own textbooks and
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constructions of knowledge. It also revisits students’/historians' classroom
experience with oral history as real education. In the first section, entitled
“Doing All the Work,” I highlight students'/historians' comments on
constructing knowing. The second section, entitled “We Wanted to Do It,”
informs readers from students’/historians’ perspectives of the importance of
interest in developing curriculum couched in the experience of its knower. In
the third section, “You Teach It Differently,” I borrow tenets of John Dewey’s
(1902/1990) notion of the child and curriculum and examine interest as a
venue for promoting real education. The final section is entitled “We All in This
Together.” In this section, students/historians problematize individualization
engulfing most traditional classroom settings and explain how working
together enabled them to understand the importance of collective
responsibility.

“Doing All the Work”
In oral history we ended up doing all the work. We came up with
the topic that we studied, we researched the topic and conducted
interviews. We came up with a book and we learned.-Daraja
In our oral history project, students/historians guided their learning
process and educative development. Sharing how this endeavor was made
possible, student/historian Daraja noted: “In orai history we decided on our
own topics, we chose who we would interview, and we were responsible for
writing our book.” Additionally, student/ historian Akua concluded, “in oral
history you go yourself and you do the research.” Further, commenting on
what doing oral history research meant for her, she maintained:
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Oral history is basically the history where you don’t open up a reg
ular textbook and start writing down answers and having to remem
ber stuff. Rather, in oral history, you go yourself and you do research
and you find out about the subject that you’re working on and you
know you can do [study] anything you want to do.
In addition to expressing excitement about the opportunity to “find out about a
subject” and “do anything,” Akua alluded to banishing regurgitation and
recitation in the classroom. Comparing oral history to other classes, she held
that unlike other history classes “where you writing down answers and having
to remember stuff,” in oral history, “you go yourself and you do the research.”
Refuting more traditional teaching approaches, Akua admonished what Paulo
Freire (1970/1997) terms “banking concepts of education” (p. 53). Freire
asserted that in banking concepts of education, education “becomes an act of
depositing [information], in which the students are depositories and the
teacher is the depositor” (p. 53). In contradiction to banking concepts, Akua
assessed that oral history as real education disrupts depositing and embraces
oonsdentizacao (Freire, 1970/1997, p. 55).119 Theorist, educator, intellectual,
and activist bell hooks (1994) argues that conscientizaaw recognizes education
as a “practice of freedom” (p. 13); that is, pedagogy which engages critical
awareness and consciousness. Resonating with Akua’s sentiments and
excitement about oral history, hooks asserts that education as a practice of
freedom constructs knowledge in a “field in which all labor" (p. 14). In other
words, learning is not some dispensable commodity. Rather, education is a

119 Freire (1970/1997) holds that oonsdentizacao is the development of critical
consciousness.
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process in which all are involved in discovering knowing. Hence, as Akua
indicates, students are not told what to know; rather, they are given license to
search knowing for themselves.
Other students/historians likewise supported seeking knowing and
constructing truth as a venue for inspiring real education. Dhambizoa
maintained that, as she searched and constructed knowing, comments made
by informants prompted more questioning. She claimed.
Oral history is just straightforward, person to person, listening to
their ideas and interpreting them and creating new ideas with
them. You hear something they saying. You say, okay, I ain't
never heard that before. So, you get to really thinking on it.
You might even research more on what they saying by asking
other people what they think about it. You learn more and more.
Similar to Jim Garrison s (1997) contention that the aim of education is to
make more meaning, Dhambizoa asserts that oral history prompts more
questioning.120 Student/historian Butu, like Dhambizoa, also revealed that he
enjoyed oral history, “because the more you do the more you know, and the
more you know the more you learn.” Additionally, student/historian Bayyina
asserted:
[Oral history] makes you out of a completely nosy person. And
you find out a lot of information that's untold.
In each of their discussions, students/historians explained that oral
history is not a definitive form of history but, rather, a recursive process. By

120 There is a vary old expression that Dr. BH Dol, one of my graduate professors,
would often state in class: “Questioning is the piety of thought.” Here, Dhambizoa’s comment
reminds me of Dr. Doll’s expression as she maintains that oral historyfiss) prompts more
questioning.
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this I mean, learning through oral history was an ongoing process of
uncovering multiple perspectives. In other words, students/historians
understood that once a narrative was shared, this did not necessarily make a
saga truth. Rather, they held that the more you question or “be nosy," the more
truths you could discover. In this light, oral history and, most importantly,
learning history came to be seen as an ongoing process where knowing is
likened to an inquisitive learner with endless questions.

Your Grandmother Made History
Bashira too noted oral history’s more investigative stance, but in
contrast to more fixed positions on knowing history in traditional educational
practices. According to Bashira, what was unique about oral history was that
the knowledge students/historians used to construct their his- and her-stories
was comprised of knowing(s) by people they knew. She stated:
You would never know that your grandmother or your grand mother s
friends made history. That's what I mean, in oral history, because
we are the authors of the books, who we might be studying and writ
ing about may very well be your grandmother. And, you can go to
a book and read about... oh this person is my grandmother, you
know.
In her statement, Bashira mentioned the power afforded to one writing one’s
own story and determining whose voices will be included and excluded in
knowing history. Further, she asserted that in order for students to be aware of
the fluidity of history in making historical figures, students must be mindful of
the history makers in their everyday lives. She contended:
In oral history you have to really go out and find out what it is you
need to know, I mean it’s not always going to be in a book. You
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have to go out and expose yourself to what’s going on. You never
know. You go interview someone, you all be sitting around talking,
and their buddy might be your grandmother or somebody.
According to Bashira, oral history as real education disrupted static notions of
whose knowledge was worth knowing when knowledge was used to expose
learners to "what's going on." For example, in their oral history projects,
students/historians interviewed members of their own fam ilies and other lay
persons in their community. Through their interviews, students/historians
discovered that they did not have to look for renowned historical figures to
render historical knowledge. All they had to do was look next door in the
mirror.121 In my view, the above comments reflect why students/historians
wanted to participate in our oral history project. In the next section, I explicate
why students/historians wanted to know, as Bashira mentioned: "what [was]
going on."
“We Wanted to Do It”
In our class we did the work because we wanted to do it, I think
even though you were our teacher and you had the power of the
pen. It wasn't "oh I got to pass this class, because if I would have
failed the F would have went on my transcript but I still would have
graduated." I am pretty sure that all the rest of them [other students/
historians] would have graduated too-N ini
In the above quote, what Nini explains is why students/historians willingly
participated in our oral history project. According to her, students/ historians
‘did it” because they were interested. Though I was their teacher and, as Nini
noted, "had the power of the pen," it was not my grading power that motivated

121 Also see Parks in King and Osborne (1997).
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students’/historians' participation. Students/historians became involved
because in our project they learned things that they wanted to know. By
losing themselves in a quest to understand the history of African American
music in their South Baton Rouge community and by yielding their knowing to
the voices of those whom they believed possessed knowledge worth knowing,
students/historians uncovered truths that stimulated their interest and
simultaneously recovered themselves. In keeping with this philosophy, in
Democracy and Education. John Dewey (1916/1966) held that an interested
person both loses herself or himself in some affair and, at the same time, finds
themselves. In other words, through interest, a person is roused to discover.
However, as a person searches to satisfy his or her interest, curiosity is
fulfilled by knowing possessed by another entity. For example, as
students/historians searched to find out about the history of music in their
community, the answers to their query were based on the interpretations of
others. As students/historians searched for answers, they yielded while
expanding what they knew about their community’s music and simultaneously
lost and recovered themselves. Provoked by the desire of interest, Butu
commented:
I was interested in the class because there was something I really
wanted to learn about. If it’s something you want to do, you'll do it.
Here, Butu maintains that when a person is interested in knowing about a
person or phenomena, their will to know impels exploration. In his chapter
“Interest and Discipline” in Democracy and Education. Dewey (1916/1966)
provides some very poignant perspectives on the role of interest in education.
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For the purpose of analyzing this section, I rely on Dewey’s theory to
understand and convey a relationship between interest and student
motivation.122
According to John Dewey (1916/1966), “Interest measures--or rather is>
•the depth of the grip which the foreseen end has upon one in moving one to
act for its realization" (p. 130). Nini asserted that teachers can determine if a
student is interested by their actions. She remarked:
Okay. When students really want to do something, you [teachers]
can tell because they [students] are like really having fun. They
[Students] ask you [teacher] exactly what it is that they [students]
going to do and they [students] don’t try to dodge work. Miss a day
and they [a students will] come back and be like what did we do?
They [interested students] be wanting to do their work.
Dewey (1916/1966) explicated a rationale for interest by explaining the
difference between a spectator and a participator. He maintained that a
participant is one who is involved in what’s going on while a spectator is
indifferent to what is going on. Dewey believed that what encourages the
involvement of a participator is “solicitude, anxiety concerning future
consequences, and a tendency to act to assure better, and avert worse,
consequence’ (pp. 124-125). Moreover, Dewey was convinced that an innate
tendency for one to avert undesired ends was also a motivating force
stimulating interest. Illuminating this perspective, students/historians
expressed reasons why they were interested in our oral history project.

1 2 2 1have chosen to rely on Dewey's theory of the role of interest in education
because Dewey was the first to prompt my thinking in this way. Septima Clarke (1990); Sylvia
Ashton Warner (1963); and Jane Addams [in Munro] also advocated this theory.
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We really got into it, mainly because it is African Ameri
can studies. -B utu
I was interested in the class because we didn’t use books,
really. I mean we read and stuff like that. But, I mean we didn't
use like school books, put it that way. We would use like black
author books and stuff like that. We read what was interesting to
us. It was interesting to us because it was about what wewas
trying to Iearn about African American m usic.-Bayyina
In other classes that I have had in the past we sit down,
talk and have class discussion. But, we took another turn in this
class. We like went out and did this. We went out and did research,
walked our community and talked to people in and from our com
munity to learn about music. In other classes we do a little of this
and a little of that. Like we interviewed people who did what we
wanted to do when we graduated from high school. But, in here
we went beyond that to try to figure out things. We wrote a book.
--Bashira
Students/historians were interested because the stories that they historicized
concerned them and their community. Consequently, if their stories were not
made public and left unknown, then their sagas and their lives would forever
remain omitted from the tales of history. Seen in this, light, the outcome of
interest operated in duality. Propelling knowing, interest likewise instigated
discipline. Hence, Dewey (1916/1966) noted that interest and discipline are
intimately connected. Dewey professed that “interest is requisite for excusing]
persistence” (pp. 129-130). Accordingly, students/historians related:
We were very proud of what we did because we put a lot
of hard work and effort into this book. It’s not just something that
we played with, it was something that we took very seriousiy.-Daraja
I looked at this class as a challenge. I mean, it’s like a mind
thing. If you want to learn and you’re interested in something, then
you’ll learn. You know, you'll do whatever.-Bayyina
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When I first saw the class, I said well African American
Studies, it's going to be an easy class so I went on and joined.
Seemed like it was going to be easy at first but it wasn't an easy
class. It really depended on whether I wanted to get involved.
And I ended up wanting to get involved and I enjoyed it. --Butu
I hold, like students/historians, that the process of an oral history project can
be enjoyable when situated in students’ interest. However, if ever there was a
period when I feared students/ historians would dodge work, it was during the
transcribing and editing phase of creating their book. Though I was elated
that through editing and transcribing students/historians were acquiring
writing and word perfect skills, they expressed what they disliked most about
oral history:
Transcribing and typing. Listening to all that stuff and typing
it word for word. I couldn't stand it. [Laughs ]
When we got to the typing part of it, when we was transcrib
ing it was kind of tiresome doing a lot of typing and stuff. But when
you got over that part, then it [was] okay.
The transcribing [and] transcribing. You had to sit there lis
tening to everything people say. Having to stop, rewind, stop, re
wind again and just typing out word for word what they said.
Type what they said on the computer and then patch it up.
Print them out. Check over them and find any mistakes and words
and run on sentences and anything like that. And then retype.
Bayyina shared that despite the hard work of transcribing and editing, their
work did not seem quite so troublesome, since students/historians chose the
topics they were discussing. She commented:
It was hard work but because we chose it wasn’t so bad. It was
like... we wanted to do it. And when you are doing stuff
that you want to do, you’re more interested in it.
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In the next section, I focus on the role instruction plays in encouraging student
involvement.

“You Teach It Different”
Oral history was different for me' cause I never would have thought
atx)ut writing a book when it said African American Studies. I
thought it was like a regular class. You not the only teacher that
teach African American Studies, but you teach it different ant that’s
what makes it better.-Butu
In Teaching to Transgress, bell hooks (1994) reflects on what Butu
came to identify as “teaching different." hooks (1994), reminiscing on her own
teaching practices, shares.
I entered the classrooms with the conviction that it was crucial for
me and every other student to be an active participant, not a pas
sive consumer. Education as the practice of freedom was contin
ually undetermined by professors who were actively hostile to the
notion of student participation, (p. 14)
According to students/historians, their interest in subject matter was
heightened by my interest. Shafiiqa states: "We were excited about learning
because you were excited about us [students/historians]. It [our learning
environment] was like you trusted us and you let us do [discover] what we
wanted to know." John Dewey (1916/1966) argues: "When material has to be
made interesting, it signifies that as presented, it lacks connection with
purposes and present power, or that if the connection be there, it is not
perceived" (p. 127). Since interest motivates students to learn, Dewey held
that interest was the means of a teacher's desired end. For Dewey, interest
was the mediator between the present powers of pupils in their initial stages of
discovering and understanding a new concept and the aims of their teachers
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to have the concept conveyed. Furthering Dewey’s discussion,
students/historians held that as the teacher, by my connecting curriculum
content to their lived experiences, their interest was not only the gauge, but
also a moving force between their desire to know and my will to share in the
process of knowing. As Butu stated,“You not the only teacher that teach
African American Studies, but you teach it different.’’ Additionally, unlike his
experiences with other teachers in traditional educational environments, Butu
disclosed that what he enjoyed most in our project was that spoken memories
connected learning to his lived experiences. Butu held that this connection
allowed him to acquire new knowledge more easily. Particularly, he stated:
I enjoyed learning through oral history 'cause it allowed me to get
more knowledge about things that I probably wouldn't know if I
hadn't taken this class. You know, real stuff. Stuff that’s not recit
ed in textbooks. In oral history, learning is straight. It wasn't no
sophisticated words or whatever. It was words that I’m used to
every day, Ebonic and stuff. I can understand them better than
I can understand the words in books.
Osyimwese likewise shared that among its many attributes, his experience
with our oral history project at McKinley readily connected knowing to his lived
experiences. Commenting on the Baton Rouge Bus Boycott, information he
acquired through one of his interviews, he asserted:
School is so boring. They just tell you what they want you to know.
Nobody ever told me about no bus boycott, in South Baton Rouge
where I stay. They would never tell us that. They tell you stuff
about slavery, Rosa Parks, and Martin Luther King, but nobody
ever told me ’bout no bus boycott in South Baton Rouge.
Bashira also complained about the disconnectedness of materials in
more traditional classroom settings, where teachers often disregard students’
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interest and participation. She praised our class project because I, as
teacher, allowed students to determine what should be constituted as knowing
in their curricula content. Particularly, Bashira spoke of students’ desire to
learn “stuff we want to know about" rather than “the same thing over and over.”
She argued:
Okay, well first of all, you don’t hear too many students saying
okay, let’s go research our community. Kids do the same thing
over and over, you know trying to find out more about Martin Luther
King, which is mostly what everybody knows and stuff about Harriet
Tubman, and the slaves from plantations. But what about learning
stuff we want to know about. Like the influence of music in our
community, you know, stuff like that.
In addition, Bashira noted African American figures and their experiences
most highlighted in her social studies curricula as mere icons bearing no
significance to her lived experiences. For Bashira, what interested her most
about our project was the opportunity to understand the music of her local
community and historicize these narratives. Through community studies, oral
history as real education enabled Bashira’s desire to be realized.
Like Butu, Osyimwese, and Bashira, as well as for many American
students, school is a place where facts found in the curriculum serve no useful
purpose in their everyday lives. This lack of personal relevance inhibits
meaningful learning and real educative possibilities (Dewey, 1938/1966;
Woodson, 1933/1990/1998a). Learning is made more complicated,
especially for urban African American learners, by curriculum content that
bears little significance to their home environment (Deipit,1995; Gordon, 1995;
Hale,1994; Shujaa,1995). Textbooks feature that “in 1492 Christopher
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Columbus sailed the ocean blue," but the relevance of this information
connects in no way to students’ lived experiences. Because book learning
does not encompass learning objectives that are reflective of students' home
environments, its content with “empirical dimensions of reality, tend in the
process of [teaching and learning] to become lifeless and petrified” (Freire,
1970, p. 52).123

Doing in the Context ot Learning
Like many oral history projects, our project at McKinley enabled
students/historians to learn basic skills in the context of doing their project. In
other words, as students/historians documented the histographies of their
local community musicians, they also acquired and developed critical
thinking, problem-solving, and writing skills as well as their overall creative
capacity. In this light, students/ historians Shafiiqa and Bashira viewed their
involvement with our oral history project as unique. Shafiiqa believed that her
experience in oral history made her schooling special because she and her
classmates were authors of their own text. She stated:
This was the first class I ever created a book in. I consider it uni
que, it’s something different I’ve never done before, but I would
love to do it again.
Akua held that writing their book was not only unique, but because
she was able to express her thoughts more by writing, she found that oral
history crossed disciplinary boundaries and bestowed grammar and writing
skills she missed in English III. She noted:
123 Also see Ashton-Wamer.1963; Dewey, 1902/1990; Nieto,1996; Paley.1979.
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Because we get to express our thoughts on paper more in this
class than I normally do in English III, oral history helped me to
be able to express my own thoughts and ideas more by
writing.
Students/historians Daraja and Akua also claimed that they reaped
unexpected educational benefits. Daraja expressed excitement when he
noticed that the writing skills he had acquired through oral history had also
enhanced his ability to understand the mechanics of Standard English.
Reflecting on an event when he was able to help correct his school
newspaper editor's mistakes, Daraja shared:
We have this one girl who is the editor of the school newspaper.
I was reading over one of her articles and kept showing her places
that were wrong. This was writing stuff that I would have never
thought about looking at before taking this class. And, she was
like, yeah that’s right. So, I guess it made me feel kinda brilliant.
Nini and Daraja asserted that during their educational process of historicizing
spoken memories, they not only actively acquired historical knowledge but
found learning was more authentic124 because they were not burdened with
taking tests. They held:
It wasn't like a test, where you could just cheat off some
body. It’s stuff you happen to know from your experience of inter
viewing somebody. Nobody was with you except for the person
that was there. It’s something you have to be there to see. -D araja
With books and taking tests you may do good in class or
whatever but some people when it comes to tests, they just can't
take tests. When you being taught like this, the teacher actually
sees what you know by what you do. Now a test don’t determine
that. -N in i

124 By "authentic" I mean lessons that are applicable to real world situations, what
Woodson (1933) called real education and what I refer to as real learning.
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Oral history is not something that you can cheat off of. Its
something that you have to know cause its not a test or anything
like that. You have to know it so that you can have your part to con
tribute to the whole. Because everybody is responsible for their own
portion of the project. If you don't apply yourself to complete your
portion then the whole book would still be incomplete without
certain portion of the project, it’s like making a salad or something
but you don’t have the lettuce or something. Then your salad is not
complete. So, in oral history, you have to do your part so that every
thing will be together. -D araja
Both Daraja and Nini came to understand that what students/historians did
was used to assess what students/historians knew. They also recognized that
assessment was not only given by me as their teacher, but rather, as Daraja
realized, assessment was also self-imposed through a sense of collective
responsibility. Equating the project to a salad, Daraja found that if a person or
a group contributing to the project failed to provide their contribution then the
entire project was in jeopardy. This sense of collective responsibility
resonated throughout students’/historians’ experience with oral history as real
education. Hence, the next section is devoted to students/historians and their
experiences with working together.

“We All in This Together”
What I really enjoyed most about the class is that it brought a lot
of black young people to an understanding that you have to work
with each other to make it in this world. You can’t do anything by
yourself. We all need each other. Everybody is equal and we ail
must work together.-Dhambizoa
Here, Dhambizoa articulated that the one critical element students/historians
realized in their exploration of oral history as real education was working
together. Though initially resisting the communal requirements I set for our
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class, Bayyina likewise recognized that through oral history as real education
she learned a different way of getting a job or project done. She noted:
We helped each other transcribe their interviews. Instead of
looking at the person and be lik e ... (I did it at first)... be looking
at the people, well they ain’t doing nothing so I ain’t doing no
thing for them, but you had us to come together and finish it
together. Like when one person wasn’t there we had to take
their slack and they would catch our slack when we were not
there. That way everybody's getting the job done and we can
thank everybody for finishing.
In my view, Bayyina’s resistance was encouraged by conditioning. So often in
more traditional settings, individualization is mandated. However, in my view,
individualization is a farce and suggests solitude. Individualization
encourages people to see themselves like scattered islands disconnected
from the life forces that bind them together. For example, though islands are
separated, they are connected by the life force of the ocean, like people are
connected by the life force of breath. Though often championed for
stimulating creativity and competition, individualization, I contend, undermines
nature and the natural occurrence of human relationships bounded by breath,
the life force that keeps us forever meshed through past experiences and
future hopes and aspirations. In this light, it was important to me, as their
learning facilitator, that students/historians experience oral history
as real education by realizing that the good for one must be the good for all.
Reflecting on this class mandate, Daraja shared:
The way that everybody chipped in on everybody else’s part.
Like the transcribing you just wasn't doing you own, you were
doing something for everybody. --Daraja
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Joyce E. King (1994), in her article “The Purpose of Schooling African
American Children," maintains that individualism is inherent in Euro-American
cultural tradition while collectivity is indicative of African American cultural
knowledge. Referencing Mbiti (1970), Nobles (1985) and White (1987), King
(1994) observed:
In contrast to the individualism inherent in Euro-American cultural
traditions, African American cultural knowledge is grounded in a
legacy of collective sociocultural identity, communalism and reci
procal relations, (p. 32)
In keeping with King’s observation, while sharing his experiences with writing
the book, Daraja held that "the book was more enjoyable, 'cause I did not do it
by myself.” On the other hand, Daraja maintained that he found classes
which harbor individualization to be unenjoyable. Though some may argue
that Daraja’s dislike for a more traditional setting is because it encourages
laziness and/or cheating, I claim that in a collective setting fraudulence and
slothfulness are neither acceptable nor desired.
Initially, in his conversation on working together, student/historian
Osyimwese expressed discontent about working together because he felt that
if he was doing someone else's work, then others must not have been
doing their own. However, by the end of his statement Osyimwese replaced
his "I” with "we” and noted that ‘we finished the book” .
At first, it was too much work on me and they sitting there not doing
nothing. But, then it came out better because we finished the book
and now I feel good that we finished. Helping each other out work
ed out better in the long run.--Osyimwese
Despite various mishaps and because students/historians wanted to have
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their voices heard and their names remembered in history, each willingly
made his or her contributions toward the creation of their book.
Mirroring democratic education in collective classrooms, students’
unique voices and experiences were encouraged and necessary to create
novelty of thoughts for a common good (Dewey, 1916/1966). Moreover,
asserting that the collective is inherent in the individual, King (1994)
maintains, “One's identity is simultaneously personal and collective just as
one's individuality, as a particular expression of one’s personal uniqueness,
expresses the unity and diversity of humanity” (p. 32). Concurring with this
thinking, Nini stated what working together meant:
Just help out your classmate. Say some day somebody won’t
show up. Instead of letting that person with the book sit there and
wait for the person to come, you can just go ahead and finish it up
for them. That way the book was finished sooner.
Here, Nini reinforced the I/We concept that was inherent in their collective
responsibility towards each other and their personal commitment to have the
book completed. For in finishing the book, students/historians realized that
they, too, were finishing the book for themselves.
In the Mis-Education of the Negro, Carter G. Woodson
(19331990//1998a) held that: “Real education means to inspire people to live
more abundantly, to learn to begin with life as they find it and make it better”
(p. 29). When Woodson’s definition is applied as a classroom creed, I hold
that real education reconfigures traditional notions of schooling by disrupting
dichotomized student/teacher relationships and leveling the playing field so
that all are actively involved in the creation of knowing. Further, and in
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accordance with students’/historians’ firm ly held contentions that in order to
make students’ learning experiences better, real education means that
educators must begin with students’ interests and use their interests as a
premise for further learning and development.
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Chapter 8
“Do You Remember Me"
Oh honey
Why you got to be so mean
Don’t you remember me?
Aav) baby
You and meyou and meyou and me
We built sand castles in the Serengeti
Don’t you remember me?
You splashed myface with N ile water
Daughter of the Diasporayou named me Claim me
Do you remember me?
(Harris, A and Peker, K ., 2000)

Jill Scott (2000), in her debut sound track ‘ Do You Remember," shares
with her audience a memory lapse experienced by someone who names and
claims her. Ironically, as this individual constructs and reconfigures Scott's
being, he or she simultaneously forgets to remember her. Scott’s lyrics remind
me of modem educators who have forgotten urban African American students.
According to Carter G. Woodson (1933/1990/1998a), modem schooling is an
educational milieu that centers the voices of dominant beliefs and does not
remember the voices of those situated in the margins of knowing. Yet, in spite
of modern education's biased stance on whose knowledge is worth knowing
and whose experiences count, modem education forces all of its pupils to
digest what I have come to term the tales of the S.W.A.M. M.P. (supremacist,
white, Anglo-Saxon, middle-class, male, Protestants) as truth. Scott’s
agitation with her author mimics my indignation with dominant discourses that
rely on tales of the S.W.A.M.M.P and modem education to label students as
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at-risk without giving consideration to how larger structural conditions are
central to creating at-risk learners. Specifically, here, I am referring to
educators who name and claim students as at-risk while exonerating
educational practices, that mis-educate urban African American learners.
Searching for alternative perspectives and looking for real education,
Navioatino Knowing/Complicating Truth has been written as a call to
remember urban African American students forgotten in dominate discourses.
Specifically, using the voices of ten urban African American youths, this
research examined how oral history can be used to inspire real education and
shifts reproach from individual students and their home environments to the
larger curricular conditions that have aided in creatino them-- at-risk.
Divided into five sections, this chapter has been written to state the
findings of this research. Section one is entitled “Hoodwinked: Lynching in
the Schoolroom.” This segment discusses my initial discovery that traditional
curriculum in our current educational settings distorts meaning of self and
history as well as attempts to “lynch” pupils. The second section, entitled
“Rediscovering the Past: An Act of Decolonialization,” explicates my second
finding that traditional curricula's distortion of self and history leads students to
seek multiple claims to truth and resist colonialization. The third segment is
entitled “Meaningful Lessons: The Freedom of Choice.” This section
expresses my third and final lesson that for learning to be meaningful and
education to be worthwhile students must participate in choosing who and
what they will study. The fourth section, “Curricular Implication: Toward
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Tomorrow,” examines those curriculum implications I found in this study to
reveal possibilities and alternative approaches for teaching social studies.
This section is followed by a brief synopsis. In this summary, I give my final
thoughts regarding Woodson, Sankofa, and oral history. Additionally, I leave
questions for future multi-cultural educators in hopes of stimulating future
conversations regarding real education for historically marginalized learners.

Hoodwinked: Lynching in the Schoolroom
ITJhere would be no lynching if it did not start in the schoolroom (Woodson,
1933/1990/1998O, p. 3)

Through listening to students/historians and engaging with them during
our classroom sessions, my first finding revealed that behind classroom doors
African American students’ perceptions of self and history are being lynched.
This hanging occurs with partial truths and skewed notions of reality.
Student/historian Dhambizoa argued:
Regular history books don’t tell you [much about black people] like
I did not know where Ebonics came from. I didn’t know that Africans
were the first to domesticate sheep, goats, cows and were the first
to discover iron. They don't teach you that in regular history.
Here, Dhambizoa asserts that traditional history books omit accomplishments
and endeavors of people of African descent. Carter G. Woodson
(1933/1990/1998a) likewise held during the 1930s that modem education
esteemed and transmitted Anglo-centric deeds while negating delivery of
accomplishments of those who did not wholly identify with an Anglo-Saxon
ancestral heritage. Woodson argues that, left without knowing the
accomplishments and deeds of those who do not share the racial signification
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of whiteness, students are taught and come to believe that every material
invented or noteworthy thoughts created were designed by one divine Anglo
race. He maintained that these teachings were a colonializing tactic, which
operated to castrate students, both black and white, from knowing self and
appreciating others. Furthering his argument, Woodson held that colonialists'
lessons were also very instrumental in governing the thoughts and controlling
the actions of black/White relations. According to Woodson (and I too have
come to agree), by silencing marginalized perspectives, colonialist lessons
foster bigotry and make binary and antagonistic black/white positionalities.
These binaries oftentimes create hostile relationships, making the ‘‘lynching”
of historically marginalized knowledge and knowers both possible and
acceptable. Lamenting colonialist lynching in the classroom, in The MisEducation of the Neoro. Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) argues:
It is strange, then, that the friends of truth and the promoters of
freedom have not risen up against the present propaganda in
the schools and crushed it. This crusade is much more import
ant than the anti-lynching movement, because there would be
no lynching if it did not start in the schoolroom. Why not exploit,
enslave, or exterminate a class that everybody is taught to regard
as “inferior"? (p. 3)
In textbooks where most African Americans are portrayed as either slaves,
scabs, or laborers, students are not only informed of African Americans’
presence in the United States but are also notified of African Americans’ place
in America’s social hierarchy. Disdain for the African American, found to
occupy the lower rungs of society, becomes not only natural but also an
apparatus used to assure social control (Pinar, 2001).
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Speaking specifically about the physical lynching of black males in the
South, in “Strange Fruit,” William Pinar (2001) discusses the white man's
desire for the black male’s body, both sexually and as a site for colonial
conquest. Pinar is poignant in sharing the historicity which made lynching a
presumed necessary evil. Particularly, he reveals:
Because the sex and gender systems, not to mention black sexual
attacks on white women (however imaginary), is not separable
from popular attitudes regarding power, society, and nationhood,
violations of the race/sex barrier were experienced by many whites,
many white men, as blows against the very foundations of society.
Not only white women were at stake, “civilization” was at stake.
While whites worried, naked black men burned at the stake, (p. 68)
Pinar’s theoretical posture holds that the lynching of black men was regarded
as an act of retribution to protect the virginity of white women and the purity of
the nation. Likewise, I contend that the metaphysical lynching of historically
marginalized learners is pursued to protect the virtue of colonialization and
seeks to keep the status quo firm ly intact. In Democracy and Education
(1916/1966), John Dewey argues:
[A] society must have a type of education which gives individuals
a personal interest in social relationships and control, and the
habits of mind which secure social change without introducing
disorder (p. 99)
For Dewey, this education was acquired by distributing particular cultural
dispositions. He writes.
Beings who are bom not only unaware of but quite indifferent
to the aims and habits of the social group have to be rendered
cognizant of them and actively interested. Education, and
education alone, spans the gap. (p. 3)
Further, he holds that “unless pains are taken to see that genuine and
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thorough transmission takes place, the most civilized nations will relapse into
barbarism and then into savagery” (pp. 3-4). Dewey’s posture validates
colonialist knowing. He maintains that the purpose of education is to either
transmit the knowledge of the civilized or regress to the knowledge of the
savage. In so doing, he positions knowing in binary contradiction. Hence,
schooling and history become notions that validate the voices of some while
relegating the voices of others to the margins. These skewed lessons are
realized by historically marginalized learners as obstructions of truths.
Speaking specifically about distorted lessons learned in American history,
Nini argued:
American history is just about white people. It’s white people who
did things in America. Just because black people are from Africa,
they brought us over here, it doesn’t mean that they did not do any
thing in America. They don’t teach any of that in American history.
For those schooled in American history, this statement may seem
ludicrous. To think that students today are not informed of the
accomplishments of those like Jan Matzeliger125 or Charles R. Drew126 may
appear absurd. Yet, the question for me has become: Why is this information
so often not taught?

125 in 1883 Jan Matzefiger, an African American, received a patent for the shoe-tasting
machine, which launched the mass production of shoes.
126 in 1904 Charles R. Drew originated blood plasma banks.
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Inferior
As students/historians conducted research on spirituals and blues to
fu lfill a portion of their responsibility for their oral history project,127 we
engaged in numerous conversations about the history of Africans and African
Americans in America Often, we talked about slavery. As we discussed
enslavement, I would share with students/historians my-stories which focused
on our enslaved fore-parents’ gifts to society-at-large. These conversations, in
my view, were intended to elevate students' consciousness and create within
them admiration for their ancestors and themselves. Though many
students/historians seemed to appreciate my-stories, what stood in the
forefront of most of their minds, during our interview sessions, was the way
enslavement engulfed so much of what was communally understood as
American history. Students/historians argued:
I get tired of hearing about that particular part of history
[slavery], and not focusing on what we have done, you know, that’s
been like real great achievements instead of “Y’all were slaves,”
and “V ail had to work out in the fiekjs.'-S h afiiqa
I’m like tired of people, like, they’re not really downin’ us,
but they’re talking about how bad we were treated [during enslave
ment] or whatever. I mean give us credit. We have blacks who
have invented things. You know what I'm saying? But you never
hear people talking about that. It’s like, it’s always the negative
part of being black-Bashira
Here, students/historians expressed their agitation about two things. One,
they were bothered by always being reminded of slavery in their textbooks.

127 The topic of the students/historian oral history project was African
American music.
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And two, they were upset that history textbooks or historians rarely give
attention to other aspects of African Americans' experiences. Yet, when I first
began talking with students/historians about this era of African and African
American history, they resisted. Throwing me “the hand,” they informed me
that they “didn't wanna go there.’ initially, I did not understand why
students/historians seemed so repulsed by these conversations about
enslavement. However, now some two years removed from our experience
together, I am better able to comprehend their frustration. Seeing what I did
not see then, as students/historians contested slavery sagas, they were also
fighting the status quo.

Reinscribing the Status Quo
In primarily giving attention to “slavery,’ 128 history textbooks likewise
seek to teach and reinscribe social hierarchies.129 Given no counter
narratives, students of history are covertly taught that in the history of
American society, it is white people's place to dominate black people and it is
black people’s responsibility to willingly comply. Hence, hearing and learning
continuously “Slavery this and slavery that,” students/historians, like Shafiiqa,
were informed of not only the hierarchial power relationship between master
and slave in the past, but also of the hierarchial power relationship between
1 281place special emphasis on slavery here because I am referring to an institution
most often talked about in American history. In my view, this period of American history in most
texts give Httfe attention to any insurrection or rebelion. In so doing, I hold that those who were
enslaved are pictured as if they wiMngly complied with their servitude.
129Many theorists talk about the use of hidden curriculums to maintain existing social
orders. See Apple (1990); Fireire (1971); Gramsd (1975); McLaren (1994).
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and slave in the past, but also of the hierarchial power relationship between
white people and black people130 in the present. Yet, the contradiction of this
narrative is in the question that it prompted students to ask- Why did our
grandparents let white people rule over them, when I'm unwilling to be ruled
by anyone? This question, a reflection of raciaiized homogenization,131 in my
view, caused students to weather ongoing tales of African Americans’ willing
subordination and defy schooling’s attempt to lynch who they are and their
history.
What McKinley’s 1998-1999 students/historians demanded in their
lessons was less knowledge/histories that substantiated their servitude and
disempowerment and more knowledge/histories that affirmed their greatness.
One student/historian stated:
Black people should know where they came from. And know that
black people did a lot and have changed a lot. Most history classes
don’t teach you that -N in i
Over and over, students/historians expressed that there is simply more to the
history of African American people than is being taught to them in American
history classes. Yet, without this knowing, students were left with lies that
named, claimed, and made their lynching possible.

130see Paulo Freire (1970/1997) and his theoretical conversation of lesson learned in
order to maintain oppressed/oppressor relationships. Also see Amilcar Cabral (1970) “Return to
the Source.”
131 in using this expression, raciaiized homogenization, I am referring to
students’/historians’ kindred spirits bound through representations of race. I am not suggesting
here that this identity/subjugation darned in totafity who they are but that their radal identity was
shared with each other as well as their ancestors.
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Rediscovering the Past: An Act of Decolonialization
My second discovery while participating with students/historians in our
oral history project was that students yearn for multiple claims to truth and
often resist the colonialization of their minds. According to Signithia Fordham
(1996), this resistance takes many forms, from truancy to outright belligerency.
However, Beverly Tatum (1997) and Jerome Bruner (1996) reported that
resistance also manifested as students gravitated to subversive cultures that
were seen by youths to represent black culture. This representation,
according to Tatum and Bruner, is understood by many young people in
contradiction to what is communally accepted as white middle-class culture. I
would like to add here that students’ resistance was color blind with regard to
their messengerAeacher. Oftentimes, when they felt that I, an African
American teacher, was dispensing “white folk’s” knowledge or telling them
what they should know, they also resisted me.
In one classroom discussion Bayyina stated:
Ms. LaVada, you know sometimes you be teaching and it's
ail good. But, when you start using big words and talking funny,
you be sounding wack.
The occasions when I found myself “talking funny” and “using big words" were
moments when my middle-class, collegiate background crept into my
conversations with students/historians, seeking to inform and not teach
students/ historians new inform ation.132 Often, in these moments, students/
132 This information can be found in my journal notes. Here, I discuss as wel what I had
come to understand as the difference between teaching and informing. In every reflection,
each time i found my self informing students/historians of something, I was realy attempting to
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historians would simply ignore me. Having found repulsive my use of the
master’s language, they wanted to shut me out. Though I was mindful that my
elitist voice collided with the desired knowing of my students/historians. I
nonetheless was persistent with my agenda.
For me, my use of "big words” and Talking funny” was a way to inform
students, through context, the words and politics of dominant mainstream
society. My intent was not to have students conform to the beliefs systems of
mainstream America, but rather, that students/historians be equipped with
tools to bring down the master’s house. I wanted students/historians to be
mindful of Adrienne Rich's observation: T h is [Standard English] is the
oppressor's language yet I need it to talk to you” (quoted in hooks, 1994, p.
167). Equipped with the oppressor's language, for use at their discretion, I
argue that the possibility for students to decide for themselves who and what
they want to be, as well as to be heard by those who seek to shut them out,
becomes just a little more plausible. I use the word plausible because in a
society still fraught with racism, sexism, and classism, knowing the master’s
language still does not guarantee opportunity or equitable education.

Black Like Me
Speaking specifically about racism and its influence on African
American youths, Or. Beverly Daniel Tatum (1997) maintains that African
American learners’ identity formation is often found evolving in response to
ted them what they should know about being marginalized in a society dominated by
SWAMMPs. However, on occasions where teaching took place, information was acquired
through discovery and questioning, and students, though mindful of tales of the SWAMMPs,
were prompters of these discussions.
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the teachings of and by a white supremacist society. Tatum argues that,
usually around the age of twelve, African American young people become
conscious of racism. She holds that this awareness causes African American
young people to affiliate with groups that offer solace against overt and covert
manifestations of racism and enables them to form oppositional identities.
Relative to Tatum's theory, student/historian Assata mentioned in conversation
her repulsion for people who were black but "acted white.” When I asked
Assata what she meant, she responded.
They black like us, and have our skin color but like they be acting
white. Trying to be the teachers pet and acting all siddy like.
Though speaking particularly of African American students, Assata s aversion
really was about racism. In an earlier interview, Assata said that because of
our skin color, whites hold blacks with reproach. Therefore, for a black person
to "act white," they, too, must hold our skin color with reproach and harbor
dislike for themselves. Though what Assata was explaining is internalized
racism, what makes her statement complicated, if not outright frightening, is
that what many students come to understand as "acting white” does not
necessarily operate in contradiction to being black. In other words, speaking
"proper” (sic) or using big words does not mean that an African American has
resigned his or her blackness.
However, taught in and through schools, that whites are proper and that
white folks' language governs African Americans’ speech, students/historians
"characterized” school as a white place and, in opposition to racism, resisted
its teaching. Ironically, though, as many students/historians resisted
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schooling, they simultaneously practiced its instructions. By th is ! mean, left
knowing only a few accomplishments and contributions of their racial and
classed kin, students came to believe that opposing whiteness meant
resonating with often bastardized constructions of blackness (Riggs, 1987).
Reflecting this tone while speaking candidly about students'/historians’ casual
use of the word “nigger,'' Bayyina maintained:
Some black people have this attitude like they don't care. They
be calling each other nigger or Negro or whatever. It’s because
they don’t know. They don't know what’s really going on or what
has happened or whatever. They don't know their history.
Yet, students/historians argued that oral history as real education provided
venues for conscious alternative perspectives to emerge. Butu stated:
Like some people when they first came into this class. Well,
some people changed over time. The more we learned about
ourselves, the less we appreciated the word [nigger]. Like
Osayimwese, he use to be man N [nigger] this and N [nigger]
that. I don’t say it [nigger] now. I hardly ever hear him saying
it either.
Further, Daraja maintained:
In oral history, I learned that history is more deeper, like where I
come from, I learned that it’s [history] more deeper than what I
thought. I ain't just no black bom in America or nothing like that.
All the things that everybody went through before we did get here.
How they made it and how smart they was. They mighta been il
literate, but they did have some kind of sense to build drums and
whatever. They had to be pretty smart to do stuff like that or even
think like that.
Drawing on memories and sagas of contradictions that are often excluded
from traditional textbooks, I found that oral history as real education
illuminated narratives silenced by dominant historical discourse and revealed
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truth(s) by complicating widely held assumptions on knowing whiteness, and
blackness. In so doing, oral history as real education enabled
students/historians to navigate knowing and complicate truths gleaned from a
colonialist perspective. Further, I found that as students/historians navigated
knowing and complicated truths, they experienced what Franz Fanon (1963)
called decolonialization. Fanon, in The Wretched of the Earth, argued that
d e co lo n isa tio n is “the replacing of a certain species of men with another
species of men" (p. 35). This new species of men and women are created as
thoughts are used to release the strongholds of c o lo n isa tio n and enable
men and women to truly think for themselves. Moreover, I contend that
decolonialization is also the first step in realizing a ju st and equitable society.
Like opening Pandora's box, decolonialization releases alternative
perspectives and clouds salient binaries, contingent on the historical
constructions of race, class, and gender. These are binaries used for centuries
to divide people, govern their bodies and dispositions, and maintain the
existing social order.133 Recognized in this light, I have come to believe that
disrupting knowing and decolonializing minds is essential for those of us who
are visionaries and adamant supporters of democracy in our existing multi
cultural society.

133 Although I am mindful and agree with Foucaulfs (in Ransom, 1997) stance on the
circulatory nature of power, in using the phrase “existing social order," I am nonetheless
concerned with binary and oftentimes hierarchical relationships that still exist between people of
color and whites, men and women, the middte-dassed and poor.
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Meaningful Lessons: The Freedom of Choice
Through my investigation of oral history as real education, my third
finding concluded that for learning to be meaningful and education
worthwhile, students must participate in choosing who and what they will
study. Early in our project, I realized the significance of students/historians
deciding on their topic of study. However, what I did not realize was the
importance of students/historians selecting the sources of their oral history
data collection. Rather, relying on lessons learned from past experiences with
oral history as pedagogy, I gathered informants for them. And, in so doing, I
repeated the ways of a colonialist paradigm that students deplored. I denied
students/historians the right to choose whose knowledge was worth knowing
and whose experiences count. Passively, by not showing up for their
scheduled interviews, students/historians resisted and I learned my third
lesson.
In both community-based oral history projects that I worked with at
McKinley High School, before developing and implementing this research,
none was based on students’ choice. Although the projects documented the
her/histories of students’ South Baton Rouge community, from my perspective,
students participating in oral history had no input on what would be studied.
Instead, students reported on the first day of the project and were informed by
us-teachers, directors, facilitators-w hat they were going to research. Rather
than the students/historians, a community liaison decided on who would be
interviewed and located the interviewees. Through my experience with oral
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history as real education, I have come to realize that our decision making
process, which denied student participants the right to choose who and what
they would study, reflected what Paulo Freire (1971/1997) terms banking
methods in education.134 Sadly, I am sure that informing students who and
what they will study is not a practice isolated to the McKinley oral history
project. Initially, as stated previously, I too found myself repeating this
mistake. However, noting students' resistance, I learned that this mistake was
one that should not be repeated if students of oral history were to experience
real education. Through oral history as real education, I have found that
when students are told what to do, they lack interest. Yet, I argue that interest
enables the manifestation of significance. Hence, without interest there is no
significance and without significance there is no history. I am sure that this
may seem like a slippery slope or an illogical type of reasoning. However,
based on my experience in the classroom, when students are made to do any
activity, they either ignore the activity or the activity becomes merely a task to
be rewarded with payments of treats or good grades. On the other hand, this
research has shown me that when students decide their study, payment is not
rendered through external rewards like prizes and grades. Rather, rewards

134 h Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Paulo Freire (1971) refers to banking techniques
in education as the process of depositing information into students. Although in the project
information was not deposited directty, in my view, by tefing students what they had to study
and determining who would provide them with information, we inadvertently deposited
information into students. We informed them what they should know and who would construct
this knowledge.
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are experienced intrinsically as students discover and uncover how a
significance of a trace relates to their current situation.
Additionally, in each of the projects in which I have participated, as
students collected their research or analyzed their data, there was no
juxtaposition of their collected spoken memories with tales found in traditional
historical texts. There was no problematizing grand narratives or static
assumptions governing the “truth” nicely inserted in their history books. In my
view, without questioning traditional assumptions about truth/history, students'
collected spoken memories were unable to serve as sites for political
resistance or real education.
in order for oral history as pedagogy to be realized as real education,
projects must be premised on students having the freedom of choice.
Additionally, teachers/facilitators must be willing and ready to provide students
with the opportunity to navigate knowing and complicate truth. I argue that
without oral history projects being rooted in students’ choice or used to
politically resist dominant assumptions, then oral history is simply a means of
making traditional notions of history a little more interesting by adding a few
distinct voices. Without disrupting or questioning traditional historical
paradigms of what counts as knowledge/history, I find that spoken memories
are no more than marginalized asides of dominant historical discourse which
articulate what counts as history and who should construct what is known.
Here, the role of the teacher is very important. Like a revolutionary
pedagogue in Freire’s (1971/1997) Pedagogy of the Oppressed, teachers are
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facilitators and problem-posers. They are responsible for facilitating activities
and posing real and meaningful questions so that a constant negotiation of
reflection and action is taking place.
Another very interesting facet that I learned as a consequence of my
involvement with students/historians in oral history as real education was that
the influence of oral history in w/riting history was not confined only to the
stories students/historians documented in their project. Rather, students/
historians informed me that oral history as real education also happened
through the stories that they were told about McKinley and the sagas shared
by Carter G. Woodson (1933/1990/1998a), in The Mis-Education of the Negro.
In The Mis-Education of the Nearo. Carter G. Woodson taught
me if you can control a man’s action and the way he thinks, then
you can enslave his mind. You lead him to believe that he has to
think a certain way in order to survive. When really it’s up to him.
He's in charge of his own destiny. He has the power to determine
what he wants to become. It’s not up to the next man to tell him
what he needs to do. -Akua
McKinley has a lot of heritage behind it. It's a good school
even though the exterior of it don’t look too hot. A lot of great peo
ple graduated from McKinley like Senator Cleo Fields and Judge
John Michael Guidry. And a lot of my family came here, so I came
here. McKinley is a good school. -N in i
Through our interview discussions students/historians reminded me that oral
history was a fluid activity in African American culture; thus, McKinley and
Woodson were also seen as models of oral history as real education.

Curriculum Implications: Toward Tomorrow
My two initial findings concerning this research informed me that oral
history as real education usurps classroom lynching and licenses students to
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experience decolonialization by rediscovering silenced narratives of the past.
Additionally, I learned through oral history as real education that the spark that
kindles learners to the curriculum is found in student choice and the
significance of a trace. Combined, these lessons helped to inform me how
students/historians experienced oral history as real education. Moreover, I
learned how curriculum as a mechanism of control is mis-educative.

“Curriculum and Concepts of Control”: A Historical Note
In Curriculum and Concepts of Control. William E. Doll, Jr. (1998),
assisted by Al Alcazar, historically situates the origins of curriculum as a
mechanism of control. Tracing curriculum back to the Protestant reformation,
Doll and Alcazar maintain:
The rise of Protestantism with its individualism, commercialism, with
its formation of a middle class, and scientism with its new method
ology brought a new sense to education, a sense interested and
committed to simplicity and method, (p. 303)
Geneva Smitherman (1975), in her essay “Linguistic Diversity in the
Classroom," posits a connection between the rise of a middle class and the
necessity to acquire knowledge quickly and easily. Smitherman, like Doll and
Alcazar (1998), asserts that this call for simplicity was answered through
methods and stimulated by a techno-rationality prompted by a budding
middle-class’s desire for speed, efficiency, and the epistemologies of their
elites. As the middleclass rose to power, Smitherman (1975) argues, they
wanted to shed their peasantry markers to resemble as much as possible the
aristocracy of their time. Yet, in order for this to happen, the middle class
decided they needed to learn the ways of being and knowing of those whom
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they had deemed superior. Furthermore, during this era, education and
knowledge were no longer something to be searched and discovered (Doll,
1998). Rather, in this time period, education and knowledge evolved into a
dispensable commodity to create and pass on the ways of knowing and being
gleaned from an aristocratic perspective (Smitherman, 1975). Hence, in
1576, Peter Ramus, “one of two great methodizers" (D oll,1998, p. 303),
conjured up curriculum 135 to “furnish students with a universal skeleton key
which if properly applied, could unlock any of the arts or sciences” (Hamilton
in Doll, 1998, p. 304), while Johann Comenius136, the other great methodizer,
gave instruction-the how-to of running the course (Doll, 1998). In other words,
Ramus established what students needed to know and Comenius informed
teachers how they could teach it quickly and easily. Educated through and
with curriculum and instruction, the middle class desire for a quick,
dispensable knowing of the elite was met. Yet, what went unnoticed were
universal truths that were also created through Ramus’s constitution of
curriculum and Comenius’s declaration on instruction. The result was that
these universal truths silenced the ways of knowing and being possessed by
countless others, and most particularly, those whose experiences were often
deemed marginal.

135 For a more detailed discussion, please see DoN (in Pinar, 1998).
136see Comenius (1657/1896).
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The Keys That Lock Me Out
Today many teachers still follow the guides of Ramus and Comenius.
Teaching a particular view of the world in ways that seek to inscribe
knowledge, they disregard the knowing of multiple perspectives and distort
learners' ability to know themselves and others. Hence, teaching a tragic
parody, many educators never uncover the mystery of why so many urban
African American students deplore schooling. The travesty of curriculum and
instruction is its quick and easy bestowal of another’s knowledge and
constructed truths. This mockery was formed, in my view, from the inception of
curriculum and instruction. In its early days, curriculum and instruction erased
the very existence of those who were seeking re-constitution. Knowing and
vicariously becoming the elite middle class named and claimed who they
wanted to be and wilfully subordinated their knowing as well as their
existence to the aims and desires of an elite class. To accomplish this end,
knowledge was segmented and prioritized. Centering one way of knowing
and being meant marginalizing others. Polarizing knowledge and governing
truth, this elitist perspective evolved as universal truth and, to this day,
determines what teachers teach and what students learn in most classrooms.
This travesty is tragic, particularly as it relates to the schooling of historically
marginalized students. Taught in schools with pieces of knowing, that is,
history(ies)/mysteries that illuminate the intelligence of white middle-class
males while silencing the intelligence of others, students are simultaneously
informed and misinformed about who they be with lies that distort their being
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and becoming. I maintain, like Carter G. Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) and
William Pinar (1992b), that as these notions inform racial identity, they operate
to obscure what it means to be a black or a white learner in America today.
Specifically, William Pinar (1992b) writes:
We say, we are what we know. As well, we are what we do not
know. If what we know about ourselves- our history, our cultureis distorted by deletions and denials, then our id en tity- as individ
uals, as Americans~is distorted, (p. 232)
Here, Pinar argues that partial truths operate to inform students of incomplete
notions of identity. In other words, through deletions, knowing one's identity
becomes distorted through “lies my teacher told me" (Loewan, 1995).
However, through this research, I have come not only to realize that this
misinformation/mis-education aborts everyone's being and becoming, but that
through research I now have the means to imagine a new social studies.
In this new social studies, knowing is not a neat, linear package confined to
dominant perspectives. Rather, in this space, knowing social studies is a
cyclical, non-linear activity that embraces the fluidity of past, present, and
future as now.
Though initially I argued, like many supporters of oral history
(Hoopes,1979; Lummis, 1988; Portelli,1991; Thompson, 1978/1988) that
memory is history, this research has enabled me to see that neither memory
nor history exist outside an understanding of a temporal moment. Seen in this
light there is no history nor memory; there is only now. This now reaches
back, takes, and reconstructs moments in yesterday to better understand a
present.
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With this insight, I have come to imagine a new social studies caught in
the fluidity of nowness. A temporal mutable study, this social studies accepts
multiple claims to truth and navigates the boundaries of the past and present
while moving toward a future. Additionally, these varied and pluralistic forms
of truth are not used to elevate the epistemologies of some while
subordinating the perspectives of others. But, here on this new social studies
plane, knowing is caught in an abbreviated space where respect and
tolerance for difference is essential, for "no one owns the truth and everyone
has the right to be understood" (Doll in Pinar, 1995, p.450).

Real Education, Sankafa, and Oral Hlatory aa Pedagogy: A
Summary
Navigating Knowing/Complicating Truth has revealed that real
education, Sankafa, and oral history as pedagogy in many ways are
synonymous. As a philosophy, each require that students go back to fetch
what they need to better understand the present In so doing, real education,
Sankafa, and oral history are links to a complementary whole and offer endless
possibilities for creating sites for political resistance. Real education used the
her/histographies of great African American people and events to forefront
sagas that contradicted dominant racist assumptions on what it meant to know
or be black or white in America. In so doing, real education sought to render
alternative claims to truth to enable learners to envision a different social
reality. Yet, in objectifying history through a few great members of our race,
real education, from Woodson’s theoretical frame, silenced the voices of many
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learners who carry the signification of black. It is here in real education’s
limitation that oral history restores its possibilities. In oral history, learners
choose who and what they need to know. Most often this choice or this desire
to know leads them to search a historical trace that bears significance in the
moment. When these narratives serve to contradict traditional assumptions on
truth and problematize knowing, like Woodson's contention of real education,
oral history serves as a site for political resistance. In praxis and as
philosophical lessons, both Woodson’s notion of real education and oral
history mimic theAkan people of Ghana, West Africa, expression, Sankofa. By
this I mean, in oral history as real education, students/historians went back to
the past to fetch what they needed to better understand their current situations
(Willis, 1998). Consequently, Daraja concluded:
[Oral history] is basically about learning where you come from and
where we need to be heading. Just gives you a lot of information
on blacks and how certain blacks had to sacrifice they self so they
could make it better for us today. How we need to take heed to that
and add on to it, instead of looking at our situations and not do any
thing about it.
Additionally, Osayimwese summarized:
In oral history, what people shared helps you to realize what was
happening then is happening now. The stuff they was going
through then, we going through it now. And, in order to [under
stand] our situation better we looked at what happen back then to
try to learn stuff about today.
The connections between Sankofa and decolonization are very salient137. As

137 Please see chapter 2 pp. 56-62, if further reiteration is needed.
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a learner goes back and searches for alternative truths that resonate with their
current situations, what evolves is an act of thinking for one's self and
searching for significance of a trace that can only be defined by the person
who is seeking knowing. In this light, as students/historians went back and
searched for perspectives omitted in their textbook, I found that they also
participated in decolonization.

Questions:
Although the last section has been written as a summary, I would like to leave
this text with questions. I write these queries in hopes of continuing this
conversation going on behalf of historically marginalized learners and real
education.
1. Does all education have to enculturate, acculturate, dominate, impose,
and exclude? if so, why?
2. How do we recover histories of the oppressed, raced, gendered, and
classed histories without creating dissension, romanticizing the past, or
appearing naively racist or sexist?
3. How do we give up our fears of the other long enough to embrace the
possibilities for social change?
4. How do we practicalize teaching environments where different cultural
epistemologies are recovered, discovered, respected, valued, and learned?
In this study, my babies, urban African American learners, and my
philosophical lessons, real education, Sankofa, and oral history were meshed
to create a powerful dissertation. At different periods, this work ignited in me
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feelings of elation, fear, anger, and finally, hope. When I first began to
immerse myself in this research, I was excited. However, as I began to
grapple with this study, I often found myself faced with feelings of anger and
fear. I was afraid and angry because, as I began to uncover the role of
colonialization in the mis-education of historically marginalized learners, on
many occasions I found that I, too, was guilty of naming and claiming knowing
for students and not with students. However, after completing this work, I find
that my fear and anger have been replaced with hope. I hope that these
findings will cause educators to take a closer look at what we teach, and how
we teach as well as whose knowledge is worth knowing and whose
experiences count. And, just maybe, with care-ful138 examinations, in our new
millennium all students in America’s schools will experience real education.

138 My use of care-ful here is used to signify a care filed embrace of muNipiidty and
difference.
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Epilogua
W/Rlghtlng Oral Hlstory(i«s)
“I t was not fust mine. I t was everybody's. ”

November 11,2000
Oh shoot, Iforgot to ask students/historians-what they would likefo r their
pseudonyms to be. A ample of them have leftfor college and others have movedfrom
South Baton Rouge. But I need to gyve my students/historians names to protect their
identities. Yet, a name, in so many ways, creates an identity. So what should I name
them? I f I call diem Sarah, John, or David, a Euro-centric paradigm w illframe their
identities. Do I want this? Jeez, this is hard. A person’s name is so important Some
people believe that people become their names (Zawawi, 1993). So to be named is to
become. I f I give them European names, w ill that make diem then European? Or, w ill
naming diem Euro-centric names, simply ignore their African ancestry? Humph, I
really hate either/or’s. I guess one way to grapple through this dilemma is to remain
mindful that with European names and their black skin, I would have a both!and that
adequately nflects many African Americans’forced physical and psychological hybridity
in die Americas. But, do I want a Black Holocaust to be the source of their naming?
No, I don’t think so? A ll I know is that I can’t fust name die students/historians any
ole thang. I know, I know they already have names, but notfo r die reader. The
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reader knows nothing about the students/historians; therefore, the students’/historians’
names should and could inform the reader of who the students/historians are. Their
names am be used toframe or situate meanings ofstudents’/historians’ perspectives and
attitudes. I f I can do this, then their naming will serve as a personification of the
students/historians. Yeah, that sounds like a good idea. But, in this personification,
should I address heritage and origin? And if so, how? How do I name their heritage
when they are neither European nor African andyet they are both African and
European? Perhaps, I should name them College Bound, Professor Bright, and
Sojourner Truth. But, die trickery of labeling couched in die English language w ill still
bind them to a European paradigm.
Pam, my officemate, confidante, peer editor, and just all-aroundfriend, suggested
that I use African names. However, just like I believe that the trickery of die English
language w ill bind them to a Euro perspective, so to o l worry that naming diem
African names will bind diem to an African paradigm. But is this a bad idea? They
are neither African nor European, andy e t they are both African and European. A t
the very least, by usingAfrican names, I can situate die students/historians not only
through naming but also through locating spacefo r die problematic construction of
African Americans’ being in the Americas. By employingAfrican names, I am
resurrecting an African portion of our/their African/European identity which was
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massacred to create us, African Americans, as an enslaved population. Yeah, I w ill give
diem African names. But, their labeling w ill also be names that w ill identify their
personalities, goals, and/or ambitions. Yeah, this is what I will do. By ‘T>dhati”(huk),
I think I ’ve got it!

As the oral historian responsible for situating the context of our project, I
felt that it was imperative for me to remain mindful of a very insightful
statement made by student/historian Daraja. In a conversation about his
experience with oral history as real education, he noted that a part of the ethos
of our project was an atmosphere of shared responsibility and accountability.
Specifically, referencing our project, he stated, “It was not just mine. It was
everybody’s." This statement prompted me to question, whose research is it?
By this I mean, who is voiced, who is silenced, and in the end whose knowing
informs the study?
My question likewise reflects the concerns of many authors found in
Daniel McLaughlin and William G. Tierney’s (1993) edited text, Naming
Silenced Uves: Personal Narratives and the Process of Educational Change.
Particularly, in "I and Thou: Method, Voice, and Roles in Research with the
Silenced," Yvonna S. Lincoln (1993) argues:
The ‘crisis of representation" in ethnography directly addresses
the question of silence, posing as it does the issue of how we
create adequate and authentic accounts of those we study."
(p. 32)
Like myself, Lincoln and others hold that authenticity is acquired through a
dialogical relationship between the researcher and the researched. However,
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what writers do not poignantly address are the limitations for reciprocity in
qualitative research. I have found that each time a researcher claims voice by
writing an informant’s experience, she or he is caught in the paradox of
“naming silenced lives” (McLaughlin and Tierney’s, 1993, p.2) Hence,
claiming voice, like naming, was among the many ethical dilemmas I faced as
a qualitative researcher. This epilogue is written as a critique of qualitative
research. Though postmodern qualitative researchers recognize such
research as rendering voice (McLaughlin and Tierney, 1993), I argue that
being caught in the nasty web of voice and representation is unavoidable.
Inevitably, in many ways, qualitative research silences informants and resigns
their beings to marginal spaces.
For example, I was the teacher/ researcher/dissertation writer of our
project and, like students/historians, I was also a student/historian and a
learner/ teacher. Hence, constantly, consistently, and intentionally, our
(students’/historians’ and my teacher/ researcher/learner) learning
environment was made possible through a reciprocal understanding of what it
means to know and whose knowledge is worth knowing. However, as I wrote
this dissertation, I was one of many and I found myself faced with various
challenges. Among these obstacles were, how do I w/right about our
experiences together without silencing students/historians voices? Yet, each
time I attempted to take an egalitarian posture and articulated who we were,
what we did, and how/Where we did it, the more I realized that I took an
authoritative stance. Since I wrote about our experiences, I was the authority.
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Synthesizing students'/historians’ story, with my voice, i nonetheless named
our experience (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; Krathwohl, 1993).
In the Handbook of Qualitative Research. Denzin and Lincoln (1994)
explain that qualitative research “involves the use and collection of a variety of
empirical materials....that describe routine and problematic moments and
meanings in individuals' lives" (p. 3). David Krathwohl (1993), in Methods of
Educational and Social Science Research: An Integrated Approach, notes
that qualitative researchers “work in natural situations and seek explanations
that provide the best understanding of what was observed" (p.740). As an
African American urban educator interested in “educative” (Dewey,
1938/1963) approaches that seek to encourage “real education” (Woodson,
1933/1990/1998a) with urban African American learners, qualitative research
provided me with a means to observe students actively engaged in an
alternative educational approach.
Listening to students tell their stories about their experiences with an
educative approach that used oral history as real education, I heard semantics
rich with meaning and verbal utterances couched in history that distinctively
represented our voice as African American speakers. Fortunately, because of
the intersubjective nature of qualitative research, and despite being possibly
admonished by my academic peers, I could use our voice to te ll their story
(Van Maanen, 1995).
The chapter begins with part one, entitled “On Naming." Here, I draw
on Malcolm X's (1967/1990) text On Afro-American History. Specifically, I
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summarize from his perspective the naming dilemma of African Americans.
Part two, “Voice as Presentation,” discusses the highly complex and political
tool termed “voice.” In this section, I give a brief historical sketch of African
American voice commonly referred to as Ebonics. Lastly, in part three,
“Degradation or Validation: Complicating Representation,” I theoretically
approach some ethical issues involved in naming voice, particularly African
Americans’ voice, in qualitative research.

On Naming
I t is the naming o fa child thatfirs t begins die establishment o fa child’s identity.
(Osuntoki, 1977/1991, p. 2 )

Naming is a highly complicated undertaking. Often, names are
selected to reflect a desire or the best intentions that a parent has for her/his
child (Zawawi, 1993). However, for enslaved Africans in colonialized
America, naming was one of many tools used to sever enslaved Africans’ ties
from their homeland and their heritage while reconfigurating their identities.
In On Afro-American History. Malcolm X (1967/1990) argues that after
highly civilized and erudite Africans were brought to the Americas, they were
made into dense, docile subjects through the art of naming. The responsibility
of transforming these learned men and women into compliant, illiterate
servants was left in the hands of the most repugnant person in the slave
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trafficking process, the slave maker139. With grave reproach, Malcolm140
holds that slave makers were more horrific and demented than either slave
captors or slave masters. According to Malcolm, slave makers used
mechanisms of control to force enslaved Africans to succumb to the will of
those who would profit most from their ignorance.
One control mechanism was fear. Malcolm referenced Frazier
(1949/2001), Franklin (1956/1988), Dumond (1961), and Spears (1960) as
writers who revealed how fear was instilled in enslaved Africans using some
of the most brutal tactics known to humankind. Moreover, he (1967/1990)
cites occasions when slave makers would animalistically amputate African
men's arms and legs as well as butcher pregnant African women to place fear
in the hearts and minds of other enslaved Africans and their posterity. Plainly,
Malcolm (1967/1990) states:
[T]he slave maker used to take a pregnant woman, a Black woman,
and make her watch as her man would be tortured and put to death.
One of those slave makers had trees that he planted in positions
where he would bend them and tie them, and then tie the hand of
a Black man to one, a hand to the other, and his legs to two more,
and he’d cut the rope. And when he’d cut the rope, the tree would
snap up and pull the arm of the Black man right out of his socket,
pull him up into four different parts.... And they made the pregnant
139 According to Malcolm (1967/1990), slave makers were found in the Caribbean
Islands. They were responsible for turning African people into “slaves" before being shipped to
the United States.
140 Malcolm X’s name presents one of the complicated contradfotions African
Americans face in naming. In theoretical writing, the last name of an intellectual is used, but
Malcolm X has no last name. As African Americans, members of the Nation of Islam drop their
surnames because they believe these last name6 are “slave" names and Ink them to their
enslaver. And, not knowing one's last name or famly name, X represents lhat void. In this Ight I
w i use Malcolm, his first and only name. See also Lomax (1963).
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Black women stand there and watch as they did it, so that all this
grief and fear that they felt would go right into that baby, that Black
baby that was yet to be bom. It would be bom afraid, bom with
fear in i t .... And, they used to take a Black woman who would be
pregnant and tie her up by her toes, let her be hanging head
down, and they would take a knife and cut her stomach open, let
that Black unborn child fall out, and then stomp its head in the
ground, (pp. 46-47)
Fear was not the only mechanism of control employed by crazed slave makers
to mold compliant enslaved Africans. According to Malcolm, enslaved
Africans were made dumb by taking away their language and their name.
He claimed, “A man who ca n l talk, what do they call him? A dummy. Once
your language is gone, you are a dummy” (p. 47). I call this process
dummying. Enslaved Africans were dummied by being brutally beaten for
speaking in their native language (Williams, 1975).
Moreover, dummying was also carried out by laws which mandated that
offspring of enslaved African women be removed from their mothers
immediately following their births. By separating a young child from its
mother, Malcolm contends, enslaved African mothers would not be able to
teach their children what they knew about themselves, their past, or their
heritage. Each child of an enslaved African mother would, consequently,
grow up “in complete darkness, knowing nothing about the land where it came
from or the people that it came from” (Malcolm, 1967/1990, p. 48). The slave
maker, as well as those who shared his subjectivities-S.W .A.M.M.P’s141 was
able to dummy children of African descent by instilling in them knowledge

141 By this I mean white, Anglo-Saxon, middie-dass, male, and Protestant
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which substantiated the slave maker’s fortitude, valor, and centrality (Johnson,
1990). In so doing, the slave maker renamed African children’s identities.
Whisking them from their mothers, slave makers replaced enslaved African
children's names from Sekou (Fighter), Madeira (Teacher), and Mariana (Gift of
God) to Dick, Jane, or Alice. Slave makers informed enslaved African children
that their skin was a curse and renamed their history to teach them that they
were descendants of savages and heathens (Woodson, 1933/1998).
Lamenting on these events, Chief Osuntoki (1977/1991) remarks:
Our people, for one great era of silence, lived in terrible bondage.
It was then that we were forced to take on foreign names and to
be weakened in the defense of our heritage, (p. 3)
However, as an act to reclaim our past and to reconstruct our identities, many
people of African descent are choosing to exercise African names.
Tayari kwa Salaam argues that “naming has been one of the means by which
African Americans have responded to and resisted a history of oppression
and exploitation' (2000, p. 2). I maintain that this act of reclamation through
African naming is also a reclamation of history and identity. Accordingly,
Sharifa Zawawi (1993) likewise holds that the word ‘ name’ defines identity.
Zawawi claims that ‘ a name is an expression by which a person, a thing, or a
place is mentioned or identified” (p. 4). In this light, naming calls forth an
identity of another entity, like the Dogon people of Mali’s expression Nommo,
“the power of the word to shape reality” (Flowers, 1999, p. 154). And, as Chief
Osuntoki (1977/1991) asserts, “ [l]t is the naming of a child that first begins the
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establishment of a child’s identity1 (p. 2). Thus, once an entity is named, it
becomes. Or, does it?

Naming: A Paradox of Being and Becoming
Naming can be used to label history and claim origin. However, I argue
that naming is a discursive practice and, as an agent of meaning making, is a
very complicated endeavor. Many assumptions about naming suggest that
once an entity or an individual is named so too is its being and becoming
(Flowers, 1999; Osuntoki, 1977/1991; Zawawi, 1993). Yet, I further contend
that the fluidity of being and becoming belies naming’s more apparent static
nature. For once an entity is named, a being is not absolutely constituted.
The act of a being making meaning is always in flux, always becoming,
simultaneously influenced by both the named and the namer of a meaning
making process. Consequently, I assert that a name’s meaning is couched in
an epistemological knowing of a namer. Therefore, what I may name an entity
may not be the same name nestled in another’s experiential frame. For
example, someone might name Joanna as bad. For me, based on my
experiential understanding, as a member of a southern African American
community, naming Joanna as bad may mean that Joanna is good142.
However, if someone who is unfamiliar with my cultural context witnesses
naming Joanna as bad, he or she may think that Joanna is an evil or vindictive

1* 2 Some would argue, referencing Foucault, that this is reversibifity discourse. But, I
maintain that this paradoxical naming is one of many Africanisms adopted in African American
culture and can be traced to the naming practices of the Mandigo people in West Africa. For
further explanation, please see Geneva Smitherman (1986) TaMan* and Testjfyjn': The

Language of Black Aroerica-
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person. Hence, couched in the possibilities of this inherent paradox-to be
named simultaneously employs renaming. Moreover, in spite of naming’s
inherent paradox, with grave and deliberate intentions, I chose each
student's/historian’s name. My hope is that my students'/historians’ names
would evoke in the readers a desire to embrace both their historicity and their
origin as readers make meaning or signifiy students'/historians’ voice.

Voice as Presentation
To openyour mouth is to putyour business in the street You have confessedyour
parents,youryouth, your salary,your self-esteem, and alas,yourfuture.
(Baldwin in Perry and Delpit, 1998, p.86)

For me, language and voice are interdependent and relational.
Language is the skeleton of an identity, while voice is its flesh. As a person
speaks, he or she defines her/himseif and her/his immediate environment
Yet, in politicized climates, language and voice are seen in dichotomy.
Language signifies (Foucault, 1994; Gates, 1985; Smitherman, 1977). Here
in political space, I hold that utterance simultaneously embodies and erases
the existence of a people. For example, when creole143 speakers use
Standard English for fear of being negatively constructed, we silence our
cultural voice. Consequently, guiding decisions to exist or be rendered
invisible, when language is recognized and accepted, verbiage embodies the
people it represents. However, when language is ignored and silenced, it

143 By "creole* I refer to those blended idioms which incorporate pidgin West African
expressions. Ebonic is one of many creole languages.
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conceals the identities of voice. Because of this enormous responsibility,
language carries within its transmission a peculiar juxtaposition of power and
vulnerability (Grumet, 1991). Language can vocalize and silence the
existence of a people ( Munro, 1991; Smitherman.1986; Taylor in
Goldberg,1994).
Voice, in both form and content, is a person’s identity ( Bruner, 1996;
Bruner, 1991; Rosenthal, 1997). Speaking in particular about the stories
people tell through their unique voices, Lieblich, Tuval-Mashhiach and Zilber
(1998) believe that “stories imitate life and present an inner reality to the
outside world while they shape and construct the narrator’s personality and
identity" (p. 79).
Voice is sound used to represent an identity. Every enunciation defines
its speaker. Yet, representing verbiage is a highly complicated task for
qualitative researchers (McLaughlin and Tierney, 1993). The speaker's
meaning and the representation it bestows to a researcher are not always
synonymous. Hence, a speaker’s meaning is often reconfigured when
presented to a researcher. Through this interchange, voice becomes prey to
new and multiple understandings. Deborah Britzman (1989) asserts:
The struggle for voice begins when a person attempts to commun
icate meaning to someone else. Finding the words, speaking for
oneself, and feeling heard by others are all a part of this process....
Voice suggests relationships: the individual’s relationship to the
meaning of her/his experience and hence, to language, and the
individual's relationship to the other, since understanding is a
social process.
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Here, Britzman points to the complicated contradictions innate in voice’s
relationship between itself and its audience. For Britzman, contradictions
arise as the self attempts to construct meaning for another individual. Grumet
(1990) likewise speaks of this difficulty in terms of the maternal voice in
educational discourse. She states. “[B]urdened by nostalgia, the maternal
voice in educational discourse is prey to sentimentality and to an audience
that consigns its melodies to fantasy, no matter how compelling” (p. 28).
Although a speaker may seek to evoke a particular meaning, voice is
an utterance couched in paradox. The paradox inherent in voice lends itself
to myriad interpretations due to myriad influences. William Pinar suggests that
place assists an audience in constructing multiple meanings for voice
(Pinar,1995). Pinar (1991) writes, “Place is the life force of fiction, serving as
the crossroads of circumstance, the playing field on which [voice] evolves.”
(p. 4). In addition to place, Denzin and Lincoln (1994) see time as contributing
to the paradox of voice. In other words, where the researcher is situated-in
place and in tim e-influences how voice will be constructed by its speaker and
its audience. I also contend that an audience s ability to make meaning of
voice is not only historically situated in place and time, but also vacillates
between both the speaker s and the listener s respective race, sex, class, and
gender. I further assert that voice’s meaning making is also influenced by the
history of inclusion and exclusion which sought to confine subjectivities to
their respective raced, sexed, classed, and gendered subjectivities144. Hence,
144 For further dscusskm, please see David Sibley (1995) Geographies of Exclusion.
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depending on the historical situation of a researcher’s and an informant s
subjectivities, in my view, voice falls victim to being misunderstood and
misrepresented.
In “Understanding Curriculum as Autobiography/Biographical Text,”
William Pinar (1995) quotes Madeline Grumet, who states: ‘Voice may not
only express the self-affirmative, self-differentiating complexity [of its speaker].
Indeed, in the gaze of an objectifying, voyeuristic [white supremacist society],
voice may be defensive” (p. 526). Relating this statement to the qualitative
researcher, a person’s native vernacular used to represent his or her speech
may be a means of defending voice and, consequently, defending that
person’s identity from erasure. Yet, Grumet (1990) argues that erasure often
is made possible by presenting voice as androgynous. Supposedly, because
voice embodies both male and female subjectivities, an androgynous voice is
homogenized, erasing signification and representation. Grumet argues that
voice is a means to uncover identity. However, voice is often camouflaged by
the myth of an androgynous speaker. Grumet asserts;‘ Drawn from the body
and associated with gender, voice splinters the fiction of an androgenous
speaker as we hear rhythms, relations, sounds, stories, and styles that we
identify as male or female” (p. 278). I argue that race and class are also
cloaked by the myth of an androgynous speaker, for every utterance carries
signification (Labov.1980). James Baldwin contends, T o open your mouth is
to put your business in the street. You have confessed your parents, your
youth, your salary, your self-esteem, and alas, your future” (Perry and Delpit,
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1998, p. 86). In a white supremacist, capitalistic, patriarchal society, the myth
of an androgynous speaker is one of many facades used to reify the
dominance of white, male, middle-class subjectivities while relegating the
identity of those who do not share these subjectivities to the margins (hooks,
1992).
In qualitative research, the fabrication of an androgynous speaker is
often used to present voice as mainstream. However, I contend that the use of
voice representated as androgynous is nonsense and highly exclusive. Too
often couched in Standard English, and despite its more elucidating intents, a
so-called androgynous voice embodies white, male, and middle-class
representations145. Consequently, the fallacy of an androgynous voice may be
seen as wholly unacceptable to those who do not share its connoted
white/male/middle-class subjectivities and who have been historically
marginalized because of its insidiousness. For example, defined by its highly
politicized juxtaposition of educated and ignorant, a language becomes a
standard in accord with the level of usage by formally educated speakers and,
thus, is established as the prestigious form of that language (Ledere, 1991).
Therefore, when voice is presented in Standard English, its speaker is
awarded the significations of the prestigious and educated. Yet, who is the
orator of Standard English? Who does this language represent? Who does
this language silence? When voice is presented in a creole speech, for
example, Black English, the orator must bear the burden of Standard
145 In the next section, I spedficaly discuss how this is made possible.
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English's linguistic oppositional significations of uneducated and ignorant.
Haskins & Butts (1973), in The Psychology of Black Language argue,
“Language is an identity label, a reflection and badge of one s culture;
criticism of an individual’s speech is thus really a criticism of his culture and all
those who share it” (p. 5). Accordingly, depending on the researcher’s and
the informants’ subjectivities, as researchers attempt to androgynize
themselves and informants' voices, they likewise criticize both the informants’
as well as their cultural communities. Hence, I hold, that qualitative
researchers must be mindful of the voices they represent and their own
subjectivities.
As an African American female, I am aware that our distinct voice-like
that of many other marginalized groups in the United S tates-is often made
silent by the myth of an androgynous speaker. African Americans’ peripheral
subjectivity has been historically assigned based upon the color of our skin
and the sounds of our “dialect* (Delpit, 1998; Williams, 1975). When we
speak in black vernacular, often regardless of context, its mere juxtaposition to
Standard English means that our speech and our people are uneducated and
ignorant. Speaking specifically about French colonialization, Frantz Fanon
(1967) argues that black voices’ binary significations are constructed as a
means to guide Negroes away from their indigenous culture by constituting
their language and their people as inferior. Hence, Fanon maintains, “The
Negro will be proportionately w hiter-that is he will come closer to being a real
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human being in direct ratio to his mastery of the French language" (p. 18). The
same applies to black speakers of Standard English.
As an act of political resistance and as a form of postcolonial discourse,
many African Americans seek to affirm positive meanings related to blackness
(Carmichael in Smitherman, 1979; Dillard, 1972). One example is "cultural
inversion, a process whereby subordinate group members come to define
certain forms of behavior, events, symbols, and meanings as inappropriate for
them because these are characteristics of their oppressors” (Ogbu, 1992,
p. 8). By using cultural inversion, African Americans reinscribe positive
meaning to blackness in various identity-forming mechanisms (e.g., language,
culture, and schools) that are used to devalue African Americans in a white
supremacist society. One of the many means African Americans use to re
define and reinscribe their identity is through the deliberate retention of our
voice. This voice is commonly referred to as Ebonics (Williams, 1975). As I
argued earlier, voice and language are relational and interdependent. This is
no less true of Ebonics.
Ebonic speakers comprise many identities. They are literate and non
literate, wealthy and poor, women and men, heterosexual and homosexual,
and a m ultiplicity of other subjectivities. Their being(s) is/are influenced by
varied regional geographies, socioeconomic class positions, political
participation, sexual preferences, and many other nonsynchronous affiliations.
Qualitative researchers studying African American subjects must be aware
that African Americans are heterogenous. Haskins and Butts (1973) state that
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African Americans share “a commonality of suffering as a result of blackness”
(p. 29). I term this commonness “racialities." Hence, Ebonic speakers are
members of “a race because we have a common race tradition, and each one
of us becomes such just in proportion as we recognize, know, and revere that
tradition" (Lott, 1994, p. 235). In other words, regardless of our differences, the
strands that bind Ebonic speakers to one another are our black skin and the
Africanized utterances of our English tongue. These strands are the
quintessential elements in our raced tradition that have enabled the creation
and retention of African American culture as we recognize it today
(Dillard,1977; Outlaw,1997; Smitherman, 1986 ).
Though culture has many meanings, my notion of culture is the
combination of what John Van Maanen (1988) and Barley, as well as Clifford
and Marcus, define as culture. Van Maanen (1988) state, “Culture is always
relational, an inscription of communicative process that exist historically
between subjects in relation to power” (p. 22). Barley and Clifford (1986)
maintain, “Culture can be understood as a set of solutions devised by a group
of people to meet specific problems posed by situations they face in common”
(p. 15). In her essay “Language: Teaching New Worlds/New Words,” bell
hooks (1994) points out how the oppressor’s utterances, adopted by
enslaved, multi-cultural Africans, were rearranged and reappropriated as a
site for cultural formation for contemporary African Americans. Specifically,
she maintains:
In the mouths of black Africans in the so-called “New World” English
was altered, transformed, and became a different speech.... Using
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English in a way that ruptured standard usage and meaning, so
that white folks could not understand black speech, made English
into more than the oppressor’s language.... The power of this
speech is not simply that it enables resistance to white supre
macy but that it also forges space for alternative cultural pro
duction and alternative epistem ologies-different ways of think
ing and knowing that were crucial to creating a counter-hege
monic world view. (pp. 170-171)
Africans in the United States initially adopted this pidginEnglish as the
language for communication between themselves and whites (hooks,1994;
Gates, 1985; Smitherman, 1975). The “common colonial policy was to mix
slaves of various tribal origins,.... slaves had no choice but to adopt as their
form of communication, with each other as well as with their masters, the
language common to all of them” (Haskins and Butts, 1973, p. 21). Over time,
“Black vernacular came to assume the singular role as the black person's
ultimate sign of difference, a blackness of the tongue. It is in the vernacular
that, since slavery, the black person has encoded private yet communal
cultural rituals” (Labov in Gates,1988). As years passed, this pidgin tongue
developed into a creole speech, commonly referred to today as Ebonics,
Black English, or black sounds ( Dillard,1977; Perry and Delpit, 1998;
Smitherman, 1986; Williams, 1975).
Ebonics is a language that involves the substitution of West African
words and sounds for English words and sounds. As a language, Black
English has the same structures and idioms that are characteristic of West
African language patterns (Smitherman, 1977). Among the many shared
characteristics of Black English with West African languages. Smitherman
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(1977, p.7) shares three examples. One is the construction of sentences with
the repetition of a noun subject with a pronoun: “My mother, she left the store.”
A second example is substitution of /f/ for Ah/ and dropping final /r/ sounds at
the end of words: “m ouf instead of “mouth” or “do” instead of “door.” A third
example is pronouncing initial Ah/ sounds as d/ sounds: “those” pronounced
as “dose.” June Jordan (1985) in her text On Call maintains that when using
Ebonics, “regardless of intentional verb time, [speakers] only use the third
person singular [and] present indicative, for use of the verb ‘to have,' as an
auxiliary” (p. 130). In applying this Ebonics rule to Standard English, “She
saw Columbus coming” translates to “She seen Columbus dem cumin."
Additionally, Smitherman (1977). finds, that the use of negative terms
with positive meanings, in Black English, as in many African languages, is
also proper. For example, in Mandingo “aka nyi ko-jugu, “ translated in
Standard English means “It is good badly,” while in Mandigo it means “It is
very good” (p. 44). The use of negative expressions to denote positive
meanings can also be found when Ebonic speakers say “African American
culture is the bomb” which translates as “African American culture is extremely
extraordinary "(hooks, 1994; Jordan, 1985; Smitherman, 1986).
According to Denzin and Lincoln (1995), in writing or representing an
informant’s story, qualitative researchers make a claim “to moral and scientific
authority. These claims allow the realist and the experimental ethnographic
text to function as a source of validation for an empirical science" (p. 10).
Because voice and experiences are intricately woven through language, this
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claim is a highly ethical issue for those researchers engaged in studies with
creole speakers. Determining whose voice and identity will represent a
speaker is a very complicated endeavor. In this dissertation project, I have
deliberately represented teachers’/students’ voices in their creole speech146.
In other words, in representing their voice as southern, urban, poor and
working class, Ebonic speakers, I have consciously decided to utilize their
language and their identity to construct and weave meaning throughout this
dissertation. However, I am mindful that by taking this stance, some may
disregard students’/historians' messages because their words appear
incomprehensible or because readers may critique my work as less than
academically sound. Reflecting the dilemma of representing African American
voice in his oral history research project, entitled African American Music:
Yesterday. Today, and Tomorrow, student/historian Butu concluded:
If I left my interview with rap group Po’ Kunditions in Ebonic then
whoever read our book probably wouldn’t have paid attention to
them. They’d probably be like, well what is that they saying. They’d
put the book down and keep on going.
This student/historian was concerned that readers would not read Po’
Kundition s message because they would not be able to understand Po'
Kundition’s verbiage. His concern was legitimate. Most often when people do
not understand what another is saying, particularly when the language is seen

^B ecause Ebonics is an oral tradition and reflects a regional context (Jordan, 1985;
SmNhennan, 1977), it is a very difficult language to write. I am an African American and a proud
Ebonic speaker native to Tennessee. There our regional Ebonics varies from the form of
Ebonics spoken by many of my native Louisiana students. Thus, I remained as dose to my
students' language as possible.
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as crude, rather than discovering ways to make meaning possible, they simply
disregard the speech. Hence, echoing the sentiments of bell hooks (1994), as
I share students’/historians’ experiences with oral history as real education
and fleshed out their messages through their voice, I ask my reader to
consider bell hooks’ pedagogical practice:
[T]o think of the moment of not understanding what someone says
as a space to learn. Such a space provides not only the opport
unity to listen without “mastery,' without owning or possessing
speech through interpretation, but also the experience of hearing
non-English words. These lessons seem particularly crucial in a
multicultural society that remains white supremacist, that uses
standard English as a weapon to silence and censor, (p. 172)
In the next section, I further historically situate why centering students'/
historians’ voices is important to me and this study.

Degradation or Validation: Complicating Repreaentation
Language is the distance between selfand other... to speak is to exist absolutelyfo r the
other. (Fanon, 1967, p. 17)

In a conversation with a professor with whom I was facilitating an oral
history project, a debate ensued about how our African American informants’
voices should be represented in our final publication. The issue, for me, was
whether we should use Ebonics, a historically marginalized voice, or translate
their stories into Standard English--in my view, the language of domination.
Without hesitation, I argued that informants’ distinct voices should be used for
their representations. Because I was cognizant of the historical implications of
Standard English and its political nature, I held that representing African
American speakers in Ebonics was an absolute necessity. My position was if
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this is the way informants talk, then this is the way informants should be
represented. As an intellectual and a budding academic, I feel strongly about
representing African Americans’ voices in Ebonics because I see the use of
Ebonics as an opportunity to disrupt misconceptions which give life to
colonialism through the death of historically marginalized knowing. Standard
English, like any other verbiage, is a simple utterance. However, long ago
Standard English was elevated to a status above simple verbiage through the
institution of a grammarian discipline created and maintained through race
and class predispositions.
Ebonics contains semiotic consistency and embodies meanings which
carry multiple and often contradictory significations. Ebonics was bom when
enslaved Africans came to the Americas and needed to communicate interethnically as well as intra-racially (Williams, 1975). This blended idiom, which
continues to evolve today, later developed into a language system for
enslaved Africans and their succeeding generations (Labov, 1985; McGinnis,
1975).
Although this linguistic form permitted communication to take place,
Standard English was the voice used to determine correct or incorrect English
in the United States. Geneva Smitherman (1975) maintains that the
obsession with speaking "correct English” (p. 36) came from a newlyrisen
middle class, former peasants who gained wealth as a result of the Industrial
Revolution and who wanted to shed their impoverished identity markers.
Because of their classed voice, these former peasants’ beggared signification
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lingered despite their newly acquired monetary gains. Wanting to be
represented as equal to the old aristocracy, the newly risen middle-class
Europeans created the grammarian discipline to teach themselves how to
speak the King’s English. Smitherman (1975) writes:
The correctness obsession was a logical consequence of the com
ing to power of the “primitive" middle classes and the decline of the
“refined'' aristocracy in the post middle ages Europe. Pushed into
prominence by the Industrial Revolution and expanding technology,
the newly-risen middle class posed a potentially powerful threat to
the declining aristocracy. The fears were unfounded because this
new group wanted only to adapt and be accepted by their “betters,”
and they wanted neither themselves nor their children to reflect any
kinship with those they had left behind. Instead they wanted rules
and conduct, linguistic and social, so as not to belie their rural and/
or lower class origins, (p. 35)
Diminishing in number, the aristocracy could not force the budding
middleclass to comply with their ways of knowing and being. However,
having already inculcated a belief that associated poverty with being less than
the aristocracy, this newly risen middleclass wanted nothing more than to
shed their peasant identity and be accepted by those who were considered
their betters. In a discussion on Foucault’s analysis of power, Ransom (1997)
holds that “every power relationship needs willing participants in order to
insure their productive participation’ (p. 126). W illing participation is
encouraged through the construction of knowledge and its association with
truth. Hence, former peasants not only held that the aristocracy was better
than they were, they believed it to be true.
The grammarian discipline was created through the development of
textbooks. Grammarians were responsible fo r teaching this newly risen
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middleclass how to speak “correct” English and share this identity marker with
the aristocracy. By speaking “correct” English, these non-aristocrats believed
that they would be able to change their identity and, hence, would elevate
their identity representation above peasantry. Even though the newly risen
middle-class did not share aristocratic kinship, through the King’s English they
became just like those they considered as their betters.
Over time, the aristocrat s voice was used as a gauge to determine who
was and was not speaking “correct” English. Becoming an obsession, an
aristocratic voice was used as a gauge to determine normal and abnormal
English. Ransom (1997) notes that a “norm is a standard of some kind that a
m ultiplicity of individuals must reach and maintain to perform certain tasks” (p.
171). Again, using a Foucauldian analysis, Ransom argues that “disciplines.
.. have norms' in a non-'normative’ sense [by] establishing] standards that
act as performance goals for each individual." Thus one rises to the occasion
of normative for “few are actually normal. This norm contributes to a
conception of the ‘natural’ (thus normal) human body” (pp. 47-48). According
to this position, nothing is normal. Institutions construct what is needed and,
based upon human capacities, determine what one can and cannot do. For
example, as stated earlier by Smitherman, the newly risen middleclass
maintained that speaking “correct” English was needed in order to shed their
peasant identity and created a grammarian discipline to learn how to
enunciate that verbiage correctly. As a result, measures for Standard English
and non-Standard English were also created. Standard English came to
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signify the voice of the intelligent while non-Standard English came to signify
the voice of the ignorant.
Despite its linguistic utility, Ebonics, a language spoken by
impoverished, enslaved, and non-literate people, came to be recognized as a
dialect rather than a language. Speaking about his desire to become an
attorney and the necessity for him to learn Standard English, student/historian
Daraja claimed:
You wouldn’t really want to go to a lawyer who is going to go into
a court room speaking Ebonic. You want a lawyer sounding pro
per, sounding like they really know what they’re talking about.
Deemed dialect, Ebonics became a curse and not a blessing for those hoping
to present themselves as intelligent and/or American, for ’‘correct” English was
the language spoken by educated Americans in the United States (Michel,
1992). Ebonics, on the other hand, was the plantation idiom, the savage
utterance of the enslaved Africans (Brathwaithe, 1984). Grammarians
maintained that speaking Standard English was natural and then measured
others to see whether or not they were linguistically normal (Ransom,1997;
Smitherman, 1975).
Frantz Fanon (1967) informs his readers that language is the distance
between self and other. He assuredly holds that “ to speak is to exist
absolutely for the other” (p. 17). In other words, language serves to signify its
speaker. Depending on the signifier, one may be constituted based upon his
or her words and actions, as the savage or the civilized, the black or the white
(Foucault in Miller, 1993). Fanon continues by asserting that this split in
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signification is a direct result of a white supremacist, capitalistic society, whose
“major artery is fed from the heart of those various theories that have tried to
prove that the Negro is a stage in the slow evolution of monkey into man"
(p. 17). Accordingly, with the King’s English serving as the gauge for
normalcy, the designation of abnormality for the Ebonic speaker is determined
based upon normalizing notions of racial and class superiority (Outlaw, 1997).
Compliance with these norms silences the distinct voice and unique
representation of many African American people. As a result, many African
Americans are compelled to comply with linguistic measures of normalcy.
Compliance is encouraged through a panoptican, is a psychological
surveillance camera instilled to insure, in covert ways, that abnormal
individuals will conform to standard norms (Foucault in Ransom, 1997).
Through a panoptican, subjects are coerced into carrying out the functions
prescribed by a discipline (Ransom, 1997). In the United States, according to
Dubois (1903) in the Souls of Black Folks, this imaginary gaze is made
possible by white supremacy’s deliberate creation of an inferiority complex.
This inferiority complex is accomplished through the death and burial of what I
call our Mamma's voice, our cultural origination (hooks, 1992; James, 1954;
Karenga, 1993). I assert that through the culture of what I refer to as our
stepmother, in conventional American history, African Americans find
themselves “face to face with the voice of the ‘civilizing’ nation" (Cabral, 1970,
p. 83). ‘The black man believes he is elevated above his jungle status in
proportion to his adoption of his [Stepmother’s] tongue” (Fanon, 1967, p. 18).
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The stepmother’s gaze functions as the panoptican uwork[ing] to tu rn ' the
gross, empirical social offender into normal by inculcating more socially
acceptable habits and dispositions (Ransom, 1997, p. 46) and, I would add,
linguistic forms.

Thus, Foucault (1979) writes: T he mechanics of power

define how one may have a hold over others' bodies, not only so that they
may do what one wishes, but so that they may operate as one wishes with the
techniques, the speed, and the efficiency that the discipline provides" (p. 138).
In other words, the stigmatization of proper/improper language becomes the
mechanism for disciplining bodies while silencing souls. During the 1930s,
Carter G. Woodson (1933/1990/1998a) also spoke of the influence of the
mechanics of power. He stated:
When you control a man's thinking you do not have to worryabout
his actions. You do not have to tell him not to stand here or go yon
der. He will find his proper place and will stay in it. You do not
need to send him to the back door. He will go without being told.
In fact, if there is no back door, he will cut one for his special benefits,
(p. xiii)
Understanding fully that the "mastery of language affords remarkable power,"
African Americans realize that they "become white as [they] renounce [their]
blackness, [their] language, [their] jungle” (Fanon, 1967, p. 18). Yet,
depending upon the audience, Ebonics can be signified as the utterance of
the savage or the civilized, the ignorant or the educated (Foucault quoted in
Ransom,1997).
Nonetheless, in contradiction to these binary representations, many
African Americans are aware that speaking Ebonics has an inherent
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paradoxical nature. Speaking Ebonics is more than signifying one’s identity
as dialect or Standard English. Speaking Ebonics, as Henry Louis Gates
(1988) states in The Signifying Monkey. is ‘ like stumbling unaware into a hall
of mirrors: the sign itself appears to be doubled, at the very least, and
redoubled upon ever closer examination’’ (p. 44). This embodied contradiction
is created because racist and classist notions of white supremacy cannot
wholly determine its subjects. Foucault explains, ‘the process of what we call
‘subjectivization’ is provisional, never completed, resulting in a plural and
shifting psychic structure, [thus] it follows that individuals can be constituted
without, however, being determined” (quoted in Ransom, 1997, p. 120).
Furthermore, subjectivity depends on its audience. A subject may be
constituted, but it can never be wholly determined because significations will
vary depending upon its viewer and its listener. For example, although there
are many African Americans whose desire to be viewed as intelligent compels
them to comply with the linguistic mandates of Standard English, there are
other African Americans who believe that speaking Ebonics is intelligent and
should be celebrated through every enunciation of a black person’s speech.
Foucault (1994) argues that significations revert upon themselves because
language is fictive. He states:
Fiction does not exist because language is at a distance from things.
Language is the distance. It is as if words produced a kind of dif
fuse and artificially generated ‘ light,” revealing that things exist
while simultaneously reminding us of the ‘ inaccessibility* of these
things apart from language, (p. 130)
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Foucault also holds that “the subject is actually a plurality of subjectivities,
each adapted to specific spheres, while interacting with one another as weir
(quoted in Ransom, 1997, pp. 122-123). Wholly determining a speaker is
impossible because subjectivities often intersect and cross over one another.
Moreover, since a fu ll self is a m ultiplicity of subjectivities, “language is a part
of human activity, a form of life; its rules are accordingly not something fixed,
or given for a ir (Foucault in Miller, 1994, p. 131). Nonetheless, as writers of
experiences, naming for qualitative researchers becomes the venue for
framing existence. Hence, I hold, in writing a subject’s story their identity and
situations fa il pry to the knowings of their author.
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800 S. McKinley Street - Bam Kouye. Couisiana 70802
Phone344-7696

3 u 387-5435

Priheaet
Almeida 3. Wham

September 15,1998
Dean Parents)
My name is Ms. LaVada U. Taylor. This school year your child will be apart of a
curriculum project that will use a teaching method known as Oral History. Thus, no text
books will be issued but students are required to gather research and conduct
interviews on their perspective subtopics.
This semester the focus of our project will be the Music of the South Baton
Rouge Community. Through this topic students will not only study the music of popular
culture, ie Rap and Hip Hop, but they will also focus orr the development of African
American music from the Congas of West Africa to the sounds that they most enjoy
today.
In addition to the Oral History component, students are also required to read two
novels. One is the classic The Mis Education of the Neoro by Carter G. Woodson. The
other required reading will be the contemporary novel Outlaw Culture by bell hooks.
Also, periodically, I will provide students with outside articles and we will view such
movie videos as Sankofa, Ethnic Notions, and Daughters of the Dust We will also
attend two field trips. One is scheduled for O ct 7,1998, 'Blues in Schools*. This is a
blues concert and will be held at Baton Rouge Magnet High School. The date of our
other field trip will be announced at a later date but it will be one of the students
choice.
Ultimately, the purpose of this method and the materials that I've chosen to
share with the student/historians is to foster a sense of history not as a presentation of
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disconnected and irrelevant materials, but as a very influential part of their every day
lives.
Additionally, the methodology presented through this course will be
documented for the purpose of my doctoral dissertation. Thus periodically and with
your permission, I will conduct interviews with your son/daughter to find out their
feelings about this form of teaching in comparison to more tradition forms of teaching.
Consequently, I will need for you read and sign the attached consent form and have
your child return this form to me on tomorrow September 16,1998. This consent form
defines the aims and intent of this research project
Last but not least it is very important to me that you give your child permission
to engage in the reacting of the materials, attend field trips, and view the movies
chosen for this dass. Thus please sign below stating that you give you permission. If
you have any questions or comments, I can be reached at McKinley High School
344-7696 or at home 383-6520. Thank you for your time and attention.

Sincerely,
Ms. LaVada U. Taylor

I

give my permission
(Print Parents Name)

for__________________________________to engage in the reading materials, attend
(Students Name)
Field trips, and view movies chosen for the African American Studies Class.

(Parent Signature)

(Date)
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The Agreement
I__________________________________________
responsibilities and on this day

fully understand my class

:__________________

givemyconsentto

follow these rules and regulations. I understand that failure to follow these rules could
possibly result in my failure of the course and or dismissal from the 1996-1999
McKinley High School Oral History Project

first and last name

date
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Appendix B
Mamma Said Yes & I Did, Too: Parental Consent Form
and Student Assent Form
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Making A Difference With African American Learners:
A Classroom Study of Oral History as Pedagogy
Or. Wendy Kohli, Faculty Supervisor (504)388-2446
Ms. LaVada U. Taylor, Doctoral Student and Principal Investigator (504)383-6520 .

D ear Parent(s):

i

My name is Ms. LaVada U. Taylor. I am a doctoral student in the Department of
Curriculum and Instruction at Louisiana State University. During the 1998-1999
school year at McKinley Sr. High School, I will be conducting my doctoral dissertation
research.
Using Urban African American high school students,my research will seek to
compare and contrast the benefits and limitation of a progressive pedagogy referred to
as Oral History, to more traditional approaches to teaching and learning, I am
interested in views and opinions of son/daughter as apart of this research. This will
entail them participating in three tape recorded interviews of no more than 1 hour in
length. These interviews will be conducted sporadically throughout the 1998-1999
academic year. Additionally, throughout the academic year video recordings will be
conducted during class time.

j
i

I

Because of the nature of this project there are no potential risk. However, at
any time he/she may withdraw from this study. The benefits will include the
documentation of a teaching pedagogy that may serve to enhance the academic
performance and academic interest of urban African American students through out
the United States. Unless parents or guardians of participants inform other wise,the
actual names of informants will not be released. Interviewee tapes will be stored at the
Williams Center of Oral History at LSU.

]

Please sign the consent form below,if you agree to allow your son or daughter
to participate in this study. If you have any questions or concern contact me at your
earliest convenience at the above phone number.
Sincerely,
Ms. LaVada U. Taylor
I have been fully informed of the above described procedures with it possible benefits
and risks and I give my child permission to participate in the study: "Making A
Difference With African American Learners: A Classroom Study of Oral History as
Pedagogy*.

Parent Signature

Print Parent Name

Date
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Making a Difference With African American Learners:
A Classroom Study of Oral History as Pedagogy
(Participant Assent Form)

May 6,1999

This assent from indicates that the following participants in the study-Making a
Difference with African American Learners: A Classroom Study of Oral History as
Pedagogy- have been informed of the purpose and intents of the study and do here
by agree to participate in this study.

Name
1.

Age

Date
_________

;

2.

________

а.___________ ;______________

______

________

4 .____________________________

______

________

5.____________________________

______

________

б.

-

________

8..

10..
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African American History
Ms. LaVada Taylor
M onday-Frlday 9:24-10:17
Rm: C209
---------B rief Course O verview : This semester you will be involved in the process of
becoming historians. History is a huge subject area. Our interest particularly for this
course is African American history. And more specifically African Americans of your
community. Consequentiy, you will be challenged in this course • to get ail up in the
business’ (history that is) of extraordinary African American who made or are making
history and living in your community today. You will be responsible for sharing their
sagas and transforming their stories into history.
Course E xpectations: As historians it is essential for all members in this course to:
(1) Be present and on time fc?r class daily
class begins at 9:24am-10:17am
(2) Be prepared for class
materiais needed:
’ Ink Pens and Pencils
*A Standard Legal Note Pad
*A Camera
*Webster College Dictionary
Thesaurus
’ (1) 3 prong 2 pocket folder
* College rule note book paper
(3) Respect the Golden Rule ’ Do unto Others as You Should Have Them Do Unto
You’
no disin' of each other or guests
(4) No chewing gum during class
Course R equirem ents: Each historian will be required to (1) keep and maintain a
reflective daily journal. The title of the journal will be TH E BRAIN TEASER. You will
be required to begin each week in your journal with a quiz sheet.
XpS?**

>
ley during the first five minutes of class you will have a brief quiz or review over
m ics previously discussed and or read. Also included in your BRAIN TEASER should
be all Tests. I say (Essays) and Friday Book-a- Rap entries.
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McKinley High School
F all 1998
African Am erican S tu dies__________
Course S ylla b u s S eptem ber 8-O cto ber 6: Researching the T o p ic
Objectives: Students will engage in library/inter net research and a panel discussion in
order to gather information about their respective topic of interest
September 8: Library Research/ Scheduling of Interview
September 9: Library Research/ Scheduling of Interview
September 10: Library Research/ Scheduling of Interview
September 11: Weekly Journal due
September 14: Library Research/ Scheduling of Interview
S eptem ber 15-18: Introduction to Oral H isto ry
Objectives: Students will be introduced to the concepts and methods involved in
creating an oral history project
September 15: Writing open-ended interview question
September 16: Practicing with each other
September 17: How to use a tape recorder
September 18: Weekly Journal due
Septem ber 21-O ctober 22: Interview ing, In d exin g , 8t T ra n s c rib in g
Objectives: Students will engage previous skills mastered through hands on
experience by conducting interviews as well as indexing and transcribing
the information gathered.
September 21:Panel Discussion-The History of African American Music lead by local
African American artist
September 22: Interviewing and Indexing
September 23: Interviewing and Indexing
September 24: Interviewing and Indexing
September 25: Weekly Journal due
September 28: Interviewing and Indexing
September 29: Interviewing and Indexing
September 30: Interviewing and Indexing
October 1:
Interviewing and Indexing
October 2:
Weekly Journal Due
October 5-8: Transcribing
October 9: Journal due
October 12-15: Transcribing
October 16: Weekly Journal due
October 19-22: Transcribing
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October 23: Weekly Journal due
October 26-Nov 20: Editing

..... ...........................

. Objective: Students using the information they acquired via the interviews will (re)
compose these historical accounts publication purposes.
October 26-29: Editing
October 30: Journal D u e - Outlaw Culture by bell hooks
Nov.2-5: Editing
r ~'~'--- -------Nov. 6: Journal Due
Nov.9-10: Editing
Nov. 11: No School
Nov. 12: Editing
Nov. 13: Journal Due
Nov.16-19: Editing
Nov. 20: Journal Due
Nov. 23-27: Thanksgiving Holiday-No School

Nov. 30- Dec. 18: Final Touches on Editing/ Preparing for Presentation
Objective: Students will complete their editing process and begin to make
preparations for their final presentation to the school and the community.
^ ^ ^ D e c . 21-Jan 1: Christmas Break No School
Jan 4-Jan 7: Preparation for Presentation Continues

Jan. 11-14: Final Presentation
Objective: In an effort to show their appreciation for the time and attention given to this
project, students will present in the form of a slide presentation, short play,
and or video presentation back to the school and the community the
information gathered during their interviews.
Jan.11: Prepare for Presentation
Jan.12: Prepare for Presentation
Jan. 14: Final Presentation (Exam)
Jan. 15: Journal Due-End of 1st Semester
Jan. 18: Martin Luther King Holiday-No School

+
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Appendix D
Hot on the Trail: Students’/Historians’ Transcriptions
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Date: November 2,1998
Interview er David Simpson
Interviewee: Shane Bennett
Transcriber David Simpson
David: Alright could you please state your name?
Shane: Shane Bennett
David: How old are you ?
Shane: 21
David: Umm, could you tell us your place o f birth ?
Shane: Baton Rouge
David: Alright and State ?
Shane: Louisiana
David: Do you have any brothers or sisters ?
Shane: Three brothers one sister
David; Ok... What is your mother and fathers name ?
Shane: Well my moma name Ossi Bennett, Ton know m y daddy's name
David: O.K., How long have you been rapping ?
Shane: Shhhhhit, probly bout 89, 88
David: O .K. What influences led you to rapp ?
Shane: It was a hobby you no what um saym... supin a nigga just did fa fun. know what
urn savin, or sompin a nigga a do just to get a Htle change in nay pocket, go buy
some candy, you know what um savin. But then it came to sompin grater, cusz you
know anytfaang the longer you stick w it it die more its gone become apart o f you,
you know what um savin, so you know eventually it just came out inta what it is
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now.
David: Alright. What does rapp mean to you ?
Shane: It's like an expression o f you know what um sayin, another side o f a person you
know what um sayin you could sit up there and you could talk to somebody an git a
feel from - um, that if you here rapp you know I'm sayin... an if they be on a
hole nother level which you can relate but you probubly didn’t look at him that way
you know what um savin, thats his otherskie, you know what um saying, everybody
got two sides to em.
David: Why did you choose this fotm o f music?
Shane: ( Pausing).... Shhhit Tan no mufuckin singa. you know what um sayin it just was
the thang to do back then you had all em old school rappers, doing nay thang you
know rtigga really made a mgga wonfa, you know.rapp so you know. So you
know I guess all the glitter o f the big chains and stuff you know what um sayin..
pui-it on a nigga mind (Carmeil: You know put it on a nigga mind, Shane: yehhh
fa show;)
David: What was the most compiicaled task in being a rapper?
Shane: (Pausing)... Jhithn up wit bulbhit. you know a lota bullshit you know whatuzn sayin
that you might not everunuch have coniroU over you know what um sayin.. and shit
sometimes you got to sitback and shit roil like it rolL like it roll you know.
David: H ow is your style o f rapp diffrent from others ?
Shane: W ell my my style is not really the style ifs not really diffrent its the verbal attcak
you know what um sayin it's what um sayin. you know what um sayin, if you really
sit there and look into what um sayin, if= all around you, it's Baton Rouge you
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know what um sayin, thats the diflxcncc in it nobody from Baton Rouge eva did
dat you know what um savin. We got two National Artist you know what um sayin

t

that you varOy shhh.youn even much here them say Highlandroad you know what

'

um sayin and you gotta travel down Highlandroad i f you from Baton Rouge or

|

from the South you Know what urn sayin. I just fell certain spots or certain areas
certain thangs should be you know what um sayin brought to the table ta let a

!

person know that this is Baton Rouge you know...this not New Orleans,, this not
this person, this is the atmosphere down here. ( CameO: this was really going on in
□at rouge.)
David: H ow does your music affect the listener, or his or her envionnent ?
Shane: ....Cause one thang when a nigga listen to Pokundishons you know um sayin, he

!

gone say...( Caraell: thats me.) that relates to me because thats something I done
did or um going through you know what um sayin. It ain't a lot em jumpm out the

1

j

car with my gat rat-a-tat-tat, you know em sayin. Its' more on th a t

I

heavens doo askm do you have room for one moo cause Tan to show you know

knockin on

I
1

what um sayin letin a nigga know that it's anotha way. It's anotha way, everybody

j
i

caint be a thugyou gotta be a man sonna or lata..
David: I f you could change anything in your rapp what would it be ?
Shane: The sounds I mean I wouldn't really change nothing in my rapp it just a be you
know like right now we tryin to work on getting fresher sounds like real fuckin
horns an you know what em sayin, tubas an ail Iat you know zyalaphones you
know not that old computerized shit cause it two dif&trcnt sounds you know what
em sayin. I just fed i f we had that w ell have a batta you know what em sayin arav
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o f music fo r people it would'nt be somthin flat it a little (making noise), you know
David: Is there anything else you would like to share that we didn't mention ?
Shane: The fact that.... everybody at one point o f dme...hold they position and they point
o f life you know what em sayin. Its aD about being patient and some people have to
depend on other people in order to make it and thats how it is with this rapp you
know em really looking for support from you know what em sayin everybody I
know, you know basicly ray city you know what em sayin. I mean Tant teDin
nobody to go out there and CD's like crazy and we get rich because that ain't
what's gone happen you buy the C .D . and you a see another organization come up
from out your own city thats just like with ’ P " you know what em sayin. I know
everybody would love to see (hat there album, a big organization strait from Baton
Rouge and shhhid after that happen Baton Rouge could have Baton Rouge and
New Orieans could be New Orleans and Texas could be Texas you know what em
sayin. ( CaxneU: we devide all this shir in na one.)Srait up.. I mean we got niggas
shhhid commin from other states comin down this mufucka taikin nat ( Camefl: yea
talking that shir they taikin about up there, But they actually they hiddin out here)
shit... but they hiddin out here... you know what em sayin. But not to speak up on
another nigga, but you know, being real is being reaL I f you from this mufucka
speak about this mufucka let a nigga know this is Baton Rouge. C -LO C did a very;
you know he did nice job, and Young Bleed did a very good job you know em
sayin. shhid lhals just two niggas. ( Yea thats just two.)
David: Can we contact you for a follow up interview ?
Shane: Shit yea. Double oo allways availablei Laughing) shhhhit
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David: Could you give us names o f people we could contact for potential interviews?
Shane: W ell that depends... when you git in contact with me you knw what em sayin..
David : W ell that all ...thats all we needed right there.

i

J
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Date: November 2,1998
Interviewer. H eidi McGee
Interviewee: Kwaku Agyeman'veboah
Transcriber H eid i McGee
Subject: African M usic
Heidi: Could you please state your full name and date o f birth?
Kwaku: M y name is ah Kwaku Agyeman'yeboah date o f birth 01-31-73.
Heidi: How long have you been an African musician?
Kwaku: How long have I been in African music?
Heidi: Urn, huh!
Kwaloi: W ellahh, I would say ail my life, but my culture right at birth, I mean they
meet you w ith music so I wouldlisten to music since I was born. B u t um to
really pass spirit, taking care, I mean taking part in the music m yself ever since
seven years old.
Heidi: Where did this music originate?
Kwaku: Where did this music originater from?, Oh it's handed down my sister to my
sister, it's part of the culture, and it's handed down from generation to
genertation so it's been there for a very longtime and it's part o f my culture
the Ashanti people.
Heidi: Huh!
Kwaku: I'm an Ashanti and it's a part o f Ashanti.
Heidi: W hat does this type o f music mean to you?
Q.
Kwaku: They have various types o f music for various occassions «um rious
ceremonies so it depends on what particualar music or all particular kind o f
things going on to decide what type o f music to play.
Heidi: Okay, what does A frican music in general mean to you personally.
Kwaku: Oh, personally African music why I would say it's part o f my culture and my
heritage and I try to keep it as much as possible and to try and let it stay the
way it is even though some people try to change it a little bit, but ah it means
alot to me it's part o f my culture it's something I was bora with and ah
therefor I Uke and want to be part o f i t
Heidi: Okay, I know you said it was passed down from sister to. sister, but was there
anyone in particular who inspired you to like keep going?
Kwaku: Yes! Um m , my uncle I stay w ith my uncle fo r a year and he's the one who
got me into iL
Heidi: Okay, W hat was the most complicated task in this type o f music?
Kwaku: Trying to learn the various beats used fo r various ceremonies and various
occassions trying to defrienciate it and know when to play what, cause playing
the wrong beat at the wrong occassion can cause contusion about different
problems. And it's kind o f hinny, but it's real serious playing a different beat
o r a different kind o f music at a particular ceremony could cause a real big
problem fo r you.
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Heidi: D ifferent?, types o f what?, ya'II play different music for different things like
marriages and death.
Kwaku: Yeah!, have different kind o f music for marriage, different type o f music for
death, birth for or all kinds of, all kinds o f stuff. So you know it would not be
appropriate for to play music for death at a birth ceremony, or a naming
ceremony. You have to know toctfTfTlrenciateTrom which is w hich.
Heidi: Could you tell us like an eiample o f which is which?
Kwaku: A hh, really not, not yet Okay I can say this the death music is really slow is
more solom, and ah rejoice um the birth o f a baby is happiness everybody
rejoice I mean It's more of ah happy kind o f thing Idnd o f fast, fast pace the
death is more o f a slow solom Idnd o f music.
Heidi: W hat would you have done differently in becoming an African muscian and
why?
Kwaku: I would say I would have learned it at an earlier age.
Heidi: E arlier than seven?
Kwaku: Yeah, earlier than seven, some peole start earlier than seven three vears old
start pfaving drums, start plavingQno it really be at master rig h t then, but ah
that age It would nick un better than...
Heidi: A t that age?..
Kwaku: Yes, than I did.
Heidi: Could you tell me about your style?
Kwaku: M y style, What do you mean about like do I have my specific style?
Heidi: Yesah, do you have your own specific style.
Kwaku: Yeah, well I would say everybody has their style, W ell ah, well ah. W hat I
try to do, I try to ah incorporate other kinda music into it, to see how it would
come out.
Heidi: In w hat ways is this music influenced by the A frican culture today?
Kwaku: M y style?
Heidi: W ell, just the music in general like, not ju s t the Africans, but people down
here too, what influence do you think it has on us.
Kwaku: W ell, uhh. African music for say is, even though it's been handed down
from generation to generation it has been influenced by alot o f factors I mean
depending on where you live and where you've been. People use bigger
instruments, depending on what they have available. A lot o f musical
instruments that I'v e played that I,., if I went home back in Ghana I would
play, but I don't have them here so I have to improvise right!, In that case I
may not have the right Idnd o f sound therefor I'm influencing, I'm actually
changing the music cause, this isn't the real thing and I'm trying to do the real
thing. But what I have is not the real thing so I'm content to what I have with.
So depending on what you do or where you're at o r w hat you have w ith you,
also help influence the music, and most often I would say typical Africans or
would I say people born in the country and lived on the continent have a
different way o f playing the same Idnd o f music than people here. I play the
Jim bav differently than people from here, people here well blacks are used to
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hip hop and all chat kind o f stufT so they kind or play the Jimbay to that Idnd
o f level. A fast pace low kind o f beat different kind o f beat
H eidi: Could you like more briefly explain the difference between African music and
other types o f music today?
Kwaku: Yeah, A frican music I would say, with African music farga instrument that
I use they're all hand made instruments. A ll indigjglnal instruments, the
drums carved out o fa tree, the shakers are all calabacious, the gargo is made
o f hot metal found on the ground, it’s all indiginai and it's still being used, and
wherever you go and can play traditional African music is to find the same
Idnd o f instrument being used. B ut in modern music you have all Idnd o f stu ff
they use now synthesizers but w ith the traditional African music the
instruments that were being used is the same instruments being used, even
though they may have modified ju st a little bit, but it's still the traditional
stuff.
H eidi: Is there any other information that I didn't ask you about that you would like
to talk about?
Kwaku: Ahh!, I really don’t know what to say, but ah. Okay, let me share this w ith
you. W ith African music there is no specifl«ytyjejtcnt There is no uh specific
form at to it, you don't write it like the way Beno andftjundeW )or Bach would
w rite his m usic There is no specific way o f doing i t It's out o f intuition and
out o f skill that's suppose to be different drum beats and stuff, ah, ah, ah,
made and we kind o f mix messages with our music, we tell stories with our
music, everything that was created with music have meaning. I mean
somewhere in my country they have someone playing music he actually trying
to tell you a story or trying to carry a message across to you. He might not
come to you and say hey this is what I want to tell you, but he come to your
house and the type o f music he play on his drum , or he go to bis house and
what he's doing his music he's playing he's trying to send a message to you.
And this is basically what we do. During ceremonies iike I told you, the music
le t everybody know when they passing by and they play their music, oh he '
know the Idnd o f thing going on here oh a baby been bom in this house, that's
w hy they playing this kind o f m usic He goes around the corner and hears
another type o f music he knows that somebody dead and that's why they're
playing this type o f music. Everything lets’ you know what a situation is
what is prevailing, and iike I said this just carries messages and this is a way
o f communicating a means o f communicating. B ut I mean send an
expression, so that they can express themselves.
H eidi: So ya'U, w ell not ya’ll, but the Africans explain themselves through their
music!?
Kwaku: Yeah, they express themselves through their music a lo t
H eidi: Could you give us any names o f any other people we can contact for potential
interviews containing this type o f music?
Kwaku: Names?, a person from the continient or a person from here 1 know.
H eidi: A person from here so I could get in contact w ith.
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Kwaku: No name can I don’t have any name right at the top o f my head, but I know,
I know a few people, but I just don't have a name at the top o f my head and
what I can do is uh, is try and locate the names and uh leave it with M s.
Taylor.
Heidi: Can we contact you for a follow up interview?
Kwaku: Yeab, Whatever you need me to do to help if you need, me to play some
drums fo r you at any point in time.
Heidi: Thank you fo r letting us interview you and this ends the interview.

)

j
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Date: November 2,1998
Interviewer: David Sampson
Interviewee: M r. Alvin Batiste
Transcriber: Kim Tomer
Subject: Jazz
David: How ya doing M r. Batjste?
Alvin: Oh Fm fine, and you
David: Fm doing pretty good.
David: My name is David Simpson and aagh this is our African American Studies
dass
and we're doing an interview o aJam
David: We’re going to start off really we asking yon augb, Could you please state
your full name for as?
Alvin: Augb, my full name i* , my fall name is angh Alvin Batiste
David: Okay, augh what is yonr place of birth?
Alvin: M y augh, I was born-in New Orieansr Louisiana and I went-te school tl^ere.
David: Okay and could you teO us your age please?
Ahria: Augh Fm 65 or 66 ( Alvin and the darn is laughing) be, becoming 66
David:CouId you explain your educational background in detail?
Alvin: I was augh educated at FJP. Rkard Elemeatary school in New-Orleans
Booker T. Washington Highschool, Southern University
m Batoa-Kongo and LSUin-Baten Ronge.
David: What is yonr occupation?
Alvin: Augh, Fm a professional elariaeteso aad an educator in Jan, that is.
Teach Jazz..
David:Couldyou state yourwother's-maiden name or your father's, maiden name?
Alvin: Frankie Rodney and augh Edgar Batiste.
David: Hew many sisters and-brothers du-you hqve?
Alvin: I have one sister.
Davids Oae sister, Could you-teB us where Jan.originaled.ftom?
Alvin: Lbgenerally, when you ask a question like that you're talking about
some place in a culture or in a particular situation but-Llike to take-the leisurc
just to augh give you another idea because o f the time that we live in.
because it’s a basic characters thatyouag people like yourself have and-because of
the fact that you're much more iuteUigeat in a tense than previous generations in
term* of wbat-you have beenexposed to of augb to-living augh liviag conditions
and change.
Alvin: There are a lot of young people who hsve.to.take.care of themsdvgs to
a greater degree than in the past so I wanna, where as Jazz historically is said
to have begun in New Orleans augh-1 want to say-that,( and I want yon to-think
about it) Jazz started in the human consciousness, consciousness is simply aagh
awareness augh you can define consciousness as a response that living things
make to the environment, soio various churches-peojde-respond onthis-awareacss
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and they do things that have to do with natural forces like tunnels, like cuisine,
Hie archetecture, like word* and idea* and books.
Alvin: So Jaa started augh emerged out of the musical consciousness of the
African Americans and when you say African Americans you're talking about
Americans whose ethnic legacy goes back to Africa and it's a very augh intrusting
thing when augb you reconize that in 1998, because we are acheiving tqort
maturity as Americans in other words African Americans, Euro-Americans
this here Adriotic Americana are camming together to add simiular experiences
there are many enequates in augh the experiences that we have the resources that
are given to use but you people represent the augb most mature generation in that
respect or the most Americanized augh having lived for over sixty yean i'm always
impressed with the fact that augb if you put somebody behind n screen aad heard
students talking they would be talking about the same subject many times using the
same slang and what have you when I was a Idd it wasn't like that your ethnesity
madeyou stand out, you understand where Fm coming from, ole, so the um jazz
arose uh uh out of the human conscious but it supposedly had started in New
Orleans, and there is a place where the historians by the way would you history,
(history) everybody (history) again please (history), say it a little slower (history) a
litle slower (history) now that's the deal right there his story, so somebody set up
where we are talking about where ja a come from they they edit sec you understand
what I'm saying, they get the best information that's was available at that particular
time so and its just like in the library, you have a whole lot of that in the library so
what happens when you get in the library that you have to develop uh you have to
acquire the mystery. Let me here you say mystery (mystery) again (mystery) slower
(mystery) slower (mystery) slower (mystery) slower (mystery) M y story so if you
don't engage in these books and if you don’t think about them books that you will
never gain your own successes and that's the mystery now was that all that you have
to pass the test you gotta be able to do whatever has to be required but true
education involves being exposed to history and then to make it youn which is a
mystery because we know less about ourselves probably than any other aspects of
our lives but its most exciting of for one whose over<0 to learn more and more
about yourself and that's what all of the wonderful authors put down in libraries so
I want you to be aware of tbe fact that I think that jazz came from the human
conscious and that consciousness is the bask commonality in the human experience
that's why all cultures have their lands of musk they have their food they have their
architecture they have their heroes they have their gods and whatever.
David: Can you tell me what does ja a mean to yon?
Alvin: uh my the meaning ofjazz has grown in my awareness uh from a child. I
didn't have a name for ja a , and of course when I found out what ja a was uh in
terms of history um it represented for me a way of expression that I have never
experienced before so that’s why I became a musician I heard a musician by the
name of Charik Parker he was a great alto saxophonist and in when you play ja a
you play from a point say like you talking from a point now but what I say I'm
thinking about it on the moment well in ja a they call it impropisation so the whole
spirit of impropisation the whole uh uh sight and joy if experiencing you saying
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whatever you want to say at that particular time; so jazz means personal expression
tome.
David: Ok, who or what inspired you to become a jam musician?
Alvin: Uh, Charlie Parker inspired me to become a jazz musician
David: Can you tell a little bit about him?
Alvin: Yeh, he was from ^«"««« City, Missouri and he played alto saxophone; the
blues is a intrical part ofjazz uh I first beard him playing some blues (music
playing) now when you hear a instrument playing a nh uh blues theme like that,
then you can really get the sentiment of it snthe blues Kite jam is a media word in
other words somebody observed activities in ja s in blues in rock and roll in funk
and rap and may cause it by the perspectives that they had of it so that's why they
call it the blues, but the blues can also be happy (music playing) an African rythm
called the Bamboola (beats-by the audience)-the African-musical study is communial
in other words you have music you have paintings you have dancer you have story
telling you have all this together; every word used-tn describe uh uh African
American music in America are media words somebody observed it when Charlie
Parker and Dizzy Glasspie was playing they called their music beebop yon may read
in history where they caO something cool jazz; so you have to label things define
things or lim it things in order to-seO-them; when-you solve the mystery* whenyou
your stoiy then you will understand that there is a continuous to ja s that is not
being affected by media words; rap bad always-existed-in African American musk;
an epk is like what you are rapping about (rapping).
David: Ole, W hat is the most complicated task in being a jam musician?
Alvin: Uh the comlic the most complicated uh task for me has been to uh come into
an awareness that everything that I need to express is within me or that it comes
through me from everywhere that we are connected and then have to face the
limitations that I have on my instrument um like we were talking about blues and-I
played a little bit of the Charlie Parker just to give you an examplesay like if I play
something like this (musk playing) and in jazz you are dealing with spontaneous
expression so whatever comes into your mind you have to be able to uh express it to
be in your vocabulary so that's why it is important for young people to read hooks
to learn the definition of words; so the most difienh thing is to get the technique uh
expression like in my case as an instrumental and as a composer to express those
things that come from within and through.
David: Ok, can you tell us the difference between ja s and other types of musk like
uh blues, gospel, rap, and sprirituais can you tell us the relationship between
spirituals and jazz?
Alvin: Yes first let me tefl you the similarities I mentioned Congo Square uh ok uh
the musk from south Louisiana the musk in Cuba in oriented southern;y and Brazil
are the 3 main areas that.African, based musk developed and stand out and started
something else in Brazil they had the crumba and in Cuba they had the umbaca and
in the United States we had what you would call Jas, in the United States you
would not only have Jazz, but you have Blues, the three
elements to the
development of Blues in the United State of Blues is in Tennessee, Mississippi, and
Texas. Back then New Orleans was an magnet, a big cosmopoiitian area where
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people came for the same reason that they come now, so alot of people from
everywhere went there. So New Orleans eventually evolved their own coloring of
Bines. The Blues is not an American Phenomenon it's an African Phenomenon and
it comes from the the sound of what is call the dreol, the dreol is an personality ia
African communities that in order to qualify to do that, they have to remember and
be able to recite everything that happened in a culture in seven generations.
Alvin: You should spend some time remembering,because we are so slow to respond
as human beings to our negative experiences many times our inner experiences pass
us by and those are the ones you wfll most remember because the other ones are not
. going to stick out. The Blues developed in a Savannah area ,thats why the Southern
part of the United States has many descendants of African Americans in the same
hypocresy, it was very easy for that to happen.The Blues is related to Spirituals,
Gospels, and Jazz because they have pure sounds just like the Blues. The earliest
blues was played with the banjo, guitar,and human body ( He's playing the piece for
them)
Alvin: That was the Idnd of Blues they would play in a Cabaret, in New Orleans.
Jam is an artform, but when yon go to New Orleans you see people playing Jas like
this, ( he's snappping his fingers) Now in Congo Square, people do this ( he's
dapping his hands ans stomping his feet.) Jam has become a global music. I've just
returned from France, and the french like Jazz so much that they think it’s their
national music. You have all ethnic groups who play the musk, and Jazz borrows
from other cultural music experiences, after Congo Square one of the great Jam
musicians Buddy Bolden, the Jam muscians in the Black community started playing
those instruments that were brought to New Orleans by the European military
band. That's why the brass band is sort of an instrumentation, in other words it's a
group you would normally associate with France.
Alvin: In European music they have what you call an abiogado from the Italian
period, and that they play things from an neurotk and rfaythic background. Then
you had a new voice and that was the voke of the African American. History wBI
teO you that Jam is a combination of African and European music, but that's not
exactly true, but up until that point we have not done enough studying on Africans
and African American culture, when I was in high school we had to fight for the
right to learn about it. When you go listen to the great European tradition of
classical music, weO when yon listen to Jam played by Jam muscians, you are
listening to the Great African American tradition. It has not been fully been
presented to the country of the United States because we are a basically a business
oriented society and cicilization. We tend to trivialize things, like if you go into a
department store you may hear good Jam going on in the background, hot it won't
make any sense to you because it sounds just like can musk.
Alvin: Fm challenging you to become more conscious, because if you can listen to
someone play something, then you can be aware of your own perspective and then
you will grow as a musician. That's the purpose of all musk, including Jam. The
ancient Egyptians, who are they? ( He asks, but nobody can answer him) The
ancient Egyptians life was a polk life, that means that it was just like the United
States also. Many of the great ones were black, but according to history, if you read
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your history, they'll never say that Yon had a longcoming knowledge, that's why
you have to deal with the mystery because with the history, everybody is trying to
deal with their own perspective and prejudices, now you can't let that stop yon from
reading books, in fact yon should go into more books. You should always think as
you go, you should never rely on face value. What I want to share about the ancient
Egyptians is as late as the 18th dynasty dealing with Pbaroah. He was the first
person to put forth monotilistic concepts of God on a high. He was the father of
what yon would call the Egyptian mystery school. They taught in the mystery
schools that a sound had color, a chemical and thought. So if that's true, cause we
thought that music was reflective, we had music for dances, funerals, schools and on
military occasions. It's polled from the notion that music had to deal with
something else. It's bard to believe that music has theraputk purposes. In fact by
the time Egyptian period had evolved into the Greek, the Grade started talking
about theraputk. You know our word therapy comes from that. By the time yon got
to Europe, you had what you call the alcamo. Their promotonal slogan was to turn
the graceful notes of human nature into gold.
Alvin: If you talk to 10 other musicians besides me you w ill find that yeah we are
muscians, but we are thinking about a whole lot of other stuffjust like you. You
may push it on the side aad say I got to go to school, I got to get something to eat
When you hear Jazz, except it for what your perspective is, and don’t follow the
media presentations, becnause they will change the name to make them look good.
Okay.
David: Um, okay could you tell me um what makes your style of Jazz interest others.
Alvin: Some people are interested in it, and some people are not Tve been at a
concert at the University of Massachusetts and they did a tape, you know a video. I
didn't know it, but they went around without me knowing talking to all the
muscians in the band about me. One muscian who I repeated, his name is Rufus
Reed, great Base player, lives in New York and he said ugh " I like this musk but I
don’t know what to call it". I played a piece for him that goes like thia( he is playing
for the class) I'm talking about the evolution of bambula musk. ( He's beating on
the table), (He's playing the bambula piece again). That was the foundation of Jazz,
by the time that the bambula operates wbat became a signature piece for the New
Orleans piece which is the second line, and the second line is that rhythm when the
bass dram say jaboom, jaboom, cha, cba, jaboom. In Cuba, they had wbat you call
the abaqua and that comes from an African religious symbol that they were starting
to call Shango and in Brazil, the Tbunding Blade and in Louisiana Boogie. The
abaqua is like this ( He’s stomping his feet and dapping his hands with the dass) (
He’s clapping louder with the class, but this time he’s not stomping his feet.) Know
you can see that this one is a little more complex than the one in Lonisnana. The
English were administering colony, and the Ashanti and the English had a war
going on in Africa, and the Ashanti were giving them some trouble because they
were communicating with the drums, in other words they could let the other groups
know what happened in this particular area. When I was in Africa, we studied
sending messages on drams. For instance, the gpy who taught me, clap your hands
4flte this. ( Clap saying this un, deux, trois) In New Orleans they said hey now.
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(2 )

Spirituals are likethe use of African American and Aro-euribean people of
Chratiaaity had a dark way of things being used. In H aiti, they woald have some of
the saints reprcsentive in catholorism.
So the spiritual is related in that manner in Bines, like in Jan, so when yon pot the
scriptnal term with the mask Bines, Jan, then it's sacred, bat when you take it
away then it's affected it,
David: Can yon give os the names of people we could contact for poteational
interviews or any type of mask, including Jan.
Alvin: Oscar Williams, the professor at Southern University, be teaches the history
of Jan. There's another gentleman by the name of Charles Lloyd who's a good

I
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Date:
Interviewer Ayoi Fisher
Interviewee: Francis Williams
Subject: Negro Spiritual
Transcriber Shervonda Smith
Ayoi: Slate your full name.
Francis: Francis Williams.
Ayoi: Your date and place o f birth.
Francis: 4-29-46 Lions, Louisiana
Ayoi: Your age?
Francis: 52
Ayoi: Can you explain your educational background?
Francis: Do you mean, wbai schools I have gone to? I went to Scott Street elementary.
Grcmviiie elementary. Capitoi junior middle schooL al that time it was Capitol Senior,
middle senior or junior senior, and then um the school moved over to Fuqua and I
completed my high school there: and then I went to Southern University, uh. to complete
my first degree and um my masters and then I attended schools all over die Untied States
for those degrees and LSU and so forth.
Ayoi: What is your occupation?
Francis: i’m a teacher at McKinley Senior High School
Ayoi: How many brothers and sisters do you have?
Francis: One o f each
Ayoi: Um, What do spirituals mean to you?
Francis: Initially, historically, they are apart o f titis fabric o f .America. There ate five folk
arts which, are, uh-indcgetious m a merica only rhey starred here and developed here and
the negro spirituals is one o f them Hke quilling is one o f the others. .As a child, in churclt, I
learned those spirituals, as a matter o f fact those where ones that where sung ocapeUo.
Somebody in the deacons pue wouid sum one o f those songs as a part o f the devotion, and
so I heard them coming up as a child then when f went to school I heard them because they
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were pan of the music program. Then I was invited to be in the choir witen I was in junior
high school and then their childrens choir at church started up and these where some of the
i

songs that we would have to sing, so I grew up with those songs, the negro spiritual is apan
of the rhythm in my heart its apart o f my personal history because o f what I remembered
doing and then when became more aware of die negro spirituals in college because 1 was
in the college choir and the professor there, professor Henry would refl us what the what
the spiritual meant and spirituals have a uh flavor and a uh rhythm on there on, and then I

j

joined Heritage in 76, whose purpose is to perpetuate and perserve the scene o f the

1

negrospirituai, and its original fonn which is ocapello. so its been apart of my personal

|

history, all of my life.

1

Ayoi: Um where did spirituals, spirituals originate

I

Francis: They originated in the south on plantations, when people from Haiti and Africa

‘

were brought over to .America in the slave trade, and as they were introduced to god in

]

some form, and then when as they learned their language and begin to um see themselves,

'

in this condition in this situation apart o f the negro spiritual is an out cry to god a bcsecking

I

god to help them also theres hope that undergirth these songs cause they never left never

1

left their home country in their hearts and their hope to return or their hope for better

i

lifewhere the continuous strains diroughout the music and then the music is also uli a

-*

relieve of what they learned in the bible you know like "Go down Moses way down in

t

Egypt land " well they used that that uh scriptuai text to send messages back and forth from
one plantation to another because the plantation owner stop the drums cause the drums
j

would talk and because this was a method o f communication from the homeland they used

'

it but when uh the slave owner begin to understand that this was a communication process

;

then they starred rn sing and chough songs had meaning like (singing) it means we are going

1

north and you better come on because you 3 our your ensiated or uii to go and so the negro

j

spiritual has several meanings and pan o f it was also die juvenile celebration at times for

l

I
]

weddings, or um sad times fur funerals uh sometimes just to make the work iess hard in the

j
I
I
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fields and thing and il was ail based upon die hope the bibie uh and those, they became the
jubilee songs.
Ayoi: Who or what inspired you to become a sprirual singer''
Francis: As I indicated before it was a pan of history., I grew up with it.1 am a «aprano,and
and several o f the teachers across my school yean rcconizcd the quality o f my voice and
they would ask me to sing or my mother would get a call saying we want Francis to be in
the choir, and back in those days mom said mom meant and a pan of that to was
developing your talents and skills and being a pan of a group that was doing something
good and singing is alway s a wonderful thing and so (hats how it started for me.
Ayoi: Can you tell me about your style o f sprirual music?
Francis: My style. I sing uh, whatever the style of die WTitcr is 1 sing, I try to sing the
dynamics of the writer I try to. not only understand what they were penraying music,but
I aiso try to make that music sing my own feelings about the Lord , about the theme of
whatever the song is it’s like one of my favorites, "Plenty Good Room' (.singing) It
fits my voice so often when people ask me to sing uh, a song especially one of my
negro sprituals thats one of the ones I choose. My high school teacher Mrs. Joyce
£1. Rochcilc had a song dedicated to her Twant Jesus to walk with me., beautiful songand
uh, I do that on occasions because it has such a major import for m e. she taught it to us
over in high school and it can be done as a choir or as a individual, so sometimes L, my my
style originates from the theme of the music what 1 think the writer intended and whatever
personal feelings I attach t o the content o f the song.
Ayoi:: VVhats is die difference between your music 'and other types o f music.
Francis:! think it was the quality ol the voice dtat sings the music,

1

think it was

interpretation of the music um, personal investroent.and everybody does it so differently,uh
ihcres a story well that reminds me of how i think the music rcaliy is reflected in every
voice ther was an alto concert, and peopie came forward to speak their, their reputation
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and Utc theme was the twenty- third paiam a young man came torch and and spoke ii
elequendv received and ovation people asked for him to do it again and then and old man
came and did the twenty third pslara and nobody made a noise when the old man left the
stage die young man came and ask a man standing next to him ,why did they do that, and
the old man, die man replied, you knew the psiam. the old man knew the shepard. So it
depends on where you are in yourself, and the knowledge o f the music and what your
trying to evolk if your just performing it then you give a performance and its just received
that way, but if you are performing it and testifying at die same time it has a whole
different um, sound then something comes forward in the music Inal develops and its going
to couch somebody it all depends.
Ayoi: What is the most complicated task in being a spritnaJ singer'.’
Francis: Producing the cones uh, making the music uh, speak uh enusiating the words so
that they come threw dearly, keeping die rydims. the lytlims are iruicale. they are varied
they are rhe kinds o f things when you are singing wirh someone else and rheir like SATB
which is saprano. aito, tenor, and base, everybody has a different rhvtltm everybody has a
different entry time, and remeber sprituals one o f the major uli description spirituals, some
o f them are call and response (singing;., that kind o f thing, uli so you gotta come in-with
your part and uh sing it on time and sing it in rhthym, and thar rhe quality o f song, then of
course is written by the author of the song or the hrisis.
Ayoi: What would you have done differently in becoming a sprirual singer, and why?
Francis: Nothing, 1 would do nothing differently.hccuase I think that, in (he bibic it says a
mans steps are ordered by God when you do that, when you do that with pieasmg in his
sight, when you >ieid yourself with opportunities iliat people pi cseni to you for doing
certain kinds of things especially they reconized the talent in you, when you uh, listen to
yuurscif. that scif in \ ou trial savs i can do that iiiai this is a good tiling and * ou tilt m o v e
forward on it i think that those are the reasons why uh ask me the question onec more
cause iumciliing else is in my mind.
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Ayoi: L'm. what wuuid you haw done diferrcntly in becoming a spiritual singer.
Francis: Again ir would be nothing, I uh Oh there is one thing I think that Twouid have
followed ihc advice of a couple of people uh and going on to finish voice training. I was
listening to a CD die other night with Kathleen Eartle on it and uh several o f die other
female artists and they just bowed me over with the uh quality o f their indinons um ihe the
death of their voice you can hear the experience in their voice and you can hear training in
their voice so how they deliver those songs has a magnifisenge that I don't think that I attain
urn, it has its like gening an uh uh an A and you go-above and beyond the voice training
takes your uh the eioquitcs of your music the rendition of your music the sound o f your
music above and beyond it puts it in the whole different reims and so this is the kind of
tiling that makes other peopie uh that ingendeis other people to praise the lord or to hear
the beauty of the lord in (hat music so if I were to do anything differently it probably would
be to uh continue voice trainning, but once it was gets to a certain point in your and in your
age there's little char you can do to change the timber uh rhe quality o f ir because you began
you know this is old vocal cords so there different, you take o f them differently
Ayoi: um, is there anything else you would like to tell me about sprituals?
Francis: 1am concerned that high school students don't know them. 1 am concerned dial
we though endever to preserve the music through our performance o f ir in the group I sing
with Heritage there, there not done in high school uh, [ think that apart o f the iiistoricai lost
is when schools desegregated some o f the uh, music was shoved to the side so the students
don't know it, and they don! have a connection with ii when it is done so they think it is a
old folky song, they don't understand the history o f it. rhey don’t know the importance of it
in terms of uh the die sharing with one anoihcT tltcv don't realise the fellowship ttiai is
evoikea through :hat music and so I am sadden because i think thai there is a lost um and
pan o f it is our faul! because even though wc unmng n in our in our cm concerts its not
taught and i f iis taught, u has a whole different

r.ounc!

i I've heard sumu negro spmruai.s

done kdeiy in some Isaii •jcitooi chain: and I'm flunking no dial’s no! die way u lOuntis its
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been uh I know if its I don't know il its i want 10 use the word angiesmKd or western i don’t
f can't decide whai die descriptor is for the sound that I hear, but it is not the sound that [
grew up with. So, so dials a concern of my dial .that, people graduate from high school
)

especially having had music and have no idea what the music is like so diey don't they don’t

1

theres a part of their history that they don't know.

]

Avoi: um, can we contact vou for a follow up interview?

I

Francis: um,hum, not a problem at ail (laughing)
Ayoi: Thank you for doing this interview.

i

j
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Appendix E
A Book We Wrote: African American Music Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow
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INTRODUCTION
This year our African AmericanHistory class participated in an oral history *
project Oral history is when you interview someoneandfind out about their past
experience.
Comingup with andidea for our topic was initially very hard. We finally came to
the conclusionlhatthe.topic would beAfrican American music. We didn't want to focus
onjust one style ofAfrican Americanmusic.. So, we brokeitdowninto several.
categories: Traditional West African, Spirituals, Blues, Jazz, andRap. Through our
research, we learnedthat all AfricanAmerican musichad some affiliation with slavery. In
doing this project, we learned that our heritage is very rich and important. We also
+■

learned that most ofourBlack musiciansare overlooked and are not recognizedfor their
musical talents. Many different peoplewere interviewed, but due to limited time, we were
not able to include everyone in our book. Wedegriyappreciated their participation.
The first style ofmusic that we researched came from West Africa. We learned
that West Africans used drumsto sendout meanings..Later, Negro spirituals were used
like drums to send out messages. WhenNegroes were enslaved, they sung certain songs to
let other slaves know where to go and when there was trouble. Blues later became
another expression ofNegro life. The next type ofmusic we researched was Jazz. Jazz
originated in the United States. Jazz is appreciated as one ofthe most important musical
artform for its contribution to African American culture.. The last type ofmusic we
focused on was Rap. Rap is a form ofpopular music that is generally spoken or chanted
at a fast pace rather than sung. Rap musicfirst developed in the mid 1970's in New York;
and later spreadto other urban areas.
In our class, we not only learned the history ofAfrican American music, but we also
learned its significance in African American culture.
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Interview with Kwaka Agyeman’yeboah

*»y

Bnsdon Stewart and Heidi McGee
My same isXwaku AgyemanVeboah. I havebeen an African musician all my life.
At birth, the people cfmy culture meetyouwith music. I have beenlistening to music
sinceI wasbora. Pvebeentaking part in the music ofmy cultureasa musician eveiy
since I was sevenyean old. Ourmusicis handed down from generationto generation.
Music has been a part ofmy culture,fora very longtime I amanAshanti. As an
Ashanti, we have various types ofmusicfcr various occasions andceremonies. The music
we play dependson what is going on.
African music is part ofmycultureandmyheritage I try andlet it staythe way h
*

is eventhough some people fry to changeit a little bit. Because African music is a part of
my culture, it means a lot to me. My uncleinspired me to become anAfrican musician.
Learning the various beats ofAfrican music, for various occasions and trying to
differentiate the musicis the hardest task. Playingthe wrong beat for the wrong occasion
can cause confusion. It is kind offunny, but it Jsreal serious. We have different kinds of
music for marriage, for death, for birth, and all kinds of stuff. It would not be appropriate
to play musicfor death at a birth ceremony. I haveto know which is which. The music
for death is really slow. It is a more solemnbeat. The birth ofababyis ahappyoccasion.
Everybody rejoices. We have namingceremoniesfor the newbornbabies. Because this is
J

i

a happy kind cfthing, the music is moreupbeat.
If I could have dcne-seacthing differentlyin becominganAfricanmusician^ I- .
would have started playing^t anearlier.age. Although I wassevenwhenI started playing
traditional African music, in myculture,we can start playing,the drumsat the age ofthree.
It is easierto pick up, or ieara to playjfycu startat an earlier age. Although, we can
start playingthe drums at three, we're not really a master right then.
Everybody has their own style. I try oc incorporate ether kinds of music into my
music to see how it will sound. But my sr/ie as well as traditional African music is
309
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influenced by &lot offactors. Traditional African music, though h hasbeen handed down
from generations to generations, is influencedby where you.liye.and where you havebeen.
Peopleusebigger instruments, depending onwhat they have available to them. Alot of
musical instruments that I haveplayed,if I went.hoiiie-rback in Ghana-I would play,-but I
dont havelhem heresolhave to improvise... right. In that case, I maynot have the right
kind of sound. Therefore, I'm influencing the outcomeof the music. I amactually
changingthe musiccausethis isn't the real thing and Fm trying to do the real thing. But
what I have is not the real thing, soTmcontent with what I have. Sodepending on what
you do or whereyou are or what you havewith you «<>>«««« the music.
Most often, I would saytypical Africans, people bom in the country andhavelived
0

on the continent, have a different way ofplayingthe same kind ofmusicthat people in the
United States play. People here, well African Americans, are use to hiphop and all.that
kind ofstuff Whai they are playing is a kind ofJimbay. They play the Jimbay at a fast
!

»

J

pace but with a different low kind ofbeat Other differences that exist betweentraditional
African music andthe musicwe heartoday are the instruments used to make the music.
Traditional African musicians usefarga instruments. These are all hand made instruments. .
The drums are carved out ofa tree. The shakeres are all calabacious. The gargo is made of

i

hot metal found in theground It isall indigenousand it is still being usedtoday.

|

Wherever you go, if they are playing traditional African music, you wQl find the same
kinds ofinstruments being used. In modem musicyou have all kinds ofstuff They now
use synthesizers. But in traditional African musicthe instruments that are being used are
the same instruments that were usedlong ago. £ven though they may have to modify the
musicjust a bit it is still the traditional stuff
With African musicthere is no specific way of doing it There is no specific
format to it. You donot write it like Beethoven or Bach wouldwrite their music. It is
out ofintuition andout ofskill that this music is produced
310
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As different beats are made onthe drum, we are ableto mix messageswith
our music. We tdl stories through our nnuric. Storiesere created with musicto hive
meaning. Somewhere in my country—someoneis playing music. When someoneis trying
to tdl a story ortrying to cany a messageacrossto.somebody,iheyjilaymusic. JJe isnot
--goingtogp.toianEand say. hey I hoe somethingI want to tdlyou. Hegoeito hishpuse,
and the type ofmusic he playsoahjsrirums sendsa messageto him. Music is a means of
1

J

communicating in our culture. During ceremonies, the musiclets everybodyknowwhen
and what event is going on. Jfahaby-hasbesnboniJhesQiindsofthedrumiandih&oat
ofdie music lets you know what the situation is...what is prevailing. The music carries the

|

message.

j
i
ii

i
i
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SPIRITUALS
Spirituals are types ofreligious song*madeby famous Southern African Americana.
A spiritual is an emotional songand has &very strong rhythm Spirituals are especially
moving when «mg by a group. -A leader sometimesrings-one^r two lines alone, and a
chorus comes in with the refrain. Spiritual singers often emphasizerhythmby dapping
their hfmfa
Enslaved African Americanslove for mug*led them to

their feelingsintotheir

singing at worship and at work. The slavesbasedmost oftheir spirituals upon characters
and storiesfrom the Bible, l&etnannffwhich thesestorieetold Black.spiatualsshcw .
I

their colorful imagination and simpie faith. Many slaves thought oftfaemsdves asmodem

i

children ofIsrael and soughtfreedom frombondage. Thesesongs wereappealingand
sincere. Well-known spirituals include 'Go Down, Moses", Deep River", and Swing
Low, Sweet Chariot", little wasImawn about spiritualsoutside of Southern Stateuntil
i

Blacks were freed from slavery. In 1867, William Francis Allen, Lucy McKim Garrison,
and Charles Pickard Ware publisheda collection ofblack music called "Slave Songs of-the

j

United States”. In 1871, spirituals were introduced to other parts cfthe United States by
|

a group ofBlacks called the Fisk Jubilee singers. Thi&graup of studentsfrom Fide

J

!
j

University traveled throughout the United States, England, and Germanygiving concerts
to raise money for their school. Other Blacksfollowed their example. Theblack quartets
from Hampton Institute andTuskegee Institute also became famous for singing spirituals.
Spirituals are now one ofthe best-knownforms cf American music. Major writers of
spirituals include Black composerslikeHany Thacker Burleigh,-WHliamDawson, and
Hall Johnson. SuchBlack singers asMarianAnderson, Roland Hayes, andWilliam
Warfield also helpedto make spirituals popular.
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Interview with Ms. Francis Williams
by

Ayoi Fisher and Shervonda Smith

My nameis FrancesWilliams .J .wasborninLyonsLouisiana onApril 29,1946,1 have
one brother and one sister. I am52 years old. Growing,up,.I attended Scott Street
Elementary, GreenvilleElementary, CapitolJunior-:SeniarHigh.,and Capitol .SemorHigh.
When Capitol Junior Senior movedto thepresent location onFuqua Dr.„it then changed
to Capitol SeniorHigh.

graduatingfrom Pap^o! I

SnutfMmJInivgrwty

where I received mybachelor'sand master's degrees. I have also completed coursework
at Louisiana StateUniversity andother collegesanduniversities aroundthe country.
To mespirituals makeup the veryiabnc ofAmerica. There are five folk arts
which are indigenousto the United States. The Negro garitual is one of thedand
quilting is another. As a child in church, I learned those spirituals. As a matter offeet,
spirituals were sungacappella. Somebodyin the deacon’sj>ew would start the morning
devotion with aNegro Spiritual. So,I heard spirituals comingup as a little child. When I
went to school I heardthem.becausethey were a part-ofthe music program. I was
invited to hein the choirwhen I was injunior high school. Whenthe children's choir at
church started up, spiritualswere someofthesongs we had to sing.
Negro spirituals are apartof my personal history because ofwhat I remembered doing
growing up asa child. When I became more aware ofNegro spirituals, I was attending
college. Professor Henry, the director ofour college choir,,heightened my interest He
would tell uswhat the spirituals meant. He said spirituals hada flavor and a rhythm of
their own. Later, I joined Heritage in 1976. The purpose ofHeritage is to singNegro
sprituals while perpetuatingand preservingNegrospiritualsin their original fbrm,which
is acappella..
Spirituals originated on the southernplantations. When people from Haiti and Africa
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were brought to America in the slave trade, they were introduced to a Christian God. As
the enslaved Negroes adapted to theirjaew-surroundingsanddevelopedihorianguag^
they beganto seethemselvesin horrible conditions. As a consequence oftheir
enslavement, Negro spirituals were devdopedas anoutcry to God Theirhope to return
to their homeland fora betterlife was the continuous strain throughout the muse. What
they learned in theBible, like go downMosesway down in Egypt land, was usedto
communicate secretlywith other slaves. They used spiritual text to send messagesback
and forth from one-plantation to another, because the plantation owners stoppedthem
from using drums. Drumming was a method ofcommunication from their homeland.
When the slave owner began to understand that this was a communication process, they
prohibited drumming and the enslaved Negroes started to sing. The Negro spiritual has
several purposes. Spirituals were sungfor weddingsandfor funerals. Sometimesslaves
would sing spiritualsjust to make the work less hard in the fields.
I grew up with spirituals. I ama soprano. Several ofmy teachers throughoutmy
school years, recognized the quality of my voice and would ask meto sing. Manytimes
my mother would get a call saying" we want Frances to be in the choir." Back in those
days what momsaid is what mommeant. Participating with various choirs meant that I
was able to develop my talents and skills and be apart ofa group that was doing
something good. Singing is always a wonderful thing and that's how it started forme.
My style of singing depends on the writer. I try to singthe dynamics ofthe writer. I try
to not only understand what they were portraying in the music, but I try to makethe
music sing my own feelings about the Lord and the theme of the song. One ofmy
favorites is "Plenty Good Room". This songfits my voice, andI am often askedto sing it
My high school teacher, Mrs. Joyce L. Rochelle had a song dedicated to her called ” I
want Jesus to walk with me." It is a beautiful song and I sing on occasions. Shetaught us
this song when we were in high 3chcol and it has major importance to me. It canbe sung
as a choir or as an solo.
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Sometimes my style originates from the theme ofthe music. What I think the
writer is intending or the personal feelings I attach to the content ofthe song. In each song
there's a story that reminds me ofhow I think the music should be reflected in everyvoice.
For example, there wasanoratorical contest, andpeople came forward to speak
their recitations. Thetheme wasthe Twenty Third Psalm. A young man came forth and
I"

|

spoke eloquently. He received an ovation. Peoplewere asking himto do it again. Next an
old mancame. Theold mandid the Twenty Third Psalmtoo, but nobodymade a sound.
As the old man left the stage, theboy askedtheman standing next to him why didn't
anyone respond. The man replied, the young man knewthe pslam, the old man knewthe

j

"shepherd”. So it really dependsonwhereyou arein yourselfand the knowledge ofthe
music andwhat you're trying to evoke. If you arejust performing, then you give a
performance and it will be receivedthatway, but if youare performing andtestifying at
the same time your songwill have a whole different sound Somethingwill come forward
in the music as it developsand it's going to touch somebody.
However, producingtones, making music, speaking the words enthusiastically so
that the words come throughclearly andkeeping up with the rhythm ofthe music are all
very complicated tasks. When you are singingwith somebody else, for example, in a
STAB song which is soprano, tenor,alto or bass, everybody has a different rhythm and a
different entry time. Some spirituals are call and response. You have to come in with your
part, sing it on time, and singwith rhythmand, ofcourse, sing the author's lyrics. When
you yield yourselfwith opportunities that people present to you for doing certain kinds of

j
f

»

things, they recognize the talent in you. It is up to you to move forward.
If I could start all over I think that I would have followed the advice ofa couple
of people, and finished voice training. As I was listening to Kathleen Battle the other
night, I could hear the experience in hervoice aswell as the others that were singing with
her. How they deliverthese songshasamagnificence, that I don't think I attained. It's

]
;

like getting an A. You go above andbeyond with voice training and it takes you tc the
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eloquencein your music and puts your muse in a whole different realm. In the Bibleh
saysa man's steps are ordered by God whenyou dowhat is pleasing in his sight. This is
the kind ofthe thing that makes other peoplewant to praise the Lord. So, if I were to do
anything differently, h wouldprobablybeto continuevoice training. Onceone gets to a
certain point in their age there's little thathe or shecando to changethe tone and the.
quality oftheir voice, becausethey knowthat their vocal cordsare getting old. I feel that
you should start when you are younger, like while in high school. I amconcerned with the
feet that somehigh school teenagersgraduate fromhigh school without knowing
spirituals. I tHinlr a part ofthe historical loss occured when school desegregated. Some of
the musicwas shovedto the side, sothe students don't know it. They don't have a
0

connection with it. When it is sung, they think it is an old folks song. They don't
understand the history ofit They don't know the importance of it in termsofthe sharing
with one another. They don't realize the fellowship that is evoked through the music. I
am saddenbecause eventhoughwe sing in our concerts, the purpose ofthe spirituals are
not taught
TodayNegro Spritualshave a whole different sound. Lately, Fve heard some
Negro spirituals performed in high school choirs, andI'm thinking, no that is not the way
it sounds. I don’t know if I want to use the words anglicized or western. I can't decide
what the descriptor is for the soundthat I hear. But, it's not the soundthat I grew up with.
So, that's a concern ofmine; that peoplegraduate from highschool especiallyhaving had
music, and have no idea what the music is like. They dont know that this is a part oftheir
history, they don't know.
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Bines
Blues are a kind ofmusicthat developed in America from various musical
expressions ofBlack America. The blues are an extremely flexible type ofmusic and
musicianswith various stylesperformit The blues contributed greatlyto the development
ofjazz. Suchjazz

asDuke Ellington, Charlie Parker, andJack Teagarden have

often includevariations ofthe bluesin their music. In addition, some classical music and
numerous rock, folk, and country musiccompositions also showinfluence ofthe blues.
The baric bluesdesignis a 12 bar form that is divided into three sectionsoffour bars each.
Most blues lyrics consist ofa several three-line stanza that repeats the first, anda third line
expressionwhich respondsto the first two. Manyblueslyrics reflect loneliness or sorrow,
but other lyrics declare a humorous or defiant reaction to life's troubles. The blues became
morewidely known in the early 1900's. A band leader named W.C. Handy began to
publish blues songsthat won wide popularity. Handy's compositionincluded Memphis
Blues (1912) and St. Louis Blues (1914). In the 1920's, Bessie Smith emerged as one of
the most talented and popular ofthe classic blues singers. Recordings by Bessie Smith,
Mamie Smith, and others helpedbring urban blues to a larger audience.
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Interview with Tabby Thomas
Vim Tomer, Ayoi Fisher, and Brandon Stewart
My motherusedto havea Victrola whenI was a Httle-boy. We did not have much
but she had all the old blues records . I wasjust 9 or 10 whenI was exposed to this early
blues naisic, there wasjust something about h. I loved it i I would hang out in the' '
drugstore and listen to the records on thejukebox. We did not have any radio stations
playing the blues here in Baton Rouge. There was W1BO, theyplayed a variety ofmusic;
but no race records. You would have to listen ton jukebox in order to hearthe blues. I
have always loved music. It has always beeninside ofme.
When I was attending school at McKinley High, RoyBrown and hisMighty
Mighty HouseRockers performed one night at the school. The moment I heard him
singing and sawthe band... it just did something to me. Their showreally inspired me. I
found myvoice in qnging gospel. My grandfather founded a Baptist church, in which I
sung in thejunior choir. It was not until I completed servicein the U.S. Air Force in 19S0
that music affected my life again. I went to Ellis bowling alley on Ellis Street one night. I
met up with a guywho hada band. He was a anger also. He informed meofa talent
showthe next night at the Ellis Theater. He insisted that I audition, so I did. I saw the
discjockey from KSAN radio. His namewas Fatso Barry. They were sponsoringthe
talent show. I had never been on a stage in mylife. There was a small bandonstage and
this guy asked me: "What are you here for"? I told himI amhere to sing alittle blues, but
I don't know anything about what key the songhas. I plan to sing a tune called Long
About Midnight. He took me to the piano player and all I had to saywas Hey, Long
about midnight, whenhe sayshey manyou are in. He told me I was eighth in the line up
the next night. The guy before medid his numberand the housewent wild then I sang my
song and the housewent crazy. I won 15 dollars that night. This talent showwas my
first professional gig.
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My reputationas a blues a singer quickly grew, and I was given a chanceto
record for J andM Records. He would record songs during his lunch hour from his shoeshiningjob . One ofthe songsthat 1recorded that made the radio was "Baby snap the
whip andI wifl Make the Trip" I went through somethingsback then, I knowwhat it is
like out there. Everyone helped my scngwriting. We had lots of materials here. With my
rising popolarity, I realized I would have to learn an instrument to further my career and
nurture my emergingsongwridng style. I wasable to formallyput mywords to music.
Later, I had a chanceto go to California. California was a good experience, but my desire
for family anda steadyincome led me back to the placeofmybirth, Baton Rouge. I was
doing everything I could do. I was hustling man. you know like my song "Never Get
0

Rich In Bed". You got to keep working andworking. I worked at filling stations, driving
trucks, washing dishes... but I was always keeping the music going on the ride. I hustled
and managedto do it all While doing all ofthis, I wrote and recorded "The Hoodoo
Party"in 1962. It was a hit for Excello Records. I went on to record for several labels,
laying down suchfavorites as: "Midnight Is Calling", "Thinking Blues", and "Church
MembersBall".
Around 1970,1formed the Blue Beat label, releasing several well received albums,
formulating a signature sound ofboth Baton Rouge and other Louisiana musical identities.
Later, I openedthe Blues Box. The most important thing I ever learned is you can't win
all the time.
My spirit, andall the spirits ofall the great blues artists who have performed there
just fill that place up. Whenpeople go to the Blues Box, they get a good feeling that you
cant get anywhere rise, music you cant hearjust anywhere. The hours ofperforming and
running a nightclub keeps me hustling.
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Jazzis considered by manyasthe only musicalfonn to originate in the United
States. The history ofjazz beganin the Isle 1800's. Themusic grew from a combination of
influences, includingBlack American music, African rhythms, American bandtraditions
and instruments, andEuropean harmonies and forms. Much ofthe bestjazz is still written
and performed in the United States. Musicians from many other countries are.making
contributionsto thejazz society. Jazzwas actually widely appreciated asanimportant art
form in Europebefore it gained recognition in the United States. One ofthe key dements
ofjazz is improvisation (the ability to create newmusic spontaneously). This skill is the
distinguishing characteristic ofthe genuinejazz musirian Improvisation raises the role of
the soloist from a performer or producer of others' ideas, to a composeraswell.
Improvisation adds excitement tojazz at each performance. Another important dement of
jazz is syncopation. To syncopatejazz, jazz musicians take patterns that are even and
regular and break themup, makingthemuneven, and put accents in unexpected places.
The earliestjazz was performed by Black Americans who had little or notraining in
Western music. These musicians drew on a strong musical culture from Black life. Asjazz
grew in popularity, its sounds was influenced by nwiti«Mn« with formal training and
classical backgrounds. During its history, jazz hasobserved influences from folk and
classical music ofAfrica, Asia, and other parts ofthe world. The devdopment of
instruments with new and different characteristics have also influenced the sound ofjazz.
Jazz maybe performed by a single musician or by a small group ofmusicians called
a combo. It mayalso be performed by a big band of ten or more pieces. A combo is
divided into two sections: a solo front line ofmdody instruments and a back line of
accompanying instruments, called a rhythm section. The typical front line consists ofone
to five brass andreed instruments. The rhythm section usually consists ofpianos, bass
drums, drums, andsometimes an acoustic or electric guitar. The line instruments perform
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most ofthe solos. These instruments may also play together as ensembles. A big band
*•

V

consists ofreed, brass, and rhythm sections.
The rhythm sectionin a combo or big band maintains a steady beat and decorates
the rhythmwith syncopated patterns. It also provides the formal structureto support solo
improvisations. The drumskeep the beat steadyan adds interesting rhythmpatternsand
syncopation. The piano, or sometimesthe guitar plays the chorusor harmonies ofthe
compositionin a rhythmic manner. The bass outlines the harmonyby soundingthe roots
or bottom pitches ofthe chorus on the strong beat ofeachmeasure. Any true instruments,
especially the piano, may also solo duringe performance.
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Interview with Alvin Batiste
j

*

!

David Simpson, Heidi McGee, Shnvonda SmitMnd Erin Porche'
My name is Alvin Batiste. 1 wasbcrn inNew Orleans,-Louiaiafla. le a sixty-six yean

I.

.

old. My mother and lather's maidennamesareFrankie Rodney and EdgarBatiste. I have

one aster. I was cducatedin New QricansJLAatF.P..Richard Elementary School and
Booker T..WashingtonHigh School I attended Southern University andLouisiana State
University in Baton Rouge>LA. Today, lam-a-professional darmestandajazz instructor
at SouthernUniversity in BatonRouge, Louisiana
Historically,jazz is said-to-haveheguamNewOrieans. But,-I thinkthatjazz
emerged out ofthe nnisical consciousnessofAfrican Americans. Consciousnessis simply
•

awareness.

W fi» n

yrwi ««y A f i w n

.

0

A m » rirjn « ynwVi*-faUn’n g » h n n t ^ m w i r « n n r i i n t f

ethnic legacy goes back to Africa. You people represent the most maturegeneration or the
most Americanized generation, in that respect. Having lived for over sixtyyears, Tm
always impressed with the fact that ifyou put somebodybehind a screenand heard
studentstalking they would hetalking about the same subject andmanytimes usingthe
same slang. When I was a kid it wasn't like that Your ethnicity madeyou stand out.
As I stated earlier,jazz aroseout ofthe human conscious, but accordingto
i_

historiansjazz started in New Orleans. Historians get the best informariontfaatis available
at that particular time. But, libraries are where you can uncover the historyandreveal the
mystery. Now, let me here you saymystery, again slower my-st-ery, againslower my-stery, again slower my-stery. Yes, my story. Ifyou don't engage in books and if you don't
think about thesebook, then you will never gainyour ownconsciousness—mystory. True,
education involves being exposed to historyandthen being able to makeit yours which is
the process ofunvafling the mystery.
I became a musician after hearinga blues

by^ "arri» nf

ParW

He was a great altc ssxaphcnist fromKansasCity, Missouri. The Wuesis an intrical part
ofjazz.There are three areas knownfor the development ofblues in theUnited States—
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Tennessee, Mississqipi, and Texas. Back then, New Orleanswas a magnet, a big
cosmcpolhian area where people.cameior thesamereasonsthat they come now.
Eventually, New Orleans evolved their owncoloring ofbhies, which came to be called
jazz.
The Blues is not an AmericanPhenomenon, it isanAfrican Phenomenon. It.
comesfrom the sound of what is called the griot. The griot is a personality in African
communities. In order to qualify to be agriot, the personhasto rememberand.be^ahleto
recite everything that happenedin a culture with in sevengenerations.
Blues arerelated to spirituals, gospels, andjazz But blues—like jazz, gospel, and
spiritual—is amediaword. Every word used to describeAfrican-American-mnsjciir
0
America is a media word. For example, somebodyobserved Charlie Parker andDizzy
Gillespie wide they were playing and decidedto call theirmusic beebop. You have to
label things, define things, and limit things in order to sell them. Whenyou solvethe
mystery, only then you will understand that there is a continuumto jazz and it can not be
affected by media words.
History will alsotell you thatjazz is acombination ofAfrican and European music,
but that's not exactly true. Up until this point, we had not done enough studying on
Africans andAfrican American culture. When I was in highsehool we had to fight forJhe
right to learn about African American culture. When you listen to classical music, you are
listening to thegreat European tradition. Whenyou listen tojazz,.played byjazz
muscians, you are listening to the Great AfiicaaAmerican tradition Jazz has not been
fully presentedto United States inthis way. Becausewe arcbasically abusinessoriented
society and civilization, we tend to trivializethings. If you.gointo a departmentstore-ycumay heargoodjazz going on in the background, but it wont make any senseto you
because it soundsjustlike,any irind a f m m ie
The most complicated taskforme asajazz musicianhas been to come into the
awareness that everything I needto expressis within me. Svetything comesthrough me
323
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from evsywhere. Once Icome to gripswith this then I am connected to my music. In
jazz you deal with spontaneousexpression. This meansthat whatever comesinto your
mind you haveto be ableto expressit through your music. The expressions andthe
feelings must beapart ofyourvocabulary. This is why it is important foryoungpeople to
read bocks to learn the definition ofwords. Thisisprobebiy the most difficult thing .
about being ajazz artist, becauseyou haveto get the technique or expression to express
those thingsthat comciiom within andthrough you.
The ancient Egyptians originatedwhat is know today as the Egyptian mystery
schooL They taught in the mystery schoolsthat a sound had color, a chemical and
thought Ancient Egyptianfife,'wasjustJScefife injthe
United States. Theywere thefrrst
0
people to put forth a monotOisticconcepts ofGod on a high. Many ofthe great ones wereblack. But in history, if you readyour history, they'll never say that. That is whyyou have
io deal with themystery. Becausewith history, everybody is trying to deal with their own
perspectives and pijudices. Like ancientEgyptians, otherAfricans and Africans
Americans also thought that music was reflective. We had musicfor dances, funerals,
schools and on military occasions. Thisidea is.pulled from the notion that musichas
theraputic purposes. In fact, byxhetime theEgyptian period had evolved into the Greek,
the Greek started talking abouttheraputic. By the time musicgot to Europe, their
promotooal slogan was to turn the graceful notes ofhuman nature into gold.
Having said all ofthis, today students, I am challenging you to become-more
conscious. Because, whenyou areconscious, you can listen.to someone playing and be
aware ofyour own perspective. That is the purpose ofall music... includingjazz.
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b to v in r with M rA nukW ffi«u
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Erin Porche' u d Kim Toner
My nameis FrankEdward Williams, loos bora SeptembecJl, 1961 in Memphis,
Tennessee. After graduating from high school, I redeved a bachelorsDegreein MusicEducation at SouthernUniversity. I amcurrently theBand Director at McKinley.Senior
High School andthe Minister ofMusic at CommunityBible Baptist Church. My mothers'
maiden i w w U TWrrthy

»nfi my

nam e i« Franlr F A m H M iliu m S r I have

-onejiater.
Jazz is one ofthe onlyartionns that is true tolhe Americanheritage. Jazz
originated in America. Many ofits1infiuences coxnefrom aOtypes ofareas. Jazzhas
A

European influences, aswell as Afiican influences dealing with its1rhythms. Jazz, in_my
perfective, is anexpression ofthe innerfeelings that one has and it allows the musician to
become a composer. Jazz deals withimprovisation, whichmeansto be ableto makeup
things offofthe top.ofyour head that makessenseandrelate themtogether. Jazz is an
outlet for the soul, you really play what you feel.andnot what someone elsehas written
down on paper.
My high school band director inspired me to be ajazz musician. He introducedme
to a program entitled, ” Jas AnyoneThis program was conducted by a guy named.
Willie Thomas from Florida. Willie Thomasis-a jazz-musician. _After.one program and
watching several video tapes ofWyntonMarcellis, I becameinterested injazz and wanted
to explore h little further. I have relatives who.traveledandperfbrmed overseasin Europe
and Paris. One ofthese relatives; Jimmy Smith; got me interestedin listening to jazz
stations. I began tn

tn th e y m

and

mnre and m are wivntved m w h at

jazz was. I enrolled in ajazfrprogram in high school and that is where myinterest injazz
was fine tuned.
The styie ofjazz that iplay is traditional. Thisjazz idiomis-snulfiil and it contains
net oniy the scales and characteristics, but involves biues andgospel This soulfuljazz
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stemsfromthe soul, the fed for music thatAfricans brought with them. The Africans had
a different interpretation ofmusic and theymixedsomepfthe Europeanstyle with the
African style. This made itbecomemore soulfuland ethnic. This is the typeofjazz I like
to play, traditionaljazz witfre lot.ofiouL
The most complicated task mbeingsjazz imiitirian is beingnblfrto relateto the •
audience. Itry to painta stay for themthroughmymusic. The message hasto get across
without soundingEke I amjust playing a clustero fnotesor a whole bunchofscales. The
average person does not realtyknow wbatjazz isLabout ar.what it is supposetasound
like. Whenever I play ajazz solo, or if I havethe band playing in format at the school, I
try to choose songsthat people, who donot have.anyidea about wbatjazz is canrelate to.
0

I use songs that allow the audience to paint a mental picture about the music. You know,
if the songhasa lot ofLatinrhythms,lhen_the audiencejcanenvision vacationing onan
island or beach.
Jazz is very creative, and doesn't always keep the same form. Blues usually has a
definite form and a meaningful sound. Blues is more about expressions and people, for
example people who are tyrving hard times. Jazz, however, causes feelings ofa lot of
different emotions like—sadness and happiness. You know the feelings that one hasand
wants to release. Blues, in someaspects, usemoretechniqueaand requites more
technical thinking about what your doing. You haveto be able to play in the key ofthe
song and the musician canpretty muchget by. Injazz,justknowingthekey is not being
able to play. You have to be on top ofthose changes and keep up with the changes to
make it sound like jazz.
Gospel music, although it contains a lot ofjazz, really deals with the spirit and the
worship ofour creator, Jesus Christ and God. The music, although it sometimes sounds
like Jazz or Blues, can cause differentemotions.
The main difference between gospel music andjazz music is that gospel is used
specifically to edify Christ and the body ofChrist and God. Jazz is usedfor personal
326
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enjoyment Gospel muse a lot oftimes involves choir. Jazz his choir capabilities most of
the time. You think ofjazz ast combotype ofthing with instruments. Therearenot
manyjazz vocalistsleft out there. Whereaiwfch gospel musicyou do not find as many
instrumentalists asvocalist.
I have beenplayingjazzier about sixteen years. When I began playing, I only.
flayed 'ghat I heard,andwhat I could imitate. Now* when I playjazz, I imitate what I

I

hear and fed, howeverI knowtheiheory it involves. I caninterpret the music a lot better.

i

I also have a betterunderstandingofwhat jazz is. I am able to play the piano, the drums,
i

and the bassguitar. There is a lot jnare cohesiveness andmy musicdoesnot sound
immature. WhenI first beganplayingjazz, people could tell that I was a beginner.

[

*

BecauseI could not makethe changesI talked about earlier, I would play the same key
|

over and over. Now I knowbetter and I have learned to adapt to whatever changes may
come in music. My playing soundsmore mature.andmore professional.
Thisstyle of music influences popular African American music today. Take a few
singing groups now like: Take Six, Aliyah, Janet Jackson, andothernewartist, all of
their music contains idioms ofjazz. The voices that most songwriters and composers

|

usedback in the dayswere basicandsimple. The way it soundedwassimplistic and
anyone could imitate it. The voices they usenow are much more complex and they have
jazz voicing in all ofthe music.
You have rap thateven manipulatejazz. Rappers use samples ofjazz music.
Therense to be a group namedDas EFX. Das EFX did a lot ofjazz integration with rap.
I also remember agroup called The Diggable Planets, which was a rap.group. They use to
implementjazz throughout their music. So,jazz has really affected the sounds of
contemporarymusicandAfrican Americanmusic oftoday.
Like most musical art forms, I believe that it is important to relatejazz to a story.
If you leave the audienceout ofwhat you are doing, thenihey have no way of
communicating or understandingwhat you’re doing. That reaily makesyour playing
327
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useless. That'sjust like getting an exercisebook andinviting a group ofpeople to listen to
mepractice. Soyou know, if you'rejio t.paintinga picture thatpeople canget into,fed
enjoyment, andreally touch their spirit*then the whole purpose ofplaying hasbeen
defeated-because both partiesJeave notieeling anybetter. Therebas beennobenefit and
iherehas beennounHftment to the listener. The music has not charmed their souL
There was aguy named Orpheus, from Greek mythology.-He charmed the trees andall
ofthe thingsin the forest by.playing his harp, ‘□ns.is the samekind ofthing that musicians
do today. Theytry to get the audience to really losethemselvesand to take the.listeners
!

1

mind offa problemthat they are having at home or something_that'sgoing onwith their

;

fife. The musiccan'become soothingto their spirit.,

I,

j

'

By playingjazz, it hasbeen easier for me to pick music up by ear andrecognize
chords. Jazz helps meto write music and helps me to do arrangements for the marching
band. It has also helpedme to do a lot ofdifferent things musically. People will hire ajazz
musician muchquickerbecause ajazz musician canadapt to any situation. So, I have
played blues, Latin music, and country western. I didnt really enjoy playing country

I

western but I played it because I could play it. I have also played gospel music. In the
gospd music oftoday, if you cant playjazz you're realty lost as far asthe new
contemporary soundingarrangements go. So, I thank God the Creator ofjazz for giving
i

•

methe chanceto play this type ofmusic andto be able to usejazz in gospd music. Jazz
hasbeen a big help.
Jazz is truly one of western civilizations only form ofmusicthat we canreally call
our own. A iot ofmusicians have contributed heavilyto jazz suchasDuke Ellington, John
Coltrane, andMiles Davis. Duke Ellington was an early big band composer. He
contributed heavilyto jazz music. John Coltrane was more of a contemporary traditional
composer. Miles Davis was a contemporary traditional composer andtrumpet player. He
also made big contributions. This list can go onand on. They have other people who have
made contributions like Horace Silver and Dizzy Gillespie. Horace Silver dealt with Larin
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music and Latinjazz. Dizzy Gillespie dealt with Afro-Cubanjazz. AHofthese people and
different idioms helpto pamtand to preserve anart form that remainsto be true to
America. This tuns out to be one ofourgreatest contributions to muse all over the
world. People in Europe and other lands like to fly American musiciansover to Europe
and other faraway places to playjazz. Theyfed that Europeanmuririans are playing .
imitationjazz. So, they like to get the authentic Americanmusiciansover to playjazz.
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BAP
Rap is a formofpopular muse that is generally spokenor chanted at a fast pace
rather than SUng. P»p is ppfam w rf < w r trm c ira l yiynmpantwignt that emptM«7W rhythm

rather thanmelody. Often these accompaniment consist ofshort segments ofearlier
recorded musiccombinedin newpatterns.
Rap musicfirst developed in the mid 1970's in New York City, and soonin other
urban areas, primarily amongAfrican Americanteenagers. The style soon spread
throughout the United States and muchofthe world. Some critics believe that rap
replaced rock Tronicas the creative force in music ofthe 1980‘s and 1990's. But, the lyrics
ofsomerap songshave

controversy. Critics have chargedthat rap lyrics promotes

racism andviolence and show contemplationfor women. The largest inspiration for rap
came from discojockeys in Jamaica. They would talk, or toast, over recorded music they
played in clubs.
The style, known as dub, produced popular records that talked over instrumental
backing and electronic effects. A Jamaican bom discojockey known asDJKool Here is
often credited with introducing rap to New York City. He and otherjockeys used records
playing ontwo turn tables, switching rapidly from one to the other to mix and match beats
between two songs. Popular rappers have includedM.C. Hammer, Dr. Dre, Ice T, Run
DMC, and the Beastie Boys. The first rap hit was "Rappers Delight" (1979) by the Sugar
Hill Gang. "The Breaks” (1980) by Kurds Blow helpedto spread rap's popularity among
a wider audience. Much earlier rap was primarily concerned with a dance and party spirit.
However, "The Message” (1982) by GrandmasterFlash and the Furious Five took a
harder look at social issues andtheir portrayal ofblack inner-city-life. Artists suchas
Public Enemy andIce Cubehave popularized styles ofrap that are even more
revolutionary.
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Interview with Shane Bennett
* jr

David Simpson and Erick Banks

My name is ShaneBennett I am21 yean old. I wasbora in BatonRouge,
Louisiana ini977.1havethree brothers and one sister. My mother’s nameis
Mrs. OssieBennett I started rappingbetween 1988 and 1989. When I started rappin, it
wasjust a hobby. For merappinwas something a brotherjust did for fun, or to get a little
change in his pocket So, he could go andbuy some candy. But, later onrapping became
somethinggreaterto me. Becausethe longeryou stick with something, the more it
becomes apart ofyou.
p.

0

To me rapping is an expression. It is a way to express a hidden sideofa person.
You can sit and listen to somebodyand get a feel from them when you hearthem
rap. Their lyrics will take you to a whole bother level. Through the lyrics you can see the
other side ofthe rapper. That's the side that no one knows about, but eveyone canrelate
to. It is the sidethat shows the down sidesof life. You know,the side that shows the
troubles that life cantake you through.
Some people askme why I choosethis form of music, I tell themthat I didn't want
to be a singer. Rapping wasjust the thing to do back when you had a lot ofold-school
rappers doing their thing like, Flavor- flaid andKool- Mo- D. These brothers realty made a
brother like mewant to rap. SoI guess all the glitter ofthe big chains and stuffrealty put
it on my mind. I started sayingto mysdf that could be me.
The hardest part ofbeing a rapper is putting up with a lot ofbull, things you don't
even have control of Sometimesyou haveto let things roll like they roll. My style ofrap
differs from others, becauseifyou listen to what I'm saying, it's around you... it's Baton
Rouge. That's the difference in myrap.
We havetwo national artist, Master?. and Snoop Dogg, living in Baton Rouge.
You rarely hers them sayanything about Highland Road. You have to travel
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downHighland Read if you're from BatonRouge or the "South*. I just fed certain areas,
certain spots, and certain things shouldbebrought to the table to let people know that this
is Baton Rouge not New Orleans or California. This is the atmosphere down here.
Most people saythat music affectsthe listener.! believe it does. Becausewhen a
personlistensto Pokundishions, hewill think that's me. He will think this relates to me
because that's something Tve done, or something rm going through. This rap isn't a lot of
Fmjumping out ofthe car with mygat, rat a tat tat It's more like rm knocking on
heavens door, asking God does he haveroom for one more, becauserm not too sure if
Fmgoing to make it. My rap lets a brother know there’sanother way. There is
anotherway. Everybody can't be a thug, you willhaveto be a man someday.
If I could change anything in myrap, it would be the sounds. You know right
now we are trying to get some fresh soundslike real horns- Tubas andXylophones. We
don't
want that computerized stuf£ becauseit gives a different sound. I feel that if we had
the real horns, we could provide a better array ofmusic for people.
I fed that everybody at one point oftime holds a position or a point in life. If sall
about beingpatient. Somepeople haveto depend on others in order to make it That’s
how it is with rap. Fmreally looking for support from everybody,basically from people
from my city, Baton Rouge. Tm. not telling anybodyto go out and buymyCD like crazy
and we get rich, becausethafs not goingto happen. Whenyou buythe CD another
organization come up in your own city. I know everybody would love to see another
album with people from your hood in it, and another organization straight from Baton
Rouge cannow be known.
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Interview with Corneft Moore
David Simpson and Erick Banks
My name is Cornell Moore. I am21 years old. I ama current resident ofBaton
•

%

Rouge, Louisiana. I have two brothers and three sisters. My relationship with my
brothers and sisters are normal. It's a - 1look out for you- you look out for metype of
thing. I have a mother and a father. They are Dolores and Paul Moore. I amnot arapper
but a producer. I have beenwith Double O for someyears now and if sreal. What
influenced me to start producing is the sound ofmusic. I like to create myown music. I
am able to express myselfthrough music.
My career as a producer started as a little kid onthe block. As a kid I useto
rap for change. I chose this form ofmusic because Ogives a message. Whenyou hear
something like "Master P" the beat will catch you before the words will. I thought to
myselfj if he could do it, I can do it too. I try to make mymusic so that it catchesycur
ears and creates a vision.
The most complicated task in being a producer is everything. I haveto keep up
with all the tapes and the computer disks. But, the most important thing is making
up the music. I have to listen to the words and rhink- ofa sound that will create a
background for the messagethat the rapper is "miring
I create my beats from scratch, every cut on our CD is original. Like a "popeyes"
butter milk biscuit every cut on the CD is from scratch. There is no soundonthere that
you have heard on someone rise’stape. I guarantee you that if you listen to our CD you'll
replay something. Everyone looks for ...a CD that they can play over and over
again.,.and that's "real". Because I do mine from the mind, my style ofmusicdiffers from
others. I get a flow in my head and I run with it. I would like to change the sound ofmy
music. The computer stuffis straight but h is not full. Ifs not "original”. I want
horns and things ofthat sort which can bring out the beauty ofmy music.
I would like to state that Pokundishions stands for providing anopportunity for the
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Condusion
Through our oral history project, we learnedthat musicis morethanjust sounds
and melodies. It is a form ofexpression. It symbolizesone'sthoughts about certain
situations. Through music an artist tells a story. He or she is ableto sing or perform into
life their background and their culture. Many great artists in ourbook had a uniqueway
ofexpressing themselves throughtheir music. Through our interviewees, we learned the
right way to do things and gained an understandingfor the importance oflife itself! We
also learned that within different forms ofmusic, there are different messages. Different
rhythms and grooves put together for certain occasions. For example, dependingonthe
rhythmic intent and expressions ofthe artist,jazz cancause aperson to fed happy, sad,
grief; bordom, and many other feelings that come with life itself This is what makes
music. The elegance of life. Finally, through our project we acquired a deeper
understanding ofhow music infhiencences aswell aseffects African American culture.
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Appendix F
Roots of My Family Tree: Participants’ Biographical Forms
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Me Kinley High School
African Aacrlcan Studies
Oral History Project

Project participant
Biographical Information and Family History
To tha Interviewer: The purpose of this fora is to collect
information for a brief description of the lives of interviewees
to be included with each tape recording and transcript and in a
comprehensive resource guide that we hope to develop. You should
try to complete.each section as fully as possible with the
interviewee, out please do not press the interviewee to answer
any question which seems too personal.
currant Information
Pull Name: *
Last

Middle

First

Maiden Name:
Current Address:
State

City

Zip

Home Telephone Number:
Work Telephone Number:
Please indicate here precisely how the interviewee would like
his/her name to appear in written materials:
(FIRST NAME)

(MIDDLE/NICK NAME)

(LAST NAME)
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*

really History

Date of Birth
Place of Birth:
county

city
Current Marital Status:
Single[ ]
Married [ ]

state

Divorced[ ]

Widowed ( ]

Spouse's name:
.■iddle

first

last

Spouse's Date, of.Birth (death):

(

_

)

Spouse's Place of Birth:
county

city

state

Spouse's Occupation:

Parents of Interviewee;
Mother's Name:
Middle

First

Last
-<

Mother's Maiden Name:
Mother's Date of Birth (death):

(

)

county

state

Mother's Place of Birth:
city
Mother's Occupation:
Father's Nane:
First

Middle

Last

C

Father's Date of Birth (death):

)'

Father's Place of Birth:
city

county

Father's Occupation:

f-SUei d ZdkClfoi* 4
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state

Bisters and Brothers;
Full name

Birth (death) Date

Place of Birth

Please indicate the interviewee's rank order of birth in the
family (1st born, 2nd born, 3rd born) [________ )

g A ilfls tn :
Full Name

Birth (death) Date

Place of Birth

Grandchildren?_________ Number:
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Interviewee's Kesidential History
Please list below the places where the interviewee has lived and
the dates (approximate):
Place (city, county, state)

Dates (from-to)

Interviewee'a Education History
Name of School

Place
(city, state)

Dates

Year/Degree
Completed

Interviewee's Worfc History
List the interviewee's current and most important previous jobs:
Job

Employer

Place (city,state)

Dates
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Has the interviewee ever received any awards or honors, or held
any offices? Please describe, including dates and places:

t

' ' T
interviewee's Religious History

Current Religious Denomination:________
Current Church Affiliation:______________________
Past church*memberships (name, place):__________
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Appendix G
Out of the Mouth of Babes: Students’/ Historians’ Interview Questions
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Interview Questions for Me Kinley High Students
1. Would you please state your full name.
2. Please state your date of birth?
3. Please state your age?
4r Please state your parents name?
5. How many brothers and sisters do you have?
6. How old are they
7. What school did you attend for elementary, junior-high, and high school?
8. What is the highest educational attainment of your parents?
9. What is your mother's occupation?
10. What is your father's occupation?
11. How would you describe yourself?
12. If your best friend could chose 3 words to describe you, what would they be?
13. Who is someone you look up to as a mentor
14. Why?
15. How would you describe your family?
16. Who are you closest to in your family and why?
17. If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it be?
18. If you could change one thing about your family, whatwould it be?
19. Where do you see yourself 20 years from now?
20. How do you like to spend your free time?
21. What role does religion play in your life?
22. How would you describe yourself as a student?
23. How would you describe McKinley?
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text books and hand outs, etc. Why or Why not?
48. How would you define oral history?
49. What did you like most about reading the Mis-Education of the Negro?
50. What did you like least about reading the Mis-Education of the Negro?
51. Do you think this book relates in any way to the lives of African Americans today?
52. If so how?
53. Is there anything you would like to add about your experience in our class?
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Vita
A native of Nashville, Tennessee, LaVada Taylor Brandon completed
her studies at Fisk University, in 1991, with a dual bachelor of arts degree in
political science and public administration. In the fall of the same year, as a
seventh grade social studies teacher in the Lower Ninth Ward of New Orleans,
Louisiana, Taylor Brandon embarked on a career in and on behalf of urban
education. Her experience in this urbanized context incited her desire to
discover ways of providing more educational opportunities for urban African
American learners and other historically marginalized youth. Consequently,
Taylor Brandon returned to Nashville in 1993, and in the spring of 1994,
began studying education administration and supervision of instruction at
Tennessee State University receiving the degree of Master of Education in
August 1995. However, still feeling inadequately prepared to address the
educative needs of urban learners, she matriculated to Louisiana State
University in the fall of 1996 and began pursuing doctoral studies in
curriculum theory. Taylor Brandon continued her interest as well as
scholarship in and on behalf of urban education and historically marginalized
learners becoming a doctor of philosophy in curriculum theory. Her current
research foci are urban education, critical race theory, post colonial discourse,
secondary social studies methods, and oral history. Beginning in the fa ll 2001
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semester, Taylor Brandon will be an assistant professor of education at
Purdue University Calumet, in Hammond, Indiana.
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